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2022.23

The goal of the Superintendent's budget for the 2022-23 academic year, will result in a tax levy increase that
is within the tax cap requirement set forth in law while also maintaining favorable class size, aTl general
and special education programs, and all extracurricular and athletic programs. Additionall/, this budget
proposes a capital improvement in the form of the start of an Electric Bus Fleet and in-frastructure that
would serve the triple purpose of making a positive impact on the environment, anticipating the day when
diesel buses are no longer manufactured and establishing the possibility of long-term savings. My
colleagues and I have set out to develop a responsible budget that manages the district's short- and longterm finances while preserving programs. In a very difficult fiscal environment, we are proud to state that
we have maintained our academic program, and even developed some small enhancements.
The preliminary budget of $115, 964,1,81,.54 represents an increase from2021-22 of $4,323,L63.48 and a tax
levy increase of 2.499%. The maximum allowable state tax cap according to New York State law for the
North Shore Schools for 2022-23 is currently 2.499%. This represents a budget-to-budget change of 3.872Y",
an increase largely attributable to a spike in Hea1th Insurance that is being felt around the nation. The

impact of the increase in health insurance (and other employee benefits to a smaller degree) cannot be
overstated. The health crisis of the last 23 months is now coming home to roost, and all the very
appropriate health benefits that have been extended across the nation now need to be paid for. The "free"
vaccines, tests, masks, and test kits are not free. The cost has been borne by insurance companies and the
cost will now be passed along to the consumer. I would imagine that premiums will be impacted
everywhere, and the health insurance programs run by New York State and made available to the district's
employees are no exception.
The COVID-19 global pandemic had previously (and still does to some degree) impact the way we teach.
At the onset of this year the district committed to instruction that was "live, safe and sustainable". We have
met that promise, but unanticipated expenses still presented and will likely occur moving into the future.
We have expanded our remote possibilities, only as necessary, and tried to expand our outdoor leaming

opportunities and remained flexible in meeting ever-changing protocols and mandates. I reflect on this
now, as it should serve as a lesson for next year's budget that it needs to be nimble, able to meet
unanticipated as well as predictable challenges.
Our expense plan must adequately support student achievement, staffing to support programming,
supplies, materials, and other resources so that teachers and students have the necessary tools to be
successful. This preliminary budget for the 2022-23 academic year does so.
There are many factors that influence the development of the operating budget. Most of these factors are
out of our control but need to be recognized as primary budget drivers. They include the following:

1. Salaries and benefits comprise 82.88% of the budget. Specifically, 57 .74"/" of the budget is
comprised of salaries and25.44% is comprised of employee benefits. The primary budget driver
was a$2,'1.42,046.86 contractual increase in salaries for all employees, leaving little discretionary
budgeting within the process. The district has 9 bargaining agreements whose contracts
collectively rise over 3.32% plus increment in this budget cycle. Six of those agreements expired in
June 2020 and will be negotiated in the spring.
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2. It is estimated
TRS and ERS)

that retirement costs for teachers, administrators, and all support staff (both
increase by $115,180.07 in2022-23.

will

3.

The overwhelming driver of this budget is the previously referenced increase in health
insurance, with an increase of $1,407,310.14. This increase is historic in nature and will influence
every budget decision we make in the coming months.

4.

On the revenue side, State Aid is projected to increase by $492,675.00 as proposed by the
2022 NYS Governor's Executive budget. This represents an increase of approximately 8.4"/..

Given the limitations set by the tax cap, but needing additional revenue to fund this budgef we are called
upon to apply reserves totaling $850,000.00 and a bullet grant of $1,000,000.00 received earlier this year to
bridge the spending gap. We are fortunate to have these funds to rely upon and this practice is consistent
with how budgets have previously been assembled in the district.
This budget does contain one innovation that will serve the district both immediately and into the future.
We propose to begin the process of building an Electric Bus Fleet to replace the diesel fleet that we have
and has served us well. Building upon the existence of our own fleet and a transportation facility that
provides service and revenue to the district, we are in a position to begin to phase out the diesel buses we
now have and begin a lease program of six electric buses. However, the more sobering purchase associated
with this initiative is the installation of Charging Stations. These would be sufficient to charge the newly
purchased buses and could also be made available (by way of inter-municipal agreements) to other
districts and entities and serve as a small revenue source. The cost of these charging stations is
approximately $603,000.00 and the district is actively soliciting the support of our elected officials to
advance this important initiative.
The introduction of an electric fleet is not an extravagance. Beyond the important statement and
contribution it would make in terms of the environment, it is also preparing for the inevitable day when

diesel buses are as extinct as the dinosaurs upon whose decayed bones we now rely for their fuel. As the
electric bus industry flourishes, the diesel production is slowly shutting down. Incentives exist that make
the purchase of these buses more attainable right now, and we are advised that as we surrender our diesel
buses in exchange for the new ones, the manufacturer immediately drills a hole through the drive train
making them inoperable. That is a sure sign of the direction that school fleets are headed. The final
advantage worth noting is a fiscal one/ as the maintenance on electric buses costs vastly less than their
diesel counterparts require.
The document that is attached is a proposed and preliminary budget. The process that follows is an
iterative one where the Board of Education will further guide these efforts, the community will express
their thoughts and expectations, and the administration will respond with alterations that fit within the
grand scheme. Public sessions and line-by-line analysis will begin on February 3'd and will continue
through March. The end product will be a budget document that reflects the thoughts that are expressed
and the administration's best effort to incorporate them into a document that the community will find
acceptable. It is our expectation that through the thoughtful analysis of this budget, questions will be
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raised, and valuable input

will

be sought that

will ultimately lead to the adoption of a budget by the North

Shore

Board of Education that best reflects the values of our learning community. This preliminary budget is the
first step in that journey which will culminate in the school board member election and budget vote on
Tuesday, May 17,2022.

Early in this process Ms. Buatsi, Dr. Zublionis and I met with every principal and director. They arrived
with requests and proposed enhancements that were embraced by all three of us. Every proposal they
brought us was some effort to improve the probability of success for our students. At those meetings, in the
fall, there was no talk of limitations, only possibilities. Now, in a slightly more restrictive environment that
continues to be the mission of this budget: to maintain all programs, push forward just a little bit and be
ready for any possibility that it presents. Even in a challenging budget like this, a district must maintain all
they can and be poised to leap upon every new alternative that presents. This budget achieves that
purpose.

I extend my appreciation and admiration to our Assistant Superintendent for Business, Ms. Olivia Buatsi,
and her valuable assistant Ms. Lois Straber. They have both, with the support of our dedicated business
office, worked tirelessly to propel our districf s vision for continued excellence and should be commended.
I also acknowledge the support and hard work of Dr. Zublionis in these budget-building efforts. He and
his team of subject area directors provide the data needed on many occasions, and in coordination with our
principals make the recommendations that we rely upon to make our program a complete one. All those
individuals have made worthy contributions to the construction of this document.
I am pleased to present the2022-23 preliminary budget to the Board of Education. Working together in the
coming months, and relying upon the input of our community, I am confident we will meet the challenge
of assembling a budget that meets the needs of our students and garners the support of our residents.
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Curriculum and Instruction
The North Shore Central School District strives for all students to grow beyond routine expectations

in

their development so they can discover their dreams. The daily classroom experience is one of the most
important factors that the district can enhance to support students on this ambitious joumey.
The goal for every investment is to have a direct and measurable impact on students. Therefore, each

budget request is vetted by the following questions:

1..

How does this resource positively impact student leaming?

2.

How does this resource complement and improve the existing educational program and
empower teachers?

J.

How does this resource promote the district-level goals of the North Shore Schools?

4.

How does this resource positively impact all learners?

5.

Is the resource available through BOCES and therefore eligible to receive State Aid?

The 2022-2023 budget for curriculum and instruction provides the resources needed to maintain and
enhance student learning opportunities in line with the goals of the district. In particular, the budget

will

fund efforts in four major areas:
Personalized and Differentiated Learning for Students

Authentic, Outdoor and Performance-Based Learning for Student
Engagement
Parent Outreach and Support

Professional Learning and Training for Teachers

1
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Personalized and Differentiated Learning for Students
Educational technology applications provide teachers and students with precise and flexible
reinforcement tools specific to a given studenfs needs. Programs such as IXL, Castle Learning,
Edpuzzle, and Renaissance STAR, enable teachers to assess, provide specific interventions for, and

need. These resources dramatically
expand the impact that a teacher can have on student progress throughout a school year. In addition,
reassess each student that helps them to grow in personal areas of

continued professional learning for teachers in Universal Design for Leaming and technology tools such
as Texthelp and ReadilVrite (text to speech; speech to text accessibility applications) will further empower

fully inclusive lessons that create

for diverse student strengths. Moreover,
teacher training in inclusive enrichment and gifted education will provide administrators and faculty
with designing opportunities tailored to the unique talents of all our students.
teachers to design

access

Authentic, Outdoor and Performance'Based Learning for Student Engagement
Student engagement is an important area of focus for the North Shore Schools. Curriculum writing

will provide teachers with the support needed to integrate more
real-world, field-based, outdoor, and performance-based learning opportunities. The most effective way
resources and training opportunities

to promote these innovations in learning is to allow teachers and administrators time and space for

planning for the incorporation of projects, field trips, connections to the world today into lessons in

a

way

that promotes traditional success in skills and knowledge but also greater sfudent interest, engagemenf
and motivation. In addition, authentic learning is a major way to foster growth in the skills and

dispositions within the Shared Valued Outcomes.
Parent Outreach and Support

will support increasing opportunities for parent universities that provide families
with training on the curriculum and instruction that students experience daily. This will provide parents
The2022-2023 budget

with the specific information needed to support the education and growth of their children. While
current parent education sessions exist in literacy and math, additional resources would support parent
haining in other subject areas including science, social sfudies, and world language.
Professional Learning and Training for Teachers
Over the past two years, the interruption of learning due to the Covid-19 pandemic has created unique
learning needs for students of all ages. At the same time, within each discipline, state learning standards
have gravitated towards inquiry-based learning and formal assessments have evolved to increasingly

2
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measure critical and creative thinking skills. The 2022-2023 budget supports professional learning in all
disciplines to provide teachers with the support needed to prepare for these new demands and to

incorporate cutting-edge best practices into their teaching. Lr addition, this budget will continue to
support professional leaming to support the "whole" child: student-to-student (Socratic) discussion
practices, the RULER wellness program, educational technology workshops (Model Schools Consortium),
equity training (LICEE), and other locally designed training opportunities for the summer professional

development academy.
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The 2022-23 Budget
An Overview of Budget Codes
The NYS Comptroller prescribes the budget format which is based upon the Uniform System of Accounts. The
Uniform System of Accounts is used to classify the budget into components to provide a standard format for

reporting financial transactions. This allows district personnel as well as the public, to see comparisons with
other school districis or financial periods. It also serves as a basis for budgeting and accountability to the New
York State Comptroller, State Education Department, and the general public.
Functional Activities and Functional Units
built around five major functional activities: general support, instruction, pupil
transportation, community service and undistributed expendifures. These activities are further broken down
into functional units and objects of expenditure.
The expenditure budget is

General Supporh 1010-1981
This functional activity code includes budget lines for the Board of Educatiorv District Clerk, the
Superintendent of Schools, Business Office, Auditing, Treasurer, Legaf Personnel, Public Information,
Buildings and Grounds, Plant Maintenance, Printing, Insurance and BOCES (Board of Cooperative

Educational Services) administrative costs.

Instruction: 2010-2855
This is the largest category of expenditures in the budget. Instruction comprises curriculum, regular
education, special educatiory occupational education, adult education, summer school, library, computer
technology, guidance, health, and co-curricular activities. It includes negotiated salaries of teachers,
administrators, support personnel, co-curricular and athletics program stipends, equipment, supplies,
textbooks, other contracted services costs, and BOCES program costs.

Transportation: 5510-5581
This function includes all costs related to student transportation on district owned and contracted buses.
Community Service and Recreation: 7140-7144
This function is for costs related to summer recreation programs and community service programs
Undistributed Employee Benefits and Debt Service: 9010-990L
Included here are the district's costs for retirement expenses, health insurance, dental insurance, life insurance,
short-term and long-term disability insurances, unemployment expenses and workers' compensation. It also
includes yearly expenses for outstanding principal and interest on debt service; bond anticipation notes, lease
payments for energy performance contracts and capital projects.
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Object of Expenditure
The functional units are broken down into specific descriptors. The descriptors identify what is being paid (e.g.
salaries, equipment, supplies and other contract services). The district also provides a program code to add
further descriptor details.

An example of a budget code is:
2tt0-130-40-2161
The function code,2110, indicates that the budget is for Regular Education
The object code, L30, describes a salary budget for Middle and High School teachers
The location code, 4Q refers to the Middle School
The program code,2'1.61., refers to certified employees
This coding system allows the budget to be viewed and sorted in multiple ways.
Refer to the2022-23 Budget Draft#1.
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The

Budeet A Glance View

The table below provides an overview of the approved and proposed budget.

APPROPRIATIONS

NORTH SHORE CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 PRELIMINARY BUDGET
Approved
Proposed
Budget 2021-22 Budget 2022-23

Dollar

o/

Change

Change

125,502.3't

'l..2lo/o

/o

General Support

10,343,69'1..21

10,469,1,83.52

Instruction-In cludes Special Education, Occup ntional
Education, Adult Education, Audio Visual,

66,0r1.,102.07

67,569,172.34

'1",558,070.27

2.36%

2,701,053.55

2,868,188.66

t67,135.11

6.18o/"

33,500.00

.00

00o/o

29,501,382.63

1,926,928.94

6.99"/"

4,977,227.54

5,522,754.39

545,526.85

10.960/"

lt],641,018.06

715,964,181..54

4,323,153.48

3.872o/o

1,926,969.84

2,092,51L.40

1,65,541,.56

8.59%

32,000.00

32,000.00

00

.00"/"

Former LILCO Properties Removed from
the tax roll in 2015-5eftlement ongoirtg

7,210,811,.42

7,454,319.07

243,507.65

3.38%

Other Revenues

2,274,044.45

1,955,000.00

(31.9,044.45)

(14.03%)

5,879,774.00

6,372,449,00

492,675.00

8.38"/o

825,763.58
00

1,,206,965.00

381,,201..42

46.1"60/0

200,000.00

200,000.00

100.00%

00

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00

100.00%

1,,1.54,398.53

00

(1,154,398.53)

(100.00%)

00
.00

350,000.00

350,000.00

500,000.00

s0o000.00

100.00%
100.00%

19,303,76'1",82

2'1,163,244.47

1,859,482.65

9.630/"

92,337,256.24

94,644,364.44

2.50o/.

1.,56,572.63

2,307,108.20
156,572.63

L15,954,181.54

4,323,163.48

3.872o/o

Teclmology, Attendance, Co-Curricular Athletics

Pupil Transportation

Community Service
Undistributed

33,500.00

Employee Benefits
Interfund Transfers

27,574,453.69

Debt Service/Tax Anticipation Notes/Energy
Performance

TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS

REVENUES & OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Other Financing Sources
LIPA - Two Peaking Stations
Business PILOT

State

Aid

FUND BALANCE:
From Current Yeals Operations
Special Legislative Grant (Marcellino and
Lavine)
Bullet Grant from NYS-Gaughran for LIPA
Tax Certiorari Reserve

Interfund Transfer Transfer-From

ERS Reserve

Interfund Transfer-From TRS Reserve
Subtotal Before Tax Levy
Tax Lew-Based on Tax Cap Calculation
Additional Revenues Needed to Reach the
Proposed Budeet
TOTAL REVENUES

111'.641.018.06
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TOTAL
BUDGET

2018-19

2079-20

2020-27

202L-22

2022-23

$

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

PROPOSED

INCREASE

INCREASE

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

BUDGET

BUDGET

702,344,304.67

705,904,036.87

717,056,290.34

L71.,641.,018.06

1L5,964,787.54

4,323,T63.48

3.872o/"

MAIOR BUDGET DRIVERS
(OUT OF TOTAL BUDGET TO BUDGET INCREASE OF $4,323,1.63.48)
2022-23

TOTAL
BUDGET

20L8-79

2079-20

2020-27

2021-22

2022-23

$

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

PROPOSED

INCREASE

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

BUDGET

BUDGET

oh

INCREASE
( of Budget

to Budget
increase)
$4,323,163.48

Employee
Benefits

24,767,523.03

24,535,900.54

25,65'1.,541.24

27,574,453.69

29,501,382.63

'l,.,926,928,94

44.s7%

Regular

34,652,665.89

34,710,1.5-t.53

36,708,501..62

37,666,999.53

38,726,122.32

'1.,059,122.79

24.s0%

8,296,085.47

5,203,752.82

4,977,227.54

5,522,754.39

Instruction
Debt

4,974,998.41

545,526.85

12.620/"

Includes cost
to install

Service

chargtng

stations

Supervision

5,333,564.45

5,526,54'1,.75

5,732,467.78

5,583,797.92

5,999,360.72

475,562.80

73,068,679.29

73,296,263.46

75,802,478.68

79,749,620,06

3,947,14L.38

9.6L%

of
Instruction
TOTALS

69,728,75L.78
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2022.23 BUDGET DRIVERS
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Program, Operations and Staffing Costs
More than 25% of the budget to budget increase reflected in the table above consists of program costs. This
includes mandated costs based on students' IEPs (Individualized Education Program). the budget also
includes one (1) FTE (full time equivalent) classroom teacher for enrollment growth; (1) New FTE ICT
(Integrated Co-Teaching) teacher for rising Sth grade to reduce class size; a .4 FTE ILC teacher due to the
expansion of the ILC program for grades 9 and 10 and a .4 FTE to increase the theater position at the Middle
and High School and to reinstate the position of Elementary Director of Special Education.
Other major drivers include interest expense on BANs (bond anticipation notes) for Phase II bond projects
scheduled to begin in the summer of 2022, cost to replace MERV 13 filters, and increase in energy cost to
ventilate spaces district-wide.

Staffing and Staffing Changes
Page 5 of 25
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The table below shows the number of employees and the staffing changes anticipated in2022-23
# of Employees

2021-22
Teachers

355

Teacher Assistants

13.8

#

of Employees
2022-23
359 Add 2.8
15

School Nurses

8

8

School Nurses-Part time

.6

.6

School Nurse Subs

7

4

Part-time Cleaners
Part-time Cleaner Subs
Part-time Bus Drivers/Subs

10

10

27

Paraprofessionals -Teacher Aides
Substitute Aides

62

68

28

33

School Monitors
School Monitors Part Time

10

12

43

3/

,7

7

34

Transportation Monitors

5

6

Substitute Monitors

19

t9

Security Aides

18

L7

Security Subs
Student Workers

1.4

18

14

t2

Recreation Assistants
Custodians-2 Positions not filled as of

4

4

39

34

10

10

1l28/20

Non-Affiliated
Confidential

5

6

Coaches (outside coaches only)

16

17

Clericals-l Position not filled
Clerical Subs
Cafeteria Workers
Cafeteria Workers Subs

40

40

7

9

30

29

as of 1125/21

12

12

Administrators

22

22

Assistant Superintendents
Superintendent of Schools
Total Number of Employees

2

2

'J"

1

829.4

840.6

Add

l

FTE

"Cafeteria workers are paid from a self-sustaining lunch fund
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The table below shows new staffing cost-included in the staffing chart for 2022-23 noted above.

School

FTE

]ustification

Estimated
Cost

Staffi ng Instructional-Added
Add
1 FTE Teacher
Reqular Education
Add-High School
.4 FTE Teacher
Rezular Education
Add
1 FTE ICT Teacher (Integrated
Special Education
Co-Teaching)

Add

.4

FTE ILC Teacher

Special Education

Add

1 FTE Elementary

Elementary Director
of Special Education

Education

Total

3.8 FTEs

Director of Special

Safety-For unanticipated

enrollment chanses.
Increase theater position at
the MS and HS to l FTE
For rising Sth grade if
enrollment is exceeded
Due to the expansion of
the ILC program for
srades 9 and 1"0
To reinstate position cut is
2021-22budget

126,587.50
50,635.00
126,587.50

50,635.00

150,000.00

$50414s.00

Benefits 9010-9050
Employee benefits account for approximately 44o/o oI the 2022-23 total General Fund budget increase. This
includes pension costs, the District's share of Social Security and Medicare taxes, workers' compensation,
unemployment, health, life and dental insurances.

FICA Tax (Social Securitv and Medicare Tax): Function Code 9030
The Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) tax is a federal payroll or employment tax. It is imposed on
employers and employees to fund Social Security and Medicare
The employer and employees' share of Social Security taxis12.4o/o. Half of the tax (6.2%) is levied on
employers, and the other half (6.2%) is withheld through payroll deductions from employees. The Social
Security tax will be levied on a maximum salary of $1/7,000 in2022.

Medicare tax is also levied on employers and employees. The employer and employees' share of Medicare tax
is2.9"/o. Half of the tax (1.45%) is levied on employers, and the other half (1.45%) is withheld through payroll
deduction from employees. Unlike Social Security tax, there is no limit on the income subject to Medicare tax.
The employer cost for Social Security and Medicare is projected to increaseby $367,882.04 due to projected
contractual salary increases and the projected Social Security wage cap in2023.

Retirement Contributions
NYS Teachers'Retirement System (TRS): Function Code 9020
NYSTRS is a defined benefit pension plan. The benefit is calculated from a predetermined formula based on an
employee's earning history, tenure of service and age. Teachers, substitute teachers, superintendents, business
administrators, guidance counselors, and teaching assistants are eligible for TRS membership. Membership is
mandatory for full-time employees and optional for part-time employees.
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The NYSTRS Board manages the funds and sets the Employer Contribution Rate. The TRS Board estimates
that the employer contribution rate (ECR) f.or 2022-23 will be between 10% and 10.50% of member payroll. The
District used 10.3% to project employer pension costs for 2022-23. The budget shows an increase of.$538,693.66
in TRS cost in 2022-23. Also see a history of TRS rates below.

NYS Emplo!'ees'Retirement System (ERS): Function Code 90L0
NYS Employees' Retirement System is also administered as a defined benefit pension plan. Secretaries,
custodians, bus drivers, nurses, cafeteria workers, and ineligible TRS members are eligible for ERS
membership. ERS membership is mandatory for full-time employees and optional for part-time employees.

Unlike TRt ERS employer costs are based on a tier-system. There are six tiers in the Employees' Retirement
System (ERS). The tier rates were applied to the projected payroll of each member of ERS to determine the
employer costs for the 2022-23 budget. Employer cost for ERS is projected to decrease by 31% from
$1,,790,438.6'1, to $L,366,925.02.The required employer contribution rates are reflected in the table below:

Tier

2022-23 Plan Rate

Membership Date

1

17.50%

Before lulv 1,,1973

2

1.6.00%

Iulv

J

73.700/"

Iulv 27, L976 throueh Auzust 31., 1983

4

13.100/,

5

1'].,.20o/"

September 1, 1983 throuqh December 31,2009
Ianuary 1,201,0 throush March 3L,2012

6

8.30%

April

'1.,

1973

throush lulv 26, 1976

1, 2012

or after

New York State Health Insurance Program (NYSHIP)
The District participates in the New York State Health Insurance Program (NYSHIP). The Employee Benefit
Division of the New York State Department of Civil Service, administers NYSHIP, and negotiates premium
rate increases on behalf of all participating agencies.
Currently, seventy seven percent (77%) of the 629 active full time district employees (who qualify to
participate) and342 retirees participate in the NYSHIP plan. The plan offers active and retired employees
individual and family coverage. Retirees who are 65 years of age and older are covered by Medicare, which is
their primary insurance provider. The Empire Plan is their secondary insurance provider.
The Empire plan cost for retirees who qualify for Medicare is lower than the cost for active employees and
non-Medicare refirees (under 65 years of age).

Employee contributions vary in accordance with collective bargaining unit agreements, but on average, the
District pays 80% of the health insurance premium cost. Retiree contribution rates are set at the time of
retirement.
The District's cost for providing health insurance benefits for its active employees increased by more than 10%
in2022 see detailed analysis below. NYSHIP provides its rates once a year on a calendar year (basis), from
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January to December. The amount budgeted for (July to December 31,,2022) reflects actual rates. The projected
rate increase from fanuary to ]une 2023ils estimated at 8%. Health insurance cost for next fiscal year, ]uly 1
through June 30th, 2023 is expected to increase by approximately $1.4 million.
The breakdown of health insurance benefits and the number of active employees/retirees covered as of
December 3L,2021. is as follows:

Active Employees
Individual
Familv
Total Active Emplovees Enrolled

#

Retirees

#

Individual under
Family under

of Employees
124
366

490

of Emplovees
'14

65

19

65

Individual over 65
Familv with one member over 65
Family with two members over 65
Total Retirees Enrolled

153
19

137

342

actle employees who qualify to participate in the District's health insurance plan declined
coverage. During the health benefits expense estimation process, the District must consider the possibility that
the'1.42 employees who previously declined health insurance coverage may choose to enroll for individual or
family coverage at a future date. If all142 employees were to opt for individual coverage, the estimated
district cost would be an additional $1,695,772.81for the 2022-23 school year. In addition, employees may also
change from individual coverage to family coverage during the year. The table below shows the number of
employees who switched from individual to family coverage and from family to individual coverage in the
Currently

1,42

past fourteen years.

Number of employees who changed from Individual to Family and Family to Individual Coverage as of
t2/31.12020.

Fiscal
Year

New
Enrollees

Individual
Coverage

of Enployees
who changed
from Individual
to Family
#

New
Family

of Employees
who changed
from Family to

Coverage

Individual

Enrollees

Coverage

Coverase

202U22

4

7

1.5

6
5

201,8119

17

9

22
25
28

2017118

23

J

25

201.6117

31"

L6

30
23

2020121
2019120

L7
20

#

201.511.6

23

20141ls

10

201,311,4

18

5
10
13

20L2113
20L1112

17

10

12

1,8

7

18

21
11.

0
9

July - December 2021

4
4
4
4
1

5
5

2
4
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2010111

29

It

200911.0

18

13

2008109

26

9

21,

1

17
26

4
2

To cover these unforeseen changes, the district budgeted $100,000 for employees who declined coverage;
$71000 for those employees who may switch coverage from individual to family and $25,000 for Affordable
Care Adjustment. This adjustment would cover employees who workbelow the required hours to qualify for
health insurance but could exceed those hours if their employment changed.
The table below shows the history of health insurance premiums for the past L0 years for both active and

retired employees.

ACTIVE EMPLOYEES
INDIVIDUAL

FAMILY

TOTAL

80"/"

RATE

TOTAL

80%

RATE

ANNUAL

(DISTRICT

ANNUAL

(DISTRICT

COST

PORTTON)

CHANGE
PERYEAR

COST

PORTTON)

CHANGE
PERYEAR

201,1,

8,327.04

6,66L.63

18,1,57.04

14,533.63

20L2

8,553.00

6,842.40

2.714yo

18,753.60

L5,002.88

3.229%

20L3

9,2't5.76

7,372.6'J.

7.749%

20,238.72

1,5,190.98

7.9L9%

20t4

9,258.48

7,406.78

0.464%

20,570.28

'16,456.22

1..638%

2015

9,664.60

7,728.48

4.343%

2'1,,706.32

17,365.06

5.523Yo

20L6

1O188.12

8,L50.50

5.46L%

23,1\4.52

18,491.62

6.488%

2017

lL,332.68

9,066.'14

11,.234%

25,927.68

20,742;1,4

12.171o/o

20L8

L2,179.76

9,743.81

7.475%

28,L77.80

22,542.24

8.678%

20t9

12,5L4.20

10,01L.36

2.746%

28,953.24

23,1,62.59

2.752%

2020

12,381.84

9,905.47

-1.058o/o

28,650.96

22,920.77

-1.044%

2021

12,898.44

10,318.75

4.172Yo

29,426.88

23,54',t.50

2.708Yo

2022

1,4,353.44

1'1,,482.75

1'1..280o/"

33,1,64.88

26,53].90

12.703o/"

Year
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RETIREES
INDIVIDUAL MED
YEAR

FAMILY

]-

MED

FAMILY / 2 OR MORE MED

TOTAL

80yo

RATE

TOTAL

80%

RATE

TOTAL

ANNUAL

(DrsTRrcT

CHANGE

ANNUAL

(DrsTRrcT

CHANGE

ANNUAL

80V"
(DTSTRICT

CHANGE

COST

PORTTON)

/YEAR

COST

PORTTON)

/YEAR

COST

PORTTON)

/YEAR

2011

4,867.68

3,894;1.4

t4,707.M

11,765.95

$1,L,247.72

$8,998.L8

2012

5,030.88

4,024.70

3.353%

15,231..36

12,185.09

3.562%

fi1,1,709.24

$9,367.39

4.103%

2013

4,79'J,.96

3,833.57

-4.749%

15,815.16

12,652.13

3.833%

fi1'J.,391,.36

$1113.0e

-2.7150/"

201.4

4,905.24

3,924.19

2.364%

"t6,217.04

12,973.63

2.5410/,

fi11,,864.28

99,491,.42

4.1.52%

2015

4,822.08

3,857.66

-'J,.6950/,

'J.6,868.16

L3,494.53

4.015"/r

$72,029.52

$9,623.62

t.393o/o

201.6

5,433.48

4,346.79

L2.679%

18,360.00

14688.00

8.844%

$73,605.24

$10,884.19

13.099%

2017

5,056.80

4,045.44

-6.933%

19,651..56

ls,721..25

7.035%

fi13,375.56

$10,700.45

-1..688%

2018

5332.68

4,266.14

5.456%

21.,330.48

17,064.38

8.543%

$14,483.40

$11.,585.72

8.283%

2019

4,839.24

3,87t.39

-9.2s3%

2t,278.28

17,022.62

-0.245"/.

$13,602.84

$10,882.27

-6.080"/"

2020

4,663.20

3,370.56

-3.638%

20,932.20

1.6,745.76

-1.526%

$13,213.20

$10,570.56

-2.864%

2021

4,677.24

3,741..79

0.301,%

t6,72',J..64

13,377.31

-20.115%

$13,288.8o

$10,631.04

.0572%

2022

4,71.0.24

3,768.19

0.706%

L3,319.28

$10,655.42

-20.347y"

$13,319.28

910,655.42

0.229"/"

RATE

Excess Major Medical
The District provides Excess Major Medical (EMM) coverage to all employees. The EMM covers services not
covered by the Empire plan, e.g. some medical expenses provided by non-participating doctors, some
rehabilitatiory home care nursing services/ and vision care benefits.
The2021,-22 Excess Major Medical cost is $28.20 per year per employee for individual coverage and $70.80 per
year per employee for family coverage. The District pays on average, 80% of the individual and family
coverage cost for each employee.

Medicare Part B Premium Reimbursement
Medicare part B premiums are withheld from Social Security checks of enrollees. NYS Civil Service Law
requires all participating agencies to refund the premium withheld from enrollees and their dependents if
NYSHIP benefits are secondary to Medicare.
The standard Medicare Premium in2022 is $170.10 per month. Some enrollees are assessed higher premiums
based on their income (IRMAA-Income Related Monthly Adjustment Amount).
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Dental Insurance
The District does not provide dental benefits directly to employees. Each bargaining unit provides dental
coverage through their welfare benefit plan. The teachers' dental plan covers administrators as well. The exact
amount the district will contribute to the welfare benefit plan will be determined when the district settles with
each unit.
Long Term and Short Term Disability
The District pays 100% of the cost of Long-Term and Short Term Disability coverage for all employees. The
Long-Term Disability policy provides a portion of an employee's salary while they are disabled and unable to
work. The District is also enrolled in the New York State Disability Insurance Program, and provides

short-term disability to employees in custodial, part-time bus driver, cafeteria, and paraprofessional units. The
projected premium cost for long term and short term disability in2022-23 is $186,206.30

Life Insurance
The District pays 100% of the cost of Life Insurance for all employees. The projected premium cost in 2022-23 is
$157,908.84.

Financine of the Bond Proiect
The first permanent financing for the 2019 Phase I bond projects occurred in June of 2021., and the first

principal and interest payment will occur inthe2022-23 fiscal year.

will

be working with the District's Fiscal Advisors, CMA (Capital Market Advisors) to
borrow $12000,000 in Bond Anticipation Notes (BANs). Bond Anticipation Notes are short term debts issued
to fund projects in advance of permanent financing. The BANs will be rolled over permanently into a serial
The Business Office

bond at a future date. This borrowing plan is in line with the debt service model that was structured by CMA
in October of 2020. The goal of the debt service model developed jointly by the Business Office and CMA is to
structure the notes and bonds for the $39,899,785 bond to avoid spikes in the annual debt service budget.
Status

Date

Plan

June2021"

fiL5,245,490

June2022

$12000,000 Bond Anticipation Notes (BANs) will be borrowed in
June2022. BANs are short-term interest bearing debt which are
issued in advance of permanent financing. Estimated interest cost
of $255,000 for the note is included inthe2022-23 budget.

in serial bonds was issued to pay for Phase I projects

Completed
Scheduled forlune2022
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REVENUES SUMMARY

Sources of Revenue
There are six main sources of revenue to support the North Shore School's budget, split properties, state aid,
fund balance, other financing sources such ii adult education charges, rental oifacillties, inierest on
investments, PILOTS (payment in lieu of taxes), tuition reimbursements for students placed in St Christopher's
Group Home, interfund transfers and property taxes.
Revenue from the Glenwood Landing Plant is a key source of funding for the district's operations. The
revenue projection below assumes that the proceeds from the LIPA will remain relatively flat. Please note,
these revenue projections may change if the negotiations between Nassau County and LIPA regarding the
Glenwood Landing Plant are settled.

The Budget: Revenues
NORTH SHORE S CHOOL

S-

2022-23 PROPO SED BUD GET.REVENUES

Budget
Source of
Revenues
State

Aid

Estimated Fund
Balance

Fund
Balance-Special

Legislative Grant

\1,l,64l,ol8.o5

Description

The 2021--22 State Aid Projection
from the NYS Lesislature

Surplus from curent year's
operations

2021-22

2022-23

F r om E RS

Tax Certiorari

2021.-22

-

4,323,163.48

3.872o/o
o/
/o

s
Change

Change

Actual

Proposed

Budget

Budget

5,879,774.000

6,372,449.00

492,675.00

8.38%

825,763.58

7,206,965.00

381.,201.42

46.1.6%

200,000.00

200000.00

100.00%

350,000.00

350,000.00

100.00%

500,000.00

500,000.00

100.00%

.00

(1,154,398.53)

(100.00%)

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00

100.00%

1r,M3,825.71.

17,533,830.47

90,004.76

78%

19,303,761.82

27,163,244.47

7,859,482,65

9.630/o

92,337,256.24

94,644,364.44

2,307,108.20

2.50%

92,337,256.24

94,644,364.44

2,307,108.20

2.50o/"

From the Grant secured by Senator
Mar cellino and Assemblyman
Laaine-See detail below of past and
planned use of this fund balance

Fund
Balance-Interfund
Transfer
Fund
Balance-Interfund
Transfer
Fund Balance-

115,964,181.54

Employ ees' Retir ement

Reserae

F r om

T RS -Teacher s' Retir ement

Reserae

This reserae was liquidated

l,'1.,54,398.53

Reserve

Bullet Grant

Appropriated in
2027-22 NYS Budset
Other Funding
Sources

Split Properties, Interest Income,
Fees, Tuition

Adult Education

Reimb ur s ements, Rent al
Propertv and Pilots

Sub-total before Tax

of

Levy
Estimated
Tax Levy

Maximum
Levy Permitted
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Cuts required to

L56,572.63

756,572.63

175,964,187,54

4,323,163.48

Reach the

Proposed Budget

Total Estimated

177,641,078.06

3.872%

Revenues

1.

Split Properties $L50,000.00 are taxes collected by other municipalities/school districts when
property lines cross district boundaries. Owners of properties located within two school district
boundaries are permitted to designate either of the two school districts as their district of residence
for school purposes. There are approximately 20 dwellings with children located on split
properties that have designated North Shore as their school district of residence. A bill is
generated to recoup the taxes remitted to the non-designated school district. This designation
remains in effect until it is revoked by a subsequent owner.

2.

State Aid $6,372,449.00 This is the proposed2022-23 Executive State Aid. It
the 2022-23 budget is approved by the NYS Legislature.

3.

Fund Balance and Use of Reserves $3,256,965.00-General Fund revenues and expenses are
different from the amount projected every year due to a myriad of factors including personnel
changes, competitive buying decisions, discounts, changes in interest rates, changes in estimates
provided by TR$ ERS, NYSHIP, and special grant apportionment from NYS, Federal and other
local sources. This leads to a surplus or fund balance: assets minus liabilities. This surplus can be
retumed to taxpayers, placed in a reserve, or both. The use of fund balance must be planned out
and maintained over a long period. A good fund balance plan serves as a benchmark to make
current and future financial decisions and to maintain steady finances from year to year.
Accumulation of funds in more favorable economic times can be a resource to sustain an
organization during economic downtums. It is also used by credit rating agencies to assess the
financial health of an entity and is crucial for one time projects and emergency expenditures. The
three sources of fund balance and reserves that will be used to fund the 2022-23 budget are as
follows:

will

be revised when

a.

Current yeals surplus $1,206,965.00 it is anticipated that actual expenditure will be less
than projected due primarily to staff changes, and revenues from (various sources) assets
minus liabilities. The proposed budget returns the current year's (2021.-22) surplus of
$1.,206,9 65.00 to taxpayers.

b.

Special Legislative Grant $1,155,965.00- (Senator Marcellino and Assemblyman Lavine
Grant). The district will apply $200,000 of the remaining amount in the grant secured by
State Senator Carl Marcellino and Assemblyman Charles Lavine to provide funding for
the2022-23 budget. A total of $5.4 million dollars was allocated by the NYS Senate and
Assembly in20l3-1.4 and201.4-1-5 to offset the loss of revenue from the ramp-down of the
Glenwood Landing Plant. The funds received were placed in an assigned fund balance
and allocated on a yearly basis to reduce the tax levy as follows:
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c.

l

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
X.

xi.

xii.
xiii.
xiv.

20L4-15 -

1,69,519.00

20L5-1,6 -

600,000.00
20L6-17 - 1,000,000.00
2017-18 - 1,00o000.00
2018-L9 800,000.00
2019-20 600,000.00
2020-21"

73,51,6.26

2021.-22

0.00
200,000.00

2022-23
2023-24
2024-25
2025-26
2026-27
2027-28

231,000.00
231,000.00
231,000.00
131,000.00
132,965.00

Allocation Marcellino and Lavine Grant From 2ot4-tb Through 2oz7-28
1,400,000.00

1,200,000.00

1,000,000.00

800,000.00

I

600,000.00

I

400,000.00

I

200,000.00

0.00
zo14-15 aor5-16

n16-t7 zor?-r8 2or8-rq 2or94o 2o2oer zo2taz 2oD-23 2o2ga4 2o24-2i zozi-26 202627 2o27eg

The recommended that $200,000 remaining balance in the grant secured by Senator Marcellino
and Laoine be applied to proaide funding

for

the 2022-23 budget.
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ERS (Employees' Retirement System) Reserve: A total of $350,000.00 from the ERS Reserve

will

be applied to

provide funding for the 2022-23 budget.
TRS (Teachers' Retirement System) Reserve: A total of $50O000.00 from the TRS Reserve
provide funding for the 2022-23 budget.

will

be applied to

Grant in Aid: A Grant in Aid of $1,000,000 was apportioned by the State to North Shore School District along
with Island Park, Northport East Northport and Haverstraw-Stony Point Central School District in Rockland
County in the 2021"-22Stale Budget due to changes in taxable property valuations. The district received the
grant on October 1"4,202\.
Other Financing Sources $L1",533,830.47. This category includes charges for adult education programs/
reimbursement for mandated special education services provided to non-resident sfudents attending
Greenvale School, reimbursements for fuition and transportation expenses incurred by the district for sfudents
in St. Christopher Ottilie group home located within the North Shore School District interest on investment of
district funds, refund of prior years' expenditures, Pilots and fees for the use of buildings and grounds by
community groups, refund of school taxes on split properties from Roslyn, Locust Valley and Glen Cove, and
transfer of balances in budgeted projects from the district's capital project fund to the General Fund.
Proposed Tax Levy $94,644,364.44.The total spending plan minus all other sources of general fund
revenues. This is the total amount of property taxes which will be raised by the Board of Education to
fund the proposed budget. This amount is also the maximum levy permitted under the Tax Cap Law.
The proposed tax levy will be distributed among the four classes of properties in the district.
The proposed tax levy is the amount the district can raise with a simple majority (50% plus 1) voter
support. Only a simple majority is required to approve the budget because the proposed levy is at the
calculated tax levy limit. The Tax Levy Limit was enacted into law beginning 2012-13 fiscal year.
The law limits the amount local governments and most school districts can increase property taxes to,
two percent or the rate of inflation whichever is lower. Voters in school districts require a 60"/" or greater
voter authorization to override the cap.

Although the law is referred to as the "2 percent cap," ot "New York's tax cap" it does not restrict the
proposed tax levy to 2 percent. It can be lower or higher. Each district is required to follow an 8-step
calculation, outlined below to determine the tax levy limit.

Please note, the

following calculations assume that the future funding from LIPA will remain

unchanged.
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Calculation of the Tax
Limit
The total amount of property taxes
levied by the district for the current
school year 2021.-22, adjusted for any
excess tax levy that was identified for
previous year, including any interest

Prior School Year
Tax Levy

92,337,256.24

a

eamed

A Tax Base Growth Factor or quantity
change factor. The quantity change
factor is determined by the NYS
Department of Taxation and Finance
for each district by February 1,. It is the
year-to-year increase in the full value of
taxable real property in a school district
due to physical or quantity change e.g.
new construction. Increases in full
value due to changes in assessment are
not included. This factor cannot be less
than 1.000, even if districts see a
decrease in the full value of properties
located within the district.
The amount of revenues received in
2021.-22 from PILOTs. There are

currently three sources of revenue from
PILOTs. The two gas-fired peaking
stations at Glenwood Landing

MULTIPLYBY:

r.0042

92,725,072.72

Tax Base Growth

Factor

ADD:

1.,926,969.94

94,652,042.56

Pilots Received in
the prior School
Year (2021.-221

g(1,926,969.84). A Business PILOT
($32,000.00) and 24 Former

L[CO-Long Island Lighting Company
properties that were removed from the
district's tax roll on October 2,2015.
Add:Business

Assumes Funding from LIPA Remains
Unchanged
The amount of the school district's
current-year tax levy necessary to pay
for court orders or judgments arising
out of tort actions. Applies only to the

PILOT
Add:24 Former

32000.00

94,684,042.56

7,2L0,811,.42

101,894,853.98

LICO

Properties
SUBTRACT:
Tax levy to pay for
W court orders

N/A

101.,894,853.98

and judgments

portion that exceeds 5% of the school
district's total prior-year tax levy. Tax
certioraris do not qualify.
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The amount of the school district's
current-year tax levy necessary to pay

for construction and renovation of
capital facilities/equipment including

SUBTRACT:

(4,457,449,981

97,437,404.00

1,.02

99,386,!52.09

(2,092,51,1,.40)

97,293,640.68

(32,000.00)

97,261,540.59

(7,454,319.07)

89,807,32'1..61

N/A

89,807,32'1,,6'J,

Tax levy to pay for
local capital costs

debt service, lease expenditures, bus
and bus lease purchases. This refers to
the portion paid with local tax dollars
and does not include state building or
transportation aid received.
This factor accounts for inflationary
change. It is limited to the lesser of 2%
or the change in the consumer price
index CPI. The allowable change factor
for the 2022-23 budset is1.02"/".
This is the number of PILOTs expected
in2022-23 from the sources noted
above Q.092,51,1..40+ 32.000. 00)

MULTIPLY BY:

Allowable growth
factor

SUBTRACT: Pilot
receivable in the
coming school vear
Subtract Business
PILOT:

Assumes Funding from LIPA Remains

Subtract:24

Unchanged

Former LILCO
Properties

If the district's current year tax levy
was less than its tax levy limit, it must
increase the coming year's tax levy
limit by that amount or 1.5% of the
current year's tax levy limit, whichever

ADD:
Available carry
ovef

is less

EXCLUSIONS TO BE ADDED
The law excludes certain portions of a school district's tax leay from the calculation aboae. A school
district is permitted to add the exclusions below to its tax leay limit, increasing the amount of taxes the
district is allowed to leaa while stiil needins a simple maiorita of voters for budset approval
89,807,32'1.61
N/A in
Pension Exclusion: This applies only if ADD:
2022-23
the employer contribution rates set by
Tax levy to pay for
the statewide pension systems (TRS
some pension
and ERS) increase by more than 2
contribution costs
greater than2%o
percentage points from one year to the
next. Even with the exclusiorL most if
not all pension costs must be funded
within a school district's tax levy limit
N/A 89,807,32L.6\
ADD:
The amount of the school district's
Tax levy to pay for
coming-year tax levy necessary to pay
for court orders or judgments arising
some court orders
and iudgements
out of tort actions. Applies only to the
portion that exceeds 5% of the school
district's total prior-year tax levy limit.
Tax certioraris cannot be excluded
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The amount of the school district's
coming-year tax levy necessary to pay
for construction/renovation and capital
facilities or equipment including debt
service and lease expendifures and
debt service for bus purchases and
leases. This refers to the portion paid
with local tax dollars and does not

ADD:
Tax levy to pay for
some local capital

4,837,042.83

94,544,364.44

costs

include state building or transportation
aid received.

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE TAX LEVY
The tax leoy plus exclusions, This is the highest total tqx leay that a school distict can prcpose as
of its annual builget for uhich a simple maioita of ztoterc (50% plus 7) is required

Proposed Tax Levy
Difference Between Maximum Lew Permitted and Proposed Levy
Percentage of Maximum Levy Permitted
Percentage of Current Estimated Tax

Lew

part

94,644,364.44

0.00

2.499%
Increase

2.499%
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TEACHERS (TRS) and EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT (ERS) SYSTEMS - RATE COMPARISONS
YEAR
TRS PENSION COST-APPLIED TO PAYROLL
ERS PENSION COST-APPLIED TO PAYROLT
1980-81

23.49 %

1981-82
1982-83

23.49 %
23.49 %

15.s0 %

1983-84

22.90%
22.80%

14.40 "/"

21.40%

10.40

1984-85
1985-86

1986-87
1987-88

18.80 %

1988-89

14.79 %
6.87 %

1989-90
1990-91

1,6.83

o/"

\5.10 "/"

14.20%
o/o

9.40 "/o
9.70 "/"
3.70 "/"

1,.25%

3.60%
0.30%
0.40%
0.60%
0.70%
0.70%
2.20%
3.70%
1.70%

1.42%

1..30%

0.90%
0.90%

2002-03
2003-04

1.43%
0.43%
0.36%
0.36%
2.52%

6.84%

1991,-92

6.64%

1992-93

8.00 %

1,993-94

8.4'1. Yo

t994-95

7.24%

1,995-96

6.37 %
3.57 %

1996-97
1997-98
1998-99
1999-2000
2000-01"

2001,-02

L.20 "/"
1.50 "/o

5.90 "/"

2004-05

5.63

2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
2009,10

7.97 %

1L.30%

8.60%

1,0.70%

8.73%
7.63%

9.60%

201,0-11,

8.62%

2011-r2

11.1,1,%

To

6.19 %

12.90 "/"

8.50 %

7.40%
11.90
16-30

o/o
o/o

2012-13

11.84%

18.90%

2013-1.4

1,6.25%

2014-1,5

2016-17

17.53%
13.26%
11.72%

20.90%
20.10%

2017-1,8

9.80%

2018-19
2019-20

8.86%%

2015-1,6

2020-21
2021-22
2022-23

10.62%
9.53o/o

9.80%

18.20

o/o

15.50%
15.30%
Based onTierRates 2018-2019
Based on Tier Rates 2019-2020
Based on Tier Rates 2020-2021
See table on pase 9

10.00-10.50%

Projected
Ranee
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SCHOOL BUDGET INCREASES
1955. PRESENT
YEAR

% INCREASE

1.955-56

1956-57

25.1.10%

\957-58

15.070%

1958-59

11..570

Yo

1959-60

8.650Y"

1960-61,

4.680

1961,-62

rJ..120

1962-63

10.270%

L963-64

6.920

1964-65

5.480

1965-66

7.400

1966-67

9.800

o/"
0/"

"/o
"/o
o/"
o/"

1967-68

9.8L0%

1968-69

10.400%

1969-70

13.090%

1970-71,

L3.t50

1971-72
1972-73

6.830%
6.530%

1973-74

6.070

o/"

L974-75

6.580

To

L975-76

12.980%

t976-77

-1..070 0/"

L977-78
1978-79

9.560%
7.610%

1979-80

3.880 %

1980-8L

9.430

1981.-82

10.890

1982-83

7.460%

1983-84

3.6s0%

1984-85

8-'1"10

1985-86

7.320%

1986-87

8.530 %

1987-88

9.390

"/o

1988-89

9.190

0A

1989-90

6.360

Yo

0/,

"/o
o/"

o/"
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7.510%

1990-91.
1991,-92

0.220%

1992-93

2.180

1993-94

1996-97

8960%
5.390%
6.360%
4.430%

1997-98

5.300 %

L998-99

5.690%
3.640%

1994-95
1995-96

1999-2000

0/"

o/"

2000-01

6.570

2001,-02

8.870%

2002-03

11.260%

2003-04

5.170%

2004-05

6.451.%

2005-06

5.992%

2006-07

6.510 "/"

2007-08

5.447 %

2008-09

4.949 %

2009-10

3.397 %

2010-11,

3.31,%

201.1.-12

2.78%

2012-13

1.855 %

2013-1,4

3.841"/o

201,4-1,5

1.990 "/"

201,5-1,6

1.800 %

201,6-17

1*966%

2017-1,8

2.633y"

2018-19

2.698Yo

2019-20

2.795%

2020-21,

2.333%
7.202%

2021-22
2022-23- DRAFT

1

3.872o/o
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SUMMARY OF REVENUES BY SOURCE
2OOT.PRESENT
YEAR

BUDGET

TAXLEVY

o/o

of

STATE

BUDGET

and

o/o

oft

FTJND

BUDGET

BALANCE

o/o

of

OTHER

BUDGET

SOIJRCES

o/o

of

BUDGET

BOCES

AID
2007-08

77,1t7,038

68,141,,684

88.36 %

4,376,488

5,68"/"

2,694,1,69

3,49

"/o

1,,904,697

2.47

0/o

2008-09

80,933,386

72,883,L10

90.05 %

4,067,527

5.03 %

2000,000

2.47 "/"

1.,982,749

2,45

o/"

2009-10

83,682,596

75,546,995

90.28

0/"

4,128,207

4.93

o/"

2000,000

2.39%

2,007,394

2.40 o/"

2010-ll

86,455,773

78,547,91,8

90.8s %

3,808,440

4.47o/o

2,000,000

2.37Vo

2,099,415

2.43

2017-72

88,86],064

81,,647,654

9L.88%

3,623,995

4.OB o/"

r,40o000

7.58 "/"

2,189,41,5

2.46v"

2012-73

90,509,228

83,627,'t90

92.4Oo/"

3,698,258

4.09 "/"

1,000,000

7.70%

2,183,780

2.47%

2073-14

93,985,569

86,559,657

92,lOo/"

3,855,975

4,10

0/"

'1.,274,673

1.36"/"

2,295,264

2,M"/"

2074-7s

95,850,329

87,886,066

97.69

o/o

4,204,981,

4.39%

r,398,097

7,460/o

2,361,,t85

2.46"/"

2075-76

97,575,530

89,580,765

97.87"/"

4,117,425

4.22"/o

1,,537,602

7.58

o/o

2,339,738

2.40Vo

2076-77

99,494,105

84,498,092

84.93 o/"

4,898,r81,

4.92V"

2,566,206

2.58V"

7,53I,626

7.57

o/o

2077-18

102,1L3,51,5

84,488,575

82.74Yo

5,33L,389

5.22o/"

2,910,8L8

2.85

0/o

9,382,733

9,79

0/"

2078-79

104,858,519

8O086,546

82,09

o/o

5,224,136

4.98"/o

3,550,000

3.59 0h

1]0,007,837

9,54"/"

2019-20

7O7,799,955

88,350,730

81.96"/"

5,523,391

5.12%

3,5oo,ooo

3,25Yo

10,425,834

9.67

a70,375,209

97,037,704

82.52o/o

5,322,877

4.82"/"

2,842,477

2,58"/o

71,,178,2\l

10.08 %

172,644,865

92,337,256

87.97

5,673,783

4.98o/"

3,250,000

2.89

o/o

a7,443,826

10.75o/o

2020-27
2027-22

0/o

o/"

o/o
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The tables below show the district's historical data.

ANALYSIS OF ADIUSTED BASE PROPORTIONS (1997-98 through 2020-21)
The Adjusted Base Proportions show the History of the Shift in Property Taxes
from (Utilities and Businesses) to (Homeowners)
o/o

%
CLASS 1

CHANGE

"/o

CLASS 2

CHANGE

CLASS 3

CHANGE

CLASS 4

CHANGE

TOTAL

YEAR
1997-98

48_74914

1998-99

50.35281.

3.29o/o

0.97865

-3,32"/"

34.9524't

-0.79o/o

1371,6.13

-8.60"/o

1.00.00

1999-00

50.70439

0.700/"

0.971.37

-0.74"/"

34.17633

-2,22o/o

t4.1,4791,

3,150/"

100.00

2000-01

54.03663

6.57%

1,.02396

5.41o/o

30.9t346

-9.55o/o

1,4.02595

-0.86"/o

L00.00

2007-02

56.231,89

4.060/"

1.05383

2.92"/"

29.13645

-5.750/o

13.57783

-3.19o/"

100.00

2002-03

58.96062

4.85o/o

1,.07456

7.97"/"

26.93046

-7.570h

t3.03436

-4.00"/o

100.00

2003-04

60.51723

2.641o

1,.01,146

-5.870/o

26.35072

-2.15o/"

12.12059

-7.070/o

100.00

2004-0s

61,.61,41,0

1,81"/o

7.03207

2,04o/o

27.05553

2,670/o

10.29830

-15.03o/"

100.00

2005-06

63.12143

2.450/0

1,.1,0929

7.48o/o

26.29436

-2.87o/"

9.47492

-8.00%

L00.00

2006-o7

63.93s48

1.29o/"

1..0409]

-6.160/"

25.53501.

-2.57o/"

9.38860

-0.91o/o

1.00.00

2007-08

64.75833

1..290/"

'1.07680

3.45o/o

25.66604

0.120/"

8.49883

-9.480/"

100.00

2008-09

65.36670

0.94"/o

"1.07873

0.780/o

26.02573

1.40"/"

7.52884

-71.47o/"

100.00

2009-10

65.96920

0.92Yo

"1.08229

0.33"/o

26.43'1,13

1.560/"

6.51738

-13.430/0

100.00

2010-11

65.43430

-0,870/"

1,.1.0892

2,460/"

27.08507

6.37t71

-2.24"/o

100.00

2017-72

64.80096

-0.97o/o

"1.].4873

3.59"/"

27.94531.

3J8%

6.10500

-4.190/0

100.00

2012-13

64.50181

-0.46"/0

1,.28029

1L,45o/o

28.33955

1.410/0

5.87835

-3.77"/"

100.00

2013-74

64.26053

-0,37o/"

1,.27576

-0,35"/o

28.58860

0.88%

5.87511,

-O.O60/o

100.00

2014-75

65.32356

'1.650/"

1,.308M

2,560/"

27.3671,0

-4,270/o

6.00090

2.14%

100.00

2015-16

70.55288

8.070/"

1..42317

8,770/"

21.63222

-20.960/o

6.39173

6.57"/"

100.00

2076-t7

71,.99412

2.04o/o

"1.45749

2.41o/o

20.'t641,6

-6.79"/o

6.38423

-0.12"/"

100.00

20\7-18

72.s61.1.6

0.79o/"

1,.47098

O.93o/"

19.50790

-3.25"/"

6.45996

1,19"/"

100.00

2018-19

72.20945

-.480/"

1.47528

,30"/o,

19.87626

7.89Yo

6.43901,

-.32o/"

100.00

201'9-20

72.43253

.37o/"

1".s06s8

2.12"/o

20.03226

78"/o

6.02863

-6,36"/"

100.00

2020-27

72.55600

.17o/"

1,36571

-9.35"/o

20.07667

.22o/"

6.00162

-.45%

100.00

202't-22

74.43575

2.59"/o

7.Mss't

5.84o/o

17.71.648

(77.76Yo)

6.40226

6.68"/o

100.00

t5.00724

35.23155

1,.01,227

+2027-22 information has not yet been released from the Nassau County Department

100.00

Assessment.
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Again,

each building and department was asked to include a narrative budget which reflects the district's
goals, mission, vision and priorities set by the Board of Education. To reach a realistic assessment of these
goals, eadr building and department sought input from sources inside and outside the district. Staff members
at all levels provided input during the budget development process.
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STRS

rVYSIRS.org

llew Yorlr State Teachels'letilement System

To: Chief

School Administrators
College and University Presidents

Ailminisuatiue Bulletin
Issue No. 2022-1
fanuary 2022

District Contacts
Employer Secure Area Contacts

Estimated Employer Contribution Rate
Applicable to 2022-23 Payroll
To assist you with 2022-23 budget preparations, we recommend
you use an estimated employer contribution rate (ECR) of 10.29o/o for
2022-23 payroll. This projected rate is consistent with Administrative
Bulletin 2021-9, issued in November 2021, in which we estimated a rate
of between 10.00 and 10.50%.

History of the Employer
Contribution Rate (ECR)
Salarv Year

ECR

2005-06
2006-07
2007-08

7.97Yo

2008-09
2009-10

7.630/"

The funds associated with the estimated ECR of 10.29% will be
collected in the fall of 2023. We send this alert well in advance to
assist with your planning. The Retirement Board is expected to adopt
the2022-23 ECR at its August 3,2022 meeting and an Administrative
Bulletin formalizing the rate will be issued soon thereafter.

In general, the ECR is adopted each July/August and the
contributions associated with that specific rate are collected 13 to 15
months later. Except for those employers required to pay directly,
contributions are deducted annually from State Aid apportioned in
September, October and November of the year following the year in
which the ECR is adopted by the Board.

Ifyou have any additional questions, please contact Heidi Brennan,
Manager of Education and Outreach, at (518) 447-2911or
heidi.brennan@nystrs. org.

Drive o

Albany, NY 12211-2395

6.19%
8.62Yo

20tt-t2

tl.lt%

2012-13
2013-14

11.84Yo

2014-ts

17.53o/o

2015-16

13.26%

2016-17

ll.72Yo

16.25o/o

2017-18

9.80o/o

2018-r9

10.62%

2019-20

8.860/o

2020-21
2021-22
2022-23

9-53o/o

*estimated

.

8.73%

2010-l I

Administrative Bulletins datingfrom 2005 to the present are ovailqble on our website at
NYSTRS,org. Select Employers and visit the Administrative Bulletins page.

10 Corporate Woods

8.60%

(800) 348-7298

9.80%
70.29o/o*

NARRATIVES

Non-lnstructiona
(B)

I
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2022-2023

Buildings and Grounds/Facilities Budget - 2022-2023
Budget Codes

Budget

Description

Pages

1,620-t60-10-1161

5-10

thru 1620-501-90

1.621.-1.60-90-1161

11.

Buildings and
Grounds/Central Services

Plant Maintenance

2021-22

2022-23

Approved Budget

Proposed Budget

6,341,426.55

6,425,110.97

486,516.00

486,579.00

6,827,942.55

6,911,689.97

thru 1621-163-90
Total

The Buildings and Grounds Department is responsible for the maintenance and operations of seven
buildings and several outbuildings totaling five hundred, twenty thousand square feet of building space.
We also maintain over sixty-five acres of grounds including athletic fields, parking lots, open spaces and
wooded areas. A dedicated staff of thirty-seven full time and ten part time staff members, maintain
buildings and grounds systems constructed as early as 1911,, 1920's, 1"950's, up to as recent as 2015.

Goals:

o We are committed to providing a clean and safe environment for the students, faculty and
staff.
o The department strives to provide a learning environment that will allow students to
discover their dreams, while supporting their growth, as they become thinkers, problem solvers,
communicators, collaborators, innovators and committed individuals.
o We are committed to providing our staff with equipment and materials that will allow them
to work efficiently and effectively.
o We focus on maintaining existing Building & Grounds systems to avoid disruption in
services that may affect the instructional day and prevent costly system replacements that will
burden the budget.

o We will utilize information from various sources to make informed, all-inclusive decisions
with regards to future large scale construction projects.
o We work collaboratively to respond to Pandemic threats to maintain in-person instructiorg
the food service program, as well as maintain the facilities when the buildings are closed.

We also plan for and recognize the need to replace

building systems on an ongoing basis.

1

Depa rtm enta I

Na

rratives

/

No

n-l nstructio

na

I 2022-2023

Plannine for future buildine oroiects:
The Buildings and Grounds Department utilizes data from our Five-Year Building Condition Survey,
Annual Visual Inspection, input from Administrators, requests from the Custodial staff in each building
and in some cases, input from the community to formulate a Long-Range Capital Improvement Plan. In
the summer of 2AL9, State lawmakers amended the education law to stagger the Building Condition
Survey schedule. In accordance with the new schedule, North Shore Schools have completed an Annual

Visual ftrspection in2020. The district will complete another Annual Visual Inspection in2022 and the
Building Condition Survey will be completed rnthe2024School year.
Once projects are identified and considered for constructiory they are presented to the Construction
Steering Committee. This information is shared with the Board of Education, who will approve the
projects. Great care is taken in the planning process, with the main goal of not significantly affecting the
budget from one year to the next.
There are m€my sources the district uses to fund proposed projects. Flowever, the various funding sources
have specific criteria that each project must meet, before funding can be made available for them. Some of
the major funding sources are as follows:

o
o
o
.
o
o
o
o

Bond

Referendum

Capital Reserve

l.h

Repair Reserve
Energy Performance Contract

AnnualBudget
Donations from PTA groups or the Viking Foundation
Insurance money from approved claims that were filed
Grants and Funding from local politicians

Bond Referendum (Old)
From 2011 to 20\3, the district assembled a list of large Capital Projects to be funded through a Bond
Referendum. The final list of projects was the culmination of many meetings and included input from the
district and community members. On December 5,2013, the public voted and passed the proposed
19.6-million-dollar bond. As of September 2017, all main projects approved within this bond referendum
were completed.
In the original Bond Resolutiory we have $511,000 in funding that can be used for supplemental projects.
These projects are referenced in the document "Bond Option #1.0".
List of Health and Safety Projects from the Supplemental Projects. that will be funded with the $511.000
Glen Head School: 2000 N orth Wing roqf replacement.
Roof Warranty expires in early fall2022. This roof is showing signs of deterioration and
This project will go out as an addendum to the Phase Two new bond work.

will

be replaced.
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GlenHead School: Replace Ceramic Tile WaIIs and wall ,ftnishes in Cafeteria
The ceramic tile walls and wall finishes have reached the end of their useful life. This space is scheduled to
receive new finishes in summer 2022.This project will go out as an addendum to the Phase Two new bond

work.
Remaining funds will be transferred to the debt service fund to pay down the outstanding debt.

Bond Referendum (New)

In the fall of 2015, the Construction Steering Committee identified a list of projects that could be
completed within the framework of a future Bond Referendum. In the months that followed, the
committee refined the list. In the summer of 2018, a panel of Administrators and Board of Education
members met to review RFP submissions from Architectural firms and Construction Management firms.
After careful consideration we welcomed the Architectural firm, Memasi Architects & Engineers, to the
district. Savin Engineers PC will continue to provide Construction Management Services for us. With our
design team in place, a new Bond Steering Committee was formed with the goal of working together to
formulate the final scope of the proposed Bond Referendum. The scope was defined, and the district put
the bond up for a vote on December 10,2019. This referendum passed!
Immediately after the Bond was approved, the buildings and grounds department worked closely with
Memasi Architects & Engineers to prepare construction documents.
Status:

o

Phase One work was completed in Glen Head, Glenwood, Sea Cliff, Middle School and
School, in summer 2021. We are currently in the punch list phase for all projects.

High

o

Phase Two work is currently going out to bid and bids will be opened in early February
2022.There is an ambitious amount of work scheduled in all five school buildings and the Central

Office.

o

Phase TWo Bond work will be broken out into two phases. Work that will occur in summer
2022 and work that will occur in summer 2023. This phasing is necessary to meet realistic

completion goals, as well

as adjust to issues related to

Covid and the supply chain.

Capital Reserve (2008)

A Capital Reserve in the amount of $8,000,000.00 was established on March 24,2008, with the goal of
providing funding for large projects that would lessen the burden on the budget each year. To establish a
Capital Reserve, the district identified specific projects to be funded by the Capital Reserve. The public
had to vote to create the reserve and include the designated projects. For the final step, the public had to
vote to expend the funds from the reserve/ for the specific projects.

Capital Reserve (20L6)

A Capital Reserve in the amount of $8,50O000.00 was established on May L7,201.6, with the goal of
providing funding for large projects that would lessen the burden on the budget each year. To establish
Capital Reserve the district had to identify specific projects to be funded by the Capital Reserve. The

a
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public had to vote to create the reserve and include the designated projects. For the final step, the public
had to vote to expend the funds from the reserve, for the specific projects.
Projects to be funded:
Phase One:

o

Install Air Conditioning in the Library and Cafeteria at Glen Head School (Completed

Summer 2019)

o

Install Air Conditioning in the Auditorium and Library at Glenwood School (Completed

Summer 2019)

o
o
o
o

Install Air Conditioning in the Cafeteria at Sea Cliff School (Completed Summer 2020)
Install Air Conditioning in the Cafeteria at the Middle School (Completed Summer 20L9)
Install Air Conditioning in the Gym at the High School (Completed Summer 2020)
Replace entire cafeteria ceiling and install new lighting at the High School (Completed

Summer 2020)
o Install exhaust fans in stairwells at Sea Cliff School (Completed Summer 2020)
o Install operable windows in fixed glass wall second floor hall at Sea Cliff School (Could not

tund this)
Phase Two:

o
o

Install walk-in refrigerator and freezer in the kitchen at Sea Cliff School (TBD)
Renovate Boy's and Girl's Locker rooms at the Middle School (Received voter authorization
to expend funds May 2020. Project went into design in tandem with the Bond work. This work
was completed Summer 2021)
Phase Three: Note: All of the projects could not be funded through the Capital Reserve. Some projects
be addressed by another funding source/ as noted.

will

o
o
o

Remove asbestos pipe covering from crawl space under gym at Glen Head School
Remove asbestos pipe covering from crawl space under gym at Glenwood School
Replace boilers for 1995 addition at Glen He, C Yrt ool (This r.vill be addressed with a Heat
Exchanger in the new Energy Performance Contract)
o Replace 1"950's septic tank and leaching field at Glen Head School
o Renovate and expand Nurse's office at Glen Head School
o Replace 1950's septic tank and leaching field (Lower field) at Glenwood School
o Replace ceramic tile walls on first and second floor halls, as well as the nurse's office at
Glenwood School
o Replace doors at various entrances around Glenwood School (Will be addressed in Bond
Phase One work)
o Remove flooring, re-frame and install new flooring in first and second floor rooms at Sea

Cliff School.

o
o
o
o
o

building around field areas and in courtyard at the High School
Level floor and replace carpeting in accounts payable office at Central Office
Re-pipe existing hot water heating system and provide zone control at Central Office
Excavate and waterproof foundation and install dry wells at Central Office
Install a new larger generator at Central Office
Replace sidewalks in rear of
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Repair Reserve
The Repair Reserve was established in March,2007.
The following projects have been funded through the Repair Reserve to date:

r
o
o
o
o
r
o
o
o

Main electric feed replaced at Glen Head School
Auditorium concrete pediment restoration at Sea Cliff School
High School- Court yard concrete
Boiler sump pump repair at High School
Small boiler room- roof abatement and replacement at Glen Head School
Projector room transite (asbestos) panels removed from Sea Cliff School
Abate and replace Asbestos tiles in eleven classrooms
District-Wide Asphalt & Concrete work
Auditorium rigging repairs at Glen Head School, Glenwood School, Sea Cliff School, Middle
School and High School
o District-Wide Masonry Work
o Emergency reconstruction and repair to the School House
o Two window walls replaced on the east side of the Auditorium at the High School
o Window balance replacement to restore full function to windows that are not opening,
staying up or are not closing properly at Glen Head School, Glenwood School and Sea Cliff
School
o Repairs to the courtyard ceiling at North Shore High School
o GWL: Emergency Fire Alarm panel replacement (Fall2019)

New for 2022-2023

o

We recently engaged a Balancing & Testing firm to verify that our HVAC system could
accept MERV L3 Filters. We anticipated that during this Balancing & Testing process/ we would
identify the need for repairs and follow up work. We will work with our engineers to prepare bid
documents to bid out this work.

o We had an outside firm that repairs concrete triphazards, conduct an assessment of the
grounds at all buildings district wide. They identified areas that need attention. Specifically high
spots that need to be ground down, to prevent trip hazards. We will hire this firm to address
them.

a

flnderground Storage Tank, manhole cover replacement. The district identified manhole
covers that are damaged or do not fit correctly. We will work with a contractor to replace the
damaged covers.

Energv Performance Contract (Old):

An Energy Performance Contract is a funding source that can be utilized to complete large infrastructure
projects that will result in energy savings. The money saved from the reduction of energy usage/ is then
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used to pay off the cost of the project. This payback period usually takes about eighteen years. In 2008, we
contracted with Honeywell to identify and complete energy savings projects.

Energy Performance Contract (New):
The district entered into another Energy Performance Contract with the goal of lowering our energy costs.
Ecosystem was selected and voter approved for an Energy Performance Contract totaling $7.2 million in
savings. The following projects are slated for construction:

o
.
o
o
o
o

Installation of Solar panels on the roofs at Glen Head, Middle School and High School
Upgrading existing interior and exterior lighting to LED Lighting (where applicable)
Installation of HVAC, Heating & Boiler Controls
Building Envelope Improvements
Plug load management

Installation of Air Conditioning in instructional spaces in the High School and Middle School

with M/E Engineering as owner representatives for the Energy Performance Contract. M/E
Engineering reviewed the EPC documents to ensure we are receiving the most comprehensive energy
saving measures/ at the best possible prices. M/E Engineering guided us through the process beginning

We contracted

with the Comprehensive Energy Audit and the final contract. The district is working on plans with
Ecosystem, to begin construction work this summer.
Annual Budeet:
The structure of the proposed 2022-2023 Buildings and Grounds Budget, provides funding to support
the following:
a

Purchase of large equipment to maintain all Buildings and Grounds.

1.
2.
3.

RideonmowerforGWL
Replace self climbing hoist in the HS Theater
Replace large mower for DW grass cutting

o
o
o

Funds to support the operation of the Buildings and Grounds Office
Funds to pay for contracted services such as truck rental and disposal fees
Funds to cover the purchase of Building Supplies, Elechical Supplies, Plumbing and Heating
Supplies, Custodial Supplies and Grounds Supplies
o Funds to cover costs for outside contractors to make repairs that our in-house staff cannot,
due to the use of specialized equipment, specialized skills, specialized licenses or the fact that the
size and scope of the project is too big for us to handle. These include Contracted Grounds
Maintenance, Contracted Building Maintenance, Contracted Electrical Work, Contracted
Plumbing Aleating and Contracted Vehicle Maintenance
o A component of the budget titled Contracted Health and Safety supports the service and
repair of many critical systems including, but not limited to the Burglar Alarm, Fire Alarm and
Security Systems
o Funds to cover essential utilities such as Fuel Oil, Water, Electricity, Telephone, and Natural
Gas
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o

Funds to cover large "Special Projects" that require New York State Education Department
approval and multiple contractors to complete the work
o Funds to purchase Merv L3 Filters

Securitu Staffine:
The district had security coverage in place at the main entrance at each school soon after 9/11. Additional
part-time and full-time shifts were added over the years, to provide security for student learning taking
place outside their classrooms.

Currentlv in nlace:

o
o
o

One full- time Security Aide at each main entrance in all five school buildings
One additional full-time security Aide at the High School to monitor the halls and grounds
One additional full-time security Aide at the High School to monitor the fields and tennis
courts (Note: This shift is in place from March 1"t to November 30th each year)
o One additional part-time Security Aide at the Middle School to monitor the grounds and

direct traffic at dismissal
o Utilize substitute Security Aides to cover absences and provide security coverage for the
various events scheduled inside and outside of the building
2020-2021, - Security staff were moved around to create a better presence/ on the exterior of the building
in areas where outside learning occurs. Shifts change to suit the curriculum needs and respond to
ever-changing situations.

2021,-2022 - We anticipate security staffing in line with2020-2021 where we assess and respond to the

changing needs.
2022-2023 - We anticipate security staffing in line w1th2021.-2022. Additional staffing may be needed for

events as COVID procedures continue to drange how the district operates.
Snecial Proiects:

Funding budgeted in the Special Projects portion of the budget.
20L9-2020 Budget Year:

o

MS Softball Field Renovation - The district set out to renovate this field and encountered
problems with excess water from the adjacent village road. Studies and investigations were
conducted and completed. The information gathered, allowed the district to develop a design
that would process the excess water and allow the renovation to move forward. This project will
be an addendum to the Phase One Middle School work. It is the district's intent to start this work
summer 2022.
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o HS Main Entrance Landscaping Renovation - The plan was to remove old bushes and
fencing to create a more welcoming landscape design at the front of the High School. The
contractor completed the work tnJanuary 2022.
2020 -2021. Bu d get Year

:

o

2Lst Century Classroom Furniture - The District allocated funding for 21st Century
Classroom Fumiture, prior to the pandemic and school closure in March of 2020. This furniture
promotes collaborative interaction but does not allow for social distancing. The funding for the
fumiture is being shifted to support the design and implementation of outdoor learning spaces in
all of the schools.
The following projects can be found in the 2020-2021 Transfer to Capital Project Fund:

o GWL Connecting Corridor Roof Replacement - The roof on this corridor is at the end of its
useful life and needs to be replaced. This work is going out as an addendum to the Phase Two
bond work. The district's goal is to complete this work summer of 2022
o MS Library Air Conditioning - Funds were allocated to install air conditioning in the
library. This work was included in the Bond Phase One project. The unit is in place, and we
anticipate it being fully operational in April/ May 2022.
o HS Generator Replacement - The goal was to replace the existing generator with a new one
of a similar size. Since the initial planning of this project, a large freezer was added to the
building and a desire to back up more things on generator power. We are currently working with
our engineers at Stantec to complete a study of electrical usage, to better inform the sizing of the
new generator.
2021.

-2022 Bud get Year
o

:

No Special projects were funded in this budget year

2022-2023 Budget Year

o This section of the budget will be allocated to partially fund the installation of the electric
charging stations for a move towards electric buses.
Miscellaneous Proi ects:

o

Large Space Portable HEPA filtration Units - Our engineers have identified a large 1L0v unit
that can be purchased and put into large spaces as needed. The Buildings & Grounds Department
is currently pricing out these units.

o

Large Space Air Cleaning/Disinfection - The district would like to enhance the air cleaning
capabilities in large spaces, in the school buildings. This can be achieved two ways. 1) The
installation of large fixed HEPA units. 2) UV disinfection installed in large air handlers. Recent
estimates indicate that significant funding is needed to install these systems. Note: \A/here
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applicable, new IJV Disinfection is being installed in all new large HVAC units, that are being
as part of the Bond work.

installed

o HS Foul Ball Netting - We recently contracted with The LandTek Group Inc., to install poles
and netting to stop foul balls (from the baseball field) from entering the adjacent track & field
area. Materials are on order and the contractor is aware of our March 2022 complebion date.
',s

"Education is for improving the lives of others and for leaving your community and
world better than you found it. "

Marian Wright Edelman
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Health Senrices - 2022-2023
Number of Nurses

8.6 FTE

The table below shows the

Budget

Budget

Codes

Paees
40

2815

enditure and Health Service
districtwide:
Description
2021-2022
Approved Budget
Health Services
841,266.00

2022-2023

Proposed Budeet
89t,034.56

North Shore School District is committed to providing school nurses the necessary support and to help
them meet the goals of our mission statement of education. The nurses also support the health of our
student population so they can achieve academic success and optimal wellness. The quality of school
health services is directly related to the school nurse's development of skills in leadership, management,
collaboration and advocacy in addressing the ever-changing health needs of clients within the school
setting. The nurses in the Health Service Department are adept at nursing assessment, diagnosis
planning, implementation of services and evaluation of outcomes for individuals and cohorts of clients
within the school communify. Our department provides the state mandated services including health
screenings, immunization compliance, infectious disease and weightlBMl reporting. The nurses have the
skills and knowledge to assess countless minor health complaints, administer medication, care for
students with special health needs and to handle emergencies and urgent situations for students and
staff.
Students today are affected by a wide variety of physical and emotional abuse/neglect, bullying
increasing rates of cancer, allergies and diabetes, increased exposure to communicable diseases, mental
health conditions, obesity, eating disorders and substance abuse. The number of children with physical
and emotional chronic conditions continues to increase especially during the COVID 19 pandemic. The
goal of our District nurses is to facilitate positive student responses to normal development, promote
health and safety, to support academic success and life-long achievements for all students. Our nurses
intervene in actual and potential health problems, provide case management services and actively
collaborate with others to empower students to become self-confident and independent in their self-care.
District nurses serve on various committees, including the Safety Committee, Wellness Committee, Round
Table Meetings, Pupil Study Meetings as well as IEP and 504 meetings, giving a medical perspective. Our
department is committed to providing individualized care as part of a coordinated school health
program. A healthy student is a successful student, which includes the physical, emotional and social
aspects of the child.
The Health Services budget provides the salaries of 8.6 FTE nurses. The Health Services budget also
includes the Districfs Medical Director's services, the District's Department of Transportationls employee
and new employee physicals, one half clerical support persorL substitute nurses as needed and the
BOCES Health and Safety Training person. Also included is the cost of mandated reimbursements of
North Shore residents attending private and parochial or special education schools. The proposed budget
covers the cost of equipment, supplies and other items necessary to provide health services to the five
schools in our District.
The budget includes a FTE who would be utilized for nursing coverage, field trips, and additional
nursing where needed. They would assist in the daily routine of the Health Offices to maintain continuity
when needed. Most field trips in the Elementary and Middle Schools require a nurse which disturbs the
nursing coverage within the schools; this FTE would help alleviate this disturbance. We are using L-2
Horizon Healthcare/Agency Registered Nurses (2-3) days per week and anticipate using Horizon nurses
for as long as needed during the pandemic. We have increased the use of our substitute Registered
Nurses and foresee their extended use throughout the pandemic.
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Public Information Budget - 2022-2023
Budget Codes

Budget

Description

Paees
1480-160-90-31,61,

4

1480-400-90

4

1480-401".90

4

Director Public
Information Salary
Public Information Other Expenses
Public Information Other Expenses

Total

2021-22

2022-23

Approved Budeet

Proposed Budset

105,934.00

1,05,942.00

28,1.00.00

27,240.00

35,800.00

32800.00

159,834.00

170,982.00

Public Information Executive Summary
primarily include the necessary expenses to create, maintairy print and/or upgrade the
traditional and digital marketing & communications of the North Shore School District. This includes
creation and distribution of four-color newsletters, strategic materials, brochures, postcards, direct mail,
surveys, budget mailings, Superintendent and Board of Education mailings, community engagement
materials, and any related postage. Lr additioru are costs related to electronic media including the
development, design, and maintenance of the school district website at www.northshoreschools.org.
These codes

Public Information Narrative
Code L480-400-90-0000: Public Information Website, ADA Compliance, and Other Expenses
This code includes expendifures to purchase a new digital camera in the event that it breaks or becomes
dysfunctional during the course of the school year and related equipment (lens, photo cards, etc.,). It also
includes memberships and submissions to PR awards (including NYSRPA awards). Additionally, it
contains costs for supplies including four-color ink cartridges, yearly office supplies, and digital thumb
drives.
Represented in this budget is the annual contracted cost for the Webmaster which includes maintenance
and uperaded/ customized desisn of the North Shore Schools website at www.northshoreschools.ors.
This incorporates all costs for daily updates and maintenance including website additions for community
engagement and district digital surveys as well as continued pandemic and COVID-19 crisis
communications. We greatly appreciate all of the important work Webcola Media has done specifically in
revising the website to create important homepage "Pop-(Jps" that feature Superintendent messages and
videos, NYSDOH and CDC health and safety guidelines, community and new Superintendent surveys,
and BOE important communications. The attention-grabbing Pop-Ups are in addition to the constantly
changing imperative sections at the top of the website featuring the Reopening Leaming Plans and
Bud get/Financial Information.

This essential, time sensitive work continues to be executed in partnership with the PR Director/Senior
Illustrator and Superintendent and/or Assistant Superintendents. The eye-catching pop-ups on the
homepage have been added to get information out in an impactful manner for our parents and
community members. WebCola Media continues to help maintain the District's website to adhere to ADA
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compliance regulations (per the Disability Act regulations). This continues to be challenging due to the
numerous rules and regulations to meet ADA compliance. For example, all web videos must continue
Closed Captioning (i.e., including all Board of Education recordings) for the hearing impaired as well as
all photos. Currently, we continue to use YouTube to keep the costs down however, at any time these
costs can change based on YouTube pricing. In the event that YouTube changes their rules, this amount
will need to be adjusted in the future and other Closed Captioning services can be much higher. We
continue to include new sections on the website for Spanish versions of the Budget (old and new), budget
materials, learning plans, curriculum updates, and COVID-19 information.
Code 1480-401-90-0000: Public Information Printed Materials and Other Expenses

This code primarily includes the printing costs for all the public relations materials including brochures,
postcards, budget materials, 4-color newsletters, community surveys, and any other Superintendent or
Board of Education materials. The number of mailings/pages (and costs) have increased to further engage
our community and incorporate community surveys to help get feedback. It also allows additional costs
for Spanish version(s) of the school budget materials requested by the Department of Justice (DOJ) as
guided by school counsel. In addition, our newsletters and printed materials have needed to convey
important COVID-19 information including Superintendent Messages, NYSDOH and CDC health and
safety guidelines, Executive Orders from the Governor, and/or the Reopening Leaming Plans. Any
COVID-19 information and new Learning Plans are suggested to be translated to Spanish for our
community, thus increasing the number of pages and cost of our printed materials.
As in the pasf increases for 4-color newsletters and Superintendent mailings have been incorporated into
this budget at an additional cost of $500 each.
Code L480-45L-90-0000: Public Information Postage
This code consists of the Public Lrformation "bulk mailing" postage costs for all printed materials mailed
to our parents and residents. Increases in postage costs due to higher overall postage rates and additional
weight of budget newsletters/ individual mailings due to Spanish versions have been incorporated into
this budget, as well as any additional Board of Education and Superintendent mailings. Our bulk mailing
Permit #30 is associated with the Sea Cliff post office.
Code 1480-490-90-0000: Public Information BOCES Service tor ADA Compliance
This code is allocated for BOCES Sitelmprove, aweb monitoring service that analyzes all content,
Dhotoeraphv. presentations. pdf's. etc.. on www.northshoreschools.ors. It also includes costs to monitor
all department websites, lunch menus, board pages, and/or any other direct links to the school website
(for example, the Athletic and Fine and Performing Arts websites). The service digitally sends reports
itemizing where the school website is out of compliance.
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Transportation Services 2022-2023
The table below shows a summary of the district's transportation budget. See the budget document for
expenditure and, 2022-2023 budget proposal detail.

Budget

Budget

Codes

Pages

Description

5510

44

District Transportation

5530

45

Garage Maintenance

5540

45

5541

45

5550

45

Contract
Transportation
St. Christopher
Transportation
Transportation Public

2021-22

2022-23

Approved Budget

Proposed Budget

2,'J.55,372.40

2,282,008.80

52,813;1,5

42,007.L6

286.500.00

304,645.70
124,636.00

10'J",L7'1,.00

500.00

500.00

88,697.00

98,391.00

16,000.00

10000.00

2,701,053.55

2,868,188.66

Service
5580.490

45

45

5581

BOCES

Transportation-For
Occupational
Education and some
Special Education
BOCES Transportation
St. Christopher

Total

School Bus transportation is provided to all eligible school children grades K-12 who meet the mileage

requirements

as

listed below:

Current Milease Policv

K-5
6-8
Grade9-12

Grade
Grade

3/a,mile

3/smiIe

3/tmile

Students attending private and parochial schools within L5 miles of their home are entitled to
transportation if a request is submitted by April l.'t each year in accordance with state law. The current
district mileage poliry also applies to private and parochial schools. Families moving into the district
after the April 1't deadline must apply for transportation within 30 days of establishing residency.
Students with disabilities may be transported up to 50 miles in accordance with school law and placed at
any time during the school year by the Committee for Special Education. (Refer to section 8411 of NS
Schools Policy Manual - School Bus Scheduling and Routing for Distance Measurements).
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In202L - 2022, district owned vehicles transported 1,730 students to the following schools:

SCHOOL

ELIGIBLE STUDENTS
SCHOOL
LUHI-----------6
10
Our Lady of Merry-:-Portledge---15
11
St. Dominic Elementary-4
St. Dominic High School------10
St. Mary's Elementary-L2
St. Anthony's-

ELIGIBLE STUDENTS

School-Middle School
High

580
467

Glenwood--Glen Head---

L77
248

Sea rl:11

35

BOCES - Barry Tech--------------------

29

Buckley-----

J

Chaminade--

31,

Sacred

Friends--------

50

Solomon Schechter

Holy a-Lill

5

Holy Family--

2

Greenvale------

12

Kellenberg---

10

5

Elementary--Solomon Schechter HS------Waldorf Academy----------

1,

Holy Trinity--

Heart---

L

1
1

4

In additioru students are shuttled between schools and to nearby facilities for the Life Skills Programs and
Community Service Programs. Buses are utilized on school days for educational trips.

Transportation Staff
A staff of drivers, bus attendants, dispatchers, mechanics, a clerk-typist and
operate and maintain district buses. District staff includes the following:

2021-2022 2022-2023
L
1
1,
1
3
33
5
45

a

supervisor are employed to

IsLlitle

1,

Assistant Supervisor of Transportation

0
2
1

Dispatcher

3
33
5

Automotive Mechanics

Assistant Dispatdrer
Clerk Typist

Drivers P/T
Bus Attendants

P/I

45
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Transportation - New Buses (5510-2L0-60)
The bus fleet is on a rotational replacement plan based on the lifespan for each vehicle.
The District's passenger vehicles are shared between Transportation and Security. The vehicles are
utilized during the day - by Transportation and by Security, after hours and on weekends.
The following is a list of our 2021.-22 fleet vehicles:

Caoacifu

Ouantitu

Caoacifu

Ouantitu

66 passenger

13

28 passenger

7

60 passenger

J

24 passenger

J

34 passenger

1

22 passenger

6

33 passenger

6

District buses are currently used on routes daily for Public, Private, Parochial and Special Needs schools.
Transportation Repairs (5510-400-50)
Every effort is made to utilize district personnel to complete all repairs. Districi mechanics perform all
Pre-D.O.T and D.O.T. inspections, maintenance and most repairs, which were previously contracted out.
IrVhen necessary, the district contracts with outside vendors for major and specialized repairs such as
body and transmission work. AII district vehicles, as well as buildings and grounds equipment are
maintained at the bus depot.

Transportation Field Trios (5510-406-50)
The district schedules more extra-curricular, athletic and music trips on district owned buses which were
previously scheduled on contracted buses. The trips are reviewed and scheduled on appropriately sized
buses based on the duratiory time and the number of students on the trip. The Long Island Rail Road is

often utilized in place of district buses for trips to the city during peak hours and to avoid traffic.

Transportation Insurance (5510-410-50)
Vehicle Insurance for all school buses, district vehicles.

Transportation Office Sunplv (5510-450-60)
Includes bus passes for students, copier papett printer ink, copier and standard office supplies.

Transportation Parts and Supplies (5510-450-51)
Includes parts and supplies for maintaining and repairing buses, district vehicles and equipment. The
District is in its eleventh year of Inter-Municipal Agreements (IMA's) with East Williston and Locust
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Valley School Districts for D.O.T. inspections. The initial focus of the iMA's was to prepare their school
buses for NYS Department of Transportation (DOT) inspections but the scope of the agreement has been
expanded to include fueling, and repairs of buildings and grounds equipment. East Williston has
expanded our services to include Pre-DOT, repair and maintenance on their 11 school buses and district
vehicles. The District is reimbursed for all expenses through the Inter-Municipal Agreements (IMA's)
with these school districts.

Transportation Tires (5510-450-62)
Tires are replaced based on NYS DOT regulations on all school buses. This budget is also used for tire
replacement on district owned vehicles and equipment.

Transportation Gas/Oil (5510-450-53)
Includes diesel, gasoline and oil for all school buses, district vehicles and maintenance equipment.
Budget depends on future prices of fuel. In202U2022locust Valley Schools established an IMA for
emergency fuel for school buses and district vehicles if needed.

Garage Maintenance (5530-400-60)

Includes annual support for computerized bus routing system, radio systems for all dishict buses and
maintenance of all district radios, random D & A (drug and alcohol) testing for all new and existing bus
drivers and mandatory fwice-yearly refresher classes for all drivers.

Transportation Contract (5540-400-501
The District participates in cooperative bids with local districts and also contracts with BOCES for
transportation. Contracted transportation is used for field and athletic trips at peak hours when district
buses are unavailable.

Private and Parochial Schools
In21.122, the district contracted transportation to and from the following schools for 9 students

School
Eastwoods
Grace Christian Academy
HANC
HANCMS
St. Aiden's

Oualified Shrdents
L
1

5
1
'1.
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Schools for Special Instruction
The table below shows the number of routes covered on district and contract transportation to special
education programs located outside the district. Students are transported to and from the following
schools either on district owned vehicles (NS) or on contr, :rct uansportation (C):

School
AHRC (NS)

Number of Riders
e

Tiegerman Elementary School
Tiegerman HS

ucP

(NS)

1

(C)

1

(c)

2

(NS)
Village School (NS)
Vincent Smith (NS)
Vemon

Whole Child Academy
Winston Prep

1
1
1

(NS)

1

(NS)

1

Transportation Public Service (5550-400-60)
Provide public commuter railroad transportation for students if needed.

BOCES TRAN

-

OCC Ed/Sp ED (5580-490-50-13L0)

The district contracts with BOCES Transportation to provide bussing to several BOCES sdrools for

district special needs students.

School
Road
BOCES,CCA
BOCET Rosemary Kennedy
BOCET Carmen

Number of Riders
1.

1
1

TRANS BOCES - ST CHRIS (ss81-490-50-1310)
The district currently contracts
residing at St. Christophels.

School
Kennedy
BOCE9 Ierusalem Ave / CRC
BOCET Rosemary

with BOCES to provide transportation to BOCES programs for students
Number of Riders
3
1.
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North Shore Central School District
Active Enrolment Report
January 25,2022
K

Glen Head Elementarv Total Enrollment

Glen Head

51

tcr
tLc

0

ORS

I
I

0
5
5

Ed Total

3

4

58

77

5

8

0

0

0

0

10

2

4

I

15

10

12

374
25
0
33
58

Total

3

4

5

71

79

bb

87

435

4

5

I

7

0

11

35

0

0

0

0

2

7

I

tcr
tLc

7

5

5

2

6

3

28

11

10

13

9

8

21

72

pecial Ed

T
K
Sea Cliff Elementarv Total Enrollment

Total

3

4

5

74

58

334

0

42
6

5

3

19

4

0

0

0

8
17

44

2

1

51

50

59

tcT

0

5

tLc

I

5

ORS

4

2

5

1

2

?

5

10

9

7

7

6

6
225

7

I

203

191

lcr

16

18

14

rLc

F

4

4

13

13

9

14

34

31

32

36
97

North Shore Middle School Total Enrollment

ORS

Middle School S

Total

5
70
8

4

2

1

62

ORS

0

63
4

70

K

Glenwood Landino Elementarv Total Enrollment

Glenwood Landing

2

1

55
0

Ed Total

Total
619
48

I

Unoraded
North Shore Hiqh School Total Enrollment

11

194

198

197

I

14

2

0

lcT
tLc
Life Skills

781

15

1

39

0

2

4
3

11

3

Ed Total

K

Unqraded

District Total Enrollment
District Special Ed Total Enrollment

192

J

ORS

School

Total

12

10

3

1

168
24

172
25

192

179

30

31

4

5

6

7

8

9

217
25

215

225

203

191

194

39

34

31

32

22

20

20

29

80

34

35

32

126

10
198
34

197
35

11

Total

12

192

2543

32

397

North Shore Central School Distrlct
Projected Student Enrollment for 2022-23 School year
ls

crade
K

Glen H€ad school
L7

Total

I

18

L6

77

15

15

17

x8

51

16

19

Total

r7

77

77

20

19

16

18

18

18

18

18

20

20

15

l7

77

20

20

22

Hlth School

x8

74

L70

18

15

16

I

1

158

3

2

49

18

18

18

L7t

4

L9

3

59

27

2t

22

192

2L

4
42

77

18

64

Grade
K

51

79

20

Mlddle School

54 13 Sectlons)

70

58

18

16

Cllff School

7L

63

19

18

Sea

62

18

T6

x6
64 14 Sectlons)

19

18

Total

Total

16

55

3

5

15

52 13 Sectionsl

Total

4

18

77

Total

2

are

19

L79

20

2

5

76

2L7

6

2Lt

6

7

228

7

I

205

E

9

L92

9

10

193

10

11

199

11

r98

t2

t2
Unsraded

782
Totals

356

410

646

Totals

Tot!l Enbllmcnt PFrdlon

Glen Head School

Glenwood Landlns School

18

t8

18

20 sectlons

23

18 l+ 2 ILC Sections)

Sea

Cllff school

Average Class
Slze

Proi€cted
Sections

Total Sedlons

61 l+2

ttcl

2,525
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Counseling Services / Guidance - 2022-2023
Budget Codes

Budget

Description

Pages

202'1.-22

2022-23

Approved Budeet

Proposed Budset

2810-400-93

39

Guidance other expenses

72,429.00

63,179.00

2810-450-93

39

Guidance office supplies

17,279.00

13,579.00

2810-490-93

39

BOCES services

20,255.00

23,240.00

109,963.00

99,998.00

Total

Counseling Services / Guidance - Executive Summ ary
9 FTE

(Full Time Equivalent) School Counselors

'i7 FTE (Full Time Equivalent) Social Workers

*cunently

3 FTE

7 + 0.8

social worker funded through CRSA grant

(Full Time Equivalent) Clerical Staff

"Why" Statement:

The Counseling Department belieaes that qll students can find success with the appropriate

support and motiaation. By fostering meaningful relationships with students and their families the counselors and
social workers will serae as an adoocate and resource for aII families in supporting student wellness.

The school counseling department works closely with students on developing academic, career and social
and emotional skills. The counselors advise students on academic goal setting career research, and post
high school planning in addition to teaching emotional regulation, conflict resolution, interpersonal skills,
and much more. The counselors serve as advocates for sfudents and their families and work with staff on
how to best support the student.
The North Shore District's Strategic Plan is at the heart of everything the counseling department stands
for. The counselors make a concerted effort to get to know their students and work with them on how to

become committed individuals, collaborators, communicators, thinkers, problem solvers, and innovators.
North Shore is placing an emphasis on educating the whole child and wellness and the counseling
department is extremely excited to help move this work forward.
The social and emotional needs of our students are more important now than ever. The pandemic has
created unprecedented stress and anxiety in our students, parents and staff. Thus, it is crucial that we
continue to provide adequate mental health services and social-emotional learning support for our
students and families.

1
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T}lre2022-23 budget includes the following:

o
o
o

o

Code: 2825-150-90-216lz Additional mental health support for the high school and elementary
schools. A (K-12) social worker was added through the CRSA grant.
Code:2810-400-93: Continued partnership with Same Here Schools and David Hymowi? to
provide professional development, parent workshops and student presentations on the topic of
wellness.
Code:28L0-400-93: Continued partnership with Family Children's Association (FCA). The FCA
bilingual counselors work with our ELL families and also support the behavioral health team
with families in need that are not ELL. This budget proposes a decrease in hours, but continued

partnership.
Code: 2810-400-93: Contracting with the Long Island Council on Alcoholism and Drug
Dependence (LICADD) for the Student Assistance Program to provide substance prevention and
SEL lessons.

Counseling Services / Guidance - Narrative
The counseling departmenfs emphasis is on educating the whole child and teaching students coping
skills, emotional regulation, decision making, and independence. If students can attain these skills they
will be more than college and career ready, they will be life ready and this should be the goal.

Additional Mental Health Support
\A/hile tlire2021,-22 school year was a refurn to a more normal school environment, it came with an
increase in mental health referrals, school avoidance and students presenting with issues. The district was
able to hire an additional0.S FTE K-12 social worker under CRSA grant funding. This position has been
utilized to implement Tier 1 social and emotional support at the high school and elementary schools. At
the high school, she coordinated focus groups, implemented lessons on executive functioning, coping
skills and healthy relationships and assisted with substance prevention work. At the elementary level, she
has partnered with our elementary counselor and taught lessons on emotional regulatiory conflict
resolutiory bullying, and much more. Additionally, she has worked with the mental health teams in each
building to coordinate school wide SEL programs.

Mental Health Consultant Services
In response to the increased social and emotional needs brought on by the pandemic, North Shore
Schools partnered with Same Here Schools and David Hymowi?. This budget supports continuing this
relationship. David is an experienced licensed social worker that has worked with Nassau County for
over twenty years as a mental health expert and presenter. David has been a wonderful resource
throughout the pandemic. He has presented to staff on conference day, ran multiple parent workshops,
worked closely with our mental health teams, and supported our prevention efforts in collaboration with
NS-CASA. Additionally, David served as a community representative on our Social Emotional Learning
Strategic Planning Committee. It has been so valuable to have an outside perspective to help guide our
SEL efforts. David's expertise was particularly helpful with our staff. We asked David to meet with staff
in the beginning of the school year so that they had a space to share their concems entering this
challenging year. The feedback was that staff appreciated this service and received valuable strategies
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from David that they were able to utilize to support their teaching. The goal moving forward with Same
Here Schools is to look holistically at our wellress programs and identifu areas of improvement.
Family Children s Association (FCA) has partnered with North Shore Schools for the past couple of years
offering counseling services to our ENL students. Due to anticipated anxiety levels this year in our
students, we expanded our contract with FCA so that the FCA bilingual counselors could counsel non
ENL students. This has been a wonderful resource for our mental health team. It would be helpful to
continue this expanded partnership for next year.
Substance Prevention

During the 2019 school year, North Shore students in grades seven through twelve participated in the
Bach Harrison Prevention Needs Assessment. The survey is a prevention measure to gauge substance use
in the North Shore district. The assessment analyzes risk and protective factors in addition to mental
health variables. The results indicated a continued need for substance education at all levels. The North
Shore social workers and health teachers do a wonderful job educating students on the harmful effects of
drugs and alcohol. However, as the mental health needs have increased, it has made it more difficult for
push-in lessons to occur on a regularly scheduled basis. Thus, it would be beneficial to partner with the
Long Island Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence (LICADD) for the upcoming year. LICADD
offers a Student Assistance Program that could provide our students with meaningful lessons on
prevention, healthy relationships, emotional regulatiory digital citizenship, and overall mental wellness.
Educational Resources
The counseling department is committed to researching and identifying the best possible strategies to
help our students succeed. Thus, it is important that funds are available for the counselors to attend local
and national conferences and explore professional development opportunities. Additionally, money was
budgeted for curriculum materials that are necessary to implement new social and emotional learning
programs, such as RULER.

In an ongoing effort to support our students in post-high school planning, it is important that our high
school counselors continue to have funds available to visit a diverse group of colleges. The money that is
currently budgeted supports the counselors being able to visit multiple colleges outside of the East Coast.
These visits allow the counselors to speak from a firsthand perspective to parents and students about
colleges.

Vocational Education Students (2280-490-00)
Budget Codes

Budget

Description

Page
2280-490-00

3L

BOCES - Occupational

2021-22

2022-23

Approved Budget

Proposed Budget

426,023.45

444,L06.40

33 students

anticipated 33

Education

students

J
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With so much economic instability, it is important that we budget substantial funding to support
vocational education programs. These programs teach students valuable trade skills that can benefit them
in terms of employment. We currently have 25 students attending vocational education programs. This
includes 20 CTE students, 2 CTE Skills students and 4 students at Long Island High School for the Arts.
\A/hile there are 25 attending, we started the year with 28 and had students that were planning to attend
that changed their schedule prior to the sdrool year. There arc1.6 students retuming and an anticipated
additional 15 that may attend next year.
Barw Tech (13) - Risins Grade 12
Student 1 - HVAC/Plumbing
Student 2 - HVAC/Plumbing
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student

3 - Power Sports and Engine Repair
4 - Cosmetology
5 - Retail Skills
6 - Construction Electricity
7 - Cosmetology
8-

Computer Technology

9 - Nurse Assisting
10
LL
12
L3

-

Retail Skills
Exercise Medicine and Personal Training

Construction Electricity

Animal Care

Long Island High School for the Arts (LIHSA)
(rising grade 11) - Student 1 - Music performance
(rising grade 12) - Student 2 - Musical Theatre/Dance
(rising grade 12) - Student 3 - Fine Arts

Anticipated 2-3 students (decision TBD on participation)
LIHSA
LIHSA
LIHSA
Barrv Tech'Risine Grade 11
Anticipated 13-15 students interested for next year:
Student 1
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student

Student
Student
Student
Student
Student

Student

2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9
L0
11

L2
13
L4
L5

4
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Elementary Humanities - 2022-2023
Budget Codes

Budget

Description

Paqes
2020-400-97

1,6

2020-450-97

17

Dir of Elem HumanitiesOther Expenses
Dir of Elem Humanities -

2027-22

2022-23

Approved Budeet

Proposed Budset

250.00

250.00

1,037.00

1,030.00

Supplies
21

Elem Humanities-

450.00

450.00

211,0-450-97

24

Other Expenses
Elem Humanities Supplies

23,955.30

28,582.24

211,0-480-97

25

Elem Humanities Textbooks

52,012.10

31.,339.00

77,704.40

61,551.24

2110-400-97

Total

Elementary Humanities - Executive Summary
This budget maintains all existing instructional programs and resources while meeting the new and
evolving needs of our students.
Code 2110.450-07 supports:
a
Replacement of some Fundations durable materials, depleted or wom out through repeated use,
to support phonics leaming in grades K-2
a
The periodical, Scholastic News, for all students in grades 1-5, to support the current events
strand of the social studies curriculum
a
Materials to support the Words Their Way spelling program in grades 3-5
a
The replacement of outdated Fountas and Pinnell benchmark assessment kits with the new
version for kindergarten (the kits in grades 1-5 were replaced at the rate of one grade per year,
starting with the oldest students, across the past several years-- this year adds kindergarten and
completes the transition)
o
The possible additioru contingent on our pilot study this year comparing results of Fundations
and Words Their Way for third grade, of the Fundations program in third grade
a
Curriculum-related materials and supplies
a
Materials to support RTI Reading students

Code 2110.480-97 supports:

o
o
o
o

The addition of phonemic awareness resources in kindergarten in order to ensure that all
students are prepared to leam the phonics skills taught in our Fundations program
Additional phonics-controlled texts for grades K and L to allow students to practice applying
their phonics skills leamed in Fundations while reading real books
Additional books to support our social studies curriculum and literacy curriculum, providing a
variety of titles, featuring a variety of characters and nonfiction topics, and supporting individual
students' interests and projects
The need for a wider range of book levels at each grade level, given the impact of the pandemic
on students' development as readers
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o
o
o

Curriculum-related books for anticipated section increases at schools
Electronic resources to support students' reading in grades K and L (Pioneer Valley Digital
Reader) and in reading support classes (Read Naturally Live)
The decrease in this code from last year reflects the switch of two electronic resources, Learning
A-Z (which includes Raz-Kids for all students in Grades K-5 as well as Vocabulary A-Z and
Reading A-Zfor our reading support teachers and their students) and SAWAS (which includes
Words Their Way for all students in Grades 3-5), into a different code to allow them to be covered
through a contract with BOCES.

Elementary Humanities ' Narrative
Vision Statement of the Elementary Humanities Department:
Students will acquire the reading, writing speaking listening, and social studies skills, knowledge,
and understandings that will empower them to lead lives of personal and professional success and joy
and to be caring citizens in theit community.
These are five hallmarks of the Elementary Humanities experience that support the district's strategic

plan's pillars of Teaching and Leaming, Equity for All Leamers, and Social-Emotional Learning,

as

well

as the Shared Valued Outcomes:

DESIRED HALLMARK

CODE

STRATEGIC

SHARED

PLAN PILLAR

UALIIED
OUTCOME

2L1-0.450-97

Teaching and

nnd
21L0.480-97

Learning

Commitment to
Self, Thinking,

Authenticita- Students:

o
.
o
c

learn all component skills (e.g., how to use phonics
to decode words, how to read a map) and apply
these skills to authentic tasks
spend ample time reading and writing
explore topics releaant to their liaes and world
learn about themselaes and others and encounter
content and materials in their classrooms that
support this learning

Problem

Solaing,
Communication
Teaching and

2LL0.480-97

Learning, Equity

Commitment to
Self and Others

for All Learners,
Social-Emotional
Learning
ln dia i dualization : Te acher s :
Use collected data and student work samples and
eaidence to tailor the experience for each student,
determining what the student is ready to learn next

o

o

and helping the student gain the necessary skills to
meet and/or exceed the state standards and desired
learning outcomes
Meet utith students in small groups nnd 1:1

211-0.450-97

and
21L0.480-97

Teaching and
Learning, Equity

for All Learners

Commitment to
Self and Others,

Thinking,
Problem

Solaing,
Communication

conferences
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Choice: While some experiences are common to all students,
there also are opportunities for students to:
choose their own books to read and topics about
which to research and write
explore their own questions and interests
choosehow to sharezphat theyhaaelearned

21.10.480-97

o

Teaching and
Learning, Equity

for All Learners,
Social-Emotional
Learning

o
o

Commitment to
Self and Others,
Communication
Collaboration,
Thinking,
ProblemSolaing,

Innovation

fulg: Students:

.
.

o

enga.ge

2020.480-97

in rich, meaningful conuersations

use information to consider dffirent perspectiues
and weigh the relatiae strength of dffirent positions
or options, arrioe at opinions and decisions, and
support their aiews utith euidence
share their emerging thinking and opinions with
their peers, with school stffi and, when releaant,
with others in the community and world

for AII Learners,
2LL0.480-97
and
2110.400-97

lou: Students:

o
.

experience the joys of reading, writing, and
learning in and of themselaes
are able to appreciate the beauty of a moment while
also being able to plan and act for the future

Teaching and
Learning, Equity

2LL0.480-97
and

Socinl-Emotional
Learning

Commitment to
SeIf and Others,
Communication
,Collaboration,
Thinking,
ProblemSolaing,
Innoaation

Commitment to
SeIf and Others

2L1-0.450-97
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Elementary STEAM - 2022-2023
Budget Codes

Budget

Desciption

Pases

2021-22

2022-23

Approved Budeet

Proposed Budget

500.00

s00.00

730.00

730.00

Elementary Director of
STEAM Other Expenses
Elementary Director of
STEAM Office Supplies

2020-400-96

1.6

2020-450-96

17

2110-400-96

20

Other Expenses Elementary

2110-450-96

24

STEAM
Elementary STEAM Supplies

2110-480-96

25

Elementary STEAM Textbooks

30,326.57

30,320.80

81,998.50

83,836.49

13,699.46

7,323.20

127,254.53

122,710.49

Total

Elementary STEAM - Executive Summary
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The Elementary STEAM Department supports teaching and learning in science, the integration of
technology, engineering, arts and mathematics - across our three elementary schools. All of the goals of
the Department are thoughtfully aligned with both the North Shore Strategic Plan and the North Shore
Shared Valued Outcomes as we work to provide instruction of the highest quality to support deep and
transferable learning and passion about the STEAM disciplines. \A/hile this budget proposal delineates the
resources necessary to support STEAM teaching and leaming and to attend to learning loss issues,
including textbooks, workbooks, materials for hands-on and student-centered learning experiences, and
online resources/ this budget proposal includes several new expenditures. The proposal includes the
materials to engage all Kindergarten students in FIRST LEGO League Discover, a learning opportunity in
which students design and build solutions to real-world problems. Furthermore, this proposal suggests
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the addition of a third STEAM teacher for our three elementary schools to enhance the learning
opportunities available to our students.

Elementary STEAM - Narrative
The North Shore Schools Strategic Plan and our North Shore Shared Valued Outcomes serve as
touchstones for our work in Elementary STEM. The proposed expenditures in this budget proposal will
propel us forward in our mission to achieve our goals through the support of curriculum, instructiory and
assessment in science, mathematics, and STEAM that is forward-thinking, sfudent-centered,
inquiry-based, and aimed at excellence.

Why Statement
The Elementary STEAM Department is guided by its "Why" statement. Specifically, the Elementary
STEAM Department strives to motivate and compel the development of individuals with the skills and
dispositions of thinkers and problem solvers who are prepared and inspired to work both individually
and collaboratively to make sense of, understand, and improve the physical and natural world for
themselves and others.
Strategic Plan
This budget proposal outlines expenditures which intentionally support the following goals of the
Strategic Plan in the areas of Teaching and Learning, Equity for All Learners, and Social and Emotional

Leaming.

o
o
o
.
e
o
o
o
r

Enhance instructional approaches to elicit voice and empower students to drive their own
learning environment in developmentally appropriate ways.
Foster a culture where growth is at the center of learning.
Develop aK-12 STEAM program that provides assured experiences for all students.
Design and implement meaningful performance-based assessments throughout classrooms,
K-12.
Assure opportunities for multi, inter, and trans-disciplinary learning for all students.
Develop the skills and dispositions of the Shared Valued Outcomes in all students.
Promote excellence within a challenging academic program by monitoring, assessin& and
continuously improving teaching and learning.
Maintain high expectations, celebrate student strengths, and provide support for all students.
Increase opportunities for K-L2 students to engage in purposefuIplay, discovery, and productive
struggle.

Shared Valued Outcomes
This proposed budget

will allow us to design the type of instruction in science, mathematics, and STEM

which not only provides opporfunities for students to engage as collaborators, communicators, thinkers,
problem solvers, innovators, and committed individuals, but also compels the growth of specific skills
and dispositions of our Shared Valued Outcomes in students. In science, instruction is designed to foster
the growth of thinking skills whereas in mathematics and STEAM, instruction is designed to foster the
growth of problem solving skills.
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Elementary STEAM - Where We Were, Where We Are, and Where We Are Going
Science

At the elementary level, we have shifted our focus from simply teaching science concepts, principles, and
facts and having students perform experiments to confirm their understanding of known principles
towards helping students make sense of phenomena as they ask and answer questions about those
phenomena and design solutions to real-world problems which they identify. Lr their science learning,
students are using both science and engineering practices to construct meaning, make sense of complex
concepts and phenomena, and design solutions to interesting problems.
As we move into the2022-2023 school year/ we will continue to craft meaningful, authentic, and relevant
instruction and authentic assessment as well as engage teachers in the type of ongoing, high-quality
professional development capable of advancing the type of leaming our students deserve. This budget
proposal suggests the resources needed to continue this work.
Mathematics

Over the past several years, we have moved from an approach to mathematics teaching and leaming
rooted in the development of procedural efficiency to an approach that has problem solving at its heart
guided by our K-12 philosophy of math teaching and leaming.

with respect to our students'
appropriate support and
provision
of
make
solve
complex,
novel
problems;
the
abilities to
sense of and
their mathematical
students'
ability
to
articulate
to
all
leamers;
and
the
development
of
our
challenge
resulting
from the pandemic.
leaming
loss
issues
Furthermore,
work
to
address
thinking.
we continue to

We continue to strive to improve math learning for all students, particularly

The current budget proposal will allow us to continue to bring our philosophy of math leaming to life
across classrooms while also fostering continuous improvement.

STEAM

In our elementary schools, our students are immersed in STEAM leaming; inspired to think critically,
problem solvg innovate, and wonder about the world around themi and compelled to develop their
innate interest in and fascination about learning in general and STEAM study and careers in
particular. Our elementary STEAM program includes curriculum modules which have been designed for each
grade level as assured experiences in which each student engages.
This budget proposal suggests the funding to continue to bring STEAM experiences to the students and
to enhance the program with respect to both quality and quantity as we work to make our vision of
STEAM leaming a reality.

Department Goals
This proposed budget

will allow us to work toward our goals

Science

o
o
o

Provide opportunities for students to engage in purposefulplay, discovery and
productive struggle
Compel continued growth with respect to the implementation of the instructional
approaches associated with the New York State Science Learning Standards
Foster continued growth with respect to the incorporation and assessment of the
specific skills and dispositions of Thinkers

10
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o

Support the design and implementation of meaningful interdisciplinary learning
experiences

Math

o
o

o
o
o

Provide opportunities for students to engage in purposefulplay, discovery, and
productive struggle
Compel continued growth with respect to the implementation of our K-12
philosophy of math learning as well as the Next Generation Learning Standards for
Mathematics
o Provide professional learning related to changes in content
o Ensure that students are engaged in meaningful problem solving
o Focus on the incorporation of our lesson structure with a focus on the social
co-construction of understanding
o Incorporate journaling as a mechanism for sfudents to communicate their
mathematical thinking and to engage in reflective and metacognitive

thinking
Foster continued growth with respect to the incorporation and assessment of the
specific skills and dispositions of Problem Solaers
Enhance equity of outcomes by working to attend to achievement gaps in subgroups
Work to attend to learning loss resulting from the pandemic

STEAM

o
o
o
o
o

Provide opportunities for students to engage in purposefulplay, discovery, and
productive struggle
Foster continued growth with respect to the implementation of our philosophy of

STEAMleaming
Foster continued growth with respect to the incorporation and assessment of the
specific skills and dispositions of Problem SolaersStarrdards
Work with the STEAM Task Force to facilitate school-community connections for
Support the implementation of the Computer Science and Digital Literacy Leaming
STEAM leaming

Implications for Budget Proposal

All of the elements of this budget proposal were designed with high levels of intentionality to move us
forward with respect to the delineated goals.
Science

@

The bulk of the expenditures for science within this budget proposal are for the purchase of
materials to engage students in student-centered and inquiry-based units of study. These

s

materials include consumable and non-consumable supplies, living materials, and
non-fiction texts. This budget proposal includes a subscription to Mystery Science. Mystery
Science includes a series of NGSS-aligned resources including videos, differentiated
resources/ and hands-on activities which require simple, easily accessible materials.

+*
vo
/\o

M

Mathematics

The majority of the requested funds for elementary math within this budget proposal are
designated for the purchase of consumable materials for our students to engage in hands-on
exploration and quality practice as part of our work with Developing Roots arrd think!
Mathematics. A small portion of the funds in the supply code will be allocated to the purchase

TEE@
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of manipulatives to support teachers' engagement of students in hands-on and inquiry-based exploration
through which they construct their own understanding.

Reflected in the Other Expenses code are renewals for online access to teacher and student support
materials for Think! Mathematics, which support professional leaming, the development of fact fluency,
and general instruction; a subscription for high quality virtual manipulatives (i.e., Brainingcamp), which
allow sfudents to consider and work with visual representations of a range of concrete and pictorial
models to foster their understanding; and an online program (i.e., Reflex) for students to develop fluency
with their additiorU subtractiory multiplicatiory and division
facts. All of these resources will be used to help us mitigate the
/oo\
effects of learning loss resulting from the pandemic.

+-
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STEAM
Reflected in this budget proposal are the materials required to

implement our vision for STEM learning in elementary
schools. This includes consumable and non-consumable
materials for students to engage in experiences focused upon all aspects of STEAM.

@@#F@@

To complement our efforts with FIRST LEGO League Jr., this budget requests funding to engage our
Kindergarten students in FIRST LEGO League Discover, an introductory program for teams of young
children that ignites their natural curiosity, grows their knowledge, and develops habits of learning.
Students are provided with a challenge and then work in teams to explore the real-world problem and
build solutions with a LEGO Education Discover set.

For our three elementary schools, we currently have two full-time elementary STEAM teachers. This year,
with the grant funding provided to address learning loss issues related to the pandemic, we were able to
hire a part-time STEAM teacher who is engaging students in additional hands-on and inquiry-based
STEAM leaming experiences. These teachers provide both assured learning experiences and
interest-based opportunities for our students in the areas of science, engineering, and technology.
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Budget Alignment with Strategic Plan

Pillar of Strategic

Departmental Goal

Specific Budget Priorities

Plan
Social-Emotional
Learning

Equity for

All

Learners

Ail

2110-450-96 - SUPPLIES - Purchase

Provide opportunities for students to
engage in purposefulplay, discovery
and productive struggle.

supplies that

Math

2110-400-96 - OTHER EXPENSES -

Enhance equity of outcomes by
working to attend to achievement
gaps in subgroups

Provide access to materials that
support differentiated and
personalized instruction

will allow students to

engage in purposefuI play, discovery,

and productive struggle in their
STEAM leaming

2110-450-96 - SUPPLIES - Purchase

supplies that will allow us to address
achievement gaps in subgroups
through targeted and differentiated

support
Teaching and

Science

2110-400-96 - OTHER EXPENSES -

Learning

Compel continued growth with
respect to the implementation of the
instructional approaches associated
with the New York State Science
Leaming Standards
Foster continued growth with
respect to the incorporation and
assessment of the specific skills and
dispositions of Thinker s
Support the design and
implementation of meaningfu I

Provide access to materials that
support professional leaming, quality
instructiorl and the development of
fact fluency
21,1.0-450-96 - SUPPLIES -

Purchase supplies that support high
quality STEAM leaming
2L10-480-96 - TEXTBOOKS Purchase textbooks that support high
quality STEAM leaming

interdisciplinary leaming
experiences

Math
Compel continued growth with
respect to the implementation of our
K-12 philosophy of math leaming as
well as the Next Generation
Learning Standards for Mathematics
Foster continued growth with
respect to the incorporation and

13
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assessment of the specific skills and
dispositions of Problem Solaers
Work to attend to learning loss

resulting from the pandemic
STEAM
Foster continued growth with
respect to the implementation of our

philosophy of STEAM leaming
Foster continued growth with
respect to the incorporation and
assessment of the specific skills and
dispositions of Problem Soluers
Support the implementation of the
Computer Science and Digital
Literacy Leaming Standards

"Life is a continuous exercise in creatiae problem solving."

- Michael I. Gelb
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Glen Head Elemen

37G as of 110512022

Number of Students

The table below shows the

Budget Code

Budget

School - 2022-2023

and

Description

Pages

for the Glen Head School:
2027-2022

2022-2023

Approved Budget

Proposed Budget

2020-400-10

15

GH-Principal's Office Other Expenses

1,,500.00

1,500.00

2020-450-1,0

16

GH-Principal's Office Supplies

L,500.00

1,500.00

2020-490-10

17

GH-Principal's Office BOCES

1.,457.L6

1.,457.16

Services-Copier Lease
2110-400-10

19

GH-Other Expenses

6,460.00

6,460.00

0-401-10

21

GH-State Mandated Expenses

1,000.00

1,000.00

21L0-410-1,0

22

GH-Field Trip Entry Fees

4000.00

4,000.00

2110-450-10

22

GH-Program Supplies

35,500.00

40000.00

2110-480-10

24

GH-Textbooks K-5

4,250.00

5,850.00

2L10-490-10

26

GH-Copier Lease

!0,736.52

r0,736.52

2610-450-10

32

GH-Library Books

143s0.00

12,470.00

2850-450-10

42

GH-Club Supplies

800.00

800.00

8L,553.68

85,773.68

211

Total

Glen Head Elementary School - Executive Summary
The2022-2023 Glen Head Schoot budget was designed to support the work we do daily with our students
and encourage each one to reach their greatest potential. This operational budget reflects the materials
needed to support the programs that are philosophically aligned with the District Goals, Shared Valued
Outcomes and the Glen Head School Vision Statement (listed below). This allows us to create an
environment that is inclusive, inviting and developmentally appropriate'

In order to meet the needs of the Glen Head learning community, this budget proposal takes into
consideration the resources that would most support the districf s strategic plan. The allocation of monies
to the following resources represent the district and school's commitment to continue to support equity
for all leamers, social emotional development, continued staff development and health and safety.
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Pillar of Strategic Plan

School Goal

Specific Budget Priority

Equity for All Learners

Continue to look for
opportunities to engage our
families at Glen Head School.
One such way is to provide
parent workshops on our social
emotional program RULER

2110.400-10-Parent

Continue to build classroom
libraries with a variety of
literature that engages students
in reading and leaming

Social Emotional Learning

Continue to support an
empathetic and positive
learning environment at Glen
Head School through the
implementation of the RULER

workshop materials

2110.480 -10 -Cl assroom

Libraries

2110.480-10-Trade

books that support
social emotional

leaming for all our
students

program
Teaching and Learning

Continue to support our

2L10.400-10-

teachers' professional
development to provide

Professional

Development

innovative instruction for all
leamers and support their
continued growth in the use of
instructional technology
Continue to create instructional

2L10.450-L0- New

spaces where students are able

classroom rugs for
mini lessons and the
further implementation
of outdoor leaming

to grow explore, collaborate
and learn in a multifaceted
approach

sPaces
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Glen Head School Vision Statement

Glen Head School is one that functions as a leaming community of students, staff and parents that
celebrates respect, shared responsibility and trusting relationships. Glen Head School supports
individuality, promotes teamwork toward common goals, instills a love for learning and challenges its
members.

A GIen Head classroom is one in which there is mutual respect. Students are supported and encouraged
to take risks. Instruction is meaningful and purposeful. Students and teachers share a love of learning.
The expectations are clear and the classroom flow is smooth. Autonomy and diversity are celebrated
within the learning community.

Our students are confident communicators and are able to think critically, reflectively and
responsibly. Th"y respect community members, build trusting relationships, enjoy leaming and
strive for their personal best.
Our faculty is one that is collaborative and respectful. We work together to achieve a set of common
goals. We appreciate and share the unique gifts and talents of one another while creating a positive and
motivating learning environment for staff and students. Everyone is encouraged to speak openly and
individual opinions are valued.

Instruction is rigorous and includes room for variation and flexibility. It includes ongoing and
effective assessment to inform instruction. It allows children room to express themselves while
actively engaged in rneaningful and relevant curricular activities. It allows hands-on leaming
opportunities, values movement and being creative. It is a balance of structure, fun and leaming
that builds confidence and fosters self-esteem.

Our parents are integral members of the school community who enthusiastically embrace this
vision. We support the academic, social and emotional needs of all students. We are engaged in
effective communication and active involvement.
Glen Head School provides a safe, positive, stimulating environment in which all can leam and grow
together. We are successful because of the efforts of all our members'

Glen Head Elementary School - Narrative
Goals:

Initially, this budget is aligned with the district's strategic plan with a focus on the pillars of: Teaching
and Learning, Equity for All Learners, and Social Emotional Development. Second, in our continued
effort to support the social and emotional development of our students we will look to purchase
additional books that reinforce how to be upstanding school citizens and represent the multiple cultures
that attend Glen Head School. In additiory our RULER implementation committee will research
developmentally appropriate presentations that will further foster a positive school climate for our
students and provide workshops to parents on the RULER Program.
Third, the Glen Head proposed budget continues its mission of supporting Teaching and Learning.The
proposed budget has allocated funds for professional development for teachers so they may continue to
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expand their knowledge and become even more innovative in their delivery of instruction. In addition,
funds have been allocated to replace classroom rugs and enhance our outdoor learning opportunities.
These enhancements will help foster meaningfuI conversations in innovative leaming environments
which will further support our students' academic grow*r.
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Glenwood Landing Elementary School - 2022-2023
Budget Codes

Description

2027-22

2022-23

Approved Budget

Proposed Budset

1,000.00

1,000.00

2,500.00

2500.00

BOCES Xerox

L,457.16

1.,457.'J.6

19

GWL - Other Expenses

4000.00

7,075.00

21

GWL- State Mandated

1,000.00

1,000.00

4,500.00

4,500.00

GWL- Program Supplies

4L,000.00

48,593.00

GWL- Textbooks K-5

\5,175.00

o500.00

BOCES Xerox

10,324.32

10,324.32

G\Ml-Library Books

16,500.00

16,500.00

300.00

300.00

97,756.48

99,749.48

Budget
Pages

2020-400-20

15

GWL- Principal's Office Other
Expenses

2020-450-20

16

GWL- Principal's Office
Supplies

2020-490-20
2110-400-20
2110-401-20

17

Expenses
21L0-410-20
2110-450-20
21'l.O-480-20
21.1.0-490-20

26L0-450-20
2850-450-20

Total

22

22
24
26
32

42

GWL- Field Trip Entry Fees

GWL - Club Supplies

Glenwood Landing Elementary School-Executive Summary
Glenwood Landing School is a dynamic leaming community dedicated to the academic and
social-emotional growth of 433 students in grades kindergarten through fifth grade. The learning
community works to honor the traditions and vision set forth by the community and to provide an
education of the highest calibre to each student. All of the goals of the school are thoughtfully aligned
with both the North Shore Strategic Plan and the North Shore Shared Valued Outcomes so as to provide
teaching and leaming of the highest quality which nourishes our students' natural delight in learning and
while simultaneously preparing them for their futures. While the budget provides the resources
necessary to provide ongoing support for teaching and learning, this budget proposal includes several
new expenditures, such as increased funding for professional development and resources for classrooms
and outdoor spaces/ to support personalized leaming, individualized student support, and innovative
teaching. Thus, Glenwood Landing will maintain its commitment to providing appropriate support and
challenge for each learner, particularly as we respond to variance in student growth resulting from the
pandemic, as well as innovative experiences which inspire student passion and commitment to learning.
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Glenwood Landing Elementary School - Narrative
Glenwood Landing School's Vision
The Glenwood Landing Community, made up of students, parents, teachers and staff, aspires to:

o
o
o
o

Empower students to become responsible citizens who actively contribute to our society.
Create opportunities for students to communicate and collaborate as reflective, creative critical
thinkers who are passionately engaged in their own leaming.
Provide differentiated support and challenge within a rigorous instructional program to foster
each student's optimal growth and achievement.
Respect and honor the dignity and worth of others, our environment, and ourselves.

Glenwood Landing School's vision is clearly designed to provide our students with an individualized
approach to teaching and learning that prepares our students for their future. The implementation of this
vision is informed by the pillars of our North Shore Strategic PIan as we work to build a contemporary
learning environment that inspires and reflects the actual delight and curiosity of K-5 leamers where
student voice and ownership of learning are fostered and empowered through individual choice, active
engagement, and purposeful challenge; enhance a safe learning environment that emphasizes equity,
inclusivity, cultured competence, and a respectfuf open exchange of ideas for all leaming and develop
student's social and emotional well-being.
We strive to promote an environment that includes, supports, and engages a diverse student body. We
continue to promote a reflective K-12 school culture that is safe, nurturing and aspirational.

If we structure instruction that is centered in identifying individual learning needs by analyzing data and
student work, and if we provide differentiated" inquiry-based learning opportunities that are challenging
for our students, then we will increase student achievement.
We aim to address the goals of the strategic plan of promoting excellence within a challenging academic
program, enhancing student engagement and commitment to learning, align all general and special
education programs with student needs and focus on self-confidence and independence as we foster a

culture of growth.
Shared Value Outcomes

The Glenwood Landing School

will provide a leaming environment that is challenging for students to

enhance students ability as:

o
o
o
o
o
o

Thinkers
Problem Solvers
Communicators
Collaborators
Innovators

Committedlndividuals

In order to meet the needs of all students, staff, and parents, we take into consideration what resources
would be most beneficial to our school. With careful planning, I worked to divide allocation of monies to
the following resources: Books, consumables, professional developmen! supplies, student programs and
staffing.
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Budget Alignment with Strategic Plan

Pillar of Strategic
Plan

School Goal

Social-Emotional
Learning

Continue to foster
the positive culture
and climate that
exists at Glenwood
Landing School.
Using the strong

Specific Budget Priorities

a

2110-480-20 - TRADE BOOKS - Purchase

trade books to support social-emotional

leaming
a

2110 -4OO-20- STUDENT PROGRAMS-

Provide special presentations to support
social-emotional learning

bonds that have
been created as a

foundation to

build on.
Equity for

All

Learners

Provide
opportunities for
the community to
become more

a

2020-400-20- PARENT RESOURCES - Provide
parent workshops on RULER Approach to
Social-Emotional Learning

a

2110-480-20 . CLASSROOM LIBRARIES-

Enhance the classroom libraries to include all

engaged with the
school
Teaching and

Help teachers

Learning

address the needs
of their students
instructionally and
increase teacher
capacity in

types of literature

a

instructional
technology
a

211.0-400-20 - TEACHER CONFERENCES Provide professional development, such as
in-person teacher conferences, based on
interest and need in order to foster student
growth in identified areas
2L1O-450-20 - CLASSROOM AREA RUGSProvide resources, such as classroom rugs, to
support classroom discussion and
collaboration
211.0-450-20 - OUTDOOR LEARNINGCreate spaces and provide resources to
further develop meaningful outdoor leaming

experiences
2L1,0-450-2A -GENERAL SUPPLIES- Provide

individual teachers with funds to purchase
resources in order to provide high qualify
personalized instruction
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High School - 2022-2023
Number of Students

781

(Operations, External Examinations, Professional Development, Family & Consumer Science,
Library) Budget:
Budget

Budget

Codes

Pages

Description

2027-2022

2022-2023

Approved Budget

Proposed Budget

2020-400-50

L5

HS-Principal's Office
Other Expenses

3',J.,675.64

31",6L5.64

2020-450-50

1,6

1"1,890.00

L],,790.00

2020-490-50

17

HS-Principal's Office
Supplies
HS-Principal's Office

2,957.'J.6

2,957.',t6

2110-400-50

19

BOCES Services-Copier Lease
HS-Other Expenses

44,666.11

52,006.17

2L10-400-53

20

600.00

600.00

2tL0-400-59

20

4,340.00

3,540.00

211.0-401.-50

2T

HS-Other Expenses
Family and Consumer Science
HS-Other Expenses
Technolosy
HS-State Mandated Expenses

92,987.86

97,815.48

2110-4L0-50

22

HS-Field Trip Entry Fees

6,025.56

6,025.56

2110-450-50

23

HS-General School Supplies

33,031.50

33,031.50

21L0-450-53

23

HS-Family and Consumer Science

6,960.00

7,L60.00

2110-450-55

23

HS-Remedial Reading Supplies

528.74

520.41,

2110-450-59

23

HS-Technology Supplies

1O100.00

8,500.00

2110-490-50

26

HS-Copier Lease

51,899.12

5L,899.12

2610-450-50

32

HS-Library Books

14,900.00

L9,355.00

2610-490-50

JJ

HS-BOCES Services

18,490.66

25,2!7.8't

2850-400-50

42

HS-Clubs Other Expenses

1.6,715.00

L4,715.00

2850-450-50

42

HS-Clubs Supplies

7,1,00.00

9,323.20

354,807.35

376,072,05

Reeular School

AV

Total

- Audio Visual
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High School - Executive Summary
North Shore enrolls approximately 800 students each year. It offers a wide variety of courses including
Advanced Placement and International Baccalaureate options and has a rich tradition in the creative and
performing arts. Understanding cultural diversity and becoming global citizens are at the core of a North
Shore education. A wide array of curricular opportunities is offered to students. The school values
student and family choice with a multitude of options in all subject areas. The budget supports a rich
selection of course opportunities, musical ensembles, and arts options in dance, theater, and the fine arts.
It is supplemented by a rich variety of after school programming in clubs, arts, and athletics. The school
values individualized pathways and experiences inside and outside of school. Leaming journeys and
pathways are guided by student interest, choice, and exploration. We are growing our programming in
acting/theater, dance, American Sign Language, Mathematics, Technology and Computer Science. The
number of students who will take AP/IB exams we anticipate will grow from 859 to 896. As we expand
opportunities, our students take advantage of the additional options. Our budget supports our ongoing
commitment to supporting the whole student through rich and varied leaming opportunities.
North Shore High School has received the following awards and designations:
e New York State Reward School
o New York State Outstanding High Sdrool
o New York State Compact for Learning Partnership School
o New York English Council Program of Excellence
. Accreditation for Growth Model by the Middle States Association
r US Department of Education High School of Excellence
o Recognized as One of the Top 24 "Reward Schools" on Long Island for Demonstrating High
Academic Achievementby the NYS Department of Education (Newsday 2018)
. 2019,2020,202]. Best Communities for Music Education
o 2021. National Blue Ribbon as a High Performing School
The budget for the 2022-2023 school year supports the following enhancements:

o
o
o
o

Additional entries to Robotics Tournaments of a Robotics team that has expanded membership
and event participation
Subscriptions to the New York Times and Wall Street journal to support digital literacy and
research across the curriculum
Increased number of students taking AP & IB Exams
An expanded American Sign Language Program with a Year2 course

High School - Narrative
This budget document represents funding for the operation of school offices, mandated expenses, the
Reading and Family/Consumer Science departments and the school library. The focus of our budget
construction was on maximizing opportunities for students to experience the broadest range of
opportunities while engaging in authentic leaming, anchored in a culture of wellness. It includes asset
allocation for student desks and chairs, as well as the required assessment fees associated with mandated
exams for AP and IB courses, including any specific needs that have emerged during COVID.

In particular, the budget document supplies support for programming that increases student capacity for
leadership, recognizes achievement, and allows for school leadership to attend to contemporary shifts in
schools and instruction. There is a concerted effort to increase student access to programs that emphasize
prevention and pro-social opportunities at school. These steps aim to foster the development of teaching
and leaming aligned to our district wide shared values.
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Much of the codes contained in this narrative include supplies and equipment required to run the main
office and to support full school activities for students and faculty. Each code has an accompanying short
narrative that describes how the constructed budget supports the overall aims of the building and district.

2020-400-50: Principal's Office Other Expenses

This code supports full school activities like Freshman orientation and the commencement exercises for
our graduates including diplomas, Board and Administratoy's caps and gowns/ and Moving Up Day
expenses. These ceremonies represent key benchmarks in a student's experience at our school. Such
student-centered activities will be critically important as we retum to normalcy post COVID, and support
enriched in-person communify building student activities beyond the classroom. Such activities will
work in coordination with the Mental Health initiatives of the Guidance department and will support the
social emotional leaming goal in our district Strategic plan. This budget area also supports student
workshop training for our Peer Leaders - with an emphasis on care and concern for others and, for the
peer leaders, reaching their human potential. Finally, this budget area supports the machines for postage
and letter folding/inserting in the main office.

2020-450-50: Princinal's Office Sunolies
This code supports copy paper, postage, and general office supplies used by the main office to support
building operations. Family and community mailings support our goal of engagement with the
community.

2110-400-50: Other Expenses Regular School

AP €r IB "Why" Statement: "Being a Global Citizen is a passport for the mind."
This budget code supports instructional practices that lead to high-quality teaching and learning at North
Shore High School; we maintain a commitment to such research-based, world class teaching and learning
in the International Baccalaureate Programme and Advanced Placement courses. This code supports
equity for our students, in that we offer these advanced courses to all students, as we are open
enrollment/self-select, so long as students fulfill the prerequisite. The Intemational Baccalaureate
Programme provides opportunities for students to challenge themselves through a globally-minded and
interdisciplinary curriculum, in all subject areas. The IB is the central framework that guides our
professional development, approaches to teaching and leaming, instructioo assessment and supervision.
Offering the IB Programme, in addition to a variety of Advanced Placement courses, enables us to
support students in deep and meaningful ways and achieve national ranking as a high school. We
continue to engage sfudents in a variety of leaming experiences that foster the development of our Shared
Valued Outcomes; that is we enhance and develop critical thinking and problem solving as students
collaborate and innovate to solve real world problems.

IB courses cultivate principled, open-minded thinkers and problem solvers, as students research and
write about the topics they choose. As we live in an increasingly changing and interconnected world, an
unpredictable context requires an increased capability for students to engage with complex challenges,
adapt to new scenarios, and develop diverse competencies. Students need skills that make them
employable in an ever-changing world, which is achieved through instruction that evolves; skills and
character are just as important as knowledge. Studies show that the IB curriculum supports
communication, ethics, mindfulness, critical thinking, metacognition, collaboratiorL creativity and
leadership.
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Offering AP and IB courses helps our students succeed beyond their high school experience. Students

build skills and confidence, get into college, succeed in college, and save time and money once there. As
noted last year, students in AP and IB courses are more successful in college in their graduation rates.
Research shows that students who receive a score of 3 or higher on AP exams typically experience greater
academic success in college and have higher gtaduation rates than non-AP students. A large-scale
quantitafive study (n = 13,555) investigated the higher education outcomes of IB Diploma Programme
(DP) students in the United States (2008-2014). Findings showed that92% of DP students who graduated
from high school in 2008 enrolled in university within a six-year period, whileTS% of students enrolled
immediately after high school. DP students also had high four-year (79%) and six-year university
graduation rates (83% for DP students, compared to 56% nationally) (Bergeron 2015). IB Diploma
Candidates were significantly more likely to persist and to complete college than their non-DP
counterparts.

AP and IB both offer a competitive college admissions credential, recognized widely by colleges and
universities. These courses help build skills and confidence in students, learning time management and
study skills that are needed for future success. Qualitative data indicated that IBDP graduates were better
able to adjust to the rigors of university coursework; students specifically highlighted a number of skills
gained through participation in the DP, including critical-thinking, time management and research skills
(Conley, McGaughy, Davis-Moliry Farkas and Fukuda 2014).
Both the College Board and International Baccalaureate Organization have revision processes for every
course. Intl.le2022-2023 school year, there are no updates forecasted for AP. The IB training supported in
this code is to be used for courses that will undergo changes, effective September 2l23.Training in a
variety of courses is essential to ensure that students are enrolled in classes that match the most current
shifts in *rose areas. In the 2022-23 budget, the training workshops requested include: Extended Essay
(refresher), Classical Languages (updated course), Theatre (new teaching staff), English Language and
Literature (new teaching staff), and Sports, Exercise, and Health Science (new course). Participation by
the AP and IB Coordinator in annual conferences provides for program updates, resources, workshops on
best practices, colloquia on equity, teaching and learning. In tum, the AP and IB Coordinator is able to
implement changes, ensure adherence to regulations, and bring back high quality professional
development and materials for our teachers (in all subject areas), to best support our students. Similarly,
our continued membership in the Guild of IB Schools (GIBS) consortium allows our administration and
faculty to discuss best practices and reflect on programming details with regional colleagues. \A/hile
training and conferences were online tnthe2021,-2022budget, this code will support in-person training
and conferences moving forward.

North Shore teachers are encouraged to attend conferences and professional workshops in their subject
area, as they maintain relevance, rigor, and timely regulations for our leamers. This code supports North
Shore teachers to maintain engaging leaming and teaching practices, through professional development
provided by the International Baccalaureate Programme and Advanced Placement courses. Budgetary
resources are provided for faculty to attend conferences offered by regional, nationaf and intemational
organizations. We support a culture of continuous growth and improvemen! professional development
remains a critical component to maintaining student-driven and dynamic courses.
ManageBac software is a software program that IBDP students use to reflect upon the ways in which their
community service is tied to their development as a balanced learner. This platform is where students log
their activities and experience in creativity, activity, and service (CAS), as well as the research and writing
process for the Extended Essay. ManageBac asks students to think deeply about themselves as
well-rounded individuals; the reflective thinking and CAS process pushes students to "think global" and

"actlocal".
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References:
2001_1-e.Pdf ." Study on Employability Skills in the
International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme and Career-Related Programme Curricula,lan.2020,
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Discover the Benefits of AP - AP Central: College Board." AP Central,ZSept.2020,
apcentral. collegeboard. org/about-ap -20 -21. I discover-benefits.
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2110-40L'50: State Mandated Expenses
This budget code continues to enable North Shore Schools to support equity for all learners, as it includes
all assessments required with enrollment in Advanced Placement and International Baccalaureate
courses, at North Shore High School. The district continues to pay for all suchrequired exams; that is, an
exam that is required with course enrollment. Students are able to challenge any Advanced Placement
exam offered by the College Board, as course enrollment is not required to sit for any AP exam. In May
202L, we administered 312 IB exams, to L82 students in the LLth and 12th grades, in 24 subjects. In May
and |une 2021,, we administered 494 AP exams to 335 students in the 10'h-12th grade, in 23 subjects
(including optional subjects). The data provided are based upon historical averages, retentiorL and
enrollment projections.
The overall code increased this year due to projected retention and enrollment increases in Intemational
Baccalaureate and Advanced Placement courses. We had accounted for a historical increase in the cost of
exams. The IB candidate registration fee elimination, effective September 2019 continues to allow for our
district to support our students, respecting the community of taxpayers. By providing access to these
exams, our students are able to save time and money in college, as they fuIfiIl graduation requirements
early, skip introductory classes or required general education courses.

21L0-450-50:

High School Program Supplies

This code supports supplies for faculty copy paper, general supplies, staples, Scantrons as well as
replacement of wom student desks and chairs. The use of general supplies has increased as the school
retumed to a full time 5 day a week schedule, with greater in person project-based activities and in class
assessments. This budget code is aligned to the district strategic goal of Teaching and Learning

21.1.0-490-50:

High School Copier Lease

This code is exclusively in support of the copier lease agreements for all departments at the high school.

2110-400-53: Other Expense Family and Consumer Science
The school maintains and supplies sewing machines and shears for students in the fashion and textiles
courses as well as knives for the culinary program. The high school maintains an active and functional
culinary and fashion textiles classroom space. It is used by both the FACS program and the LifeSkills
program to support college, career, and independent living readiness. The budget this year increased by
$200 to support increased cost of consumables.
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2110-450-55: Remedial Reading Supplies
The reading program supports 23 students in individual and small group classes. Each student has a
program customized based on their reading assessments and the supplies here help to expand the
services in regard to technology that support reading instruction. The overdrive data-bases meet the
needs of reluctant readers by providing variation in font, open dyslexia font, changes in color of
background, and audiobooks with text. Assistive technology has revolutionized reading instruction.
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Middle School - 2022-2023
Budget

Budget

Codes

Pages

Description

2021.-22

2022-23

Approved Budget

Proposed Budget

2020-400-40

15

MS-Principal's Office Other Expenses

5,507.84

5,507.84

2020-450-40

16

MS-Principal's Office Supplies

&800.00

9,200.00

2020-490-40

L7

MS-Principal's Office BOCES

'1.,457.16

'j.,457.L6

20,027.00

20,027.00

Services-Copier Lease
2110-400-40

19

MS-Other Expenses Regular School

2110-400-43

19

MS- Other Expenses Family and
Consumer Science

480.00

480.00

2110-400-49

19

MS-Technology Other Expenses

4,065.00

3,265.00

21.10-401,-40

21

MS-State Mandated Expenses

L8,691,.00

21,,003.48

2110-410-40

22

MS-Field Trip Entry Fees

6,600.50

6,600.50

2L10-450-40

23

MS-General School Supplies

35,000.00

34,100.00

2110-4s0-43

23

MS-Family and Consumer Science

4,500.00

4,500.00

900.00

900.00

Supplies
211,0-450-45

23

MS-Remedial Reading Supplies

2110-450-49

23

MS-Technology Supplies

12,850.00

1.2,850.00

2110-490-40

26

MS-Copier Lease

16,264.76

1,6,264.76

2610-450-40

32

MS-Library Books

9,500.00

9,500.00

2610-490-40

33

MS-BOCES Services -Audio Visual

7,08L.70

7,364.97

2850-450-40

42

MS-Clubs Supplies

2,380.00

2,380.00

154,104.96

154400.7L

Total

Middle School Executive Summary
At North Shore Middle School we develop programs and utilize resources that reflect our shared values,
building goals while providing a challenging academic program that includes necessary support for all
students to succeed and engages a diverse student body. North Shore Middle School will continue to
serve as an institution that, through collaborative and informed decision making, analysis of data, and the
execution of a forward+hinking school vision statement, will educate the whole child: academically,
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physically, socially, and emotionally. We will build upon our strengths from the

2020-2021. school year

in

the following areas:

Pillar of NSSD

NS Middle School

Strategic Plan

Goal

Social-Emotional
Learning

Foster a positive

Budget Priorities

Budget Code

RULER roll out will begin in the

A2110 400 40

culture and climate at

middle school during the2022-2023

North Shore Middle
School that prioritizes
the mental health and
wellness of students
and staff.

school year.
a

Intramurals for sixth grade
students.

A2l l0 400 40

o

Project Adventure

42110 400 40

a

Speakers for E3 Days. Everyone
Matters, Everyone Cares and
Everyone Leams

a

Challenge Day

o

Increase restorative practices to

o

address student needs and
behaviors.
Exploration of a mentorship

A2110 400 40

program.

Equity for
Leamers

All

Provide opportunities
for the community to
become more

o

Professional Development and
Incorporation of Restorative
]ustice Practices

o

Summer Head Start Program - In
August before students begin 6th
grade, run by MS Counselors, to
support our most at-risk incoming
6th grade students.

o

Homework Center - staffed by
two teachers each day after school
to provide support to students
who are struggling. Teachers
provide students with instruction
on organizational skills, time
management as well as support
for both long- and short-term

engaged with the
school.

projects.
O

After School Library - Staffed by
school aide, 5 days a week for
students who need a quiet place
to do homework and wait for a
ride home.
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a

Increase Parent Orientation
Experience for the successful

transitions of families.

Teaching and

Learning

Provide opportunities
for teachers to
address the needs of

A2L10 400 40

o

the students

instructionally and
engage them in
opportunities that
will enrich and
deepen their leaming.

Field Trip Experiences Experiential learning is a mitical
component of the middle school
experience. Students have engaged
in trips such as to Walt Whitman's
house, Bailey Arboretum (7th Grade)

a

Regents Review in both Algebra

and Living Environment.
A2L10 400 40
a

Professional Development is
crucial to ensuring innovative
practices in teaching and learning.
We provide professional

opportunities for the instructional
staff in the form of local, regional,
and national conferences.

Middle School Narrative
"Everyone Matters, Everyone Cares, Everyone Learns!" This "E3" ethos continues to be the core of who
we are and what we strive to be as a school community providing ALL STUDENTS and ALL ADULTS
with a caring, rigorous, and academically excellent learning organization. We celebrate this motto and
foster a culture where all staff, parents and students understand, believe and live the motto. In addition
to our E3 motto, North Shore Middle School is dedicated to the District's shared values in developing
students who are collaborators, thinkers, problem solvers, communicators, innovators, and committed

individuals.
Our commitment to academic excellence begins with a focus towards our own leaming. The faculty and
administration see ourselves as lifelong learners. We are dedicated to continuous growth as
professionals as we strive to motivate and inspire the love of learning amongst our students. In addition
it is essential that we provide opportunities for teachers to address the needs of the students
instructionally and engage them in opportunities that will enrich and deepen their leaming. Professional
Development of staff and administration is supported by the budget. Teachers are supported and
encouraged to continue to leam and grow in their practice. Examples of professional development our
staff has engaged in includes curriculum design with math next generation standards and teacher
heterogeneous classes, TC institute supporting reading and writing work, Fountas Pinell benchmark

training etc.
It is a strong belief that experiential learning is a critical component of student leaming at the middle
school level. Many of our courses engage in daily field trips. This year such as the following trips taken
though the Viking Explorers: Garvies Point Museum and Preserve - erosion and native/non-native
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species classeg Nassau Aquatic Center - Self-built submersible robot operation and troubleshooting, and
Long Island Aquarium - further robofics operations in aquarium tank & museum exhibits. Furthermore,

this budget includes support for supervision and chaperones during our overnight trips. Trips include
full grade level experiences such as 6th Grade (previously to Greenkill/ in the future exploring other
options such as Frost Valley) and 8th Grade (Washington DC).

North Shore Middle School bases its approach to being a developmentally responsive and caring school.
Responding to individual needs of all students of all grade levels is crucial to all students' academic
success. In addition to addressing all students' academic needs, particular attention needs to be paid to
the transition of our sixth grade students from fifth graders to middle school students. Support available
to students, staffed by teachers, includes the after school Homework Center, during the day- Lunch and
Leam, a Math Center, 8th grade Biology Center and after school Library Hours. During the summer our
counselors and staff have developed and implemented a Head Start Program to begin the transition to
middle school for our incoming 5th grade students who need additional support in transitioning. In
addition, to aid in the transition socially and build community amongst the sixth grade students, we
provide Intramural opportunities. In 2022-2023 we would like to explore ways to incorporate Project
Adventure to our sixth graders. It is a way to work with students to teach character education, teamwork
and encourage cooperation and collaboration for students when they enter middle school. Students will
bond and will engage in collaboration, communication innovation and problem solving.
North Shore Middle School's work with children is a holistic approach where we strive to educate the
whole child: academically, physically, socially, and emotionally. In 2022-2023, the middle school will
begin to roll out the RULER program in faculty training and implementation in the sixth grade. RULER
is an acronym for Recognizing, Understanding, Labeling, Expressing and Regulating emotions. RULER
is an approach and not an initiative - it is something that is embedded in the culture and language of the
school. Students are taught how to recognize and label their emotions. Each year, North Shore Middle
School holds E3 days in which regular instruction is paused with a focus on the motto of our school Everyone Matters, Everyone Cares and Everyone Learns. Throughout these days, students engage in
community building activities and activities that promote social and emotional well-being of students.
Each of the days students are engaged with speakers that motivate and educate our students. This year
we hosted Hakeem Rahim whose presentation focused on "breaking the stigmas of mental health".
Other speakers considered topics on attention to drugs, alcohol, social media, and mental health. In
addition to our E3 days, another long standing tradition, that promotes positive social and emotional well
being of our middle school students in Team Challenge. Team Challenge supports a strong community
and helps create strong bonds amongst students as they are engaging in activities that require
collaboratiory communication, innovation, and problem solving.
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Performing Arts - 2022-2023
Budget

Budget

Codes

Pages
15

2020-400-92
1,6

2020-450-92

Description

2021-22

2022-23

Approved Budeet

Proposed Budeet

Director of Fine and Performing
Arts Other Expenses
Director of Fine and Performing
Arts Office Supplies

450.00

450.00

2,000.00

2,000.00

DW Music Eouioment

3,052.00

0

54,605.00

52,605.00

5,830.00

5,830.00

21,500.00

21,500.00

1,800.00

1",800.00

DW Music Supplies

68,234.00

59,310.00

Art Supplies

22,925.00

22,925.00

DW Theatre Supplies

L,700.00

L,700.00

HS/MS Dance Supplies

3.600.00

3,520.00

DW Music Textbooks

2,992.00

2,277.00

1,88,688.00

173,917.00

L9

2110-200-92
20

DW Music Other Expenses

2110-400-92
21,

2110-401-92

HS

Art Other Expenses

22

DW Theahe Other Expenses

211,0-402-92
22

HS/MS Dance Other Expenses

2110-403-92
23

2110-450-92
24
2110-451-92

HS
24

21.1.0-452-92
24

2110-453-92
25

2110-480-92

Total

Performitg Arts - Executive Summ ary
The Fine & Performing Arts Department fosters a love of the arts, develops cultural
awareness, and nurtures social and emotional welhbeing. Meaningful experiences in
arts supports students' capacity to engage fully in the world and cultivates creative and
innovative thinking.
-Fine & Performing Arts Why Statement
The Fine and Performing Arts Departmenfs why statement is representative of our focus on the whole
child and is in line with the districfs mission statement, strategic plan and shared valued outcomes. It is
grounded in our firm belief that meaningful experiences in the arts support student's social, emotional,

and cognitive development.
The proposed budget maintains the district's investment in our robust fine and performing arts programs
The department continues to implement a standards-based curriculum that engages students in reflective
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practiceg innovative thinking, collaboratiorl communicatiory and a commitment to self and others
through a variety of methods and approaches to creative problem solving.
Over the past few years our approach to growth in teaching and learning as a means to "activate student
engagement and discove\," has been intentional and purposeful. We expanded our dance program to
include Studio in Dance and Advanced Dance. This year we added a theatre position to the department
so that we can begin the work of creating a comprehensive curricular theatre program that supports the
extra-curricular program. This budget aims to increase that position so that we can offer sequential
learning opportunities in theatre arts; i.e, Level I Acting, and Level III Acting and offer the opportunity
for middle school students to begin to develop their acting skills with a developmentally appropriate
course that focuses on comedic acting and performance.
In additiory this year we have added a Music Production and Engineering course at the high school,
which increased the opportunity for students to broaden their understanding of music to include
contemporary modes of musical expression.
For several years noq our district's shared valued outcomes have guided us in continuing to focus on
fostering a love of learning despite the challenges we faced. The Fine & Performing Arts Department
will continue to offer students the opportunity to strengthen their knowledge of the SVOs so that they can
make sense of the complicated landscape we live in, and have the fortitude to build a path towards a

brighter future.

Performing Arts - Narrative
An important role of the Fine & Performing Arts Department has always been to connect with and
engage students and community through authentic and meaningful experiences in the arts. The budget
codes below highlight how funds are allocated to maintain our superior, fine and performing arts
programs and expand opportunities so that we may continue in the districfs mission in educating the
"whole child."
a

Professional Membership Fees A2020-400-92
Participation in these organizations is essential to the growth and development of the
Department. Each association holds meetings throughout the year to provide Nassau County
directors with pertinent information regarding festivals and exhibits. These meetings are a
resource to the director, as it is an opportunity to learn how other districts solve problems,
manage/ supervise and support programs. They have been particularly helpful during the
pandemic as these meetings are an opportunity to share ideas and to receive feedback.

In addition, professional organizations publish journals and books that are a great resource to the
director, as they inform the director of current practices and research in the field of Fine and
Performing Arts. The literature is used to support the director in the supervision of teachers with
the research and examples of current practices needed to accomplish the district's goals. The
Director of Fine and Performing Arts is a member of the following professional organizations:

o
o
o
o
o
.

ASA - Art Supervisors Association
NYSATA - New York State Art Teachers Association
NAEA - National Art Education Association
NAfME - National Association for Music Education
NMEA - Nassau Music Educators Association
Nassau NYSCAME - New York State Council of Administrators of Music Education

^a
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Directors Office Supplies

-

A2020-450-92

A variety of office supplies are purchased throughout the school year on an as-needed basis.
These supplies include color ink cartridges for office color printers, file folders/ pens/ highlighters,
binders and dividers, as well as professional development textbooks. These supplies and
resources help to effectively manage the Arts office.
o

DW Music Equipment - A2110-200-92
This year we were able to offer a Music Production & Engineering course to high school students
who started leaming about music production in middle school and who had opted out of the
instrumental program. Due to the success of this class, we anticipate increased enrollment and
want to be prepared to equip students with the resources needed to succeed.

a

Music Program Other Expenses - A2110-400-92
This budget allows the department to continue to provide students studying music with essential
equipment. It will allow us to maintain our robust music program and continue in North
Shore's tradition of excellence in music education.

In additiori the code allows the department to rent musical instruments that are not currently in
our inventory. It also covers the cost of repairing and servicing musical instruments on an
as-needed basis.
The money in this budget allows for students to have meaningful experiences outside of school.
For example, the budget allows the department to be part of organizations that offer
opportunities for student musicians to participate in musical experiences such as All County, All
National, All State NYSSMA, LISFA. Memberships are required for North Shore students to
participate and perform at these annual competitive and elite festivals.

Money from this code is also used to pay for teacher participation in TRI-M. This fee covers
teacher sponsorship for student participation in the National Music Honor Society. Finally, this
budget is used to pay for teachers who are required to attend out of state conferences in which
our sfudents are invited to perform.
Due to Covid, there is a need to also allocate funds for professional recordings, and or equipment
needed to execute performances that are representative of North Shore's musicians'hard work
and talents.
a

HS Art Other Expenses

-

A2170-401-92

This budget code allows for the department to maintain district wide visual arts equipment such
as the photo enlarger in the photography lab, camera and kiln repairs, or replacements.

In addition, this code allows for the department to cover the cost of teacher and student
participation fees in a variety of art exhibits.
Finally, the budget allows the department to cover the cost of teacher conferences and
participation fees in professional organizations in the arts. Teacher participation fees in these
organizations, will allow students the opportunity for membership to the National Visual Arts
Honor Society.
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a

Theatre Other Expenses

- A2ll0-402-92

This budget allows the department to cover the cost of theatre supplies and equipment, as well as
human resources that are essential for the success of the middle school and high school theatre
productions. The cost covers licensing of scripts and scores, cosfume rental/purchases, dry
cleaning and printing. This budget also covers the cost of the purchase/rental of materials/ props
and sets for theatre productions at the middle school and high school. It also allows the district
to hire accomplished musicians to perform alongside student pit musicians for the high school
musical. Finally, this budget allows the department to rent light and sound equipment that
support the technical success of the theatre productions.
o

HS/MS Dance Other Expenses - A2ll0-403-92
In the schoolyear 2022-2023, the department will be offering students enrolled in dance courses
at the high school the opportunity to participate in the National Dance Honor Society. This code
will pay for North Shore High School Dance membership into this prestigious organization. It
will also pay for our dance educator's membership to professional organizations and professional
development.

a

District-Wide Music Supplies - A2ll0-450-92
It is important to continue to allocate monies for performing arts students to have PPE in the
event we still need to practice safety measures inthe2022l23 school year. In addition, the items
in this code will allow the department to continue to purchase music supplies that are essential to
the success of each music program. Some of these supplies include but are not limited to reeds
and mouthpieces for band students, binders for choral students, flip folders for marching band
students, repertoire (sheet music) for winter/spring concerts, strings for orchestra students,
recorders for elementary students, and IB Music supplies.
We are in year 3 of our S-year instrument purchase plan. To date, the instruments we have
purchased have become essential in providing students optimal learning experiences in music
and we look forward to completely replenishing our current inventory so that every North Shore
musician has the opportunity to have an instrument that is worthy of their hard work and talent.
The proposed budget will continue to address this need so that students have the proper
equipment needed to succeed.

a

HS Art Supplies

- A2ll0-451-92

A variety of mediums and tools are essential to the success of the high school Visual Arts
program. These supplies include, but are not limited to, paint, brushes, colored and charcoal
pencils, markers, papet, canvas boards, clay, sponges, B&WColored film, ink cartridges, masking
tape, batteries and photo developer solutions. These supplies and materials are perishablg and
therefore need to be replaced armually. Supplies are also needed for the successful
implementation of the IB Art program.
o

DW - Theatre Supplies

-

A2110-452-92

These supplies, tools and equipment are essential to the success of the program. These supplies
includg but are not limited to, consumables such as batterieg textiles, gels and clips for lighting,
paint and miscellaneous hardware items. Supplies are also needed for the successful
implementation of the IB Theatre program.
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a

HSA{S Dance Supplies - A2L10-453-92
Our high school dance classes continue to be an asset to the performing arts program and
important to students who need to express themselves through movement. North Shore is one of
a few schools in Nassau county that offers dance.

o

DW Music Textbooks

- A2ll0-480-92

Method books support the elementary music curriculum. They have been extremely
instrumental during the pandemic as a method to differentiate learning for students. Students
have been able to move through the method books at their own pace and each section culminates
in a song that requires students to master the skill and techniques. In additiorU students take
their method books home to practice skills and concepts leamed in class.
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Physical Education, Health, Recreation and Intramurals

- 2022-2023

The table below shows the expenditure and program budgets for the Physical Education, Health,
Recreation, Intranural, Co-Curricular and Athletics Program:

Budget Codes

Budget

Description

Paqes
2020-400-91

15

Director of Athletics Other

2021-2022

2022-2023

Approved Budset

Proposed Budget

250.00

250.00

2,800.00

2,800.00

2,004.84

2,004.84

800.00

800.00

14000.00

'1,4,698.00

19,854.84

20,552.84

19,675.80

19,675.80

842,56L.00

877,750.00

Expenses
2020-450-91

16

Director of Athletics Office
Supplies

2020-490-91

17

2110-401,-91

2L

Director of Athletics
BOCES Copier Lease
Physical Education Other
Exr:enses

2110-45L-91,

24

Physical Education
Supplies

Sub Total

Co-Curric.

&

Athletics
2855-150-90-2L6

43

Athletics Stipends

43

Interscholastic Coaching

L

2855-150-91

Salaries
43

Clerical Salaries

70,717.00

72,822.00

2855-1,61,-90

43

Sport Physical-Registered

11,750.00

1'1.,750.00

2855-200-91,

43
43

0

3,187.00
119,097.00

2855-1,60-91,-3L6
1

Nurse
2855-400-91

Soorts Eouioment
Lrterscholastic Other

t15,640.00

Expenses
2855-450-91,
2855-490-91,-130
9

43
43

Interscholastic Supplies
Interscholastic BOCES fees

64,951,.00

61,,972.00

144,000.00

130,831,.44

Sub Total

1,,269,294.80

7,297,085.24

Total

L,289,L49.64

1,317,638.08

20,000.00

20.023.00

2850-151

42

7L40-450
7140-150-91

46

46

Co-curricular trtramurals
Communitv Rec. Supplies
Community Rec. Salaries

2000.00

2000.00

20,000.00

20,000.00
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
HEALTH, RECREATION, INTRAMURALS AND ATHLETICS
NARRATTVE 2022-2023
The North Shore School Districfs Physical Educatioru Health Department and Athletics is comprised of
21 teachers, L00 coaches arrd92 teams. Strong athletic programs instill a sense of pride in school and
community. These programs teach lifelong lessons and skills of communication, collaboratiorV problem
solving, commitment, and facilitate the physical and social emotional development of our students. We
continue to develop the culture of the North Shore school community to empower our student body.
As members of the North Shore Athletics program our students are provided with an exceptional high
school educational experience due to the important values instilled within the physical, health education
and athletic department. The values taught through the North Shore Athletic program include
collaboration, sportsmanship and citizenship, respect for self and others, problem solving, dedicatior;
commitment, trustworthiness, loyalty, responsibility, integrity, faimess and doing one's best regardless of
the outcome. The skills that are naturally embedded in athletics, prepare our students for experiences
they encounter in their post high school years.

Many of these values are often called intrinsic because they are very much a part of what a successful
program teaches. The North Shore Athletics and Physical Education program are aligned with the shared
value outcomes, which irreplaceably benefits the educational experiences of all our athletes/students.
Through integration of the shared value outcomes, everyone's efforts encourage our students to strive to
do their best as individuals, sfudents, teammates, and members of the community.
Integrated into the goals of our Athletic Department is the importance of our student athletes leaving this
district with the understanding that the shared value outcomes played an important role in their
development and maturation into young adults. The Athletics Department has been able to provide very
positive experiences for the athletes in large part because of the support that has been provided by the
administratiory staff, and community.

North Shore prides itself on providing a purposeful, relevant and 2L't cenfury education that is
student-centered, inquiry-based and aimed at excellence. Using best practices for contemporary leaming,
we strive to uncover each child's best seli using our district's shared value outcomes to develop leaders
who are well-balanced, adaptable, responsible, and informed citizens of the world. The three pillars of
the strategic plan focus on goals in the following areas.

*
*
*

Teaching and Leaming
Equity for AII Learners
Social-Emotional Leaming

Teaching and Learning
Together, we will build a contemporary learning environment that inspires and reflects the natural
delight and curiosity of our K-12 leamers where student voice and ownership of leaming are fostered
and empowered through individual choice, active engagement, and purposefuI challenge.

As a department, we will continue to develop our profession and look at the best ways to continue
maximizing time to facilitate and foster active student engagement and discovery in physical education,
health educatiory intramurals, and recreation. Within our K-L2 health education program, we will
continue focusing on promoting self-confidence and independence. Across all disciplines, we will
continue striving to create relevan! purposeful, and challenging opportunities for students to take
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ownership of their leaming by exploring their passions, maximizing their individual growth, and
demonstrating their learning to authentic audiences. Through our 92 teams, we will continue to develop
the learning process and growth in our districts SVO skills and dispositions.

Within the physical and health education program, we will analyze data through the lens of Wellness.
Our program is more critical now than ever and will continue to value best practice. In physical and
health education as well as athletics, our department will promote outdoor learning and stress the value
this initiative provides our students. We will work as a collective group to encourage our learners at all
levels to understand the why to which they are leaming and deepen their thinking.

Equity for All Learners
Given that a culture of connection and sense of belonging are foundations for a healthy school
community, we will build a safe environment that emphasizes acceptance, equity inclusivity, cultural
competency, and a respectful, open exchange of ideas for all leamers.
We provide opportunities for all leamers especially at the Middle School level with their adopted
philosophy. This gives students of all abilities the opportunity to meet some type of success and

participate in extracurricular activities. By offering intramurals throughout all five buildings, we can
offer clubs and activities for a wide range of student learners. These programs will ensure equitable
access and opportunity to all offerings across the entire program. We will continue to maintain high
expectations and celebrate our students and teams' successes at the award dinners for athletics and
physical education. Within our athletic programs, there are various internal mentorships. These
relationships will help encourage our students to continue to develop their shared value outcomes in
another environment.
Engagement compliments physical and health education and athletics seamlessly. We need to provide
opportunities for students to meet their needs and interests. Within physical and health education and
athletics, our students are engaged. We offer various intramural programs at all levels, clubs, sports, and
electives to allow for exploration. Continuing to provide what currently is in place will increase
engagement and overall positive relationships and well-being.

Social-Emotional Learning
will enact the development of students' social and emotional well-being by teaching self-awareness,
self-management, social awareness, relationship skills, and reflective, responsible decision making within

We
a

nurturing environment.

Physical Educatioru Health Education and Athletics all contribute to building the whole child. As a
department, we will continue to focus on the Wellness of our student-athletes. We will instill self-esteem,
confidence and leadership at an early age and continue to develop common language and skills
throughout their North Shore years. Engaging in a continuous review and analysis of Wellness programs
through data will increase developing our students' social-emotional learning. These three programs
build a culture where students feel safe, nurtured and aspired.
There are numerous reasons for continuing to provide the North Shore Physical Educatioru Health
Education and Athletics program with a sound responsible budget like previous years such as:
a

Students who participate in activity programs tend to have higher grade point averages/ better
attendance, lower dropout rates and fewer discipline problems
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o

Develop qualities sfudents need to become responsible adults, productive citizens, and skilled
professionals

o
o
o
o
o
o

Mental and physical health are improved through activity
Foster success in later life

Encourage sfudent voice and increase communication skills
Promote activities that support, engage, and inspire a diverse student body

Continue to offer opportunities to engage in purposeful play, discovery, and productive struggle
Promote a school culture that is safe, nurturin& and aspirational

Budeet Code:7l4O-45O- Communitv Rec Supnlies
The community recreation supplies budget is used for small equipment for our weight room. Improving
the weight room year to year benefits our students and student athletes. Students, faculty, and staff
utilize this space before and after school throughout the year. This equipment will lead to more students
and faculty utilizing the weight room to improve their overall Wellness, while managing current
stressors. This budget code will ensure equitable access to extracurricular opportunities for all students.

Budeet Code: 7140-150-91 - Communitv Recreation
The community recreation program has been offered for any sfudent interested in utilizing the space after
school throughout the year. Consistent hours are scheduled throughout the week to encourage students
to participate in team sport activities, weight training, fitness, and wellness activities. It has benefited the
health and well-being of a wide range of students. Not only has it benefited our athletic programs, but
this opportunity has also benefited all students at North Shore. This program is relevant and purposeful
for our school community. The recreation program is focused on sfudent wellness, resilience, and

engagement in healthy behaviors.
BudEet Code: 2855 - 490-9'1.-L309- Interscholastic BO CES Fees
Interscholastic Athletics is funded by each school district to BOCES. All scheduling, officials, ruling body
of athletics, championship sites, and video programming are funded by our district. This will promote
the athletics department by providing various opportunities and growth for our student athletes.
Scheduling through BOCES for all levels of the North Shore Athletics department will ensure equitable
access to extracurricular opportunities for all students.

Budeet Code: 2855-450-91- Director of Athletics Office Supplies
This code pays for supplies, safety equipment and uniforms for our athletes. The equipment is
recommended and approved by the National Operating Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment

Budget Code: 2855-400-91- Interscholastic Other Expenses
For the safety of our student athletes, a full-time trainer is provided to the district by Northwell Health
System. This position is essential to keep our student athletes healthy during their season. With the
connection to the Northwell Health System, our athletic trainer can refer student athletes to various
specialists as well as physical therapists if needed. This position has been essential for our student
athlete's health. AED's are mandated by New York State and it is the Athletic Department's
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responsibility to maintain all 32 machines. There is a machine accessible for every athletic team
every school building. Replacing batteries is a yearly state mandate.

as

well

as

The Athletic Department sends out equipment for reconditioning services, year to year to ensure the
safety of our student athletes. Reconditioning football helmets, all lacrosse helmets and shoulder pads,
prolongs the life of these items.

Providing a doctor at all home and away football games across all levels was a recommendation made by
the district. This has been a critical asset in dealing with possible injuries especially regarding
concussions. The additional medical support at these games has been an invaluable resource to support
our sfudent athletes, coaches, and parents.
Every year we celebrate our student athlete's successes with athletic letters, certificates, and plaques.
Athletes are recognized for demonstrating commitment, dedication, leadership, collaboratiorl
communication and perseverance throughout the Fall, Winter and Spring seasons. Individual awards
are awarded to three varsity athletes per team.
Due to the lack of indoor facilities, the district is required to rent space for an indoor track, pool, and
bowling alleys to meet the needs of the athletic program. These facility rentals are extremely expensive
and difficult to secure. To compete at the highest level, many of our athletic teams participate in
exclusive and competitive competitions. Entrance fees are typically required at these high-level events.

Budeet Code: 2855-150-91- Interscholastic Coachine Salaries
This code is a combination between coaching salaries, game supervision and playoff pay as per the
teachers' contract. It is essential to align our teams with other comparable top teams on Long Island,
which will allow for the North Shore program to continue to be ultra-competitive. Being able to provide
coaches for our teams; head and assistant coaches will help balance the team structure and hold our
student athletes to high standards, mentor and foster a culture where individual and team growth is at
the center of development.

Budget Code: 2850-L51-00 Co-Curricular Intramurals
Co-curricular intramurals are offered across various grades within each school. Students are given an
opportunity to report to school early or stay late to participate in a variety of activities such as team
handball, frisbee, yoga/ team school sports, fitness club and weight room workouts. These extra
curricular offerings benefit the whole child approach as well as the social emotional well-being of our
sfudents throughout our K-L2 sequence.
Budget Code: 21L0-451-91- Districtwide Physical Education Supplies
There are different needs at each of our five schools therefore, each will submit their individualized
budget. Supplies are needed to be ordered each year to provide purposeful 21"t century leaming
opportunities.

Budget Code 2110-401,-91- Physical Education

-

other expenses

This budget code is used for professional development for our PE staff along with two "special zone
awards" for North Shore students. This award is given to two students who have demonstrated proper
communicatiorL commitmenf collaboration, problem solving, and leadership throughout their High
School careers. These expenses will increase opportunity for professional development within the in
person/ hybrid, or remote model if need be.
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Budeet Code: 2020-450-91- Director of Athletics Office Supplies
This code accounts for all general office supplies to assist in having the office run smoothly. It includes
copy machine and printing expenses.g expenses from the copying machine as well as printers are
included. Programs are given out for various home games and events as well as the printing of our
award certificates. This helps recognize our student athletes for their commitment in an appropriate way

Budget Code: 2020-400-9L- Director of Athletics Other Expenses
This code is used for various Athletic conferences such as regional conventions in Saratoga Springs,
Tuming Stong National Conventions, or more localized professional development opportunities.
Attending these conferences will assist in creating relevant, purposeful, and challenging opportunities for
students to take ownership of their leaming. The goal of these professional development opportunities is
to gain ideas to assist our students to invest in lifelong fitness interests. These expenses will increase
opportunity for professional development within the in person, hybrid, or remote model if need be.

Budeet Code: 2855-L60-91- Clerical Salaries
This code is used for the salary of clerical support in the Physical Educatioru Health and Athletics

Department.

Budget Code: 2855-L50-90-2161- Athletics Stipend
The Middle School and High School athletic assistance is an invaluable position. Both positions are
crucial in the everyday operations at each level's athletic programs. This includes assisting with

supervision assignments, field maintenance, and equipment distribution.
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Sea

Cliff Elementary School - 2022-2023

Budget

Budget

Codes

Pages

2020-400-30

15

Description
SC-Principal's Office Other

2021-2022

2022-23

Aonroved Budeet

Proposed Budset

1,000.00

1,000.00

1,400.00

1,400.00

Expenses
2020-450-30
2020-490-30
2110-400-30
2110-401-30
2110-410.30
2110-450-30
2110-480-30
2'1,1.0-490-30

26L0-450-30
2Bs0-4s0-30

17

SC-Principal's Office
Supplies
SC-Principal's Office BOCES

1,,457.',1,6

7,457."1.6

19

Services -Copier
SC-Oiher Expenses

6,400.00

6,400.00

21

SC-Mandated Expenses

1,000.00

1,,000.00

22

SC-Field Trip Entry Fees

4,000.00

4,500.00

22

SC-Program Supplies

29,700.00

34,100.00

24

SC-Textbooks K-5

5,900.00

6,900.00

26

SC-BOCES Services-Copier

9,71,0.64

9,71,0.64

32

SC-Library Books

15,000.00

13,750.00

42

SC-Club Supplies

300.00

500.00

75,867.80

80,717.80

16

Total

Sea
Sea

Cliff Elementary School - Executive Summary

Cliff School is a dynamic leaming environment that is student-centered, innovative, and progressive.

We aim to educate the whole child and truly value our partnership with our families and the Sea Cliff
community at large. The educators at Sea Cliff School endeavor to instill North Shore's Shared Valued
Outcomes and to steadily work towards accomplishing the shared goals outlined in the North Shore
Strategic Plan. To that end, below are the highlights of Sea Cliff School's2022-2023 proposed school

budget:
Request of one FTE fourth-grade teacher due to increased enrollment and increase in class size
(2110-120-30-21,61)
a

Request for increase in field trip funds to promote increased opportunities for experiential

leaming (2110-410-30)
a

Increase to club supply amount due to the addition of Garden Club and the supplies needed to
support the club (2850-450-30)
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Sea

Cliff Elementary School - Narrative

Cliff School Vision
Cliff School has been serving the children of the Village of Sea Cliff for over one hundred years with
an authentic and constructivist approach to leaming. We aim to create open minded motivated, and
respectful citizens through establishing a learning environment that nurtures student choice, active
communication and collaboratiorL perseverance, and problem solving. Students will leave Sea Cliff
School as well-rounded, independent, confiden! and empathetic individuals that are curious and
engaged in the world around them.
Sea

Sea

The proposed Sea Cliff School budget aims to support the three pillars of our strategic plan: Teaching and
Leaming, Equity for All, and Social Emotional Learning. In addition to this, Sea Cliff School embodies a

leaming environment focused on enhancing and elevating student achievement through our Shared
Valued Outcomes. Through these specific lenses, we will focus our craft of teaching so students will
become better critical thinkers, problem solvers, communicators, collaborators, innovators, contributing
to their growth as committed individuals.

Sea Cliff School's Continued Focus: Watch Us Rise
Our ongoing emphasis each year is "We Rise by Lifting Others". In reflecting on our focus and continuing
to align to the North Shore Schools Strategic Plaru there are several significant areas that will be targeted
for our 2022-2023 school year.

Teaching anil Leanting: Our efforts will be aimed at providing a rigorous, individualized learning
environment for next year. In keeping with our previous goal, we will continue to increase student
engagement and achievement by lifting the level of academic rigor within the classroom environment in
an engaging manner. Allocation for professional development opportunities and educational resources
will allow us to work toward our goal of providing a leaming environment that challenges students to be
critical thinkers and analytical consumers of information. In addition to this we will continue to promote
project-based learning in which students can gain knowledge and skills by working for an extended
period of time to investigate and respond to an authentic, engagin& and complex questiory problem, or
challenge. Funds allocated for teacher conferences will help to provide teachers with the professional
development and tools needed to meet this goal. Exploration of best practices will support teachers so
they can meet the needs of all students, therefore positively impacting student engagement.
Equity for All: In an ongoing effort to provide Sea Cliff School classroom libraries with diverse literature
reflective of and responsive to the cultures and communities of our world, money will continue to be
allocated to purchase book titles for each classroom. Concurrently, we will again be applying as a No
Place for Hate School from the ADL. Use of resources will be intentionally focused on creating a more
equitable and inclusive school environment free of bias and bullying. We will continue lifting others by
dedicating time to service in our community and offering student programs dedicated to educating
children on societal contributions.

Social-Emotional Learning: Creating empathetic, emotionally literate, self-confident individuals is at the
forefront of our goals for the 2022-2023 school year. Our RULER Implementation Team will continue to
work with Sea Cliff School teachers, students, and families as we move to the next phase of
implementation by introducing "Being your Best Self" and understanding how to take a "Meta-Moment".
We will focus on providing training and materials, including posters, class mentor texts, and other
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valuable resources for teachers, students, and families so they are empowered to incorporate the program

with fidelity.

will uplift Sea Cliff School in ways that will foster an
responsive,
academically rigorous, culturally
and emotionally literate environment. The values and
commitment to education exhibited in our North Shore Strategic Plan and our Shared Valued Outcomes
will be carried forward in the aforementioned goals. As always, we invite you to watch us rise.
The proposed budget for the 2022-2023 school year
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Secondary ELA - 2022-2023
Budget Codes

Budget

Description

Pages
2020-400-97-4000

16

2021-22

2022-23

Approved Budset

Pronosed Budeet

12s.00

12s.00

250.00

250.00

125.00

L25.00

Director MS English-Other
Expense

2020-400-97-5000

15

Director HS English-Other
Expense

2020-450-97-4000

17

Director MS English-Office
Supplies

2020-450-97-5000

17

Director HS English-Office

250.00

250.00

2110-400-97-4000

21

Supplies
MS English Other Expense

195.00

s00.00

2110-400-97-5000

21

HS English Other Expense

617.00

532.00

2110-450-97-4000

24

MS English Supplies

L,450.00

L,965.00

2110-450-97-5000

24

HS English Supplies

250.00

430.00

2110-480-97-4000

25

MS English Textbooks

9,340.00

LL,250.00

211.0-480-97-5000

25

HS English Textbooks

1L,265.00

8,085.00

23,867.00

23,512.00

Total

Secondary ELA - Executive Summary
Secondary English Language Arts Department Why Statement:
English Language Arts serves people's fundamental need to share the human experience by exchanging
ideas and emotions. It is the gateway to our hearts and minds - a means of comprehending, constructing,
and communicating meaning. Respectful of the might of critical reading, writing speaking, and listening
skills, the North Shore High School English Department endeavors to empower our students by
harnessing their skills as thoughtful purveyors and receivers of text in its broadest definition. By
leveraging the talents and interests of our students in pursuit of our District's Shared Values, we inspire
their commitment to enriching community, adoancing global citizenship, and realizing human potential (District
SVO's). We celebrate English Language Arts as a vital instrument in achieving these lofty goals.
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Secondary English Department SVO Foci: Commifted Individuals, Communicators, Thinkers

Communicators
Artieulate thoughts, feelings, information anil iileas in a aartety of forms and contexts.
Professional Development on Performance Based
Assessments bolsters teachers' capacity to reach rigorous
student outcomes:

o
o
o
o
o
o

resources: MS 2020-400-97-4000 and HS 2020-400-97-5000

Authentic Audience and Real-World Relevance
increase engagement

Interdisciplinary skills build transfer
Inquiry-Based and Constructivist learning serve
retention
Reflection and Metacognition help students make
meaning of past performances
Choice leads to increased motivation
Success Criteria and a Feedback Loop allows
students to set goals, evaluate their performance, and

plan

a

roadmap for improvement

NSHS Writing Center:

o
o
o

Director's workshops, conferences, and pedagogical

SWCA membership

:

21.10-400-97-5000

student-centeredapproachempowersstudents
gives students ownership of authorial decisions
builds students' efficacy as confident, capable writers

MS ELA focus on open-minded and productive

NCTE membership and English journal:

Civil

Discourse:
o Speaking and Listening skills must be taught,
practiced and habitually applied
o transfers to professional and personal life
o help students navigate cordial and honest
disagreement

2770-400-97-4000

Committed Individuals

Exhibit dispositions and 'habits of mind' that lead to growth in self anil coneern for others

Engaging in the joy of reading helps students process their
own budding identities as confident, empathetic young
adults.

Updating classroom libraries:

Mirror texts allow students to

Updating summer reading selections:

see themselves reflected

literature; Windout texts offer students

a

in the

211.0-480-97 -4000

211,0-480-97 -5000

view into other

people's perspectives.
Professional Development on pedagogical movements
related to our content area helps MS English teachers support
our students in innovative ways

MS teachers' webinars, workshops, and conferences:
2110.400.97.4000

HS English teachers must update our best practices, embody
a community of learners, and pursue continued excellence in
teaching.

HS teachers' webinars, workshops, and conferences
2110.400.97.5000
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Thinkers
Aetiaate their mind for a oariety of purposes
New MS ELA Response to Intervention (RTI) Plan:

o
o
o
o

Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark Assessment System (BAS)
21"10-450-97-4000

Design AIS with more surgical precision
hrformed, responsive, and deliberate instruction
Gathering data and formulating plans to respond to
the students'individual and collective needs
Analyzing phonemic awareness, fluency, reading
comprehension, and vocabulary

New MS ELA News Literacy Framework:

MS Overdrive Digital Library for subscription:
21.1.0-480-97-4000

a

Instantaneous access to facts at our fingertips in the

digital-age
New HS ELA Media Literacy and News Literacy:

o
o
o

Build students' capacity as informed and
knowledgeable citizens
Inform readers of vital current events
Teach students how to fact-check well-known
figures, and how to consume and share reliable
information

Adaptive learning software:

o
o
o
21"st

IXL and other subscriptions: 2110-480-97-4000 (MS
Library)

creates a personalized learning experience
provides ELA remediation and enrichment
ensures equity for all learners

Century Skills help students address the demands of the

research process:

.
o
o
o
o
o

HS Overdrive Digital Library subscription:
2110-480-97-5000

NoodleTools electronic research platform, Turnltln.com,
and other subscription s: 271.0 - 480-97 - 4000 (HS Library)

composing a research question and thesis
gathering and evaluating sources
creatin8 a Works Cited
compiling digital note cards linked to sources
organizing an outline

upholding academic integrity
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Secondary ELA - Narrative
I. Communicators

-

Articulate thoughts, feelings, information and ideas in a aariety of forms and

contexts.

will help us meet our Secondary English Language Arts goals aligned with the
Communicators SVO in many ways. One way is through the continued investment in the North Shore
High School Writing Center. An essential tool of transfer is empowering students as drivers of their own
academic growth. Helping students develop individualized goals, reflect upon their progress achieving
those goals, and act upon timely, specific and relevant feedback are imperative in developing student
autonomy, agency, and independence. In its sixth year, the NSHS Writing Center nurtures
student-driven instruction by embracing the powerful peer-tutoring model. This model alters the
hierarchical paradigm by providing a space for collaborative discussions (rather than supervisory ones)
about the writing process. Through one-to-one conferencing, the L2th grade Writing Fellows are trained
to use inquiry-based non-directive tutoring that facilitates student ownership of authorial decisions and
empowers students as confident, capable writers. The North Shore High School Writing Center is nof
just a room. It's aphilosophy, Using the university model, the 12th grade Fellows are subject to training
and ongoing supervision by English teachers on composition fundamentals and writing center pedagogy
and ethics. The NSHS Writing Center supports interdisciplinary writing in all content areas, and
sessions are logged in a Session Summary spreadsheet (tutee's goaf stage of the Writing Process, ideas
discussed, next steps, etc.) to monitor progress and ensure growth. In additiorv the Writing Center
Provides academic leadership roles for student Fellows, sustains a building-wide culture of lifelong
reading and writing and facilitates English teachers providing Academic Intervention Services in
literacy in the content areas.
This budget

Writing Center teachers and Fellows also engage students in interdisciplinary Performance Based
Assessments (e.g. The Forensic Science Creative Writing Crime Scene Investigation project), MS support,
SAT/ACT grammar workshops, College Essay, the North Shore CASA Red Ribbon Contest, the
Shakespeare's Birthday/Poetry Month celebratiory resume writing, and scheduled support courses for
failing seniors. We also support the students by inspiring them to experiment with language enrich their
vocabulary, and share their unique voices with others by participating in locaVnational writing contests
and initiatives. In addition to the intrinsic and extrinsic rewards of earning recognition, writing for
authentic audiences provides students with the ability to express their individual perspectives and to
display their skill at creative critical thinking. When students see their purpose for writing as having
real-world relevance, they are more invested in refining their craft as a means of sharing information
and/or
action. These are
WC services.
a few of the
The

School Year

20"ts - 2020

lndlvidsal
Conferences

468

#of

Y.

Different

HS Student

Students
Participating
in lndividual
Conferences

Population
Participating
in lndividual
Conferences

255

30o/o

ol

T"

ol

#of

%ot

Classroom

VJriting

Vlsit

Center
Services by Discipline

lndividual
Conferences
by

Push-lns

StudenG'

216

STEM - 13%
Humanities - 30%
Research - 34Yo
College Admissions - 19%
World Language - 4olo

105

STEM

1llh - 200/6
l2lh-260/o

2028-2021

193

12o/o

grh - 30%
1orh - 6%

lAh - 54%
139

76

already, as of

already" as
11/18i21

11t18t21

of

-7%

Humanities - 29%
Research - 28%
College Admissions - 35?o
World Language - 0%

11th - 100/o

2021-2422

ln-Person
and
R€mote

Visits

Class
9th - 36Yo
1orh - 18%

%al

43.31o/o

Mrtual
56.680/o

ln-perscn
N/A

100/6

58

already, as of
11t18t21

already" as

ot

r$A

11118121
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*It is important to note that due to last yeals hybrid structure, the SY2021 data above is an anomaly
because the students were only in the building for in-person instruction every other day. In typical years/
we service an impressive 25-35% of the student population, an extraordinary return on our investment.
Last year, despite the challenges and determined to provide help to students during their asynchronous
days, the High School Writing Center launched virtual conferences available from the comfort of the
students' homes. Using Google Meet Breakout Rooms, our 12th grade Writing Fellows engaged with
their peers to keep them connected and to give support to students, even when they were not in the
building. Though at first glance the SY2021 data might seem meager, our efforts to connect with students
under hybrid conditions and COVID restrictions is something that we are extremely proud of.
To further support our Writing Center missiory we are members of the Secondary School Writing Center
Association (SSWCA). SSWCA is a national network of secondary school writing centers whose goal is
to build community among those involved and to promote advocary and support for this
forward-thinking discipline. Partnering with other secondary school writing centers will expose our
student leaders to the power of networking and collaboration as a means of advancing their

service-driven goals. (2110-400-97-5000).
Another way the Secondary English Language Arts budget aligns with the Thinker SVO traits is
through our newly created News Literacy Framework for grades 6-12. By implementing a News
Literacy thread into our existing Secondary English Language Arts Research Process, we hope to
empower our students by instilling habitual News Literacy skills and dispositions within our
students as they continue to grow and engage in their academic and social, professional and
personal lives.:
distinguishing between legitimate news and other kinds of info.
gauging reliabilifu and credibility of news reports (broadcast, print or internet)
understanding the mission of the press
understanding how news decisions are made
aaoiding b eing manipulated and deceived by Intemet s our ces
becoming a responsible neu)s consu?ner (Hornick. "Why News Literary Matters")
\Atrhile the information-age has brought instantaneous access to facts at our fingertips,

it has

allowed for the proliferation of misinformation. Providing our students with the tools to navigate
this information is a fundamental requisite of a thriving democracy. Richard Hornick, the director
of Stonybrook University's Overseas Partnerships at the Center for News Literacy, emphasizes the
weight of this challenge by outlining four serious information literacy challenges for civil society
posed by the Digital Age:
a
a
a

a

T'lre amount of information we are flooded with daily makes it dfficult to sort out what's reliable.
Neut technologies to create and share information make it easy to create content that only appears
authoritatiae and then to spread it airally.
The conflict befiiteen speed and accuracy has been exacerbated by Digital Age demands for
deliaering information as fast as possible, but accelerating that process increases the chance it will
be wrong.
Humans prefer information that supports our beliefs, and the lnternet and social media make it
much easier for us to select only the information that supports our ideas, reinforcing rather than
challenging them.

Another way that this budget supports our Secondary English Language Arts Department goal of
alignment with the Communicator SVO is through the Next Generation Standards of Listening and
Speaking. Due to multiple social, public health, and academic challenges over the past years/ our
students need extra support in written, spoken, receptive, and productive communication. Launching a
6-1"2 English fosus on open-minded and productive conversations will address this need. Civil
Discourse is a skill that must be taught, practiced and habitually applied throughout one's professional
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and personal life. Explicit lessons, bolstered with the use of metacognitive and reflective tools, will help
students navigate the cordial and honest disagreement that is a nafural and desirable trait of any
community. Lr addition, providing students with co-created Conversation Guidelines (e.g. Show respect
and suspend judgment; Note any common ground as well as any dffirences; and Support your assertions with
reliable eaidence) will build the students' capacity to take a well-informed stance and to engage with
people who have different opinions, simultaneously broadening and strengthening their own.

II.

Committed Individuals - Exhibit dispositions and'habits of mind' that lead to growth in self and

concern

for others

will help us meet our Secondary English Language Arts goals aligned with the Committed
Individuals SVO. One way is through purchasing additional texts. The loss of social-emotional skills
due to the pandemic, the increase of incidence reports relating to bullying, and Stanford University's
Challenge Success data highlight the role of literature in helping students process their budding identities
as confident, empathetic young adults, Emily Style, Founding Co-Director of the National Seeking
Educational Equity and Diversity Project coined the terms mirrors andwindows to describe literature.
Mirrors are texts in which children can find themselves and their families reflected and valued. When
students read about characters like themselves, who struggle with similar conflicts, they become
emotionally connected and engaged. Windows are texts that offer students a view into other people's
perspectives, building sensitivity to others. The Secondary English Language Arts Department is
committed to supporiing unity through different types of texts. By integrating curriculum that celebrates
different perspectives, we are endorsing the universality of fundamental human experiences. To that
end, we are expanding the middle school and high school classroom and library collections. Broadening
our text types will enhance sflrdents' opportunities to engage with contemporary issues and ideas that
reside in local, nationaf and global contexts. Different texts facilitate our students' ability to engage with
reading, to empathize with others, and to expect dignity for all. Budgeting for augmenting our reading
This budget

collections supports the Next Generation ELA Leaming Standards' Lifelong Practices of Readers and
Writers - to encourage students to read often and widely from a range of global and diaerse texts. In addition,
embedding such research deepens our students' international competence. Globally competent students
are autonomous critical thinkers who can understand that local, nationaf and world events and global
issues are complex and interdependent. (2110-480 -97 -4000/5000)

Another way this budget aligns with the Committed Lrdividual SVO is through our middle school ELA
workshop model. Focusing on independent reading student choice, and active-learning strategies, the
entire middle school literacy program is designed to leverage students'interests as tools to drive their
own learning. Our middle school students choose books that appeal to them within their appropriate
reading level. Engagement increases as students take the lead in selecting books and interacting with
them through personalized active reading strategies. Provided with numerous tools to navigate
increasingly more rigorous texts, our middle school students read profusely, exploring different genres
and authors while their teachers model the habits of good readers with mentor text-driven mini-lessons.
Budgeting for new middle school texts and for the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project Units of
Study gives us the tools that drive that work (2110-480-97-4000 and 2110-450-97-4000).
Teachers and administrators are also committed to Growth in Self. Shifting educational standards and
current research-based information require continual monitoring to strategically address changes that

improve student outcomes. Professional Development (aligned with the District Goals) for school
leaders and teachers, therefore, is vital for us to stay abreast of pedagogical movements related to our
content area/ so that we are in a position to support our responses to those movements accordingly.
Attending webinars, workshops, and conferences ensures that educators continue to update our best
practices, embody a community of learners, and promote excellence in teaching. (2020.400.97.4000/5000
and

21

10.400.97.4000/5000).
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o

Knowledge Building Institute: Teach Kids to Research, Collaborate, Contribute

o

Book Clubs in Middle School and High School

.
o

(processing arguments, considering perspectives and constructing claims/inferences)
(building engagement and bolstering independence
through choice, collaboration, and active-learning strategies).
Using Digital Tools and Multimodal Approaches to Support Students with lEPs (Equity for all
learners)
Fountas 8 Pinnell Benchmark Assessment System - Coding, Scoring, Analyzing, and Assessing
(informed, responsive, and deliberate instruction resulting from multiple data measures)

IIL Thinkerc - Actioate their

mind for a aariety of purposes

will help us meet our Secondary English Language Arts goals aligned with the Thinkers
SVO in many ways. One way is through our focus on 21.'t- Century skills. 21't- Century Skills include
the competencies that enable receiving and producing information in increasingly diverse ways.
Technological, media, and visual literacy help students navigate the barrage of information they
encounter daily and teaches them how to interpret the explicit and implicit messages conveyed.
Therefore, Reading, Writing, Speaking, and Listening are the core English Language Arts components of
21st Century Skills. Continually updating our anchor texts and whole-text novels ensures that students
can develop fluid and flexible thinking that they can apply to different contexts and situations.
This budget

Also, included in the Next Generation documents is an emphasis on enriching personal language,
background knowledge and vocabulary through writing and communicating with others. The electronic
IXL membership supports 21st Century skills by providing ELA remediation and enrichment using
adaptive leaming software to create a personalized learning experience including practice with Tier II
Academic and Tier III Domain Specific Vocabulary Q110-400-97-4000).
Similarly, our middle school library's subscription to Overdrive, our digital collection of ebooks,
audiobooks, magazines, and streaming videos, augments students' exposure to information by offering
24-hour access to resources while building leamers' technological prowess (2110-480-97-4000).
The NoodleTools electronic research platform is an electronic means of addressing the demands of the
research process. NoodleTools helps students organize, store, and apply their research through all
phases of the research process. In one convenient electronic locatiory students can compose their research
question and thesis, gather and evaluate their sources, create their Works Cite4 compile digital note
cards linked to their sources, construct an organized outline, and connect to Google Docs to write their

paper. In additiory NoodleTools provides tutorials, offers helpful tips regarding MLA citationq and
features a student-driven To Do list. Most importantly, it feafures an interactive component in which
teachers can provide immediate and actionable feedback in real time embedded directly in the students'
electronic work.
Furthermore, our high school subscription to InThinking.com supports the 21st Century Skill related to
the use of technology in transforming instruction. It is a resource with which IB English Language and
Literature HL 1 and IB English Language and Literature HL 2 teachers can find student exemplars,
assessment materials, and sample lesson plans as well as network with professional colleagues around
the globe (2110-

400 -97-5000).

Lastly, our teachers also engage in the Thinkers skill of analysis. Designing informed, responsive, and
deliberate instruction in response to students' needs is a requisite best practice. Gathering data from
multiple measures creates a database of information which teachers analyze by looking for pattems,
drawing conclusions, and formulating plans to respond to the students' individual and collective needs.
Embarking on year two of our new K-12 Response To Intervention (RTI) Plan will help us approach AIS
with more surgical precision. To propel this work, we will increase our use of standardized assessments
such as the adaptive, computerized Star assessment and the Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark Assessment
System (BAS). The F&P BAS is administered to students one-to-one using precisely leveled fiction and
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nonfiction books to formulate a standardized running record of each student's phonemic awareness,
fluency, reading comprehension, and vocabulary. The running records are used to identiff a students'
current reading level and progress along text levels over time in order to activate the responsive teaching
that meets students where they are and brings them forward with intention and precision. Purchasing
the Third Edition of the BAS will support this endeavor. Armed with this data and our new RTI
framework, our teachers will implement proactive data-driven decision making. These materials will
provide teachers with better, more timely information about students in order to improve student
leaming and performance (21 10-450-97-4000).
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Secondary Math and Technology Education - 2022-2023
Budget Codes

Budget

Description

Pases
2020-400-94-4000

15

Director Math - Other Expenses

2021-22

2022-23

Approved Budeet

Proposed Budeet

33s.00

335.00

300.00

300.00

MS
2020-400-94-5000

15

Director Math - Other Expenses
HS

2020-450-94-4000

'J.6

Director Math - Supplies MS

200.00

200.00

2020-450-94-5000

17

Director Math - Supplies HS

200.00

200.00

2L10-400-49

L9

MS Technology - Other Expenses

4065.00

3,265.00

2t10-400-59

20

HS Technology - Other Expenses

4,340.00

3,540.00

2t1.0-400-94-4000

20

MS Math - Other Expenses

5,190.55

5,690.55

2110-400-94-5000

20

HS Math - Other Expenses

9,97t.50

&871.50

2110-450-49

23

MS Tedrrology - Supplies

12850.00

12,850.00

2110-450-59

23

HS Technology - Supplies

10,100.00

&500.00

2110-450-94-4000

23

MS Math - Supplies

1,750.000

1,750.00

2110-450-94-5000

24

HS Math - Supplies

7,450.00

2,550.00

2t10-480-94-4000

25

MS Math - Textbooks

2'J.,497.05

20505.50

2L70-480-94-5000

25

HS Math - Textbooks

13,650.00

1750.00

91,899.10

74,307.55

Total

Second ary Math and Technology Education - Executive

Summary
The primary expenditures of the Mathematics and Technology Education department budget codes
revolve around the equipment supplies and digital resources necessary to carry forward the instructional

and curricular visions of the district.

Budget Code

Impact on Student Learning

2110-400-49

a

Digital resources to support the acquisition of computer science skills.

2110-400-59

o
o

Digital resources to support the acquisition of computer science skills.
Registration fees for American Computer Science League.
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211,0-400-94-4000

o
o
o

2110-400-94-5000

o
o
o

2110-450-49

a

a

2170-450-59

o
o

Includes digital resources to make learning and assessment accessible to
students of all abilities and readiness.
Address individual learning loss related to the pandemic.
Entry fees to competitions such as Math Olympiads, AMC, MoMathalorU
Long Island Math Fair. hrcludes costs of hosting North Shore Invitational
MS Math Toumament.

Includes digital resources to make learning and assessment accessible to
students of all abilities and readiness.
Address individual learning loss related to the pandemic.
Registration fees and memberships for Mathletes and a variety of local and
national math contests.
Supplies for Technology and Engineering education to support growth of
STEM opportunities.
Engage all students in exploration and inquiry-based STEM learning,
including LEGO Robotics, Rocketry Structural Engineering, and Coding &
Electronics.
Supplies for Technology and Engineering education to support growth of
STEM opportunities.
Engage all students in exploration and inquiry-based STEM learning,
including Mechanical Engineering and Robotics, Media Arts, and

Woodworking.
2110-450-94-4000

o

Supplies for MS Math classrooms to grow students as Problem Solvers and
Communicators.

2110-450-94-5000

o

Supplies for MS Math classrooms to grow students as Problem Solvers and
Communicators.

2110-480-94-4000

a

Texts for sfudents to review and rein-force math leaming.

2110-480-94-5000

a

Texts to support the new Linear Algebra course/ which

will

be

dual-enrolled with SUNY Stony Brook.

Second ary Math and Technology Education - Narrative
Department Overview - Secondary Mathematics
As our mathematics department enters its fifth year of
a collective effort to engage in a shared philosophy of

instruction (The North Shore K-12 Mathematics Teaching
and Learning Philosophy, co-authored by teachers and
administrators in2017), we reflect on how these
guiding principles served as a stabilizing force during
a time of great disruption to the educational
landscape. These research-rooted principles of
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instruction gave our teachers the common language and goals through which to design creatively even
within unconventional classroom settings. Throughout the pandemic, students continued to engage in
learning experiences via lesson structures that allowed for exploratiory structuring of new conceptual
understandings, and practice/reflection. Indee4 these practices allowed students to strengthen each
core component of Problem Solving: Attitudes/beliefs, Metacognitiory Skills, Processes, and Concepts.

Description of Secondary Mathematics Expenditures
Subscriptions to online resources (2770-400-94-4000,2770-400-94-5000) will maintain the accessibility,
flexibility, and indiaidualized nature of learning that we cultiztated throughout the pandemic.
Unwavering in our effort to grow students in these meaningful ways, our teachers collaborated to leam
new tools to deliver rich experiences even from a distance. After a full year of utilizing a wide variety of
tools in settings that varied from fully remote, to hybrid to distanced in class, and now again less
distanced with full classes, teachers have distinguished between the tools that were most useful in the
pandemic setting, and the tools whose utility will endure as education continues to evolve into a modem
post-pandemic setting. At the district level, general education technology tools such as Kami and
EdPuzzle continue to be available to teachers. The math department has allocated funding for the
following discipline-specific tools to enhance our approach to the acquisition and demonstration of
mathematical understandings:

Resource

Description

Delta Math Plus

Delta Math provides an exceptional array of problems that are well-aligned to our
math courses, particularly at the high school level. Teachers use this product with high
frequency for a wide variety of purposes, including diagnostic, formative, and
summative assessment. Several features of this program allow our teachers to use it
not only as an assessment tool, but as a learning tool. For example, students can
continue attempting the assignment until they achieve mastery. And, sample
problems and explanations are available in the moment if a student needs help
understanding how to approach a problem. The program tracks student activity so
the teacher can see how long students have spent on each problem.
ln this pandemic recovery setting, Delta Math is being utilized by teachers to
pre-assess students at the beginning of a unit so that teachers know what prerequisite
content requires revisiting. They design each unit accordingly, in response to
rea l-time information about student readiness.

Educreations Pro

Enables teachers to record themselves writing on a document as they deliver a

lesson. Students can pause and rewind the lesson recording, and have commented
that they feel like they are in class when watching videos made with this tool.
Teachers can upload their own documents and/or photos directly to the software. lt is
easily publishable on a "permalink" so that students can view the videos without
needing a separate login. However, it also has features where teachers can create a
class and track student viewing history.
Equatio

Enables all district users to embed MathType across all products in the Google Suite
(including Forms). lncreasingly recognized as a major resource for Assistive
Technology, Equatio's capabilities are boundless and include handwriting recognition
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and conversion to text, speech input, graph editing, and a screenshot reader. This
tool was originally acquired by our district during the pandemic to make
communication easier from a distance, but is quickly being recognized as a serious
investment in a math-specific technology that makes learning and assessment
accessible for students of all abilities.
Explore Lea rning Gizmos

lnteractive tool that will allow students to viftually explore mathematical concepts.
Teachers can use this program to support open-ended discussion that helps intuitively
build student understanding and lead to structured class discussions that develop and
solidiflT those concepts. Explore Learning Gizmos provides teachers with a virtual
version of "concrete" exploration, which is an underpinning of our mathematics
teaching and learning philosophy.

Math Bits

A longtime preference of teachers, Math Bits is a repository of problems that are
aligned with each learning standard. Teachers can log in and hand-pick problems as
they design practice oppoftunities tailored to the day's instructional goals.

StatsMedic

StatsMedic resources are valuable for students and teachers of statistics as they
approach the end of the year and begin to pull together cumulative concepts from
throughout the entire course. The supplementary material provided by stats medic
includes instructional videos, practice AP multiple choice and free response questions,
a diagnostic exam, and the ability for the teacher to monitor student progress as they
progress through the material.

Our departmentsupplypurchases (2110-450-94-4000,21L0-450-94- 000) continueto assistteachersin
growing students in our Shared Valued Outcomes, most notably Problem Soloers and Communicators,
As our faculty deepens our collective understanding of the learning progressions that drive student
growth in our Shared Valued Outcomes, we seek to build classroom environments that are conducive to
that growth. Our mathematics teachers tum to tools such as mini whiteboards with dry erase markers,
clear pocket "communicators,"sticky chart paper, and markers to make thinking visible and bring a
classroom to life with common focal points for student-to-student conversation and tinkering with ideas.

Entry fees to cornpetitions (21L0-400-94-4000, 2710-400-94-5000) proaide students utith enriching math
experiences.
We strive to provide students with outlets for engaging with mathematics in ways that are both rigorous
and fun. Cultivating students as Problem Solvers, we provide a wide variety of research and competition
opportunities. Students can stretch their thinking, collaborate with peers, and encounter mathematical
minds from other areas of the region and the country through the various experiences available to them

through middle and high school. Notably, we celebrate a departmental milestone in pandemic recovery
as we resume our invitational Mathlete competition at North Shore Middle School. These programs
promote involvement, engagement, excitement, and community in the field of mathematics.
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We continue to identify text resources (2110-480-94-4000,21L0-480-94-5000) that are tailored to the
content and the rigor of the coursework we deliaer.

\A/hile we continue to utilize the Math in Focus resources initially identified to meet the District's
mathematical instructional goals, we have the resources we need for the upcoming year in 6th and 7th
grade. Our 8th grade Algebra course continues to utilize a text that provides problems that are well
matched with the instructional objectives of the course.

At the high school level, our textbook needs in the coming year are focused on two courses that are new
to our program: College Mathematics for Financial Literacy, and Linear Algebra with Multioariable Calculus
Applications. These courses have been designed in response to the needs of students as they move
through the final stages of their K-12 math progression. In the later years of K-12 leaming, we offer
interest-based pathways that meet the wide variety of interests and leaming needs of our students. Our
Financial Literacy course makes use of resources that expose them to interactive and engaging
project-based leaming in a highly applicable topic. Our Linear Algebra course will be introduced as a
course for students who wish to pursue higher level collegiate mathematics. The course is modeled after
SUNY Stony Brook's 200-level course, and successful students in this course will receive dual-enrollment
credit with Stony Brook for their accomplishment. As suctr, we have selected the same text that is used
on campus in order to ensure alignment,
Department Overview - Secondary Technology
Our Secondary Technology department has been focused on the continued strengthening of our
Computer Science program. Every 8th grader takes an 8-week introductory coding cycle course which
propels them to a wide variety of high school level options, including IB and AP courses. These courses
have continued to enroll and we look to even higher participation in the years to come. In additioru our
Engineering program excitedly looks ahead to our multi-year plan of adding a set of courses that provide
a high level of preparation for collegiate engineering programs. In2022-23 we will redesign and launch
two courses as dual-enrollment options with SUNY Stony Brook. Our high school Robotics curriculum
will be delivered as an Introduction to Mechanical Engineering and Robotics course, and our Principles of
Engineering curriculum will be connected with Stony Brook's Engineering Science course. These
dual-enrollment relationships will ensure rigorous preparation for students entering an engineering field.
Finally, for those students who are driven to move beyond our popular woodworking course to a higher
level of craftsmanship, we will be offering an Advanced Woodworking course which aims to equip
students with the skills and discipline necessary to create fine, artisan pieces at a more sophisticated level.

Description of Secondary Technology Expenditures
Supplies for our technology courses (2110-450-49,2770-450-59) will proaide the resources necessary to
promote STEM education, and directly address the ilistrict's goal of increasing the scope of STEM
opportunities for all students.

A firmly held goal of our technology and engineering faculty is to empower students both as educated
consumers of the technologies around them, and as producers and contributors to the field as well.
Refining the sub-skills of Problem Solving - identifliing, analyzing, solving, and reflecting/revising,
students in our technology education courses practice problem solving in the most authentic way. The
supplies that we purchase to drive innovation and achievement in this field range from materials to grow
hydroponic plants in the middle school Makerspace, to robotics kits for our high school curriculum, to
hard woods for our woodworking courses, ink for our wide-format printers and resin for our 3D printers.
We purchase components to ensure the safety and maintenance of our equipment, and tools to help
student visions to become reality through hands-on production.
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Digital resources for our cortputer programming classes (2770-400-49, 2710-400-59) support the
acquisition and practice of computer science skills,
The field of Computer Science lends itself to a flexible and individualized approach to instruction. We
have found that instructional software such as CodeHS allows us to meet the wide variety of student
needs in a coding environment. With the support of this learning platform, students can move within a
framework and have latitude within that framework to advance at their own pace. Our teacher can
infuse materials he/she has created to personalize instruction to his/her classes, provide resources for
additional supporf and use this platform as an assignment tracking and grading system.
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Secondary Science - 2022-2023
Budget Codes

Budget

Description

Paees

2021-22

2022-23

Apnroved Budeet

Proposed Budeet

2020-400-94-ss00

15

HS-Director-Other Expenses

250.00

250.00

2020-450-94-5500

t7

HS-Director-Supplies

250.00

250.00

2110-400-94-5500

20

HS Department-Other
Expenses

14,355.00

L2,070.00

2110-450-94-5500

24

HS Department-Supplies

22,200.00

29,250.00

2110-480-94-5500

25

HS Department-Textbooks

0.00

0.00

2020-400-94-4500

15

MS-Director-Other Expenses

250.00

250.00

2020-450-94-4500

1,6

MS-Director-Supplies

250.00

250.00

2L10-400-94-4500

20

MS Department-Other
Expenses

5,372.00

3,762.50

2110-4s0-94-4s00

23

MS Department-Supplies

12000.00

12000.00

59,927.00

63,082.50

Total

Secondary Science - Executive Summ ary

2110-400-94-5500
2110-400-94-4500

The "Other Expenses" code at both the MS and HS support NGSS* Scientific Inquiry

by,

-

Allowing teachers to attend meaningful Professional Development such as the
LISTEMELA conference.
Providing teachers with innovative online learning platforms such as Gizmos,
The Physics Classroom, and Follet IB.
Supporting our Science Research students by covering all the exPenses
associated with competitions such as: Regeneron; LISEF; NYSSEF; LISC; LISC
jr; JSHS.

Funding a Science Symposium where students can present their research to
faculty, parents, and fellow sfudents.
Membership to Cold Spring Harbor Laboratories where students can conduct
laboratory work in Biology and Forensics at a world-renowned institution.
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2110-450-94-5500
2110-450-94-4s00

The "Supplies" code at both the MS and HS support NGSS* Scientific Inquiry by:
- Funding each individual course with funds that allow for both established and
spontaneous inquiry needs. This is especially true in the new MS Comparative
Anatomy class, in which dissection specimens are decided on with student

-

input.
Supporting the individual student as well as the class by providing funds for
needed supplies in Internal Assessments, Extended Essays and Science
Research projects.

Funding for a Group 4 interdisciplinary project called the "Vertical Garden".
This outdoor leaming experience will have all disciplines of science involved in
the planning, construction, and growth & maintenance of a living vertical
garden.

Providing students with materials to help prepare for reinstituted State Exams
(post-Covid).

*NGSS = Next Generation Science Standards

Second ary Science - Narrative
"Because, thinking like a scientist allows you to understand and contribute to the ever-changing

instruction manual of life," - NS Science "why" statement
As paraphrased from the State of Student Learnine Report, written bv Dr. Zublionis:

'Authentic leaming demands that we answer two questions:
Why am I learning this?
How can leaming this transfer to and impact my life and the lives of those around me?"
Meaningful answers to these two important questions practically ensure that the goals of the district
strategic plan, and the aspirations of its SVO's are being reached. Many of the authentic leaming
initiatives in the Secondary Science Department are able to be achieved with no net gain in the budget.
Highly engaging classes like SUPA Forensics, which offers dual enrollment through Syracuse University,
are able to run at no additional cost. The same is true for the new Science Research electives in 7th and 8th
grade. Students will be designing websites for possible entry into the Toshiba Exploravision competition,
which has no entrance fee. Our new MS Comparative Anatomy Elective, which has students dissecting
sharks among other organisms, is a highly engaging class that does not add a cent to the MS supply code.
This is largely due to a reallocation of funds as opposed to an increase in funds. The reallocation of funds
is largely due to being able to reassess supply orders during Covid. We were able to halt orders on
supplies that would not be needed during remote or hybrid learning and instead use those funds to
replenish some of our outdated equipment for later years. As we are now retuming to a more traditional
science experience, we are able to unwrap and use the new microscopes, hot plates, and electronic
balances that were purchased with reallocated funds during the pandemic. These large ticket items
would certainly have added many dollars to this presented budget but instead we are already using this
equipment and have avoided a surplus of unused materials taking up storage space.
The available funds were due largely to the cancellation of Regents exams, and the non-expenditures of
funds set aside to purchase review materials. Now that these exams are back in place we do need to
budget for Review Books which is always a large expense (approximately $2000.00). That is why there is
an increase in the HS Supply code. Even with this increase, we are still $3,750.00Iess than our pre-covid
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HS Supply Budget. And, our proposed budget for other expenses (MS & HS), is decreased by almost
$4,000.00 due to a re-evaluation of the benefits and usefulness of many of the online platforms we had
purchased to help get us through hybrid learning.
The budget includes funds for teachers to attend local conferences and PD workshops. As well as needed
dollars for Research and IB projects (both Internal Assessments and Extended Essays), The IB
interdisciplinary Group 4 project this year will involve the design of a vertical garden that will be built
and cared for in subsequent years. This is a very engaging project that will utilize the expertise of all
branches of our IB Science classes. We are also investigating a dual-enrollment program with Molloy
College for our IB Environmental Systems and Societies class. There is a necessary amount of funds
allocated towards the many Science Research competitions that our sfudents compete in. One new
competition is the NSPC Health Sciences. The NSPC HSC is a regional competition sponsored by the
Center for Science Teaching & Leaming (CSTL), and is designed to mimic the rules and regulations of the
Regeneron Intemational Science & Engineering Fair.

Everything we budget for in Secondary Science at North Shore Schools is rooted in the Next Generation
Science Standards (NGSS), which align very well with our district SVO's. As scientists, we should always
strive to ask these 4 questions about a phenomenon:

L.
2.
3.
4.

What do you Wonder?
What do you Think?
How do you Investigate?
How do you Know (Claim, Evidence, Reasoning)?

It is our skilled teachers that first trigger the wonderment, and our students who then exercise their
critical thinking skills. The role of the budget then kicks into gear as teachers and students need the
various amounts of training and supplies to investigate their claims by gathering evidence. Only after this
exploration can students truly begin to make sense of their understanding through reasoning. By having
a strong budget that supports this rycle of inquiry, students are truly leaving the classroom knowing why
they are learning science, and how they can transfer that knowledge to the world around them.
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Secondary Social Studies - 2022-2023

Budget Codes

Budget

Description

Pases
2020-400-98-5500
2020-450-98-5500
2110-400-98-5500
2110-450-98-5500
2110-480-98-5500

16

17
21

10-4s0-98-4000

21 I

0-480-98-4000

Total

125.00

520.00

1,56'1.85

'1,753.'J.0

10,238.59

14,992.89

4,384.90

4,825.00

395.00

395.00

12s.00

125.00

3,950.00

4,450.00

1,550.00

3,806.00

700.00

600.00

HS-Social Studies-

HS-Social Studies
Textbooks

MS-Director of Social Studies-

Other Expenses
MS-Director of Social StudiesOffice Supplies
21

2I

HS -Director of Social StudiesOffice Supplies

25

17

10-400-98-4000

160.00

HS- Social StudiesSupplies

2020-4s0-98-4000
21

160.00

24

16

2022-23

Proposed Budeet

HS-Director of Social StudiesOther Expenses

Other Expenses

2020-400-98-4000

2021-22

Approved Budeet

MS-Social Studies-

Other Expenses
24

MS-Social Studies-

25

MS-Social StudiesTextbooks

Supplies

23,090.34

31-,626.99

Second ary Social Studies - Executive Summ ary
The goal of the North Shore Secondary Social Studies and Business Department is to develop students
that are responsible and informed citizens of the world who have a deep understanding of history,
geography, economic and political systems, and civic participation. In order to prepare students to
succeed in a rapidly changing global sociefi the Secondary Social Studies and Business budget reflects
our commitment to the District's Shared Valued Outcomes, the Strategic Plary twenty-first century
learning, and student-centered approaches to teaching and learning. Our budget continues to reflect the
changes underway at the state level with the implementation of the new Social Studies Framework.
The Social Studies budget is proposing an increase from last year which was a S-year low for budget
expenses in the department. The proposed budget is still below both the 2019-2020 and2020-2021 budget
numbers. This yeals budget alots room for increases in electives courses, a new Civics initiative, changes
to the NYS Social Studies Framework and the growth of the National History Day program. One key
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highlight in our growth has been business courses which have seen an increase in participation which
requires more books and IB resources to support both teachers and students. At the same time, History
Day expenses have increased because more students have competed at the local, State and National level
and we need to support students to advance further in the competition. To bring more excitement to
North Shore History Day we would like to purchase banners and signs to celebrate our event that has
over 200 participants. The banners and signs are expected to be a one-time expense and used yearly by
our history day team. We are excited to showcase many amazing projects made by our 8th grade
students!

Next year marks the beginning of the Civics Initiative from NYS and we hope to build exciting capstone
projects to engage students in civic participation while building civic knowledge. This change will allow
students to eam a "seal of civic readiness" to go on their transcripts. This will also add another pathway
to graduation for students as they eam civic points for their work.
Lastly, this current school year will mark the first administration of the new Social Studies exams. New
York State has not released many resources for these exams. To overcome these challenges we have
employed professional developers and will continue to purchase review books that give students and
teachers access to practice questions to build both competence and confidence when taking these new
exams.

Second ary Social Studies - Narrative
Social Studies - The Present & Future
and skillful readers and writers.

-

Students as inquirers, researchets, critical consumers of media

The new Social Studies framework encourages greater balance between Social Studies knowledge and
literacy skills. Research and inquiry are embedded into the new framework and reading primary and
secondary sources are critical components of Social Studies and school success. Social Studies
assessments have eliminated multi-year history assessments, reduced multiple choice questions, and
shortened the breadth of course content. For instance, the New Global Assessment only covers 1750-the
present while it used to cover ALL of World History (2-year course). Within these new assessments Social
Studies practices and skills are assessed along with content. New Regents Exams started in ]une 2020 and
then were delayed due to the Pandemic. The Global History & Geography Regents will begin again in
June of 2022 and the new US History Exam will have its first administration in ]une of 2022. By
September of.2022 the New Social Studies Framework will be fully implemented.

The Secondary Social Studies Department and budget reflects on-going changes in key areas to
transform teaching and learning:

I. Supporting research and inquiry-based instruction to align with new Social Studies standards and
foster genuine student inquiry- Social Studies should be a thought-provoking exploration of the past
and present where students interpret a wide array of primary and secondary sources. As teachers take on
the role of facilitator, rather than purely disseminator of information, they provide opportunities for
student-centered inquiry, peer collaboratiory and productive struggle. One area we have made
tremendous strides is in developing research experiences for students. Six*r, and seventh grade students
have opportunities to participate in National History Day (NHD) while all eighth grade students
complete a NHD project. Students are empowered to choose a topic of interest to research. Ther; students
begin research to pursue answers to intriguing questions by gathering and investigating a wide swath of
disciplinary sources - speeches, biographies, maps, political cartoons, graphs, charts, statistics, and more
- that help illuminate the concepts and themes at the heart of their investigations. Project based learning
opportunities in middle school complement NHD by engaging students in exploratory leaming while
offering them choice to demonstrate their learning. To further integrate research into the main high
school program we have shifted a main component of the Intemal Assessment (IA) work in History to
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junior year from Senior year whereby more sfudents will have access to a rigorous research experience.
By continuing to build and align research experiences from 6-12 we will further empower our students to
become proficient twenty-first century leamers. Additionally/ we are proposing new research electives in
the Social Studies and Business program. We added Stock Market to the middle school offerings and
aligned it wth Investments at the HS level. We are looking to develop a research capstone civic project in
the middle school as the year progresses. In the HS we are exploring new History and research courses
and they may become dual enrollment courses with Stony Brook's ACE program. New texts will be
budgeted to support these new offerings along with curriculum writing time to develop these courses
more fully.

II. Leveraging technology to enhance teaching and develop tech-sawy students capable of enhancing
how they learn and communicate - Traditional history classrooms where lectures and textbook leaming
once dominated no longer exist. Now students have iPads, Chromebooks, computers, SmartBoards,
Smart TVs and devices capable of transforming how they learn. With many new sources of information to
engage and stimulate critical thinking, Social Studies teachers are looking for rich resources and tools that
will allow them to innovate their practice. By leveraging technology we have access to many more free
resources and have been able to reduce budget costs the last 2 years. As a result, Social Studies teachers
are using databases (many free of charge), news sources, and online resources (YouTube, NewsELA"
Pro/CorU etc), many also free, to complement changes to their instructional approach. With so many new
digital resources and print sources available our department is at an important crossroads in terms of
how we navigate this new frontier in terms of textbook selection and printed resources. At the same time
our teachers are supporting students in their ability to process information and organize their thinking in
digital applications. We have adopted a digital textbook in AP World History to take advantage of our
Chromebooks and access to both audio and video components of newer texts. This textbook adoption is
a learning process to see how digital texts may enhance learning. To coincide with digital textbooks, we
are proud of our accomplishment in adopting Noodle Tools as the primary research organizer for the
Middle School and High School students as well as our inclusion of database use into the middle school
curriculum. Teachers are embracing collaborative Google Tools like Docs, and Slides and students are
becoming increasingly proficient in developing presentations and sharing their thinking with others.
New technology continues to shape our potential in unique and interesting ways. We are not purchasing

any new digital texts as we look to fully implement the adoption of a digital AP textbook first. We
continue to budget for databases as well as video and new sources to give teachers access to additional
resources.

III. Civic

Engagement and Readiness-- By making civic competence a central aim, our department
emphasizes the importance of educating students who are committed to the ideas and values of
democracy. Civic competence rests on this commitment to democratic values, and requires that citizens

have the ability to use their knowledge about their community, nation, and world; to apply inquiry
processes; and to employ skills of data collection and analysis, collaboration" decision-making, and
problem-solving. Young people who are knowledgeablq skillful, and committed to democrary are
necessary to sustaining and improving our democratic way of life, and participating as members of a
global community. Next year, we are preparing for a new NYS Civic Readiness initiative. This new
endeavor will open up another pathway for HS graduation and offer students the opportunity to receive
a Seal of Civic Readiness, similar to the World Language Seal of Biliteracy. We will need to create
Capstone Projects and track student data. We will track all S-12th grade student progress towards the
Seal of Civic Readiness by developing a Civics Committee starting next year. To prepare for this shift,
our budget will ask for additional curriculum writing and professional development time to coincide
with our use of departmental meeting time.

What does a student-centered Secondary Social Studies and Business program mean to a District
Budget?

Informational texts are still important and by adding to our collection and providing student digital
access to sources we will allow them to customize their interactions with text sources. kr both the high
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school and middle school we rely on iPads and Chromebooks because we are able to access many free
resources and digital subscriptions, eBooks and databases. These tools make it possible for us to read
digital texts, write on digital mediums, and collect work without paper copies. Social Studies teachers
have been using Google Classroom to give out homework, collect it and give feedback to students. We
built our budget around the idea that students will have tablets/ computers to support many of our
budgetary needs.

Support the transition to New Social Studies Framework- The review book requests for Global History
and US History coutses are necessary since there are so few question resources available for these new
exams. The review books will provide practice questions, short text summaries and give teachers
additional resources to support their instructional approach to new exams.
Learner Profile and the College Board and Regents curriculum. The curricula in high school Social
Studies classes correspond to the New York State Regents Examinations administered at the end of the
tenth and eleventh grades. Regents Examinations in Global History and Geography and United States
History and Govemment are required for graduation. Twelfth grade students must complete a minimum
of a half-year economics and a half-year govemment course for graduation. Lr addition to the state
required courses, the department offers robust Advanced Placement and Intemational Baccalaureate
options. Students may elect to take AP World, AP Govemment and Politics, IB History of the Americas,
IB Wars Across 20th Century History, IB Social Cultural Anthropology,IB Business Management, and IB
Theory of Knowledge

At times, new texts will be needed to support the ten Social Studies themes that make up the New York
State Social Studies Standards - Culture; Time, Continuity and Change; People, Places, and
Environments; Individual Development and Identity; Individuals, Groups, and Institutions; Power,
Authority, and Govemance; ProductiorU Distribution, and Consumption; Science, Technology, and
Society; Global Connections; and Civic Ideals and Practices. Teachers employ a combination of textbooks,
audiobooks, eBooks, non-fiction works, historical fictiory primary and secondary sources, biographies,
and documentaries to help develop students' content knowledge, intellectual skills, and civic values.
Each course goes through regular revisions and we adapt by finding resources to best adjust to these new
demands and changes made to what is currently available.

As enrollment trends change and student populations taking elective courses grow we will need to
purchase additional books and consider review books in different subjects. We are planning review book
purchases in AP Psychology, and well need more Accounting texts due to increased enrollment.
Conferences and professional memberships are essential to staying current with National and New York
State Standards and regulations as well as shifts in teaching practices and pedagogy. Professional
associations also create opportunities for networking and collaboration with other Social Studies
coordinators and teachers of neighboring schools. By keeping ahead of the trends, teachers can employ
best practices and prepare students for changes that lie ahead. One example of this is the work we have
done to prepare for the new Global Regents Exam. At the Long Island Social Studies conference, we
leamed about changes to Global Assessments and how local teachers and schools are adapting to this
change. The hope is that by attending local and national conferences our department will continue to be a
model of what is best in the educational world.

The budget includes membership fees for Rho Kappa the only national organization for high school
juniors and seniors that recognizes excellence in the field of Social Studies. The North Shore Chapter of
Rho Kappa provides national recognition for our outstanding students and encourages an interest in,
understanding of, and appreciation for social studies. Membership certificates and an induction
ceremony distinguish those sfudents who have shown a strong commitment to their Social Studies
courses and community service. These students truly exemplify the qualities outlined in our District's
Shared Values.
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As our History Day and Business programs have grown, student entries into local and state competitions
have increased. Many of these exciting opportunities have associated entry fees, travel expenses while
also requiring various supplies to help students reach their full potential. Our budget reflects a growing
number of students engaging in these authentic experiences.

The instructional supplies requested in the budget sewe as important supplementary resources for
teachers in the classroom. New York Times Upfront magazine is used by many classes to expose sfudents
to current events at an understandable and easily digestible level.

We believe that a student-centered approach and budget

will

engage and empower our learning

communit5r.
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Special Education - 2022-2023
Budget

Budget

Codes
2250

Pases
27-29

2270

30

Description
Special Education
Resident Students

2021-22

2022-2023

Approved Budset

Proposed Budget

13,307,137.33

13,239,30',1.L4

435,990.00

405,309.20

954,L75.00

977,324.00

772,M6.00

810,661.00

15,469,748.33

15432,595.34

Special Education
St.

Christophefs

2820

4L

Psychological Services

2825

41

Social Work Services

Total

Special Education - Executive Summary

will

Teaching and

The North Shore Special Education Department

Leaming

facilitate professional development opportunities to
support teachers to advance data analysis skills that
will bolster prescriptive and practical instructional

Equity for
Learners

All

IDEA 611Grant

A 2250.L30-90-2L3-Special
Education Staff Development

practices and performance analysis.
Educators will utilize quantitative and qualitative
data to identify learning loss issues, collaborate to
prescribe interventions that target gap-closing
growth and progress, and select and implement
appropriate curricular tools and strategies to
address individual student needs

A diagnostic and prescriptive approach will be
implemented to construct targeted intervention
plans in special education and specialized leaming
settings. This will be accomplished through the
formation of building level teams that will utilize a
problem solving model to address student
individual needs.
The Department

will identifu appropriate curricular
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tools, strategies, and research-based programs for
reading comprehension, decoding and the
development of metacognition skills (Keys to

Literary, Wilson Reading, Orton-Gillingham,
Visualizing-Verbalizing, Cognition in the Content)

Teaching and

Leaming
Equity for

A11

Learners

The department will explore a variety of formal
assessments and progress monitoring platforms to
inform instructional practices and the development
of measurable IEP goals and intervention plans
(AIMS Web, DIBELS, Feifer Assessment of
ReadingA4athematicsAVritten Expression (FAR),

IDEA 611Grant
A2250.404-90- Misc. Therapy

KTEA, WIAT-4).
Equity for

All

Learners

Social-Emotional
Leaming

The continued evaluation of viable assistive
technology will be explored to ensure students with
disabilities have equal access to the general
education curriculum and consistent opportunities
to engage in rigorous courses of study. This will be
further pursued through the lens of a UDL
framework that includes project and authentic

IDEA 61L Grant

based assessments.

Equity for

All

Leamers

Social-Emotional
Learning

The department

will continue to evaluate the need

for expanding our current special education
programs specific to our elementary ICT and
secondary ILC programs.

A2250 -150 -L0 -21. 6L - GH Spe cial

Education Teachers
A2250-150-5 0-21.6L- HS Special

Education Teachers

Special Education - 2022-23
Total Nurnber of Classified Students
(including those in BOCES, other Private Schools and Residential
placements)
Total Number of Students at Greenvale
(34 of these students are non-residents; 4 are North Shore residents)
Total Number of Students at St. Christophey's
(attending BOCES or Private)
Total Number of 504 Plan Students (in-district)

436

38

4

L35
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Special Education - Narrative
The North Shore Special Education Department is dedicated to ensuring that all students with disabilities
are afforded equal opportunity to advance their human potential as members of North Shore's
community of learners. Furthermore, the department is committed to the Shared Valued Outcomes (SVO)
and utilizes its resources so that disabled students of the community have the opportunity to actualize as
committed individuals, collaborators, innovators, problem solvers, communicators, and thinkers. The
North Shore Special Education Department offers a range of quality instructional supports, and services
designed to meet the individual needs of students while providing meaningful access, participation and
progress in the general curriculum.
The departmental goals for the 2022-2023 school year actively promote the advancement of the North
Shore Schools Strategic Plan's central tenets: Teaching and Learning, Equity for All Leamers, and
Social-Emotional Leaming. North Shore School's continuum of special education programs are
purposefully designed to provide diverse and innovative services to those students who present with
diverse leaming styles. In planning for the 2022-2023 school year, we will continue to evaluate North
Shore's continuum of special education programs and services, taking into consideration the complex
needs of our students, current programmatic strucfures, the recommendations from the Committee on
Special Education" and the potential future impact on staffing.The department has experienced a sharp
rise in requests for initial evaluations as well as an influx of students with disabilities moving to the
district over the course of the past two years due to the pandemic. This has resulted in an increase in the
number of classified students which ultimately impacted the need to expand our Integrated Co-teaching
(ICT) and Individualized Learning Class (ILC) programs district-wide.
The department strives to create special education program options with a clear purpose and
determination towards maximizing our students'learning potential in the least restrictive classroom
setting. Moreovet, students of varying grade levels were afforded the opportunity to be educated in a
range of settings that may have incorporated a combination of resource room, specially designed reading
instructiory specialized instructional services, integrated co-teaching (ICT), and special class (ILC)

programs.
The North Shore Special Education Department is committed to providing special education teachers,
related service providers and administrators with profound and engaging opportunities to grow their
craft and expand upon their professional learning so they may effectively support students who present
with a myriad of leaming challenges. During the202L-22 school year, the department re-established ICT
coaching for our elementary special education teachers with a focus on implementing a variety of
instructional co-teaching models that underscore the principles of Universal Design for Learning and
Explicit Instruction in their classrooms. Teachers and related services providers continued to build
capacity as it relates to creating systems for collecting and analyzing progress monitoring data.
Furthermore, this data continues to inform our instructional practices while assisting in the identification
of viable research-based intervention programs that will only serve to close those critical leaming gaps
students are still experiencing due to the continued impact of the pandemic. The North Shore Special
Education Department continues its work with the Assistant Superintendent for Instruction and the RTI
Task Force in the identification and implementation of appropriate Tier II and Tier III interventions in the
areas of reading, mathematics, and social-emotional development. The department has seen a significant
increase in referrals to the Committee on Special Education over the past two years. Therefore, it will be
vital that our work progresses forward to ensure we've established systems designed to accurately
identify those individuals who are not making adequate progress due to a lack of responsiveness to
intervention as opposed to the presence of an undiagnosed leaming disability.
The North Shore Special Education Department annually reviews students currently placed in BOCES,
approved private schools, residential schools and other public schools to determine the continued need
for such restrictive settings. The department remains committed to actively retuming students to
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programs within the district so they may be exposed to diverse and challenging academic experiences.
Participation in educational programs at North Shore Schools will undoubtedly strengthen a student's
social-emotional development and connection to their community while expanding their access to a
variety of district-based activities and social events that would most likely not be afforded to them in an
alternative setting. The building psychologists are assigned as the liaisons for our out of district students
and are responsible for conducting site visits, participating in CSE meetings, and communicating with
families. They work in conjunction with department administrators to evaluate the feasibility of retuming
individuals to district-based programs.
The department services approximately 436 school-age students between 5 and 21 years of age and 32
preschoolers between 3 and 5 years of age. Our school-age children can be recommended for a variety of
programs and supports that are closely aligned with New York State's Continuum of Special Education
Services and this may include integrated co-teaching resource room, consultant teacher services, special
class programs, transitional support services, specially designed reading instruction, and related services.
For preschool students, special education programs and supports typically encompass itinerant teacher
services, half or full day special class programs, integrated co-teaching services, and related services.
Pre-school and school age students can receive a range of related services that can include but are not
limited to speech/language therapy, occupational therapy, physical therapy, counseling, behavior
consultation, hearing services, mobility/ orientation training, and parent counseling.
The Committee on Special Education (CSE) may determine that certain students require extended school
year services in order to prevent substantial regression and to maintain those skills acquired during the
regular school year. The department is responsible for procuring these programs and services for a period
of six weeks during the months of July and August. Specific extended school year services vary
depending on the individual needs of the child and can range from related services to special class
programs. North Shore sfudents whose academic, social/emotional and or physical needs cannot be met
within our district programs may be recommended by the CSE for a state approved private school,
BOCES or residential school. The district currently has approximately 26 students attending these highly
specialized programs.

North Shore Schools is responsible for the initial identificatiory development of an Individualized
Education Service Plan (IESP), and the provision of special education services for children with
disabilities attending the Greenvale School. At present, the department provides programs and services to
approximately 38 students of which 34 are non-residents. These services typically include specialized
instructional services, speech/language therapy, counseling, and occupational therapy. In additiory the
department oversees the development and monitoring of Section 504 Plans district-wide. A Section 504
Plan often contains specific program modifications and or testing accommodations required to ensure a
sfudent with a disability is given equal access to the general education curriculum. Currently, there are
135 students receiving support under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act in grades K-12.
Special Education Staff Development (130-90-2L34): Special educatiory general education and teacher
assistants who provide instruction in our integrated co-teaching classes are typically afforded common
planning time for the purposes of jointly creating lessons, reviewing curriculum, and identifying both
short and long-range leaming goals. If there are not any common non-teaching periods available during
regular school hours, teachers can be compensated for planning time outside of the school day. An
individual working with a single co-teacher is entitled to three hours a month while those who may be
parbrered with two teachers (across different grade levels) can receive six hours a month.

Department Goals: North Shore's Special Education Department is committed to procuring andfacilitating
professional deoelopment opportunities for special education teachers, related seraice proaiders, psychologists and
social workers. Our staff members continue to apply best practices in the areas of progress monitoring,
implementing instructional models of co-teaching with Jidelity, and deaeloping comprehensiae Indioidualized
Education Plans. During the 2022-23 school year, the department wiII facilitate professional deaelopment
opportunities to support teachers to adaance data analysis skills that will bolster prescriptiae and practical
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instructional practices and performance analysis. Educators will utilize quantitatiae and qualitatiae data to identifu
learning loss issues, collaborate to prescribe interaentions that target gap-closing growth and progress, and select
and implement appropriate curricular tools and strategies to address indiaidual student needs. A diagnostic and
prescriptiue approach will be implemented to construct targeted interaention plans in special education and
specialized learning settings. This problem solaing model willbe utilized to address student indiaidual needs and
wiIIbe guidedby our RTI and IST teams in eachbuilding.
The department will explore a aariety of formal assessments and progress monitoring platforms to inform
instructional practices and the deaelopment of measurable IEP goals (AIMS Web, DIBELS,Feifer Assessment of
ReadinglMathematicslWritten Expression (FAR),KTEA, WIAT-V). The continued eaaluation of aiable assistiae

will

students with disabilities have equal access to the general education
be further pursued
through the lens of a UDL framework that includes project and authentic based assessments. There appears to be an
increase in the number of students diagnosed with disabilities in reading throughout the district and therefore the
department continues to eaaluate a aariety of research-based interaentions. Moreoaer, we will identifu appropriate
curricular tools, strategies, and research-based programs for reading comprehension, decoding and the deaelopment
of metacognition skills (Keys to Literacy, Orton-Gillinghnm, Wilson Reading, SRA Reading,
Visualizing-Verbalizing, Cognition in the Content).
technology

be explored to ensure

curriculum and consistent opportunities to engage in rigorous courses of study. This will

Special Education Home Teaching (150-90-2L3L): At various times during the school year, it may be
necessary for special education students to receive interim home instruction due to reasons related to an
unexpected medical or psychological condition. In additiorg students may be in need of home teaching
pending placement in a more supportive educational environment such as BOCES or an approved
private day school. The department will often seek to place North Shore teachers in these assignments. In
doing so, this aligns the quality of homebound instructional supports and services with North Shore's
values and goals.
Special Education Teachers (150-90-2L6L): The North Shore Special Education Department currently
maintains a staff of sixty-one professionals, which includes special education teachers, speechflanguage
pathologists and occupational therapists. In additiory there are seven full-time school psychologists and
eight social workers district-wide. Staff members provide programs, supports and related services for
approximately 436 classified students across five buildings. Students receive varying degrees of support
based on their unique needs as outlined in their Individualized Education Plan (iEP). Teachers can
provide instruction along our continuum of special education services that encompasses €u1 integrated
co-teaching program (ICT), special class (ILC or Life Skills), resource room, consultant teacher services,
and declassification support services. Our speechflanguage pathologists, occupational therapists,
psychologist and social workers are responsible for delivering a myriad of related services on either an
individual, group or consultative basis contingent upon the mandates of a particular student's IEP.

Department Goals:

The department is committed to the continuous eaaluation of our current scope of special
education programs and seraices to educqte students with increasingly diverse and unique learning profiIes.
The department closely analyzes projected enrollment numbers annually to determine the number of ICT and ILC
sections required in each elementary and secondary building. Throughout the planning process, careful
consideration is giuen to the importance of maintaining students in their home schools. A thorough analysis of our
current stffing is conducted to establish the need for additional special education teachers. Stffing determinations
will be based on teacher recommendations made at our annual student articulation meetings taking into account
NySED's guidance requiring that the CSE consider the overall size of the class enrollment specific to the ratio of
students with disabilities to that of nondisabled students. The district's special class options such as our ILC
(lndiaidualized Learning Class) programprooide a dynamic learning enaironment for those students who benefit
greatly from specialized instruction in a setting with a smaller student to teacher ratio. The department's
fundamental goal is to fully prepare students to re-enter the regular education classroom or a less restrictiae
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learning enaironment based on measurable progress. lt should be noted that the transition of our elementary ILC
program from Glenwood Landing to Sea CIiff will be completed in the 2022-2023 school year.
The Committee on Special Education will continue to work in conjunction with the department to create flexible
programming options that allow students to be educated in the least restrictiae enaironment alongside their
non-disabled peers when deemed appropriate. This may encompass a combination of programs and seraices that
ffird individuals an opportunity to receiae direct instruction across multiple settings (lCT and ILC) based on their
unique indiaidual needs. To that end, students with disabilities in our ILC classes districtwide continue to make
significant gains resulting in programmatic shifts to integrated co-teaching classes, resource room programs, or
regular education classes with related seruices. ln a concerted ffirt to ensure lDe are proaiding rich and diaerse
programmatic options for our students, the director is currently working in conjunction with a commiftee of
teachers and related seruice proaiders to eaaluate our current continuum of seraices. The department anticipates the
continued expansion of the ILC program at North Shore High School and is proposing a .4 teacher increase for the
2022-2023 school year. In addition, we are closely analyzing our elementary ICT sections to determine if a potential
L.0 increase in teaching staff will be needed at Glen Head .

Special Education Teaching Assistants (151-90-4174): The North Shore Special Education Department
utilizes thirteen teacher assistants in various roles throughout the district. Teacher assistants are a
programmatic component of our ILC special classes on both the elementary and secondary level. In this
setting, they are responsible for reinforcing and or supporting the instruction of the special education
teacher. Typically, the ILC classes educate students with pervasive leaming needs that will often manifest
itself further in delays related to speechflanguage processing, behavior, and social/emotional functioning.
The Committee on Special Education may also recommend a teaching assistant for the purposes of
supporting students in the general education classroom. They will often assist the student in successfully
accessing the core curriculum in addition to implementing specific program modifications, testing
accommodations, and augmenting skills related to organization and materials management.
Special Education Teacher Aides (160-90-4L74): The North Shore School District currently employs
fiffy-six teacher aides district wide. Their roles and responsibilities vary greatly depending on the needs
of a particular program or students they serve. With that, they may be assigned to support students in
our ILC classes during both the instructional blocks or those designated times when individuals are
integrated with their typical peers for special areas (PE, Music, and Art), cycle courses and enrichment
classes such as FLES or STEAM. Teacher aides can play a vital role in facilitating a meaningful
mainstreaming experience for children that will not only benefit them academically, but socially as well.
A sfudent in a general education classroom may require an aide to monitor behavior, implement a formal
behavior plan and/or address areas related to executive function that focus primarily on
attention/concentratiorq off-task behavior, impulsivity and organization. Each child in our Life Skills
Program is assigned a teacher aide for the purposes of building level integration as well as to assist in
activities of daily living, travel training, and accessing community-based resources. It should be further
noted that these aides will often work with our sfudents at various intemship experiences or employment
sites during the regular school day.
The department currently has health aides assigned to students with significant medical conditions that
include severe food and environmental allergies, seizure disorders, Type II Diabetes, vision loss, and
deafness. In an effort to assure compliance with the mandates of a child's IEP or 504 Plan for the entirety
of the school day, the district utilizes several rotating aides to cover lunch breaks and absences. A large
number of our IEP and 504 students at both the middle and high school level are entitled to testing
accommodations for the administration of local and state examinations. There are established testing
centers in each building, which are often overseen by designated testing aides.

Many of our special needs students require some degree of support outside of their regular school day.
This is often in those cases when individuals express an interest in participating in an after-school event
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such as a club, dance, concert, sports team, or extended field trip. Such assistance allows some of our
most disabled students the opportunity to take part in a full range of school-based activities. In addition,
some of our students are recommended for home-based support to work on adaptive living skills and/or
to reinforce those concepts addressed during the school day. When deemed appropriate, the department
will designate aides to this role.

Special Education Home Teaching Aides (160-90): Individuals with significant disabilities who are
placed on short-term home instruction due to an unforeseen medical or psychological condition may
require the additional support of a special education teaching aide during that period.
Special Education Nurse-Chaperone (161-90-47761: Students with moderate to significant medical needs
may require a nurse to accompany them on school-sponsored events or when being transported to and
from school. Such health issues can include a serious respiratory conditiorL seizure disorders, and Type II
Diabetes. These educationally based field trips can vary in length and often take place in neighboring
communities or various geographical points throughout Long Island New York City and Upstate New
York.

DW-Special Education Equipment (200-90): Throughout the course of the schoolyeaq the department
based on the recommendations of the
Committee on Special Education. This may require the acquisition of FM amplification systems, adaptive
keyboards, slant boards, weighted vests, standing desks, books in audio format, visual modifications, text
to speech software/ and augmentative communication devices.

will need to purchase specialized equipment for students

Special Education-Psychiatric Evaluation PsychologicaVNeuropsychologicaVConsultation
(401-901407-90): The Committee on Special Education (CSE) typically considers psychiatric evaluations
when a student exhibits extreme social/emotional and/or behavioral distress that impacts their ability to
make progress in the school environment. Throughout the course of the schoolyear, the district may also
be responsible for conducting a psychiatric evaluation as part of a program review for a previously
classified student or for the purposes of determining initial eligibility for special education services. The
evaluation process often consists of a comprehensive battery of tests, interviews with the parents, an
observation of the child in the school or home environment, and participation by the psychiatrist in a
school based team meeting or formal CSE. The Committee on Special Education may determine a need to
complete an independent psychological or neuropsychological evaluation to supplement a district-based
assessment. Conversely, an outside evaluation may be further required if the district is unfamiliar with or
has not been trained on the administration of a highly specialized battery of recommended assessments.
Special Education -Home Teaching (402-90): The department may need to contract with an outside
agency to provide home based teaching for a specific subject area(s) if in fact, a North Shore teacher is
unavailable.
Special Education-Occupational and Physical Therapy (403-90): Occupational therapy is provided to
students who demonstrate deficits in visual-spatial and visual-motor development. This may encompass
developing fine motor skills related to writing, cutting with scissors, keyboarding, activities of daily
living (buttoning/zipping/tying shoes), and sensory integration. The district currently has three full-time
occupational therapists providing services in our three elementary schools. For those individuals
requiring occupational therapy at our middle school and high school, the department contracts with an
outside agency to assure that the mandates of each student's Individualized Education Plan (IEP) are met.
Physical therapy is recommended for those students who display a significant delay in gross motor
development that substantially affects their ability to navigate their school environment safely. A physical
therapist may support individuals in enhancing gross motor skills related to balance, posture/ kicking,
catching, negotiating stairs, in addition to actively participating in all aspects of what might be
considered the "physical" school day (PE class, recess). The department currently employs contractually
based providers to meet the needs of this population throughout the district.
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Special Education-Miscellaneous Therapy (404-90): Special education students can receive a variety of
programs and related services as per their Individualized Education Plans. These services can include but
are not limited to the following: speech/language therapy, specialized reading services, physical therapy,
behavior consultation, hearing services, vision services, parent training, and home program. When the
department is unable to fulfill the needs with district-based staff, these services are typically assigned to
outside providers. The district currently maintains 5 full-time speech/language therapists on the
elementary level and 3 at our secondary schools. Furthermore, the department has four contractually
based behavior consultants who provide direct support to students, teachers, building administrators and
parents throughout the district. As a potential result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the buildings continue
to report a significant need for behavioral consultation services. Thereforg additional funding for these
supports will be allocated through the IDEA 5lL Grant to support our students, families, and staff.
Some sfudents with severe cognitive, social, and academic needs require a continuation of services
beyond their regular school day and therefore could receive home based support by either a special
education teacher, speech/language therapist or paraprofessional. It should be further noted that due to
the extensive course and credit requirements, it may be necessary for some of our high school students to
have their mandated related services provided before or after school. Those students with identified
hearing impairments, auditory processing disorders or visual disabilities will at times require the
provision of a specialist. For that reason, these services are typically assigned to an independent
contractor, private agency or BOCES staff.

Special Education-S04 Plan Equipment Support (405-90): Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act is a
component of the federal civil rights law prohibiting the discrimination of students with disabilities in
public schools. A sfudent's 504 Plan may recommend specific accommodations and or modifications for
the sole purpose of providing that individual with equal access to the general education curriculum. This
may require the district to purchase specialized equipment such as an FM amplification system,
specialized keyboard for typing, and a mobility scooter for safe travel throughout the buildings, enlarged
print materials, augmentative communication devices, and specific software or technology for students

with significant visual impairments.
Special Education-Transition Plan (406-90): Typically, during their junior and senior years/ special
education students work in conjunction with their teachers and building psychologists to develop a
transition plan and post-secondary goals for life after high school. The district may have representatives
from the Office for People with Developmental Disabilities (OPWDD), ACCESS-VR or career specialists
work with students for the purposes of exploring employment opporfunities, conducting interest
inventories, reviewing disability benefits, and completing vocational assessments. Furthermore, as the
potential post-secondary options for students with moderate and severe disabilities continues to
diversify, we will work to bolster and expand their work-based leaming opportunities as we prepare our
students for unique and challenging career pathways.
Special Education Postage (408-90): The special education office sends out a substantial number of
mailings throughout the course of the school year. These mailings can includg CSE meeting invitations,
IEP progress reports, prior written notice for evaluations/re-evaluations, updated IEPs, consent for initial
services, IEP amendments, case manager notification and periodic correspondence with BOCES and other
private institutions for our students placed outside of the district.
the aolume of paper mailings, the department will explore additional training and
implementation of the electronic document repository and collaboration portal for the distribution of lEPs, progress
reports, IEP amendments, and CSE meeting inaitations.

Department Goals: To reduce

Special Education-Facilities Visit (4L0-90): Students who are placed in out-of-district day programs or
residential schools remain closely connected to the district. The department ensures that student progress
is consistently monitored through the scheduling of site visits to these various locations during the school
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year. The site visit team will meet (either in-person or remotely) with both students and staff to review
potential academic grow*r, progress related to IEP mandates, and advancement towards meeting their
specific diploma requirements. These visits are also an opportunity for the department to evaluate the
appropriateness of transitioning students back to their home schools within the district.
Special Education IEP Software Contract (412-90'): The department utilizes Frontline Education software
for the creation and development of both IEP and 504 documents. This software plays a vital role in
tracking and monitoring district compliance with state mandated timelines, specific aspects of annual
state reporting relevant to our classified student populatiory district-wide/intemal data collection,
progress monitoring, and the generating of various letters or reports (as described in budget line 408-90).
This software is additionally used by our three elementary buildings to track progress data in relation to
those sfudents currently receiving RTI (Responsiveness to Intervention) supports and services. The
district will continue to acquire these data management systems through the BOCES (CO-SER) in the
2022-2023 school year.

Department Goals:

The department will continue to conduct annual training for all special education
administrators, CSEI CPSE Chnirpersons, and office clerical as it relates to the maintenance and or creation of IEP
based programslseraices reports as well as the submission of mandated special educntion state reports. These
trainings will focus on the integration of student data in IEP Direct with our student management system (Infinite

Campus).

Special Education-Trips & Conferences (413'90): The members of the department including teachers,
related service providers, psychologists, social workers and administrators actively research and pursue
opportunities for professional development and training throughout the course of the school year.
Special Education-Subscriptions & Memberships (415-90): The North Shore Special Education
Department maintains membership in various organizations such as LIASEA (Long Island Association of
Special Education Administrators) and the Tri-State Consortium. For the purposes of keeping current
with the most up to date research-based intervention strategies and potential changes to state regulations
and special education case law, the department subscribes to such periodicals as Council for Exceptional
Children,lournal of Special Education Leadership, and Special Education

Lazo

Monthly.

Special Education -Impartial Hearings (417-9012 When the district and the parent of a student with a
disability are not in agreement with the recommendations of the CSE, both parties have a right to due
process. The department allocates funds for impending legal services if a mutually agreeable resolution
cannot be reached during the mediation process.
Special Education-Maintenance (419-90): The department allocates funds to be applied towards a
mandatory maintenance fee for those students attending residential schools. Such funds are primarily
used to support any necessary repairs and general upkeep of the residence halls and dormitories.
Special Education Private Schools: Misc. Services Green Vale School (420-90): As the district of
locatiory North Shore Schools is responsible for the initial identification (Child Find), development of an
IESP (Individualized Education Service Plan), and the provision of special education services for children
with disabilities attending non-public schools located within the district's boundaries. The Green Vale
School is located within the North Shore School Disttict. At present, the department provides special
education services to approximately thirty-eight students. These services typically include resource room
services, speechfianguage therapy, counseling, and occupational therapy. A large percentage of these
students reside in neighboring school districts including Manhasset, Levittowr; East Willistory Roslyn,
Glen Cove, Jericho, Port Washington, and Locust Valley. The district in which the child resides will be
responsible for reimbursing North Shore for costs associated with Child Find, conducting evaluations,
chairing CSE meetings, and any additional administrative tasks associated with this process.
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Special Education Services for North Shore Students Attending Private & Parochial Schools (42L-90):
Each year, a varying number of North Shore students attend private or parochial schools located in school
districts across Long Island. The department allocates funds for the potential cost of special education
services for those classified students (billed by the identified district of location).
Special Education Supplies (450-1.0-20-30-40-50): Special education teachers and related service
providers can purchase educationally based materials and supplies for their classrooms to enhance the
learning environment or to meet the unique need(s) of a specific student or group of students.

DW-Special Education Supplies (450-90): The North Shore Special Education Department allocates
funds for the purchase of supplies for special education teachers, psychologists, speech[anguage
therapists, occupational therapists and social workers. This will often be used for assessment batteries,
testing protocols, sensory integration materials, instructionally based manipulatives, and books related to
specific areas of professional development or intervention practices.
Special Education Private (470-9Ol & BOCES Tuition (490-l307lz For those students whose academig
sociaVemotional and or physical needs cannot be met within our district-based programs, the CSE will
recommend an appropriate state approved private day, BOCES or residential school. These students often
require a wide range of services consisting of intensive individual or group counseling, psychiatric
consultatiory a building-wide behavioral intervention system, access to assistive-augmentative
communication, daily instruction in activities related to functional living skills and community
integration. The department evaluates each student's placement annually to determine whether a
particular program continues to be a suitable educational setting. Furthermore, the CSE will work in
conjunction with the private school or BOCES staff in an effort to bring students back to our district based
programs when deemed appropriate. There are approximately eighteen North Shore students placed in
approved private day or BOCES programs at present. In additioru BOCES provides Itinerant Vision
Services to three students enrolled at Sea Cliff Elementary School, North Shore Middle School, and North
Shore High School.
We currently have students attending several different BOCES programs including The Children's
Readiness Center, Rosemary Kennedy School, Center for Community Adjustment, and Carman Road
School. Each school provides a unique scope and sequence of programs and services for individuals who
present with a wide range of leaming challenges. Moreover, such programs focus on students whose
disability impacts one or more of the following areas of development: cognitive, physical, behavioraf and
social/emotional functioning. Private day programs such as Harmony Heights, United Cerebral Palsy
Association (UCP), Brookville Center for Children's Services, Tiegerman School, Hagedom Village School

and Variety Children s Learning Center provide our students with a similar array of programmatic
supports in classrooms that have reduced pupil to teacher ratios.

A smaller population of our students, due to the nature of their disability, require a highly intensive
residential treatment program. These special education schools provide twenty-four-hour support to our
students focusing primarily on helping them to develop essential educational, emotional, and social
skills. For students who have multiple disabilities often associated with significant delays in cognitive
functioning, language/communicatiorg and adaptive behavior; there are specialized residential programs
designed to prepare them for the transition to community based supportive living environments and
gainful employment.
Special Education Tuition Other Public District (471-901: Students who require a unique or more
intensive arcay of supports and services than those currently offered in North Shore may be appropriate
for placement in a program offered by a neighboring school district. Oftentimes, based on an increasing
need, a district may create a program for a specific population of special education students. These
programs allow our students to continue to be educated in a traditional school setting with opportunities
for mainstreaming or integration with their general education peers. For the 2021.-22 school year/ we
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have students attending programs in the Oyster-Bay East Norwich, Roslyn, and Great Neck School

Districts.

Department Goals:
The department eaaluates students in out-of-district placements annually through scheduled site aisits and ongoing
communication with school staf. A comprehensioe reaiew of each student's level of need and current rate of progress
is conducted to determine the likelihood of returning to district for the current or upcoming year. We will continue
to reuiew the feasibility of transitioning students back to their home schools from out-of-district placements taking
into account such aariables as their unique learning needs and length of time in their current program. The
successful expansion of our ILC programs oaer the past two years has positiaely impacted the department's capacity
to ffictiaely educate some of our most complex learners within district-based programs. North Shore's scope of
seraices is continuously eoaluated to ensure that our current program ffirings are meeting the multifaceted
learning needs of indiaiduals with disabilities.

St. Christopher Private (470-96) and BOCES Tuition (96-1307lz The North Shore School District is
responsible for the education of school-aged children placed at the St. Christopher Ottillie (SCO)
Residential Facility located within the district's geographical boundaries. There are currently four (4)
residents enrolled in various BOCES programs and one student attending UCP.

Chapter 4201 Schools (950-0000) & Chapter T2L Residential Schools (47L-96-000): These state supported
schools are designated for children who are deaf or may have a visual impairment, orthopedic
impairment or multiple disabilities. The department does not have any students currently placed in these
programs.
Psychologists Summer Work (15l-90-6121) & Supplies (450-90): The building psychologists may be
required to work during the months of july and August for the purposes of conducting initial
evaluations, completing re-evaluation testing, participating in CSE and 504 meetings and finalizing IEP or
504 documents.

Social Workers Supplies (450-90) & Other Expenses (400-90): Throughout the course of the schoolyear,
social workers may need to purchase various supplies to support their work with sfudents and staff.
These materials may be required for group/individual counseling sessions or building-wide initiatives
connected to such topics as sociaVemotional leaming, drug/alcohol prevention, bullying, crisis
intervention, and social skills training.
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Technology - 2022-2023
Budget Codes

Budget

Description

Pages

2021-22

2022-23

Approved Budget

Proposed Budget

Audio Visual
2670-201,-40

32

MS-Computer and Audio Visual
Equipment

9,000.00

9,000.00

2610-201-50

32

HS-Computer and Audio Visual
Equipment

9,000.00

9,000.00

2610-400-s0

32

HS-AV Contracted Services

0

10,000.00

26L0-401,-90

32

AV-Audio Visual Software

L1,000.00

11.,000.00

District-wide
2610-451,-10

32

Glen Head-AV Supplies

1,150.00

1,150.00

2610-451,-20

32

Glenwood Landing-AV

1,150.00

1,150.00

1,150.00

1,150.00

Supplies

Cliff-AV Supplies

2610-451,-30

32

Sea

261.0-451-40

32

Middle School-AV Supplies

2,450.00

2,450.00

261"0-451,-50

33

High School-AV Supplies

5,350.00

5,350.00

261.0-460-90

JJ

Districtwide AV Software

2,000.00

6,000.00

2610-490-90

33

Districtwide
BOCES AV Support

12000.00

12000.00

59,250.00

73,250.00

A.V. Sub Total

Inforrration
Technology
2630-150-99-51,61

34

Director Computer Technology

190,642.00

193,415.00

2630-1,60-90-31,61

34

Computer Technicians / District
Data Coordinator

778,674.00

778,687.00

2630-1.6't-00

34

Technology Office Clerical

64,158.00

68,995.00
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2630-1.67-(10-50)

34

Computer Aides

2630-20r-10

34

Glen Head-Computer

153,895.40

157,434.40

3&600.00

38,600.00

38,600.00

3&600.00

3&600.00

3&600.00

Equipment
2630-20r-20

34

Glenwood Landing-Computer
Equipment

2630-201-30

34

Sea

2630-201,-40

34

Middle School-Computer
Equipment

41,000.00

41,000.00

2630-201,-50

34

High School-Computer
Equipment

43,800.00

43,800.00

2630-201,-90

34

District Wide Computer
Equipment

40,000.00

40000.00

2630-400-90

35

Computer Service Equipment

778,565.00

L7'1,,796.00

2630-450-10

35

Glen Head-General Computer
Supplies

17,200.00

17,200.00

2630-450-20

35

Glenwood Landing-General
Computer Supplies

17,200.00

17,200.00

2630-450-30

35

Sea Cliff-General Computer

17,200.00

17,200.00

Cliff-Computer Equipment

Supplies
2630-4s0-40

35

Middle School-General
Computer Supplies

18,000.00

1.8,000.00

2630-450-50

36

High School-General Computer

18,000.00

18 000.00

11000.00

15,000.00

Supplies
2630-450-90

36

District Computer Supplies

2630-460-10

36

Glen Head Computer Software

3,000.00

3,000.00

2630-460-20

36

Glenwood Landing Computer

3,000.00

3,000.00

3,000.00

3,000.00

13,064.00

13,064.00

Software

Cliff Computer Software

2630-46010

36

Sea

2630-460-40

36

Middle School Computer
Software
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2630-460-50

36

High School Computer Software

10,000.00

1O000.00

2630-460-90

36

Districtwide Computer

'J,4,319.00

1,4,3L9.00

Software
2630-460-98

36

Greenvale School Computer
Software

2000.00

2000.00

2630-490-90

36

Technology BOCES Services

667,501.00

707,404.60

L,830,018.40

1,874,315.00

I.T. Sub Total
Data/Voice
Services
1,620-474-00

10

Voice and Data

20,592.00

29,880.00

1,620-490-90

10

WAN Lease

89,535.00

89,535.00

1.620-490-90

10

BOTIE Voice and Data

64,291,.77

64,29'1,.77

1,620-490-90

10

Lightpath Stand-Alone Voice

7,L94.00

7,'1,94.00

1620-490-90

10

Voice Maintenance and Support

2'1,,345.27

29,000.00

202,958.04

219,900.77

2,092,226.44

2,167,465.77

D/V Sub Total
TOTAL

Technology - Executive Summary
The Technology Department staffing includes the Director of Technology, four technology aides, one
secretary, and five computer technicians. Nassau BOCES provides Advanced Engineering Services as a
2417level of support for the district's network and IT services as well as other state mandated services
such as Ed Law 2-d compliance enforcement/review, shared district data coordination for state reporting

and testing requirements, and creating consortium licensing pools such as Microsoft and Adobe to help
Nassau district reduce procurement costs. The budget also includes security improvement plans.
Classroom technology such as interactive flat panels and student devices are being regularly upgraded in
rolling cycles in an effort to maximize the utilization of each device's life expectancy without
compromising on the learning experience of students. Significant work is also being done customizing the
new student information system to the districfls need to address cost savings by
consolidating/eliminating redundant services, automating manual processes, and converting paper-based
procedures to online/paperless self-service forms.
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3-Year Anticipated Technology Budget Roadmap

2022-2023:
Finish replacing aging first-generation Chromebooks on an as-needed rolling basis
Finish the migration of all student data to cloud-only storage
Begin deployment of Network Access Controls to monitor the connections of all wired and wireless
devices on the districfs network
Begin the migration of all staff data to cloud-only storage
Begin the migration of district's entire on-premises server farm to cloud hosting

Continue Classlink single-sign on and OneRoster implementation for secondary grade levels
Expand enforcement of Ed Law 2d Part121. regulations

Continue comprehensive upgrade of all legary network switching equipment remaining at Sea Cliff
Elementary and Central Office
Finish phase 1 bond work installation of new interactive flat panels in reconstructed spaces
Start phase 2 bond work installation of new interactive flat panels in reconstructed spaces

Install redundant firewall in the High School NOC to eliminate the first single point of failure in the
District's network
Continue rolling upgrades of all smartboards to next-generation interactive flat panel displays as older
smartboards warrant replacement
Continue to improve on post-conversion items for Infinite Campus as feedback from faculty and staff is
collected (transcripts, schedules, attendance, parent portal, data integrations, etc)
Implement and deploy online registration platform for Infinite Campus for class of 2023
Provide additional faculty and staff trainings on Infinite Campus based on usage pattems and direct
feedback

2023-2024:
Finish the migration of all staff data to cloud-only storage
Finish comprehensive upgrade of all legary network switching equipment remaining at Sea
Elementary and Central Office

Cliff
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Finish the migration of district's entire on-premises server farm to cloud hosting
Begin the process of decentralizing all buildings' local WAN connections from the High School by
installing a dedicated firewall at each location

Install redundant core router in the High School NOC
Finish Classlink single-sign on and OneRoster implementation for secondary grade levels
Assess the need to increase data circuits from 1 to 2 GBPS to support live streaming and remote leaming
due to the potential of future COVID surges

Continue the annual training of faculty and staff on responsibilities of adhering to Ed Law 2dPart12L
regulations
Continue rolling upgrades of all smartboards to next-generation interactive flat panel displays as older
smartboards warrant replacement
Start to replace aging second-generation Chromebooks on an as-needed rolling basis

Continue to fine-fune Network Access Controls to monitor the connections of all wired and wireless
devices on the districfs network

Finish phase

2

bond work installation of new interactive flat panels in reconstructed spaces

2024-2025:
Expand BoTIE WAN to co-located building (pending completion of BOCES buildout)
Eliminate district WAN (pending completion of building and data decentralization)
Finish replacing aging second-generation Chromebooks on an as-needed rolling basis
Finish replacing aging second-generation Chromebooks on an as-needed rolling basis
Install redundant distribution layer in the High School NOC

Technology Budget - Extended Narrative
2510 Codes
261,0.201..xx (AV Equipment): We are continuing our rolling upgrades to our Mac labs at the secondary
level. Teachers and students in various departments such as Fine & Performing Arts, EL& Technology,
and Humanities have come to depend almost exclusively on the particular characteristics and abilities of
media creation with Apple software.
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2610.401.50 (AV Contracted Services): The increasing complexity of livestreaming

in-person/remote/hybrid Board Meetings, volunteer committees, and other significant building events has
necessitated the use of a contracted AV specialist to support them as needed.

2610.401,.90 (AV Subscriptions): In past years, the buildings scheduled a number of distance learning
opportunities for students. These opportunities have included discussions or virtual field trips with
authors, scientists, historians, anthropologists, world language exchanges, museums, etc. The global pivot
to remote instruction due to COVID has dramatically increased the need for these subscriptions, but cost
increases to this code have been offset by other departments.

2610.45'l..xx (AV Supplies): Items purchased in these codes are typically in support of facilitating
media-related pursuits (ex: video and/or audio recording/broadcasting/playback), ENL and special
education-specific programs that require audio response, and material support of faculty and staff
phones. Support of both slmchronous and aslmchronous leaming from classrooms due to COVID will
also depend on this and other related supply codes.

2610.460.90 (AV Software): In nearly all cases the district has standardized on Google Meets as the video
conferencing platform for instructional purposes, but we are using a few Zoom pro licenses for external
elementary distance learning opportunities. Most non-k12 entities have settled on Zoom as their preferred
platform. We are also upgrading our license to support extremely large meetings for building-wide
events that may include both faculty and parents.

2610.490.90 (BOCES AV Support): EdComm is a specialized hardware repair and installation service that
we are using more frequently to install, remove, or service many of our large, costly, or unique items that
cannot be attended by our in-house technicians (smartboards/IFP's, plotters, large-capacity and 3D
printers, etc).

2630 Codes
2630.'J.60.90.3161 (Computer Technicians): Includes 1 FTE network technician I (services all elementary
schools), L FTE network technician II (services all district-wide buildings and special projects).

2630.167.00 (Computer Aides): Includes 5 FTE tech lab aides (L each at Glen Head/Glenwood Landing/Sea
Cliff,2 at the High School). Tech lab aides act as our first line of intake and response for all issues related
to technology in each building and are a critical component of our support structure.

2630 .201,.xx (E quipment)

o

o

Desktop Computers: We regularly upgrade as many classroom and office computers as
budgetarily possible on a rycle of about 25 per building per year. We have been able to yield an
average life expectancy of about 5 years from our computers, and in some cases tp to 7 years.
Desktop computers are the most consistently used technology in our district and are an integral
tool of the teaching and leaming process in every classroom when paired with a smartboard or
interactive flat panel (IFP).
SmartboardsAFPs: Due to the significant historical costs expended on all existing smartboards
and the modular design of older models, we typically only replace or upgrade them as they fail
or are showing signs of imminent failure. IFP's are considered only when both the projector and
display components have failed, or when a brand-new instructional space with no existing
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o

o

smartboard is designated. We are anticipating an increasing number of these types of failures, as
many of our smartboards are well over 10 years old.
Redundant Switching Power Supplies: In recent years there has been a significant increased need
to maintain power over ethemet to networked devices on a2417 basis. Our current power
conditions in each data closet varies from space to space in each building. We are standardizing
on a single switdring architecture and power capacity for each location moving forward.
Network Switch Upgrades: We are continuing to focus on upgrading our entire wired
infrastructure in all buildings. This has become an especially critical need in response to our
increased reliance on K-12 Chromebooks, our increased counts of security devices such as
cameras/PA's/phones in all classrooms, and improving live streaming capabilities due to COVID.

2630.400.90 (Technology Services)

o
o

o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Aruba Wireless: Wireless maintenance and support has become a necessary annual cost to budget
for. As described above, our wireless network has become a critical component in support of
leaming both inside and outside of our buildings as a result of COVID.
Chrome Management/Chromebooks/Google Enterprise: The district is a fully 1:1. student to
Chromebook distribution for K-12. We are on a rolling schedule of staggering Chromebook
replacements informed by age and need of the device. Chrome management licenses are one-time
purchases for each grade that we roll out which every district must make in order to use
Chromebooks. Use of Google's G-Suite Enterprise services with Chromebooks have become an
essential addition for enriching both in-person and remote leaming via Meets by offering
enhanced controls to the teacher and student.
Linewize: We have merged our desktop and mobile filters into one service in an effort to simplify
management and monitoring of all student and staff devices. Linewize allows us to remotely
manage and monitor students' Chromebook use, which helps to keep students on task in class
and at home.
JAMF Pro: The iPads are exclusively used in lower-grade elementary shared spaces and other
specific situations related to studeni IEP requirem"it". Ont mobile device management system is
used to manage the iPads remotely so teachers and students are using their time on instruction
and leaming rather than maintaining Apple ID's or coordinating app installs. We have also
begun using JAMF to centrally support and manage our district mac computers.
Email Archiving: We have onsite email archiving through our appliance with access up to 7 years
of past data in accordance with NYSED's electronic records retention requirement.
Onsite Backups: We are using a non-Microsoft architecture for our onsite backups.
Offsite Backups: We host our offsite backups.
Printer Management We use a service thai helps manage the deployment of network printers
and copiers. We are also collecting data on the District's toner usage in an effort to identify
patterns in times and locations of high usage with a goal to reduce cost in these areas.
Sanako Support: The World Language Lab has Sanako software and equipment for use in daily
instruction and annual state and local assessments. The software supports students' growth and
fluency of world languages. Support costs are budgeted by Technology, and maintenance is
budgeted by the World Language department.
Switch Maintenance and Support: As we complete our full replacement and upgrade of our
legacy switches, our newer switches will require a subscription for regular maintenance and
support. This service is prioritized for our core routers in the NOC and each buildings'
distribution switches in an effort to control costs.
Bond Work: Phase 2 of the bond work will require a one-time cost associated with a number of
new interactive flat panels to be installed in spaces that are being either newly constructed or
reconstructed.
Classlink: This is a single sign-on service.
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2630.450.xx (Technology Supplies)

o
o

o

General Supplies: Items purchased in these codes are typically in support of facilitating either
instructional or non-instructional uses (ex: extending functionality of computers with
peripherals). Support of both slmchronous and asynchronous leaming from classrooms due to
COVID will also depend on this and other related supply codes.
Printer Toner: We have large capacity shared printers throughout the district in centralized areas
such as computer labs, offices, and teacher workspaces. We also have smaller printers in nearly
every classroom for teachers to quickly run off smaller print jobs. Although printing may be a
point of convenience for mobile devices, we are tryiog to instead encourage digital sharing as a
better alternative to control rising toner costs and paper waste.
Smartboard Bulbs: The majority of our smartboards are still projector-based and require
replacement bulbs every 2-3 years, depending upon usage patterns of the teachers in each
particular room. As we transition from projector-based smartboards to IFP's, this cost will

eventually be eliminated.

2630.460.xx (Technology Software)

o

o
o

General Lrstructional Software: We have folded the cost of a number of redundant software titles
into a more generalized category that allows us the flexibility to procure quickly in response to
instructional needs related to COVID. The potential for pivots to remote learning are still very
much a reality as our faculty requests new resources and tools to help further refine and improve
their practices.
BrainPop: The 3 elementary schools use this subscription service that provides instructional
content and exercises for a number of elementary subjects (SS, Math, Science, Music, ELA).
Adobe Creative Cloud: The high school fine and performing arts department currently has a
small subscription to essential Adobe services. The cost of a fulI district license is a constraining
factor but we do expect this to potentially expand in scope over the next few years to more
departments in a targeted fashion.

2630.490.90 (BOCES Services)

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o

NASTECH Membership: Grants access to a consortium of other Nassau County technology
directors. Members share best practices, ideas, resources, and strategies in support of
cost-effective technology use and integration in instruction.
CSDNET Technicians: 1 FTE junior technician (handles middle school).
TEK Systems: 1 FTE junior technician (handles high school).
BOCES Technician: The BOCES 1 FTE senior technician handles highJevel network and
programming projects.
Smart Notebook Site License: The district has standardized on Notebook software as one of the
primary tools of instructional delivery in classrooms. Notebook software has begun to develop
deeper integration capabilities with our incoming IFP's, which provides teachers with more
presentation capabilities when using both in combination during classroom instruction.
Shared Data Specialist Continued increases in state reporting complexities have required us at a
minimum to subscribe to advanced assistance from the BOCES data team. This has become an
essential tool in support of our districfls ability to annually report accurate data to the state for
public review.
Microsoft Consortium Licensing: A required annual subscription for nearly all licensing of server
and computer operating systems.
Cloud Hosted Monetary Commit: We will continue to increase our number of virtual servers and
user data in our cloud hosted service
Infinite Campus Licensing and Support A district's student information system is a core resource
that nearly every single educator and support personnel uses every day. Additionally, the local
availability of BOCES student services is invaluable in supporting the District in student
information system matters that are time-sensitive. The cost of licensing and support represents a
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a

a

a
o

combination of services that the student information system has integrated from other parts of
this budget code including mass communicatiorL online registration, online document hosting,
ongoing training for faculty and staff, and custom programming.
Data Privacy and Security/Shared DPO: BOCES has been developing these services to help
technology departments understand, respond to, and remain compliant with the requirements of
NYS data privacy laws. It has also expanded to support best practices and policies related to
digital security and threat assessments.
BOCES Advanced Engineering Services: Due to the complicated nature of modem networking
technologies and design, it is essential to have access to highJevel network and technology
support. Advanced Engineering Services is effectively an all-hours help desk for nearly any
network problem that we have (including nights and weekends). As an added benefit, because
they are a public entity they are non-partisan and non-conflicted in iheir recommendations of
technology products and services.
Discovery Education Streaming: The elementary schools use Discovery Streaming services as a
repository for educational videos. It offers a wide range of material across all content areas.
Offsite Backup

162019950 Codes

1.620.474.00 (Voice and Data): We have a primary 3 Gbps Intemet Service Provider data circuit in the High
School Network Operations Center. This may be further increased in future years in an effort to better

support the move to live streaming due to COVID.

L620.490.90 (BOCES Voice and Data): We have a suite of BoTIE data and voice services through BOCES in
the Sea Cliff NOC. This includes a 1 Gbps ISP voice and data circuit, a redundant stand-alone voice
service, and voice system maintenance and support. We also support our extemal wide area network
through BOCES. This may be further increased in future years in an effort to better support the move to
live streaming due to COVID.
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World Languages and ENL - 2022-2023
Budget Codes

Budget

Description

Pages

2020-400-95-0000

16

2020-450-95-0000

T7

Director of World Languages
and ENL- Other Expenses
Director of World Languages

2021-22

2022-23

Approved Budeet

Proposed Budget

604.00

604.00

250.00

250.00

78,621,.00

73,246.00

and ENL- Office Supplies
2110-400-95-0000

20

Other Expenses

2110-450-9s-0000

24

Instructional Supplies

8,676.00

B,783.00

2110-480-95-0000

25

Textbooks

5,366.00

5,790.00

2110-490-95-0000

26

Ellevation Software/Propio
Interpreter services

1,4,'1,07.50

16,635.00

107,624.50

1.05,308.00

Total

World Languages and ENL -Executive Summary
World Langua ges Department al " Why" Statement:
The Woild Languages department fosters the deaelopment of global citizens that are empathetic,
collaboratioe, respectful of self and others ns they contribute positiuely to the world
communities through their acceptance and unilerstanding of dffirent cultures and perspectiaes,

Our K-12 world language program strives to foster the development of globally minded and competent
citizens who are empowered with skills of communication, collaboration, critical thinking, problem
solving, innovation and cultural responsiveness. North Shore Schools'mission statement, strategic plan
and shared valued outcomes are at the core of the world languages and ENL learning experience.
Students are equipped with the skills to interact with cultural competence and understanding in order to
participate in multilingual communities at home and in our interconnected and interdependent world.
Students are actively engaged and take ownership in their leaming. They have agency on how they want
to demonstrate their knowledge and achievement in the language. Sfudents are empathetic, engaged, and
are able to apply their multicultural competence and critical perspectives. The study of world languages
enriches the attitudes, knowledge and skills that define global competence. Our graduating North Shore
students are not only college rcady, they are career and world ready!
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2110 - 400 -95 -000 - O th er

o

A2170 - 49 0 -95-000-

o
o
o

E xp ens

es

Bilingual Counseling

B O CE S

Ellevation
Propio (over the
phone)

Translations/
Interpreters

Meeting the social-emotional needs of all
students through the use of their native

Social-Emotional Leaming

language and being culturally sensitive
improves student engagement and academic
performances.

r efle

Collaborators

Equity for All Leamers

Platform that helps support educators target
instruction and maximize impact for our ELLs.
Collaborate on individual ELL instruction
plans and goals, monitor language acquisition
needs while excelling in the content area,
collaboration with all stakeholders to ensure
opportunities and success.

"

...r elationship skills and
ctia e, r esp on sible

de

cision

making within a nurturing

enoironment"

"..a culture of connection and
a sense ofbelonging are
foundations for a healtLty

school community"

Home-School partnership: bridging the
communication gap; ensuring that families
have access to school communication in the
language they best understand, fostering a
positive connection and promoting inclusivify
in the studenfs educational experience which
supports academic success and opportunities.
2LL0-400-95 -000-Other Expenses

o
o
o

Live Intemational
Video-Conferencing

Digital Portfolio
Personalized
Assessment

2110-480-95-000Textbooks

o

Readers: Variety of

themes/topics
2L1,0-450-95 -000- lnstr
Supplies

u

ctional

Communicatorsl Global Connections

Teaching and Leaming:

Student engagement inside and outside the
classroom through authentic connections:
Authentic conversations within real world
context with an intemational team. Students
are motivated to become lifelong leamers.

"..student aoice and ownership
of learning are fostered and
emp ower e d thr ou gh in dia idu al
choi ce,

a

ctia e en gagement, an d

purposeful challenge"

E-Portfolios centered on learner proficiency.
Elevate student choice and voice. Leamers are
empowered in their own leaming process
through goal setting and self reflection.
Evidence collection allows for experiences
outside the classroom to play a role in
assessment.

Leamers acquire language proficiency at
different rates. The assessment celebrates
language skills achievement while providing
guidance on how they can keep growing.
A point towards the Seal of Biliteracy
requirements may be awarded.
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World Languages and ENL - Narrative
World Langua ges Department al " Why" Statement:
The World Languages department fosters the deaelopment of global citizens that are empathetic, collaboratioe,
respectful of self and others as they contribute positiaely to the world communities through their acceptance and

understanding of dffirent cultures and perspectiaes.

Communicators: articulate thoughts, feelings, informntion and ideas in

a aariety of forms and contexts.

Committed Individuals: exhibit dispositions and "habits of mind" that lead to growth in self and concern for
others.

Our K-12 world language program strives to foster the development of globally-minded and competent
citizens who are empowered with skills of communicatiorL collaboration, critical thinking, problem
solving, innovation and cultural responsiveness. The implementation of the World Readiness Standards
for Language Learning and the SVOs graduates students that can communicate effectively in more than
one language in a variety of real-world situations and for multiple purposes. Students are equipped with
the skills to interact with cultural competence and understanding in order to participate in multilingual
communities at home and in our interconnected and interdependent world. The focus continues to be on
building proficiency in the target language using the interpretive, interpersonal, presentational, and
intercultural modes of communication. Proficiency is the ability to use culturally appropriate language to
communicate spontaneously in authentic real-world situations and non-rehearsed context. As the
students grow in the continuum of language proficiency and in our shared valued outcomes, they
become linguistically and culturally equipped to be successful world citizens. The resources and
technology move forward our vision of teaching and leaming of world languages and ENL for all
students.
Technology as a meerns to access informatiory record and self-reflect on performance continues to play a
role in language learning. The language laboratory provides authentic leaming opportunities where
students can experience global connections and gain meaningful cultural perspectives. It affords students
the opportunity to level up as they progress in their proficiency. Access to intemational real-world news
and real-time information is an integral part of the world language classroom that provides students with
choice of topic/themes as they assimilate their acquired knowledge. The use of the language lab
technology meets the needs of all leamers. Students take risks in a comfortable environment which
affords them the opportunity to grow in their individual proficiency levels. Conversations can take place
simultaneously through video-conferencing and break-out rooms. Self-recordings allow students the
opportunity to reflect on their skills and can also serve as an interpretive task for others.

Numerous apps and platforms continue to allow us to leverage technology in order to support language
learning in a standards-based, learner-focused environment that develops language proficiency through
engaging and authentic learning experiences.

with the opportunity to apply their language skills in a one-on-one
immersive experience with an intemational team of native speakers (offered in Spanish /French/Italian)
Students engage in authentic and cultural conversations while making connections with students from
around the world. This platform continues to foster growth in our leamers' interpersonal skills, build
confidence in using the language outside of the classroom, and expose them to diverse speaking styles
Boomalang provides our students
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and accents. Boomalang affords them a fresh and exciting way to experience real culfural exchanges while
pushing their language skills to the next level of proficiency. Students have expressed their excitement in
seeing how their language skills allowed them to interact and negotiate meaning in a spontaneous
conversation. Th"y felt proud to have had a successful exchange of information and ideas with a native
speaker of the language. Boomalareg motivates and engages leamers while increasing their confidence to
take risks.

provide access to digital readers and allows for student choice. Teachers can assign
books appropriate for each learnels proficienry level and above while encouraging students' choice in
selecting readers of interest. The books include an audio feature by native speakers developing students'
interpretive skills and serve as a model for pronunciation. The digital library is regularly updated so new
titles become available. Students will have access to these books given any leaming platform.
Flangoo continues to

Garbanzo is a digital Spanish story reading platform that facilitates target language comprehensibility
integrating communicative and interpretive skills utilizing topics that students can relate to. Students
interact with authentic and natural text, interfwining culture and language. This is an excellent tool to
provide rich language comprehensible input (students are able to interpret enough language to make
sense of what is being heard or read) which is accessible at all times.

Our K-12 Program supporting five world languages (French, Italiaru Latin, Mandarin & Spanish) and five
levels of ENL (entering, emerging, transitioning, expanding, commanding)
continues to be on the cutting edge of world language instruction. We apply
the latest research to update our practice and curricula to ensure
communicative language leaming that prepares our learners to be global
citizens equipped with the skills to use language in the real-world setting.
In March of 202'!., the Board of Regents adopted revised leaming standards
for world languages. North Shore School District is ahead of those changes
implementing the World Readiness Standards, the three modes of
communicatiorL relating cultural products and practices to perspectives, and
culfural comparisons. Our teachers are leaders in the field presenting on the
six core practices for world language instruction at various local, state and
regional conferences. Our department's visiorg philosophy, and practices
align with the districfs strategic plan and mission statement as we establish
a "learning environment that encourages inquiry and builds its daily practice upon respect for oneself
and others." Our students gain insight into other cultural perspectives, developing their intercultural
competency. Acceptance, equity, and inclusivity are essential elements in the language learning
classroom.

of AAPPL (ACTFL Assessment of Performance Toward Proficiency) with a focus on the ILS
(interpersonal listening and speaking) and PW (presentational writing) continues to be a tool that
informs and guides instruction and student personal goal-setting. Our students'self-awareness and self
reflection plays an integral part of language learning, as they are taught to monitor their achievements,
and understand what they need to do to achieve the next level of proficiency. This assessment with the
use of a digital portfolio empowers students in their language leaming journey.
The use

Linguafolio provides our language learners with a digital portfolio that will measure language progress
over the years. The portfolio enables the learners to document their language growth utilizing the ACTFL

can-do statements with evidence from all three modes of communication as well as interculfural
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communication targets. Students track their progress as they work toward accomplishing the statement
and populate the portfolio with self-selected evidence that showcase their communicative language
ability. "Why" wse linguafollo: it provides students the opportunity to take charge of their leaming while
understanding the different proficiency levels and how to progress to the next level. It allows them to set
individual goals and promotes reflective learning. Linguafolio supports authentic performance
assessments as it allows students to capture leaming within and outside their language classroom.
Leamers can capture evidence whenever they use the target language.

Our ENL (English as a New Language) students continue to be provided with the instructional support
and texts in their native language necessary to access content, ensuring that their intellectual growth is
not hindered by their limited English proficiency. Use of technology and translations of materials enables
the students to have equitable access to the curriculum as their peers. Additional support and instruction
in basic skills is provided to our SIFE (Students with Interrupted Formal Education) population giving
them the necessary tools to access all content opporfunities and thrive as leamers in our community.
Nurturing relationships between the school community and home creates a safe and positive
environment for our ELLs which supports raising academic achievement, increased motivation for
leaming, and fosters a positive attitude about school in general.
Bridging the communication gap between school and home continues to be essential for student success.
CR Part 154 mandates that all families have access to school
communication in a language that they understand. With at least 15
,,Conn6€Clng E'L pa,rents
languages spoken across our district, Propio and in person interpreters
thxougb & crr1gu;ai
tnd€rstarrdl4g tq tbs beut
continue to be an invaluable tool in ensuring that all families are
informed
of their chitd's performance and needs. The use of Propio
--ilffi.?,.i#
gtud€nt's susc€gE In
supports us in fostering a positive school to home connectiory
school'''
promotes inclusivity in the child's educational experience and moves
- R$$l &Vuladd,$ f;/acatu*q us toward supporting all students in their academic success. It has
\*rah'futh*
alowed us to build a partnership of mutual respect that ensures that
our families' role in their child's education is validated.

}"llifffo*

Our bilingual counseling continues to further our strategic plan and goals related to Equity for All
Leamers and Social Emotional Leaming. The counseloy's professional services to individual students and
family members has proven to improve social and emotional skills of the students they are working with
which have influenced stronger academic performance. These counseling services focus on cultural
integration for ENL students, nurturing social and emotional skills, identifying and managing family
roles, school role, understanding trauma, substance use preventiory and familiarizing students and their
families with local community resources. The counselors work collaboratively with teachers in helping
them modify their approach with the student to set them on the path for success.

Ellevation continues to allow us to develop a comprehensive profile of a child's progress in their
language ability and content area that is available to all their teachers, as mandated by New York State.
The software enables us to track entry and exit dates of ELL students, proficiency levels, services
provided, notes on parent meetings, school team-based meetings, and individual teacher monitoring and
feedback. It provides access to detailed data for all students in the program, ensuring that critical
information is available to our educators. The reports allow the school community to make informed
decisions on how best to provide a meaningful educational program for each student. Tracking both
academic and socio-emotional information are tools necessary in ensuring success.
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The budget includes student recognition, in the form of plaques, Honor Society

inductions, and awarding of the Seal of Biliteracy. Our recipients exempliSr the
qualities of respect, acceptance, effective communicatioo and intercultural
S.el
competence necessary to be world-ready global citizens. Through the Seal of
Biliteracy, North Shore Schools acknowledges the importance of being bilingual in
today's global society. Collectively we develop €m awareness and appreciation of
each othey's native language and value their contribution to our community. This
accomplishment allows for an opportunity to celebrate our students'linguistic
accomplishments, cultural awareness, authentic communication in multiple languages, and ultimately, a
committed individual. Last year we had the highest number of Seal recipients since beginning the
program five years ago.
It is our goal to prepare our students to be globally competent citizens, allowing them to thrive in the
diverse and interconnected world upon leaving North Shore Schools. Our learners are empowered with
the 2L't century skills of communication, collaboration, critical thinking, problem-solving, and innovation.
Students are actively engaged in their leaming, they have a voice on how they want to demonstrate their
knowledge and achievement in the language. Students are empathetic, engaged and effective citizens of
the world. The study of world languages enriches the attitudes, knowledge and skills that define global
competence. Our graduating North Shore students are not only college ready, they are career and world
ready!
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...9q9,*_6....2.9

7.47

?,?-6-s..,1.1.9..8.9

772.50

of Budget
lnc/Dec

2022-23
21

A1910-,I981

TNSTRUCTTON

$

...?7?," 178.44

17

CENTRAL SERVICES
1621

ACTUAL DRAFT1

NOTEDESCRIPTION

2018-19
A1010

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE BUDGET BUDGET

North Shore Schools
2022-23

Proposed Budget
Draft #l

February 3,2022

Discou ering Your Dre ams

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022-23 BUDGET.DRAFT 1
BOARD OF EDUCATION
The Board of Education Budget crcvers general counsel expenses, legal hearings, expenses for annual budget vote and election of trustees,
conferences for Board members, mandatory fiscal training for Board members, legal expenses for LIPA' FOIL (Freedom of lrformation

border property disputes, service provider contract reviews and District Clerk expenses. The Board of Education is made up of seven
unsalaried members of the
elec'ted to s€rve
terms

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE
ACCOUNT

NOTE DESCRIPTION

A 1010.400-90

ARBITRATION/OTHER

201 8-1

I

2019-20

2020-21

50.00

DRAFT 1
BUDGET

APPROVED

DRAFT

1
$

BUDGET

DETAIL

SUB TOTAL

2021-22

2022-23

2022-23

500.00

500.00

A 1010.401-90

INCREASE/
DECREASE

500.00
60,000.00

EXPENSES INCLUDING
HEARING, FOIL (Freedom of
Law) REQUESTS

A 1010.402-90
A 1010.403-90

32,502.00

GENERAL COUNSEL RETAINER

32,500.00

35,000.00

35,000.00 35,000.00

35,000.00

LEGAUTAX CERTIORARI

A 1010.404-90

15,000.00
CONSULTANT AND SPECIAL PROJECTS
e.g. Strategic Plan, Special Research,

A 1010.405-90

M

1,500.00

MANDATED FISCAL OVERSIGHT
ING FOR BOARD TRUSTEES

A 1010.406-90

13,386.85

Jl,9.1q,q9..............11,.q{9...99.............11,9f9,9.9..............1-3,.q9.-6,91........1
NYS AND NASSAU COUNTY

A 1010.407-90

NG

80,000.00

ONGOING LIPA AND NY AIVIERICAN
WATER LEGAL EXPENSES (Liberties

A 1010.408-90

SCHOOL BOARD ACTIVITIES

A 1010.450-90

BOARD OF EDUCATION SUPPLIES

A 1040.160-90

DISTRICT CLERK SALARY

A 1040.450-90

DISTRICT CLERK SUPPLIES

59.99

800.00

800.00

800.00
6,000.00

6,460.14

4,521.85

4,916.15

6,000.00

6,000.00

't2,672.07

12,925.52

13,178.95

13,442.53

18,000.00

17.99

97.31

100.00

100.00

18,000.00

4,557.47

't00.00
.47

1

17,650.00

A 1060.400-90

4,780.00

1
.

F.|=F9L!

_o_N.

I

!

L_E.F..EF.

WORKERS-FOR l\ilAY ELECTION
(?. MAAt-.r.r.N.E9)....

BALLOTS

500.00

R

NCL PRIVACY

A 1060.490-90
BOARDDOCS-LICENSE SCHOOL BOARD MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

DISTRICTMEETINGS SUATOTALI060

TgTAL

BOARDOF EDUCATION

22,159.68

c2

181.6

12,480.00

41.801.59

,t7.260.00

12,480.00

41,262.66

35.122.25

45r.$6.80

896.30tt 37

2022-23 Budget Dnft

2/312022

24,241.59
::::.:.i:i,ib:i.59::1

24.631.59

4t.891.50

2t0.3e0.0t t 2.1tA.U 2fz.flA.U

21.511.ti

1
1

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT
C

1

ENTRAL ADMIN ISTRATION

DRAFT

ACCOUNT

NOTEDESCRIPTON

A 1240.150-90-5161

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

2018-r9

2019-20

287

291,312.47

1

DRAFT

I

EXPENDITURE

APPROVEO
BUDGET

BUDGET
DETAIL

BUDGET
SUB TOTAL

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

2022-23

..

$
INCREASE/
DECREASE

299,263.00

?99,_5J.9..99........e9.9,_29-3...9p

See contract at

A 1240. t60-90-316

1

..........1.t{4ee..gj.......

169,324.21

J.9:1

7,744.92

Fulltime employees in the Superintendent's

41240.402-90

MEETINGS & MEMBERSHIPS

7,381.24

5,600.58

3,53't.10

3,974.43

4,559.00 14,514.10 't4,218.28 14,218.28

(695.82)

lncludes Supt conference expenses,
NY9NassauAssociatbn of School Supt
Dues, 403b Plan per contract

4,I240.450.90
i

SUPERINTENDENT'SOFFICESUPPLIES

rl,',i ]rl ;

r,,l l'.,i

'

f,

A

50-90-51 61 BUSTNESS ADMTNTSTRATOR

1

31 0.1

4,000.00

tl[r]

1'lllll 1 i

l,1i

595.54 4,000.00 4,000.00

23r,134.00

A 1310.160-90-3161

235,757.00

240,757.00 240,756.68

223,766.00

.....99.-o,.5jl'q9...........

223,766.00

(16,990.68)

631,303.25

(6,692.80)

7 Fulltime employees and 1 Part-time

A 1310.160.90-3162 OVERTIME CENTRAL OFFICE STAFF

55,769.34

4,519.32

A 13,10.160.90-3163 PT/SUBSTITUTES CENTRAL OFFICE

4,578.80

3,870.93

109.633.96

110,225.U

A 1310.400-90

67,076.05

't't 0.92't.08

25,000.00

25,000.00

25,000.00

4,000.00

4,000.00

4,000.00

't'ts.45.88

107,370.36

(8,1 15.52)

F

RENTAL

1

MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT.

A 13't0.450-90

CENTRAL OFFICE SUPPLIES

20,358.05

19,€1.03

17,185.52

20,000.00

20,000.00

20,000.00

A 1310.451-90

CENTRAL OFFICE POSTAGE

18,430.20

12,003.90

13,267.40

19,000.00

16,000.00

16,000.00

(3,000.00)

42,413.35

17,807.05

A 1310.490-90-1

2t312022

2022-23 Eudgot Dr..ft

I

2

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT
C

1

ENTRAL ADMIN ISTRATION

DRAFT

ACCOUNT

NOTE DESCRIPTION

A 1310.490-90-t303

i

.,1..i

lLjI ll,rl: i: j

rlr/l

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

BUDGET
DETAIL

BUDGET
SUB TOTAL

2021-22

2022-23

2022-23

r, :it.

,,

,,\i

ii r:i irl

A 1320.400-90

s
INCREASE/
DECREASE

33,379.12

17

I itl

1

APPROVED
BUDGET

Ilr'1,;lilli r"j

'i,irl,l;iiil:1i:ili:j

)i.1.;i',.'t,ii,),

I

i j,ii,l,,lrri;li

rirl):;J'.1:i

iirlir

(5,916.83)

i r,|jrl:,,lrl,l

i, lillr,i l:i. llit

50,600.00

.......9.8.,-8J.+99............1!,.L2.2,90..............,6.e"99?..-sp...........5.?,J.q.0"99...,......

(1,500.00)

SPECIAL OPERATIONS

A1320.401-90

.]i l lr llii

55,500.00

l.l 1r i,r

,

A 1325.160-90

t"tr'.:;.1rr

TREASURER SALARY

:l.lillii.,lirr

rl"ltli irr'li.

llrj,. ri,i:| ri;

,ri,,.r

irtr,irlr

lrrl:,irlriiiirj,t

87,665.90 89,982.00 92,017.00 93,857.00 93,864.00

;(rI;j;rtiirl|.!)

i(jl,lijrlrlirlr.)

93,864.00

A 1325.400-90

7.00

200.00

A1325.450-90

TREASURER'SSUPPLIES

110.26

i\/il',...,1,)

13.32

r:lrll:i:l.ir:l't

125.00

ii..,l'l'ti r.'

A 1420.400-90

125.00

'/ilii;jl ,rlri

125.00

125.O0

lll.lii:llirili

35,000.00

i:iti

ri:tiriri

,r'trjri

35,000.00

Projected Labor Retainer-Contract with
on June

41420.401-90

LEGAL OTHER EXPENSES

2,988.6s

A.',t420.402-90

tr (,

/il ,:rl

1;.1;li,; l.

21312022

I : l, i| ,;( I rlr! jiri'{!l

,,J:)1111;r;l,l

4.00

59,667.50

17,575.00

18,025.00

lijr)i0lilrlrrirr

2022-23 Budgot Dr.ft

I ri:l.,l

jr,,'ll

6,500.00

6,500.00

6,500.00
18,240.00

,1rl.t.lrj,rii)

r,irlji'ltl!lr,

lrj:i,/illirllrlrl

3
1

i

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

1

CENTRAL ADMIN ISTRATION

DRAFT

ACCOUNT

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

2018.19

2019-20

2020-21

NOTE DESCRIP]]ON

A 1430.160-90.3161 PERSONNEL OFFICE SALARIES

A143O.4OO-90
A 1430.490-90

;r

i trii,lrlil t,.

BUDGET
DETAIL

BUDGET
SUB TOTAL

2021-22

2022-23

2022-23

150,288.40

159,171.90

r57,966.00

'159,516.00

164,574.O0

1U,574.O0

71,94.25

28,515.51

20,680.68

50,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

PERSONNEL.ADS

9,0!9.qA " """-* 4,5qA,0q *
9,q45.0q 4,qq0-.pg
.BgqEs qEqpNAL qEry:tF""tsAT!9N *
i.R-E9-l.o.NAt.9..-E-B!E!9.AIl9'.|!.-0-e..o:9-t.q.........^'......'.....................".""."....'........m

i Jrir i.;iii

1

APPROVED
BUDGET

3
INCREASE/
DECREASE

5,058.00

4,830.80

;,:lr,

A 1480.160-90-3161 DrR. pUBLtC INFORMATTON

98,582.00 101,561.00 103,857.00 105,934.00 105,942.00

105,942.00

A 1480.400-90

8.00
(860.00)

27,240.00

37,800.00

A 1480.401-90

2,000.00

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT SURVEYS,
COMMITTEE MAILINGS, BUDGET
BROCHURES, SUPERINTENDENT AND

PHOtOe P,qP"" (PICTURES FOR

A t480.451-90

A

1480.490-90
iLl I tii ll, l,,r'i

24.433.33

BOCES SERV|CES.mBS|TE

COMPLTANCE

r.

L,

l,r;.'' ll',[,]i.i

21312022

4,720.00

r9,000.00

4,720.00 5,000.00 4,977.51 4,977.5't

(22.49)

4,680.00

(s2.00)

.iiil:1it;ri,

(( I I

I jri i l',\ i..!:li

A 1481.4e0-e0-l300.BgqF,*s*BESErlBq$"9""{E99T_lAr"J"o,Nq

ll

3,918.25

r9,000.00

I Jil:r ri,'r f,',1 ,.';ljl

".. .,,. .

, _4,q99."Q9"""",,*

/:li:jriijrrirl

4,10.9.,0".0.,.

,il.jrlr)rtlrl

2022-23 Budg.t Drift

I

,",

"""-" {#9"0,.90*"

"""

l'rj,tlt"irtir

4,732.00

4,6s0.00
I

,rij;jrlirlrt

4

lill]

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT

2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

CENTRAL SERVIC

1

D OPERATIONS

DRAFT
ACTUAL

ACCOUNT

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE EXPEIIIDITURE
2018-19

NOTE

I

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

BUDGET

EXPENDITURE

BUDGET

DETAIL

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

BUDGET
SUBTOTAL

2022-23

$

INCREASE/
DECREASE

1620. 160-10-1161 GH4USTODTAL SALARTES
4 Fuil time employees

267,614.24 294,330.89 296,569.87 299,535.00

31,1,041.00

311,(Hi.00

A 1620.160-20-1 161 GWL4USTOD|AL SALARTES

312,860.61 312,296.33 283,380.63 358,110.00

338,584.00

338,584.00

28,757.68 284,599.70 291,429.68 286,854.00

299,721.00

299,721.00

't2,867.00

290,249.50 383,925.15 337,008.37 438,476.00

432,326.00

432,326,00

(6,150.00)

589,349.74 622,994.55 945,526.14 690,765.00

717,6'17.00

7't7,617.00

26,852.00

93,949.48

93,949.48

2,354.00

55,779.00

155,779.00

12.00

A

't't,506.00

(1

e,526.00)

5 Full time employees

A 1620.160-30-1161 SC€USTOD|AL SALARTES
4 Fulltime employees

A 1620.16040-1 161 MS4USTODTAL SALARIES
6 Full time employees

A r620.160-50-1161 HS€USTOD|AL 9ALAR|ES
Cumntly

I

Full

tire

employees

A 1620.160.90-3161 CLERICAL BUILDINGS & GROUNDS

(lncludes stipend for inventory update/record
retention)

85,233.98

89,736.62

91,311.11

9{,595.t18

,t44,956.00

149,336.00

152,713.00

155,767.00

GH4USTODTAL OVERIME
Cost to ptovide covenge for employees out sick

38,837.46

24,530.28

33,986.32

32,000.00

32,000.00

32,000.00

A'l 620.1 62-20-1 162 GWL€USTOD|AL OVERTTME
Cost to ptovide covenge fot employees out sick

35,626.57

25,615.57

57,337.10

32,000.00

32,000.00

32,000.00

A 1620.162-30-1 162 SC4USTODTAL OVERnME
Cost to ptovide covenge for employees out sick

32,384.86

25,789.13

55,702.34

32,000.00

32,000.00

32,000.00

A 1620.16240-1

42,990.36

22,943.25

31,11't.2t

37,000.00

37,000.00

37,000.00

A 1620.162-50-1 162 HS4USTODTAL OVERnME
Cost to pmvide covenge for employees out sick

72,793.55

53,998.02

86,2r6.92

77,000.00

77,000.00

77,000.00

A '1620.163-10-1163 GHCUSTODIAL PART nME - 3 Emp/subs

17,486.,t9

14,467.41

20,724.78

17,500.00

18,000.00

18,000.00

500.00

A 1620.163-20-1163 GWL€USTODIAL PARTTIME -1 Emp/subs

16,387.04

18,442.07

27,221.15

23,000.00

23,500.00

23,500.00

500.00

A

Emp/subs

r6,740.99

17,137.51

14,506.51

28,000.00

28,000.00

28,000.00

A 1 620.1 6340-1 63 MSCUSTODIAL PART TIME -4 Emplsubs

65,285.79

48,864.02

55,200.93

45,000.00

46,000.00

46,000.00

A 1020.163-50-1 163 HS€USTODIAL PART TIME -8 Emplsubs

59,037.49

72,925.88

59,471.91

60,000.00

60,000.00

60,000.00

A 1 620.1 63-90-1 163 DW-CUSTODIAL PART TIME-7 Emp/subs

26,097.27

22,541.44

20,846.24

20,000.00

20,000.00

20,000.00

407,680.50

722,508.93

865,48r.83

730,874.95

742,549.42

80,470.84

36,828.0r

68,000.00

A 1 620. 60-90-51 61 DTRECTOR BU|LD|NGS & GROUNDS
1

A 1620.162-1

0-1 162

162 MS4USTODTAL OVERnME
Cost to prcvide covenge for employees ouf sick

1020.163-30-'1163 SCCUSTODIAL PARTTIME

-2

1

A 1620.164{0

SECURITY DISTRICTWDE

1

742,5/,9.42

1,000.00

11,674.47

A TOTAL OF 32 FULL TIME AND PART TIME
SECUR'ry PERSON/VEL
A 1620.26140

.EC-u.tP!!.F_t'[

71,856.33

68,500.00

MEING HOIST IN THEATER
1

A'1620.415{0

21312022

TRAVEUMEENNGS

587.38
CONFERENCES/SEMINARS AND TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENTS

664.00

360.07

800.00

800.00

800.00

500.00

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT

2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

1

CENTRAL SERVIC

DRAFT,I

ACTUAL
ACCOUNT
A 1620.433{0

4 1620.435{0

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE
NOTE DESCRIPTION

2018-t9

AGTUAL

ACTUAL

BUDGET

EXPENDITURE

BUDGET

DETAIL

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

DRAFTl

BUDGET
SUBTOTAL

2022-23

2,000,00 2,ooo.oo

EQUIPMENT RENTALOISTRICT WDE
DW-TRUCI(RENTAL FOR FOOD SERVICE

2,000.00

DISPOSAL FEES

s,717.43

7,000.00

7,000.00 10,000.00 10,800.00

I,4I1.90

r,450.00

1,251.34 1,500.00 1,500.00

S

INCREASE/
DEGREASE

2,000.00

10,800.00

800.00

Sc-DISPOSAL FEES-VILLAGE OF SEA CLIFF
GARBAGE PICKUP

A 1620_43640

STAFF

TRAINING€USTODIAL

1,500,00

DW.TRAINING, FILMS. SEMINARS AND SENSITIVITY TRAINING

A 1620.450{0

A

1620.45

t40

BUILDINGS & GROUNDS SUPPLIES
DW-OFFICE SUPPLIES
VEHICLE SUPPLIES
DW-VEHICLE SUPPLIES

679.67

0,795.32

470.16

3,1

792.72

/r,952.r0

30.00

A 1620.45240

700.00

6,500.00

700.00

700.00

6,500.00

6,500.00
(30,342.00)

25,750.00

SC.HAND

MAT

BOL

A 1620.453{0

AND

17,327.52

11,875.22

22,657.75

A 1620.45440

21st2022

2022-23 Budgst Dr.ft

I

13,5G0.00

(4,040.00)

45,750.00

6,400.00

6

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT

2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

I

CENTRAL SERVICES/FAC

TIONS

DRAFT

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE
2018-19

DESCRIPTION

A 1620.455{0

AIR CONDINONER SUPPLIES
DW-AIR-CONDITIONER

ACTUAL

2,412.18

I

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

BUDGET

EXPENDITURE

BUDGET

DETAIL

2021-22

2022-23

1,408.14

1,518.38

DRAFT

I

BUDGET
SUBTOTAL

2022-23

s

INCREASE'
DEGREASE

8,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00

(6,000.00)

SUPPLIES

A 1620.456-00

wlDE

223,900.00

GRINDING

T.E-ESAZZ-S.9ENP.JN-G-

A 1620.457{0

AND MA

29,127.00

09,373.00)

197,000,00

37,000.00

1

1

T AND

A 1620.46140

.........!.q?,9-5.9'1?.".....

TREE

2lsl2022

274,715.A1

...

!.{.:,1 9-6..1J......

160,000.00

AND

7

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT

2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

1

AND OPERATION

DRAFT

ACTUAL
ACCOUNT

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE

2018-19

NOTE

ACTUAL

BUDGET

EXPENDITURE

BUDGET

DETAIL

2020-21

20{9-20

1

ACTUAL

1-22

DRAFT

1

BUDGET
SUBTOTAL

$

INCREASE/
DECREASE

IN PLAYGROUND FENCES
BED AREA

HS.TREE PRUNING AND REMOVAL
DW-HEALTH AND SAFETY TREE CARE PROGRAM

8.000.00
000 0n

l5

130,634.00

A 1620.402{0

02,966.00)

GH-FLOOR

1

1

NTI

1O9A AND 1O9B

HS€ARPET CLEANING

3.000.00
3.000.00

HS-CLASSROOM BLINDS REPLACEMENT
HS-ELEVATOR INSPECTION
HS-MOP SERVICE
HS-PAINTING

1.600.00
2.000.00
7 50n oo

HS-ROOF MAINTENANCE

3.000.00

5,500.00

A 1620_463{0

21312022

2022-23 Budgot Draft

I

8

(8,2oo.oo)

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT

2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

CENTRAL

ACTUAL
ACCOUNT

NOTE DESCRIPTION

A 1620.464-00

1

AND OPERATIONS

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE
2019-20

2018-19

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

DRAFTI
BUDGET

EXPENDITURE

BUDGET

DETAIL

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

SUBTOTAL

2022-23

9

INCREASE/
DEGREASE

(12,000.00)

3 60n oo

HS-CESSPOOL MAINTENANCE
DW.BMS MAINTENANCE REOUIRED UNDER 2OO8 EPC

A 1620.465{0

I

78,000,00

.....-.....-....--7?,!!L 11...........t-e.,.eJg,!.L...........!.-1.!,.q9-6...??..._...-...9q,9.9.q,-0!.._-..-.

HS.BOILER MAINTENANCE

DRAFT

BUDGET

4.000.00
.13.000 00

...... 1?,?LL'91

-. -.

23,532.89

-................:

25,000.00

..... ?L-op. 9,.0_0.....

OF
7

A 1020.466{0

5,000.00

14

A 1620.467{0

355,000.00
SAFEry

A 1620.468{)0

r7,000.00

.....2,1?9,99............11,.91L-4f................$.q99,,2.L..........:!2,-0.99,9-0.....
GWl -RFFRIGFRATOR MAINTFNAN(.:F

3 500 00

I\iIS.ICE MACHINE MAINTENANCE

500.00
3.2s0.00

I\,{S-REFRIGERATOR MAINTENANCE

A 1620.469{0

10,500.00
1

MAINTENANCE

A 1620.470{0

A 1620.47't40

FUEL OIL

A 1620.47240

WATER

A 1620.47340

ELECTRICITY

21312,022

13,600.00

05,000.00)

0 5,000.00)

3,292.05

25,000.00

10,000.00

10,000.00

52,407.37

61,946.79

46,451.28

70,000.00

70,000.00

70,000.00

614,065.63

535,796.25

000,980.30

615,000.00

670,000.00

670,000.00

2022-23 Budglt Dr.ft

I

55,000.00

9

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRIGT

2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

CENTRAL SERVIC

1

AND OPERATIONS

DRAFT

ACTUAL
ACCOUNT

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE
2019-20

NOTE DESCRIPTION

I

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

BUDGET

EXPENDITURE

BUDGET

DETAIL

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

DRAFT

I

BUDGET
SUBTOTAL
2022-23

$

INCREASE/

energv cost to vefltilatg

sni, insfiuctional spaces

A 1620.47440

115,532.88

20,720.08

265,000.00

15,000.00

42,817,98

1,941.14

190,020.77

7,654.73

DW€PRINT CELL PHONES{nc|udes MiFi

A 1620.475{0

175,729.15 168,437.16 247,232.65 250,000.00

GAS

265,000.00

A'1620.490{)0

.56

41620490-90
DW-BOTIE GBPS INTERNET DDOS

A 1620.50'1{1

GH€PECIAL PROJECTS

A 1620.501-02

GWLSPECIAL PROJECTS

A 1620.501{3

SC-SPECIAL PROJECTS

r 5,000.00

A 1620.50144

MS-SPECIAL PROJECTS

9,544.20

A 1620.501{5

HS. SPECIAL PROJECTS

A 1620.50147

15,000.00
37,667.00

73,899.91

64,082.32

10,000.00
77

FEES

DW-HONEYWELL MAINTENANCE
AGREEMENT-/ncrude s baseline adju

96,551.44

.44

strent

cosl

36.5s1.44

FOR EXCEEDING
BASELINE ENERGY PERFORMANCE
DW-CONTINGENCY

CONTRACT

10.000.00

A '1620-50 1-90

DW€PECIAL PROJECTS

A 1620.501-90

ADMIN BUILDING - SPECIAL PROJECTS

,I i,' ir'r

1

21312022

l;\r,,ll,i

. i:rl

r')r

,.i

ri/.i,r

2022-23 Budget

Dnlt

I

10

20,000.00

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

1

PLANT

DRAFT

ACCOUNT

NOTE DESCRIPTION

1

ACTUAL

AGTUAL

ACTUAL

APPROVED

BUDGET

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

BUDGET

20t8.19

2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

DETAIL
2022-23

DRAFT

SUBTOTAL

2022-23

A'1621.160-90-t'161

1142,579.00

A 1621.162.90.1 162 MAINTENANCE STAFF OT
A
','

1621.163-90
\il

l"/

1

BUDGET

SUMMERGROUNDS CREW

22,677.85

't4,104.74

34,779.86

25,000.00

25,000.00

25,000.00

16,076.50

14,688.00

17,091.75

19,000.00

19,000.00

19,000.00

1t

,,'l

A 1670.400-90

PRINTING CONTRACTS

A 1670.490-90

DW4OPIER LEASE

irllrJii

,

$

INCREASE/
DECREASE

18,063.00

":,

't,000.00
7,526.49

7,846.59

9,917.55

9,917.55

(1,000.00)

9,917.55

9,917.55

A 1670.490-90-1301
10,000.00

I i!.'

ii

't

I

21312022

2022-23 Burtgct Dnft

I

.

i

i, i !ilrlirlil)1

t1

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

COMME

1

E AND BOCES ADMINISTRA

ACTUAL ACTUAL

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE

ACCOUNT

NOTE DESCRIPTION

2018.19 2019-20

2020-21

APPROVED
BUOGET

2021-22

DRAFTl
BUDGET

DRAFTl
BUDGET

DETAIL
2022-23

SUB TOTAL
2022-23

rjr!

1

')' "1..,,|

, i:

A 1964400{0

1

A 1981.490{0-1303

't4

',t1,,,

2t312022

DECREASE

493,125.38

A 1910.400-90

'll

$
INCREASE/

,iti ),

..\r1r,,,lt\,,:. .

2022-23 Eudg.t Dnft

iii{,Li

1

i i:ij

irir tir, .l ,l:l!,'tIir

irlr;

7,0,t2.61

r,:jrt i,rll,l

06,000.00

397,161.30

7,'r45.98

1:liii:lri

i,:ir,.l;)lrlrt

'11

1.1

t2

l

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

1

SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION

ACTUAL AGTUAL AGTUAL

ACCOUNT

APPROVED
EXPENDITUREEXPENDITUREEXPENDITURE BUDGET
NOTE DESCRIPTION

A 20 1 0. 1 50-99€1 61 ASST SUPT CURRTCULUM & TNSTRUCTTON
A 2010.160-99-3161 CURR/|NSTRUCT|ON€ECRETARY

DRAFTl
BUDGET

DRAFTl
BUDGET

s

SUB TOTAL

INCREASE'

2022-25

DECREASE

2018.19 2019-20 2020-21

2021-22

DETAIL
2022-23

231,134.00

225,630.60

221,000.00

221,000.00

223,763.00

83,610.82

78,001.88

78,258.00

.666.45

248.235.95

A 20'10.400-99

79,033.00

81,387.00

54.953.00

223,763.00

2,763.00

81,387.00

2,354.00

25,043.00

(29,910.00)

CLASSKICK-DISTRICTWDE SUBSCRIPTION
Reaiiime shadng and feedback tool connected
EXPENSE

1,000.00

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCIENCE.PROFESSIONAL

LEARNING
MENTORING WORKSHOPS

., -.. .."". ..." " .. ".. - _ *
- J9
.,....
,.,.,
..,
.,.,.
.,.
.,.,.
.
"""."""^""*..... "* ",..,.,..
" "" "."".. "". 1.ooo.oo
PROFESSIONAL BOOKS/JOURNALS & MEMBERSHIPS
BEA.RP.E8K]PJS,LB.|.C.IW.!9_E-S.-V-BS9R||1oN

r8srN!}rg.

.

"."q,90"0.."0.9"

RULER TRAINING
SECONDARY ELA.PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
SECONDARY MATH+ROFESSIONAL LEARNING

12.000.00
9.750_00
15.000.00

5,000.00

WORLD LANGUAGE PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

fi07.s07.00t

G'8nt Ofrsel
A 2010.402-99

TEACHERS COLLEGE PROFESSIONAL DEV

15,952.00
(330.00)

20,809.00

A 201 0.450-99
RAL

A 2010.490.99

189,335.00

...1.q,999.,9.9.......

135,700.00

7

ISLAND CONSORTIUM FOR
HEALTH
MODEL SCHOOL (COSER 534$10)

6,400.00

MY LEARNING PLAN.PROFESSIONAL
LEARNING MANAGEMENT 602.596-ltoved lrom

21't019040-1306

14.900.00

RECRUITMENT SERVICES

2022-23 Brdgot
21312022

lrr.ft I

l3

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

1

SUPERVIS

DR.AFT

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL

APPROVED
EXPENDITURE EXPENDITUREEX|PENDITURE BUDGET
ACC

NT

20't8.19

I j,rl;1. r;',l.t,l ),,

I

I

BUDGET

$

DETAIL

SUB TOTAL

INCREASE/

2022-23

DECREASE

2019-20

SCREENCASTIFY

3_800.00

SEESAW 532.526.270

4.000.00

i l, ,it, ,..,,

DRAFT

BUDGET

',:j,ili1l,,rr//

ij,l,i,iri:l,;i.r

I il.,I,1,,

A 2020.1 50-1 0{1 61 GHf RtNCTPAL

203,660.00

183,820.40

1

73,789.00

176,410.00

1

79,002.00

179,002.00

2,592.00

A 2020.1 50-20-5161 GWL+RtNCtPAL

1

89,71 3.00

1

95,387.00

1

98,331.00

201,791.00

204,720.O0

204,720.00

2,929.00

A 2020.1 50€0-51 61 SCf RTNCIPAL

'189,r52.00

1

71,1 83.00

173,789.00

176,410.00

179,002.00

179,002.00

2,592.00

A 2020.15040-5161 MS-PRINCIPALS-2 Fu[ time employees

31

9,403.00

329,416.00

334,802.00

340,224.00

379,400.00

379,400.00

39,176.00

A 2020.150-50-5161 HSPRINCIPALS-3 Full tinp ewloyees

575,3't8.00

593,056.00

572,885.00

598,646.00

554,595.00

554,595.00

(44,051.00)

A 2020.1 50-91 -5161 DTRECTOR OF ATHLETICS

1

89,541.00

195,209.00

198,151.00

201,107.00

204,535.00

204,535.00

3,428.00

A 2020.150-92{161 DIRECTOR OF PERFORMING ARTS

175,489.00

183,293.00

r80,084.00

r88,889.00

'193,165.00

193,165.00

4,276.00

A 2020.150-95-5161 DTRECTOR OF VIORLD I-ANGUAGES

173,322.O0

I 78,561.00

1

86,526.00

189,292.00

I 89,292.00

2,766.00

650.956.30

650,956.30

4,384.80

A 2020.150-99{161

509,227.00

9,701.00

A 2020.160-103161

't42,822.00

7,806.00

A 2020. t 60-20€1 61

1

36,866.00

6,938.00

A 2020.'160€0-31

142,217.00

4,082.00

263,520.00

772.00

401,220.00

82,585.00

70,858.00

3,247.O0

208,291.00

11,874.00

1

,

r

83,780.00

.,l,r,l;irrilr,

1

t.j.iri,ij:;

irlir

DIRECTORS OF ELEM STEM, SECONDARY

A2020.150-s6-5161 SrEM

&TBCOORDTNATOR

,..............11g,1.-8.6"11........I?9,.939,9.f..-.....9?.1,,?.?1.,q!..

640,571.50

1li,t.;..iitl.iiii6.iiirti;.ei6.i!)ijfiii.lii:;:diii.niiii.f.tB-.ee.".A.iiiid.:::::::::::::::::::::::......................,.......,.....

,-.iti..iili'rrlr

,iti,_1'l/,rlrl

.................t

DIRESTOR OF ELEM HUMANITIES SOCIAL

A2020.16040-3161 MSfE1Nq!PA-L-1S-,9-IEI9E-SECRETAB!E9

ffi

A

2O2O.,I

60-92.3

1

6

1 PERF ARTS OFFICE\S ECRETARY

.*" "..

"25q,338j93

.

_.22,5Jq1..0.5,""

,.?'!.3r9"3"ai99""",""j93l48.00 263.520.00

56,503.00 60,652.70 66,004.28 67,611.00

70,858.00

A 2020.160-9S*j1

A.2020 162-10.31 62 GH+RINCIPAL.S OFFICE OVERTIME

A2020 162-203162 GWL+RTNC|PAUS

42020 1 62-303 62
1

OFFTCE OVERTTME

SC+RINCTPAL'S OFFTCE OVERTTME

A'2020 ,162403162 MSPRINCIPAUS OFFICE OVERTIME
A.2020 162-50€162 HSPRINCIPAL'S OFF OVERTIME

337.76

536.44

1,500_00

1,500.00

1,040.50

3,859.31

4,776.63

I,500.00

1,500.00

1,500.00

322.09

1,934.98

1,799.09

1,500.00

1,500.00

1,500.00

1,114.54

7,865.31

3,988.1 3

3,000.00

3,000.00

3,000.00

24,526.31

6,664.48

30,015.12

8,000.00

8,000.00

8,000.00

2022-23 BrNdgct Dr..ft
21312022

1,500.00

1

t4

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022,23 BUDGET.DRAFT

1

STRUCTION

ACTUAL ACTUAL

ACCOUNT

NOTE DESCRIPTION

ACTUAL

APPROVED
EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE
BUDGET
2018-19
2020-21
202'l-22

DRAFTl
BUDGET

BUDGET

$

DETAIL
2022-23

SUB TOTAL
2022-23

INCREASE/

DRAFT

1

A 2020.163-10-3163 GH-PRtNCtPAL'S OFFTCE p/T SEC

7,701.38 2,607.30 3,908.07

3,000.00

3,000.00

3,000.00

A 2020.163-20-3163 GVVLfRINC|PAUS OFFTCE p/T SEC

5,800.91

2,584.28

3,000.00

3,000.00

3,000.00

A 2020.163€03163 SCfR|NC|PAL'S oFF|CE p/T SEC

't2,451.57 3,203.20 6,551.60

3,000.00

3,000.00

3,000.00

A 2020.16340€163 MS+R|NC|PAL'S OFFTCE p/T SEC

4,636.50 6,283.20 2't,265.20

2,000.00

2,000.00

2,000.00

A 2020.163-503163 HS-PR|NCTPAL'S OFFTCE prT SEC

0,037.10 1,139.60 't,082.40

10,000.00

10,000.00

10,000.00

504.00

A 2020.400-1 0

42020.400-20

699.42

ee0.1

I

DECREASE

r,500.00

.".........:...............L,-5.9.9..99..........

1,000.00

lG-w-L-'P.nletFA'LtS" lidES"'-""'-"""

500.ii0'l

19..WL:?B!!!L!!!-e..{PABE!!L.ED.I,.94:I19N......

A 2020.400-30

r,000.00

42020.40040

5,507.84

23.774.83 17.173.08

A 2020.400-50

A 2020.400-90

ADMINISTRATORS' PROFESSIONAL DEV

A 2020.400-91

ATHLETICS OFFICEOTHER EXPENSES

2,820.95

320.00

220.O0

220.00

24.520.35

175.00

31,015.64

6,000.00

6,000.00

6,000.00

250.00

250.00

250.00

A2020.400-92

450.00
DIR OF

A 2020.400-944000 MS-tvtATH OFFTCEOTHER EXPENSES

/t50.00

A 2020.400-944500 MS€C|ENCE OFFTCEOTHER EXPENSES

24A.11

A 2020.400-946000 HS-iitaTH oFFtcE oTHER EXPENSES

49.71

90.50

A 2O20.4OO-94.5500 HS€GIENCE OFFICEOTHER EXPENSES

2022-23 Budfct Dr.ft
21312022

335.00

335.00

335.00

250.00

250.00

250.00

300.00

300.00

300.00

250.00

250.00

250.00

I
15

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

1

STRUCTION

ACCOUNT

NOTE DESCRIPTION

A

2O2O.4OO-95

DW-FOREIGN LANGUAGE OFFICEOTHER EXP

A

2O2O.400-96

ELEM€TEM OFFICEOTHER EXPENSES

APPROVED
EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE EXPENOITURE
BUDGET
2014-15
2020-21
2021-22
59.00

2O2O,4OO-97 4OOO

507.00

250.00

A2O2O.4OO.97 ELEMfiUMANITIESOFFICEOTHEREXPENSES
A

ACTUAL

203.75

DRAFTl
BUDGET

DETAIL
2022-23

SUB TOTAL
2022-23

592.00

604.00

604.00

604.00

r49.00

500.00

500.00

500.00

250.00

250.00

250.00

125.OO

125.00

125.00

250.00

250.00

250.00

395.00

395.00

395.00

160.00

160.00

1

28.75

45.00

MSI€NGLISH OFFICEOTHER EXPENSES

A 2O20.4OO-97-5OOO HS. ENGLISH OFFICEOTHER EXPENSES

95.00

A 2O2O.4OO-984OOO MS€OCIAL STUDIES OFFICEOTHER EXPENSE

249.85

A 2O2O.4OO.98.5OOO TEACHER LEADER HS SS OTHER EXPENSES

r85.00

A 202O.4O0-98€5OO HS. SOCIAL STUDIES OFFICEOTHER EXPENSE

235.00

r29.00

I

BUDGET

DRAFT

ACTUAL AGTUAL

78.00

DECREASE

60.00

42020.450-10

1,500.00

42020.450-20

2,500.00

A 2020.450-30

1,400.00

A 2020.45040

8,200.00

A 2020.450-50

$
INCREASE/

(600.00)

11,790.00

11

HS-COPIER PAPER
HS-PETry CASH

(100.00)

1.000.00

400.00

2,800.00

A 2020.450-91

2,000.00

A2020.450-92
PA-OFFICE SUPPLIES, PRINTER CARTRIDGES

A 2020350-944000 MS-tvtATH OFFTCE SUPPLTES

40.86

A 2020.450-944500 MS-SCtENCE OFFTCE SUPPLTES
2022-23 BudgGt
21s12022

200.00

200.00

200.00

250.00

250.00

250.00

ltr!ft I
16

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

I

RVISION OF INSTRUCTION

DRAFT

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL

ACCOUNT

NOTEDESCRIPTON

APPROVED
EXPENDITURE EXPENDITUREEXPENDITURE BUDGET
2021-22

2018-19 2019-20 2020-21

1

DRAFT

1

BUDGET

BUDGET

$

DETAIL
2022-23

SUB TOTAL
2022-23

INCREASE/

A 2020.450-94-5000 HS{v|ATH OFFTCE SUPPLTES

200.02

150.23

179.08

200.00

200.00

200.00

A 2020.450-94€500 HS€CIENCE OFFTCE SUppLTES

165.48

69.26

227.73

250.00

250.00

250.00

85.00

250.00

250.00

250.00
730.00

A

2020.450-95

DWfOREIGN LANGUAGE OFFICE SUPPLIES

250.00

A

2020.450-96

ELEM€TEM OFFICE SUPPLIES

398.72

26.79

729.88

730.00

730.00

1,000.00

212.35

998.20

1,037.00

1,030.00

1,030.00

A 2020.450-97 4000 MS-ENGLtSH OFFTCE SUPPLTES

121.70

48.31

125.00

125.00

125.00

A 2020.450-97€000 HS€NGL|SH OFFTCE SUPpLTES

248.90

250.00

250.00

250.00

125.00

125.00

t25.00

116.26

125.00

520.00

520.00

A2O2O.45O-97 ELEM+IUMANITIESOFFICESUPPLIES

A 2020.450-984000 MS€OC|AL STUDTES OFFTCE SUPPLTES

140.21

DECREASE

(7.00)

A 2020.450-98{000 XS-teegX:n TEADER ENG OFFTCE SUpp5€e
2020.1.50-97-5000

172.27

A 2020.450-98-5500 HS€OC|AL STUDTES OFFTCE SUPPLTES

40.38

A2O2O49O.1O

GH€OCES SERVICE COPIER LEASE

2,508.8/t

2,61 5.53

6,51

t.l6

't,457.16

1,457.'16

't,457.16

A2020.490.20

GWL€OCES SERVTCE COPTER LEASE

2,508.84

2,015.53

2,276.75

1,457.16

1,457.16

't,457.16

A

2020.490.30

SC-BOCES SERVICE COPIER LEASE

2,508.84

2,615.53

2,276.75

1,457.16

1,457 .16

1,457.16

A

2020_490.40

lrltS€OCES SERVTCE COPIER LEASE

2,508.84

2,6r5.53

2,276.75

1,457.16

1,457 .16

1,457.16

A

2020.490.50

HS-BOCES SERVTCE COPTER LEASE

2,224.50

2,319.11

2,014.70

2,957.16

2,957.16

2,957.16

A 2020.490.91

ATHLETICS OFFICE€OCES SERVICE€OPIER
LEASE

3,244.71

3,382.72

2,948.35

2,001.84

2,004.84

2,004.84

42020.490.92

PERF ARTS OFFICEAOCES SERVICE COPIER
LEASE

2,221.50

2,319.11

2,014.70

2,493.15

2,493.15

2,49?.15

CURRICULU'III OFFICE COPIER LEASE

2,224.50

2,319.11

2,014.70

2,493.1 5

2,493.15

2,493.15

A

2020.490.99

504,669.00

A 2021.150-90-5161

395.00

153,108.00

3 FTES-full tire eouivalent emlovees
lncludea 1 FfE (Fuil nme Equlvabnq
Aeslshnt Dlrec|or of Spaclal Educaton
147,527.00

A 2021.160-903161

tjlril"\

lr,J)'l

l.)r t:r/t

:rIli

I,j.;

2022-23 Bu.lgot Draft
213t20.22

7,092.00

t
t?

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

1

REGULAR INSTRUCTION

ACTUAL ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE

ACCOUNT
A 21 1 0.1

20-',1

ACTUAL

20r8-r9

NOTE DESCRIPTION

0-2161 GH-TEACHERS SAt-ARtES

K6

A 21 10.120-20-2161 GWL-TEACHERS SAI-AR|ES K6

2015-20

2020-21

APPROVED
BUDGET
2021-22

DRAFTl
BUDGET
DETAIL
2022-23

21 I 0.1 20-50-2161 DW-TEACHERS SALAR|Es4ode sprrf 6erow
21 10.121.10.2161 GH€NGLISH I.ANGUAGE LEARNERS

6{

$

SUB TOTAL

INCREASE/

2022-23

DECREASE

1,652,125.7'l

20,1 39.93

4,673,728.t4 4,715,877.35 4,992,730.42 5,059,072.48

5,342,638.32

283,565.84

4,579,120.26

45,949.42

5,342,638.32

947,405.00
243,014.44
200,112.75

21 10.121 -20-2161 GWL{NGLISH I.ANGUAGE LEARNERS
21 1 0.121 30.2161 SC€NGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS

A 2110.13040-2161 MS-TEACHERS SALARTES

I

3,936,446.18 4,090,318.29 4,263,353.05 4,631,985.78 4,652,125.71

A2't10.12030-21

A
A
A
A

DRAFT

BUDGET

273,635.99
221,019.29
196,537.97

1',t5,823.48

293,534.00
245,925.00
131,396.00

305,399.40
244,482.00
212,809.60

305,399.40
244,482.00
2r2,809.60

1

81

7,733,209.06 7,832,804.69 8,491,808.35 8,788,818.30 8,802,077.90 8,802,077.90

h:esg0:rlrqrlg::po-g&l|EE-,---**,...-,*,----.--,.---....,-,,,,-,,,,-,.-..,.-.-...-.,...--

-.- -- ,...,

,413.60

13,259.60

,.5,Q,0-3.s,.oQi

35,474.99 33,526.86 9'1,498.46 35,000.00

A 21 1 0.130-90-213 I HOME TEACHTNG

1,865.40

(1,443.00)

35,000.00

35,000.00
r87,000.00

A 211Q.130-90-213t
CURRICULUIr//PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

75,049.08
87,5/t8,00

275,145.64
r62,079.40

228,902.00

103,568.00
237,039.00

1 03,508.00
237,039.00

62,794.22

54,402.05

106,800.26

110,000.00

1

10,000.00

110,000.00

138,017.92

81,320.78

108,501.35

11

5,000.00

I 1 5,000.00

15,000.00

r 15,000.00

A 21'1O.131 40.2161 MS€NGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS
A 21 1O,131 -50.2161 HS€NGLISH I.ANGUAGE LEARNERS
A

21

1

0.1 40.'I 0-2'14( GH€UBSTITUTE TEACHERS

A 21

1

O,1

40-20-214( GWL^SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS

1

137,60'1.80

5,000.00

A z',t't 0.1 40-30-214( SC-sUBSTTTUTE TEACHERS

1

09,355.1 0

62,657.50

123,730.50

1

A 21 1 0.1 4040.214( MS-sUBSTITUTE TEACHERS

193,013.66

130,112.40

362,783.94

120,000.00

120,000.00

120,000.00

A 21 10.1 40-50-214( HS-sUBSTTTUTE TEACHERS

171,0?0.81

86,68r.20

1r7,356.'t9

120,000.00

120,000.00

120,000.00

72,878.50

35,400.00

36,013.00

?6,727.00

37,452.00

37,152.00

725.00

31,522.50

988_50

78,417.20
r06,20,t.80
78,758.40
77,328.00
172,547.60

't4,443.10

A 2110.151-90417I DW-TA REGULAR EDUCATION

I 5,000.00

11

(34,036.80)
8,1 37.00

1

A2110.160{0
0.5 FTE Enployee paid frcm tvn codes - see

A2110j64404171

SCHOOL MONITORS{)ISTRICT VNDE
See Below Brcakdown by School

397,397.40

415,602.93
78,080.70
73,721.85
77,161.86
74,31 0.90

A 21 1 0.1 64-1 04171 GH.iItONTTORS
A 21 1 0.1 64-20417 1 GWL{[/|ON|TORS
A 2't't 0.1 64.304171 SC.ttloN|TORS
A 2't't0 .'164404171 MS.ItONITORS
A 2't't 0.1 64-504171 HS-i/toN|TORS
RECREATION COVERAGE

A 2110.164404172 9ee Below Brcakdown by School
A 21 1 0.1 64-1 0417i GH.RECREATTON SUPERVTSOR
A 21't O.1 64-20417' GWL{ECREATTON SUPERVTSOR
A 21 10.164€0417i SC{ECREATTON SUPERVTSOR

21312022

168,794.21

56,602.50

64,004.10
93,999.60
97,01 8.00

75,776.20
198,277.20

78,447.20
106,201.80
78,758.40
77,328.OO

172,547.60

12:202.20
(18,800.20)
3,551.80
(25,729.60)

03,045.00
I 7,895.00

18,135.00
r 7,500.87

2022-23 Budg.t

ltr.ft

1

16,500.00
16,500.00
r6,500.00

20,250.00
'18,900.00

17,550.00

20,250.00
r8,900.00
17,550.00

3,750.00
2,400.00
1,050.00

18

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

1

REGULAR INSTRUCTION

ACTUAL ACTUAL

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE EXPENOITURE EXPENDITURE

ACCOUNT

2018-{9 2019-20

NOTEDESCRIPTION

o.1 64

DRAFT

DETAIL
2022-23

14,850.00 16,500.00

A 21 1 0.164 40 4 17' MSRECREATION SUPERVISOR

A 2't't

2020-21

DRAFTl
BUDGET

APPROVED
BUDGET
2021-22

16,200.00

1

BUDGET

$

SUB TOTAL

INGREASE/

2022-23

DECREASE

16,200.00

(300.00)

,939.05

229.59

SO4't7' HSfi.ECREAT|ON SUPERVTSOR
'!,.!29,99............1.'!J91,9.?......

A 2110.164-9041

11

PT
A 21'10.165-50417i STUDENT AIDES

A

21

't

,624.75

r,306.50

1,098.00

10.166€0417I STUDENT LAB AIDES

TEACHER AIDES . INSTRUCTIONAL
See Brcakdown by School Bolow
A 21 1 0.1 67.1 O4OO( GH.TEACHER AIDE
A 2't 10.167 -20400( Gllt L-TEACHER AIDE
A 21 1 0-1 67-30{00( sc-TEAcHER ADE
A 21 1 0.1 6740{00( MS-TEACHER ADE
A 21 10.167€0-000( HS-TEACHER AIDE

A2110.16740

A2110.200-92

205,663.87

A2110.202.92

DW-THEATREEQUIPMENT

57.41

4,464.88
r r,861 .32

2,500.00

400.00

400.00

400.00

8,229.20
8,225.20
8,229.20

8,049.08
8,049.08
8,049.08

8,049.08
8,049.08
8,049.08

7,641.97

14,455.00

16,904.48
(3,052.00)

77,258.75
5,396.00
7,079.00

6,460.00
GHJiONFFRFN(:FS TFACHFRS

4,960.00

GH.LAMINATOR MAINTENANCE
H-qTI IDFNT PROGRAMS

500.00
1,000.00

7,075.00

421'tO.400-20
TEACHERS

_

GWl .qTIJIJENT PROGRAMS

A 2110.400-30

-cnNFFRFNAF6'-iiilCHEiS

".

3,075.00

0,?qqJ0500.00
800.00

GWLPROFESSIONAL LITERATURE

6,400.00

-'-"-'''

4,E.0-S-..S-q-

400.00

S(]J AMINATOFI MAINTFNANCF

500.00
1,000.00

SC.PROFESSIONAL LITERATTJRE
ic-qTl IDFNT PROGRAMS

20,027.00

A2'110.40040

480.00

473.00

3,265.00

700.00

A 21 10.40049

17

A 2110.400-50

21312022

(1

3,052.00

A 21'10.400-10

A 2110400.43

80.1 2)
80.1 2)
0 80.1 2)
(1

151,952.50 225,478.80 242,383.28 212,383.28

A 211O.4OO.OO€Ez CARES ACT-ESSER.GMNT FROM NYS STATE
A 211O.4OO.OO€E2 CARES ACTGEER.GRANT FROM NYS
HS. ART EOUIPMENT

2,500.00

190,033.22
9,1

DW{IUSICEQUIPMENT

A2110.201-92

2,500.00

2022-23 Bu.lgot Draft

1

52,006.17

19

(800.00)

7,340.06

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022-23 BUDGET-DRAFT

1

RUCTION
Regular Instruction is the largest section of the budget and it covers the msts of dfuect instruction and instructional support for the

majority of North Shore students. It rnaintains all core instructional programs and ensures that all North Shore students continue to
receive an excellent education. It indudes the salaries of regular dassroom teadrers, substitute teadrerg monitors, recreation
supervisors, curriculum and development work, contractual costs, equipment, supplies and textbooks. It also indudes one (1) FTE (full

time equivalent) dassroom teadrer for enrollment growth and

.4 FTE Theater Teacher at the

North Shore Mddle Sdrool and High

School.

ACTUAL ACTUAL

ACCOUNT

DRAFT

1

$

DETAIL
2022-23

SUB TOTAL

INCREASE/

2022-23

DECREASE

......99.9...S.q...............9-0.-0...9.q................9.-0.9...S9................-6.9.9,99...............9.0.-0...0..q

600.00

EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE

2018-19

NOTE DESCRIPTION

DRAFTl
BUDGET

BUDGET

ACTUAL

2019-20

2020-21

APPROVED
BUDGET
2021-22

HS+AMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCE OTHER
A 21 10.400-53

EXPENSES
tH.e;H."-M.i-.r-s.'#.r..4''.i

A 2110.400-59

(800.00)

3,540.00
SOFTWARE

A2110.400-90

EXPENSES

.5.1.,?L.8.,9..6............3.-4.,.?U

33,s00.00

1,9-3......._....-6.?,.1p9,-e?............7.e,.q99.,-0.-0..

EMPLOYEE ASS

........??,.9.99,9.0..
..........?.,.5..99,99..

to 2010490

(46,000.00)

:
:

NEARPOD SUBSCRI PTIONJnleracfiyo /essons

to 2010490

52,605.00

A 2110.400-92

(2,000.00)

7.500.00

ACCOMPANISTS
AI t COIJNry MIISIC FFSTIVAI
SERVICES

2

AOO On

9,9q9...9.9.

(NYS.9.I4 ).........

9,?q-0..p..9.

500.00
ING

.1.,9q9...0..9.
9,q9.-0...9.9.

ORG MEMBERSHIP FEES

?,9q-0...0..q
-2,9?9...0..9.

360.00

TEACHER CONFERENCES

Il9!!..
RAPHER SERVICES

A 21 10.4OQ.944QO( MS MATHOTHER EXPENSES
A 21 1 0400-94450(

10,577.54

5,891.05

4,946.66

5,1

90.55

5,690.55

R

LI STEM AND ELA CONFERENCE

A 2110.400

500.00

5,690.55
3,762.50

(1,609.50)

8,871.50

(1,100.00)

12,070.00

(2,285.00)

73,246.00

(5,375.00)

960.00
747.78

NSES
HS MATH-COMPETITIONS, SUBSCRIPTIONS
HS MATH-DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION.EQUATIO
(TEXTHELP READ & WRITE)

A 211

2,600.00

........................-8.,.7..q7,9.!.............-5.,.9_21,i-6..............?.,.q19,9.-3............'!.{,.19I..9.0_.......................

A 2110.400-95

HS SCIENCE-COMPETITIONS,

SUBSCRIPTION

FoRElGr{ LANGUAGE- orHER

Q!PEN9E9

lFL-c

5l

q1

,q8.. ._.-

.,94,5q9,i0

Z?,!q4,9.9.... . .

. Z8-.q?1{!*----*.*

21312022

ELEM STEMOTHER EXPENSES

--

6,690.00

FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY ASSESSMENT

A 21 1 0.400-96

.

ro,aoooo'l

737.75

8,466.'t

7

2022-23 Budget Draft I

31,4?5.27

30,326.57

30,320.80

(5.771

30,320.80

20

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

1

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL

ACCOUNT

NOTE
lor'rr-rNe
I

A 2110.400-97

DRAFT1

DRAFTl

BUDGET BUDGET i
EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE BUDGET DETAIL SUB TOTAL INGREASE/
2018-19 201s-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2022-23 DEGREASE
APPROVED

DESCRIPTION
suascntploNs, ASSEssMENT

unrenrnls,

reoo".l"B

I

lenoue

ELEM HUMANITIESOTHER

i

EXPENSES

9O.OO

421',!

449.20
7.50

45O.OO

45O.OO

450.00

,t95.00

500.00

s00.00

55.00

305.00

MS.ASSESSMENT SYSTEMS, CODING,

A 21 10.400-97-500(

(85.00)

532.00

A 211
MS

SSj

4,450.00

600.00

1,753.10

19't.25

4s0.00
500 00

MS SS-LICSS WORKSHOP AND SPEAKERS

I HISTORY DAY COMPFTITION FFFS

MS SS-NATIONAL HISTORY DAY TRAVEL AND

3.500.00

REGISTRATION

A 21 10.400-98-500( HS€NGLISH OTHER EXPENSESJioved to
1IEAQHEE MA]EE]ALS.

2110

250.33

.

i
i

-

A2'11
HS SS-WORKSHOPS/HONOR SOCIETY AND

A2't't0401-10

r,000.00
GH4OST OF

500.00

GH€TATE STANDARDS

A 2110401-20

GWL€TATE MANDATED

1,000.00

GWL-STATE STANDARDS

1,000.00

A 21 10401-30
9BA.QE.-T.F.9I9

ANDARDS

.00

A 21 1040140

.........1L9?9...q.q.....

A 2110401-50

.86

PHYSICAL EDUCATION OTHER

EXPENSES

fErrYsEq4WAE0S,TRArNiNG'AND'e.1rNr9.5"."

2,312.48

97,815.48

4,827 .62

49 664.00

AP-RFGISTRATION FFFS-FOR RF'JI IIRFN trXAMS /5.I
'\
HSCALCULATOR CHARGING UNITS
HS-GRAPHING CAI CIII ATORS TI.Aq NFW FOR AP CAI C
HS-IB SUBJECT AREA FEES (384'I
A2',1',10401-91

2',t,00?.48

136.98
2_318.50

45.696.00

""

* :' :,

1:

:- '

'

l:: '...

8OO.OO

'l

8OO.OO

800.00

5,830.00

A 21'tO.401-92
FESTIVAL
Le4rlr:v4lvLlrEJlLr4rf9
{S-ART-DARKROOM ENLARGER
HS-ART GO APE (ADVANCE PLACFMENT EXHIBIT)

21312022

*""

*_*__*-"

_ - --_ --

vJ'Y;::,
i,gOO.OO

100.00

2022-29 audgot Dlaft

1

2t

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

1

STRUCTION

DRAFT

ACTUAL ACTUAL
ACCOUNT

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE
2018-19

NOTE DESCRIPTION

APPROVED
BUDGET

1

DRAFT

1

BUDGET

BUDGET

I

DETAIL

SUB TOTAL

INCREASE/
DECREASE

REPAIR
HS ART-NAEA.I{EW-ilIATIONAL ARTS ED ASSCREQ FOR HONOR ARTS SOCIETY
HS ART-COMPETITION EXPENSE FOR TEACHERS

130.00
1.000_00

A21't0.402-92

21,500.00
THEATRE€OSTUME RENTAL

4.000.00
:NTAL

1.000.00

AND BACK

5.500.00

S AND SCORES

A2't10.403-92

HS/MS DAI{CE OTHER EXPENSES

A'2110.410-10

GHfIELD TRIP ENTRY FEES

3,955.56

2,209.00

A'2110.410-20

GWL+IELD TRIP ENTRY FEES

3,452.00

A 21 10.410-30

SCfIELD TRIP ENTRY FEES

2,888.00

A2'110.41040

MStrIELO TRIP ENTRY FEES

3,178.50

A 21 10.410-50

HSfIELD TRIP ENTRY FEES

r,800.00

1,800.00

r,800.00

1,708.00

4,000.00

4,000.00

4,000.00

3,239.00

985.28

4,500.00

4,500.00

4,500.00

480.00

2,188.00

4,000.00

4,500.00

4,500.00

150.00

6,600.50

6,600.50

6,000.50

6,025.56

6,025.56

6,025.56

809.93

A 2'110.450-10

500.00

40,000.00

4,500.00

48,593.00

7,593.00

34,100.00

4,400.00

GH+LES (FOREIGN LANGUAGE IN

A2110.450-20

A

21

SUPPLIES

10.450€0

21s12022

29,700.00

2022-23 Budgct Dnft

1

22

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET-DRAFT

1

REGULAR INSTRUCTION

DRAFT

AGTUAL ACTUAL

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE

ACCOUNT

2018-19 2019-20

NOTE

2020-21

APPROVED
BUDGET
2021-22

1

DRAFT

1

BUDGET

BUDGET

3

DETAIL
2022-23

SUB TOTAL

INCREASE'

2022-23

DECREASE

SC.FLES (FOREIGN LANGUAGE IN

34,100.00

A2110.45040

(900.00)

'l

42110.45043

4,500.00
MS€ENERAL SUPPLIES
MS+OOD

1.400.00

2.300.00
800.00

€EWNG SUPPLIES

A2'119.45Q45

MS{EADINGSUPPLIES

895.43

A 2110.45049

897.90

899.98

900.00

900.00

...!.'!.,.9.qt,9!....."......1.-3J39,t-3............'!.?,.q19,-0.-0...........J.?..9.5..q,9.0..

scHooL

A2110.450-50

12,850.00

33,031.50

7

4',1

900.00

IS.STUDENT CLASSROOM CHAIRS fls)
HS.STUDENT CLASSROOM DESKS f/s'I
HS-TESTING SUPPLIES€CANTRON

2.812.1

6 000 00
3.449.00

A 21 10.450-53

75

0,411 .39

7,160.00

200.00

520.41

(8.33)

8,500.00

(1,600.00)

59,310.00

(8,924.00)

.................L,.?.g.q,Q-0.. i
.................?..q.6..q,q-0.. i

HS{EMEDIAL READING SUPPLIES

A 21 10.450€5

A 21 10.450-59

HS-TECHNOLOGY SUPPLIES
l.rr.,s.ruui.:iiF5-.TE]?l:r.fie,:iltlgY::::

1,376.85

204.51

57G.88

524.71

520.41

.................19,.9.qf,1-6...........L?,.eJ9'7.!.-.......-..11'97!..?L...........'!.9,!9q'-0.9.............-8.'.q.9"q,9.0..
:::: ::::: :::: :.::

42110.454-92
5.YEAR INSTRUMENT REPLACEMENT PLAN

19.000.00
3.775.00
2.000.00
3.395.00
4,000.00
5.698.00

DW-BAND SUPPLIES
DW.CHORAL MUSIC SUPPLIES
DW-TUARCHING BAND AND DRUM LINE SUPPLIES

DW{EPERTOIRE
DW€TRING SUPPLIES
ELEMGFNERAI MTISIC

1.800.00

750.00
10.000.00
800.00
2.700.00

HS TECHNOLOGY LAB
MISC PPE FOR MUSIC DEPARTMENT
MS€ENERAL MUSIC SUPPLIES
REPLACEMENT OF STRING INSTRUMENTS
SHIPPING

A 21 10.450-94400( MS-ilrATH SUPPLTES

A 21 10.450-94450( MS-SCTENCE SUPPLTES

213120.22

5_392.00

20,509.79

2',1,409.53

2,830.58

r,750.00

1,750.00

1,750.00

17,431.86

19,843.20

17,000.00

17,000.00

17,000.00

2022-23 Budg.t Draft

I

23

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

1

DRAFT

ACTUAL AGTUAL

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE

ACCOUNT

NOTEDESCRIPNON

A 2'l 1 0.450-94-500( HS.LATH SUPPLTES

2018-19 2019-20

2020-21

APPROVED
BUDGET
2021-22

1

DRAFT

I

BUDGET

BUDGET

I

DETA!L
2022-23

SUB TOTAL

INCREASE'

2022-23

DECREASE

4,043.04

16,816.80

8,178.75

7,450.00

2,550.00

2,550.00

A 21 10.450-94-550( HS€CtENCE SUPPLTES

31,951.03

28,63r.60

35,965.30

22,200.00

29,250.00

29,250.00

7,050.00

A

1'1,641.77

1

14,629.68

8,676.00

8,783.00

8,783.00

107.00

83,836.49

1,837.99

28,582.24

4,026.94

1,965.00

515.00

21,1

0.450.95400( DWf OREIGN LANGUAGE SUPPLIES

2,888.1 9

A 21 1 0.450-96

42110.450.97

ELEMENTARYHUMANITIESSUPPLIES
LF_!.F_M.u_u..t4Al!tIESS.u.p..p..U.F.-s,-**...._..

17,914.82 39,283.00

A 21 10.450-97 400( MS€NGLtSH SUPpLtES

1,664.01

A 21 10.450-97-500( HS€NGLtSH SUPPLTES
A 21 10.450-98400( MS€OC|AL STUDTES SUPPLTES

6,1

08.71

734.96

431.69

A 2'l 10.450-98-550( HS€OC|AL STUDTES SUPPLTES

2,640.99

2,403.93

12,898.28

8,991.51

DWf HYSICAL EDUCATION SUPPLIES
tPw.f u.Y..s.!._caL_.F.Pu.c.aL!9.It.-s.vBpt!.E.s_........................

42110.451-92

HS4RTSUPPLTES

A2't10.452-92

DW.THEATRE SUPPLIES

,986.45

23,955.30

1,450.00

3,504.38

250.00

s00.00

A 2110.450-98{00( HS€OC|AL STUDTES SUppLtES

42110.451.91

ll

22,236.18

1,366.92

1,550.00

2,577.61

1

,965.00

(4,900.00)

430.00

430.00

180.00

3,806.00

3,806.00

2,256.00

2,125.50

10,238.59

14,992.89

14,992.89

4,754.30

12,426.23

14.000.00

14,698.00

14,698.00

698.00

28,369.25 28,281.52

22,925.00

22,925.00

......!.'L,o.o*99.

1,700.00

1,289.59

2,084.94

6,343.4'l

6,287.98

[#rGili'ix.rE;
I

A

2110.453-92

SUPPLIES/CONSUMABLES/POSTAGE
DW.I)ANCE SUPPLTES

A 21 .I 0455-OO€E2 CARES ACT€SSER SUPPLIES NYS GRANT
A 21 10455{O€E2 CARES ACT€EER SUPPLIES

3,600.00

3,520.00

379.98
774.62

A2110.47040

A

21

1

5,000.00

O,480 40.228( PRIVATE & PAROCHIAL TEXTBOOKS

47,924.61 45,820.55 41,415.68 48,500.00

48,500.00

48,500.00
5,850.00

A2110.480-10
GH'LASSROOM LIBRARIES
GH.{':I ASSROOM I IBRARIFS KT3\ SFCTIONS

3.600.00
750.00

GH€UIDED READING

1,000.00

GH.RESPONSE TO INTFRVFNTION

1,600.00

500.00

A 2110.480-20

A 21 1 0.480-30

21312022

(80.00)

3,520.00

SC-I(INDERGARTEN 3 SECTIONS AND 1 II C
SC{LASSROOM LIBRARIES

3,400.00

SCfUNDATIONS

1.500.

6,500.00

(8,675.00)

6,900.00

1,000.00

1.000.00
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1

ACTUAL ACTUAL
ACCOUNT

ACTUAL

EXPENOITURE EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE

2018.19 2019-20

NOTE DESCRIPTION

2020-21

APPROVED
BUDGET
2021-22

DRAFTl

DRAFT

BUDGET

BUDGET

DETAIL
2022-23

SUB TOTAL
2022-23

SC.WORD THEIR WAY

1

$

INCREASE'
DECREASE

1,000.00

2,277.00

A2't't0.480-92

115.00)

METHOD BOOKS, lB MUSIC, AUDIO CDs,
AND HANDLI

A'21'l

(ee1.s5)

20,505.50

20

......................1.2J.2-1.1.o.........
MS-TEXTBOOKS ALGEBRA 1 PLUS ONE YEAR

5,7s0.00

A 211

(7,900.00)

ooo oo

HS MATH-REPLACEMENT TEXTBOOKS
HS MATHEMATICS APPLICATION &
BRA
HS MATH€OLLEGE VIATH FOR FINANCIAL

A 21'10.480-94-550( HS€CtENCE TEXTBOOKS

6,818.29

10,763.60

A 21 10.480-95{OO( DWfOREIGN LANGUAGE TEXTBOOKS
A 21 1 0.480-96

A2110.480-97

ELEMENTABYSTEMTEXTBOOKq

4,464.00

5,115.21

8,184.99

ELEMENTARYHUIiIANITIESTEXTBOOKS

A 21 10.480-97€00( HS€NGLTSH TEXTBOOKS

5,790.00

16,691.13

12,971.8t
7,121.22

A 21 10.480.98-550( HS€OCIAL STUDTES TEXTBOOKS

7,750.98

HS4RTTEXTBOOKS

A

7,?23.20

(6,376.26)

(20,673.1 0)

24,249.38

52,O12.'10

31,339.00

31,339.00

2,519.33

0,738.05

9,340.00

11,250.00

1

6,351.45

6,856.51

11,265.00

8,085.00

8,085.00

2,46?.00

700.00

600.00

600.00

10,307.50

4,3811.90

4,825.00

4,825.00

11,866.55

1,250.00

1,910.00

(3,1

80.00)

( 00.00)
440.1 0

(ee0.00)

990.00
63,4r 1 .59

........!?.,1!.9,!1...........9.9,?.q1,11...........e$?99,9.9..........
.Eg-o..19.9Y. I

424.00

17,561.30

444.50

A 2110.490{0-1

5,790.00

i

A 21 '10.480.98400( MS€OC|AL STUDTES TEXTBOOKS

1..9t.q........

A 21'10.490{0-1

.....2?1,92_9._.21........-'!.q9,9?{.,.ff

.____

DATA

164,090.82

158,238.74

183,637.58

(25,398.84)

12

EXPLOMTORY ENRICHMENT 4 1 2.01 O
ED.VISTA
TEST SCORING-iltoved to 2010.1.90
IXL-Moved to 2O'tO1gO
LANGUAGE PROCESSING & ASSESSMENT 423.010
LANGUAGE PROCESSING & OTHER
SERVtCES 423.500

._--_-13,9S,0..1_0.

17,
4.213.04

LIBRARY AUTOMATION 533-O.I O
MISC, SERVICES BASED ON ACTUAL USE
MY LEARNING PLAN-Movad b 2O1O19O

21312022

5,306.00

- *

A 21 10.480-97 400( MS€NGL|SH TEXTBOOKS

A21'10.481-92

1,567.50

21.5'14.44

5,000.00

2022-23 Budgct Dr.ft

1
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1

REGULAR INSTRUCTION

DRAFT

ACTUAL ACTUAL
ACCOUNT

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE

NOTE DESCRIPTION

2020-21

APPROVED
BUDGET
2021-22

I

DRAFT

I

BUDGET

BUDGET

$

DETAIL
2022-23

SUB TOTAL

INCREASE/

2022-23

DECREASE

'1.189.65

NASSAU COUNW VIRTUAL SCHOOL
ARPOD-Movod io 2010490
NYSED REPORTING 602-071

28.671.36

'160

A 21 1 0.490-1 0

10,736.52

42110.490-20

10,324.32

21

BOCES SERVICE COPIER LEASE.

A 21 10.490-30

A.2110.49040
A 21 10.490-50

9,710.04

14,905.49

MIDDLE SCHOOL COPIER LEASE
s.q.Hg9..!_.c.

36,968.94

9?! FR !,EA_s. F_......

16,264.78
..11,.q99.,!.?.......

16,264.76

16,264.76

,899.12

51,899.12

51

SERVICE COPIER LEASE-FACULry

....................:
9,451.86

A 21 10.490-95

16,635.00

..!.{J9r,-5.9.......
......?,.s..9.q,

9-0..

:

.....r.aAL,.0.9..1
......-6.,.9.q9, 9-0.. i

i,

r\.1 llir,

21312022

,:lij rr rl r..,
i

; 1l; 'rl

2022-23 Brdgot Dr.ft

I
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2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

1

EDUCATION

ACCOUNT

NOTE DESCRIPTION

tjF,i;.;;ffirui;;_;i;ie,d;ili#i?;.

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

-.,:"'

APPROVED
BUDGET
2021-22

DRAFT {
BUDGET
DETAIL
2022-23

DRAFT

1

$

BUDGET

INCREASE/

SUB TOTAL

DECREASE

2022-23

-'-' ' ' ".,.,,...,:-- '--- '-- ' -'-'-' ll':"-::
"'

03,000.00

(35,000.00)

SPECIAL ED TEACHERS

5,962,173.27

A2250.15040-216' See Below Breakdown by Buildlng

6,223,665.67

1,018,830.70 121,115.70

A 2250.150-10-2't6'
New-1 FTE ICT (lnbgrat d Co Teachlng)
grade to rcduce
Teacher for rlsing

'lh
A 2250.150-20-216'

1,374,0r 5.80

(53,415.70)

A2250.15030-216:S.c..-.€..P..E9|A_L.EP.I_EA9..r:r.F.89......

1,051,366.36

76,101.06

r,905,957.25

222,843.O5

42250.15040-216:!i.rp.:g?E.c.lAlF..p..r..FS9I_EB.S_.....

...1,p91,-5J.?.21.......1,.Z.{.1,1!.{.,?.9......1.,.e..q9,9-5.?;.q..

A 2250.'15060-216'

2,054,999.t18

(12,489.52)

New .4lLC Teachar due to the expanalon

58,064.93 89,791.96 100,000.00 100,000.00

A 2250,1 50.90-213. SPECIAL ED HOME TEACHING

1

SPECIAL ED TEACHING ASSISTANTS
A2250.'15'140417, Sea Bolow Breakdown by Buildlng

531,367.80

12,901.88

600,806.99

A 2250.1 51 -10417, GH€PECIAL ED TEACHING ASSISTANTS
GWLSPECIAL ED TEACHING
A 2250.1 51 -'t 04 1 7. ASSISTANTS
A 2250.

1

51

-304 1 7, SC€PECIAL ED TEACHI NG ASSISTANTS

A 2250.1

51

404

17. MS€PECIAL ED TEACHING ASSISTANTS

37,452.00

37,452.00

126,858.57

I 44,1 81.00

144,008.00

r44,008.00

51,671.37

72,954.00

73,904.00

73,904.00

139,306.35

117,788.00

142,051.00

42250.151-50417,

A2250.160{0417t

........:f.,1-8.'!.,.7..q7,.0.L

100,000.00

37,452.00

(1

73.00)

950.00

142,051.00

(5,737.00)

109,558.00

(623.00)

........L,19!J?.0.,?..8............................

EDUCATION TEACHER

A 2250. t 60-1 041

141

A 2250.160-20417, GWL€PECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER AIDES
SC€PECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER
A 2250.16030417,A1DES

167,394.60

25,935.60
8,233.20

395,086.78

370,490.40

378,723.60

378,723.60

251,123.70

327,8',t3.80

354,898.80

354,898.80

27,085.00

A 2250.160404'17. MS€PECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER AIDES

306,51 1.35

279,040.32

221,425.65

221,425.65

(57,614.67)

A 2250.160-50417, HS€PECIAL EDUCATION TEACHERAIDES

370,448.2t

357,357.30

405,902.90

405,902.90

48,545.60

5,801.23

12,000.00

12,000.00

12,000.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

34,340.00

34,340.00

34,340.00

A 2250.'161 -90417( SP ED NURSESCHIpERONE/OTHER
A

2250.200-90

A2250.40'I-90
21s12022

16,974.45

I 3,696.06

't

DW€PECIAL ED EQUIPMENT
SPECIALEDPSYCHIATRICEVALUATION

34,325.00

42,485.87

21,625.00

2022-23 Bu.lg.t Dr.ft

1
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1

ECIAL EDUCATION

ACCOUNT

NOTEDESCRIPTTON

A2250.402-90

SPECIAL ED+IOiIIE TEACHINGCONTRACTED SERVICES ONLY

A 2250.403-90

SPECIAL EDOCCUPATIONAL
THERAPY

A2250.404-90

SP ED . MISC. THERAPY

A 2250.405-90

SPECIAL ED6O4 PLAN EQUIPMENT
SUPPORT

A'2250.406-90

SPECIAL ED-TRANSITION PI-AN

A2250.407-90

SPECIAL ED,PSYCH'NEURO/CONSULT

A 2250.408-90

SPECIAL EDPOSTAGE

A2250.410-90

SPECIAL ED.FACILITIES VISIT

A'2250.4'11-90

SPECIAL ED€UPPLIES FOR MEETINGS

42250.412-90

SPECIAL ED.IEP SOFTWARE CONTRACT.
IEP Software now llcensed through
BOCES-Soa 2250"490.90

A 2250.413-90

SPECIAL ED.TRIPS & CONFERENCES

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

APPROVED
BUDGET

2018.',tg

2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

DRAFTl
BUDGET
DETA!L
2022-23

500.00

& PHYS

DRAFT

I

INCREASE'

SUB TOTAL

DECREASE

2022-23

500.00

500.00

70,480.00

170,480.00

(t,270.001
(1,032.00)

61,307.29

26,176.50

124,735.27

,t77,750.00

754,582.43

471,588.51

710,8r 9.80

641,390.00

640,358.00

640,358.00

4,135.10

5,231.60

5,371.13

6,000.00

6,000.00

0,000.00

500.00

500.00

500.00

500.00

500.00

500.00

300.00

300.00

300.00

32,423.21

9,351.00

9,351.00

1,200.00

1,200.00

r,200.00

1

r69.28

84.59

1

22,593.00

2t,521.00

5,454.39

970.31

304.99

826.20

545.40

880.00

880.00

880.00

35,575.44

17,146.70

81,800.00

55,000.00

55,000.00

55,000.00

99,899.46

140,680.54

't31,834.27

1,069.00

$

BUDGET

(23,072.24)

SPECIAL ED€UBSCRIPTIONS &
A2250.415-90

MEMBERSHIPS

42250.417-90

SPECIAL ED.IMPARTIAL HEARING
SPECIAL ED

200lo

MAINTENANCEfOR 2
(13't,834.27)

42250.419-90

SIUDENIS

206,0'r 9.1r

42250.420-90

SPECIAL ED PRIVATE SCHOOLS

164,923.48

1

84,909.67

200,1 38.78

20't,515.00

A2250.42't€0

STUDENTS ATTENDING PRIVATE AND
PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS

212,035.99

1

04,054.00

150,'tt7.42

1

A 2250.450-10

GH€PECIAL ED SUPPLIES

570.35

578.1

I

596.24

600.00

600.00

600.00

A.2250.450-20

GWL€PECIAL ED SUPPLIES

589.99

59t1.51

570.50

600.00

600.00

600.00

A 2250.450€0

SC€PECIAL ED SUPPLIES

533.51

572.95

529.87

600.00

600.00

600.00

A 2250.45040

MS€PECIAL ED SUPPLIES

1,968.32

1,977.85

1,925.89

2,000.00

2,000.00

2,000.00

A 2250.450-50

HS€PECIAL ED SUPPLIES

I,914.19

1,997.89

1,726.05

2,000.00

2,000.00

2,000.00

A 2250.450-90

DWSPECIAL ED SUPPLIES

23,202.29

21,794.28

33,891.90

20,000.00

20,000.00

20,000.00

A2250.470-90

SPECIAL ED TUITION PRIVATE

1,167,914.29

't,318,223.96

1,297,171.36

1,215,009.00

21312022

2022-23 Eqdgct Draft

I

50,000.00

223,650.00

223,650.00

150,000.00

1

22,13550

50,000.00

1,0't 7,760.00

(1

97,249.00)

2A
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1

CATION

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

ACCOUNT

EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE
201 8-19

NOTE DESCRIPTION

ACTUAL

2019-20

2020-21

APPROVED
BUDGET
2021-22

DRAFTl
BUDGET

BUDGET

INCREASE'

DETAIL
2022-23

SUB TOTAL
2022-23

DECREASE

DRAFT

1

3

2

16

A

204,852.00

OTHER

.......

42250.480-10

GH€PECIAL ED TEXTBOOKS

A2250.480-20

GWL€PECIAL ED TEXTBOOKS

A 2250.480-30

SC€PECIAL ED TEXTBOOKS

42250.48040

MS-SPECIAL ED TEXTBOOKS

A 2250.480-50

HS€PECIAL ED TEXTBOOKS

st2.57

A 2250.480-90

DW.SPECIAL EO TEXTBOOKS

384.94

165.00
140.00

423.93
185.01

199.19

A

1.-3;9?,-0.-0.

220.00

220.00

220.00

440.00

440.00

440.00

220.00

220.00

220.00

1,540.00

1,540_00

1,5110.00

00.00

1,100.00

1,100.00

440.00

440.00

440.00

1,1

335.85

L

V2,454.00)

26,746.00

23,746.00

Includes IEP software moved from 2250-

990,636.00

A 2250.490-90-1

(84,014.00)

STUDENT

13 Safety

21312022

2022-23 Budgot Dr.ft

1
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ACTUAL ACTUAL

1

ACTUAL

APPROVED

EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE :XPENDITURE
2018-19
20't9-20
2020-21

ACCOUNT

NOTEDESCRIPIION

42270.470-96

ST. CHRISTOPHERS
SI CHRISTOPHERS PRIVATE PLACEMENT

BUDGET
2021-22

DRAFTl
BUDGET

BUDGET

$

DETAIL
2022-23

SUB TOTAL
2022-23

INCREASE/

76,400.00

DRAFT.I

OECREASE

76,400.00

76,400.00

328,909.20

42270.490-96]l

(107,080.80)

'l

BOCES 2-Student Moved
ST CHRISTOPHERS BOCES 3
ST CHRISTOPHER'S BOCES 4

103.836.00
'116

llllll be reimburced by school dlstlct of rasidence less Sralr Ard€ea /€venue esfimatas

A9'

'O
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1

CHAPTER 721 . INDIVIDUAL RESIDENTIAL PLACEMENT

ACTUAL
BUDGET

ACCOUNT

NOTE DESCRIPTION

2020-21

DRAFTl
BUDGET

BUDGET

t

DETAIL
2022-23

SUB TOTAL
2022-23

INCREASE/

DRAFT

1

DECREASE

A2271.470-96
PRIVATE SCHOOL. CHAPTER 721

21312022

2022-23 Budgct Dr.ft

I

s0

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT
OTH ER INSTRU GTIONOCCU PA

EXPENDITURE

NOTE DESCRIPTION

ING ED

ACTUAL ACTUAL

AGTUAL

ACCOUNT

1

APPROVED
EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE BUDGET
2021-22

2019.20 2020-21

2018-19

DRAFTl
BUDGET

BUDGET

$

DETAIL
2022-23

SUB TOTAL
2022-23

INCREASE/

A 2280.49040

l'l;l';

A

2331.450{0{00

.l t,l

,jlr;

l.l,rtr / J'trltl

l:t;tl;;'i j,t1!r1,

l L lr;::,i

SUMMER SCHOOL SUppLtES

,

. r.t,lirj.:ilttt

750.00

DRAFTl

DECREASE

444,'t06.40

18,082.95

''1.11:tt)a/\'r

ii:ilrli!,.llilj

750.00

750.00
67,000.00

l.t,l',.,, I .t i,jl I 1 :.trl I ri'..ir

.::r

r

A 2335,1 50-51 -2130 DIRECTOR CONTINUING ED
A 2335. 1 5O-51.2331 CONTINUING ED4ERTIFIED SALARIES
A 2335, 1 60.5 1 -31 03 CONTINUING EDOTHER SALARIES

A

2335,400-51

A2335.450.51

2lsl2022

CONTINUING EDOTHER EXPENSES

CONTINUINGED€UPPLIES

.r{.ilr;i.'r.iri:

i:l,i . l,irrlrilr

it,i./

0,302.00

10,500.00

riii. r i,,iil.irl

l,ir

10,000.00

I 0,1 50.00

9,601.50

5,167.00

310.00

1

24,997.86

17,'t 18.53

545.70

26,500.00

26,500.00

26,500.00

19,364.70

13,790.17

640.00

23,000.00

23,000.00

23,000.00

700.00

700.00

700.00

:i i ,:iil

1

42.39

2022-23 Eudgot Dnft

1

1,000.00

,ii: it't,,tlt)

r,

i il.irltrlrJ

10,500.00

1

0,500.00

1,000.00

1

1,000.00

1

I
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I

TION.LIBRARY AND AU DIO VISUAL

DRAFT

61 MS{|BRARY

1

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

APPROVED

BUDGET

BUDGET

3

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

BUDGET

SUB TOTAL

INCREASE/

2018.19

2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

DETAIL
2022-23

2022-23

DECREASE

ACCOUNT
NOTE DESCRIPTION
A 2610.160303161 GTUGWUSC {tBRARy CLERTCAL
A 261 0.1 6040€1

DRAFT

1

ACTUAL

31,492.73

CLERTCAL

A 2610.160-50€161 HS-r-rBRARy CLERTCAL

65,805.00 66,767.00 67,418.00

61,064.00

42610.20140

70,000.00

70,000.00

7.11

2,582.O0

9,000.00

42610.201-50

9,000.00

A 2610.400-50

Hq4_uap

vt

uAL-REPAIBS

lAudiovtsual SupportforBoad

10,000.00

............1.9,9q-0...0..9..

ot

10,000.00

i
i

lE4qc?flgn rye-elingg__
A 2610.401-90

11

1

r,000.00

12,470.00

A 261 0.450-1 0

(1,880.00)

10.1 20.00

H-LIBRARY BOOKS
GH-LIBRARY JOURNALS
GH.LIBRARYONI INF DATABASF
H-LIBRARY SUPPLIES

350 00

I

OnO

OO

'1.000.00

A2610.450-20

16,500.00
f

GWL-LTBRARY

JOURNALS
DATABASE

500-..q-q_j

IGWL:!=!qRABY-oNT=!NE

A 2610.450-30

..........1,9.0.-0...0.9j

......_,!-?,.q99.--5.L...........-.?.q,99.4..0J.-

..

-.......

?.

1,1t7.

1

A 2610.45040

3,750.00

(1,250.00)

9,500.00

766.43

A 2610.450-50

4,455.00
HSI-IBRARY BOOKS, SUPPLIES

A 2610.451-10

Gt!{v

quPPUE9

42610.45't-20
AV SUPPLIES
A 2610.451-30

"

-

_ ._"_-

"1,325.21 1,r-5_0,00 1,159.q9

..... ".. _t:! 19.,.0.9...

_

I,r

50.00

......... 1,1.9.9,99...

I,r

50.00

1,1

50.00

1,15q.99_-1r15q-.0q

L,!.9-0...9.9..............1,1t-0...-09.............1119,-0.9....

i

.._.-.-......-..-1,99I,1-0................1,!-l-0.,9.0_.............1,.1.1L..-0.9..............1110,-0.-0.............L,1.9.9,9.0..,
v.P?!=lEs

A 2610.45140

MSrAV SUPPLIES
lMi$e. :: A.v- SUB

2tst2022

.?,-4.9.q,9.0...

ii.iHs

...............:

2022-2gBtilg.tDnft

I

2,450.00

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

1

INSTRUCTION.LIBRARY AN D AUDIO VISUAL

ACCOUNT

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

APPROVED

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

BUDGET

2018.19

2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

NOTE DESCRIPTION

A 2610.45160

....5,.?.5..9,99.........

4,398.08

DRAFTl
BUDGET

DRAFT

DETAIL
2022-23

5,350.00

1

BUDGET

$

SUB TOTAL

INCREASE/

2022-23

DECREASE

5,350.00
......... 9.0.-0...9.s..i
......?,199...-09.i
.....,.?,1-0.9...,09

A

2610.460-90

DW-AV SOFTWARE

3,575.00

2,278.70

2,000.00

2,000.00

j

6,000.00

6,000.00

4,000.00

lzgp..[4.ttqeNptN.oA 2610.460-98

ffi;"4;;;n#;l,ii,l"it
14 !d4 i b tq.ty. Mp !9 tel 9 -

A

2610.490-10

A 26'10.49040

"-"-""""""""i

"il[,isr"r"

i

GH€OCES SERVTCES
MS €OCES SERVTCES

1,1

-AV

-

83.84

900.00

A 26'10.490-50

11.146.90

7.081.70

7.364.97

7,364.97

25,217.81

A 2610.490-90

17,000.00
ED-ED COMM SUPPORT

21312022

3,200.00

2022-23 Eudgot Dr.ft

I

283.27

6,727.15

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

OTHER IN

I

HNOLOGY

DRAFT

ACCOUNT

NOTEDESCRIPNON

A 2630.150-99€'16' DIRECTOR COMPUTER

1

DRAFT

1

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

APPROVED

BUDGET

BUDGET

$

EXPENDITURE
2018-19

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

BUDGET

2020-2'l

2021-22

SUB TOTAL
2022-23

INCREASE/

2019-20

DETAIL
2022-23

TECHNOLOGY 179,183.00 184,553.00

193,801

.97

190,642.00

193,415.00

A 2630.161{0

DECREASE

93,415.00

2,773.0O

178,687.00

'13.00

68,995.00

4,837.00

(7,294.50)
(326.70)
(403.20)

r

COMPUTER AIDES
A2630.1
A2630.1
A2630.1
42630.1
42630.1
A2630.1

67{0
67-1 0

't42,196.04
AIDE

67{0

GWLCOMPUTERAIDE
€OMPUTERAIDE

6740

MS4OMPUTER AIDE

67-20

67-50

€OMPUTERAIDE

A.2630.201-10

23,928.37
31.662.60

28.523.00
34.835.60

28.1 96.30

28,1 96.30
28,1 96.30

34 432.40

34,432.40

58.570.21

55.0/t6-00

66_609.40

66,609.40
38,600.00

99,f_o.?J9............!.9,9.9.9,99.............91,91-0...2.9............1-8.,9.9.9,9q.......
GH.FULL RACK UNINTERRUPTABLE
(4)
GH.REPLACE DESKTOP COMPUTERS
AND

42630.20't-20

38,600.00
GWL-FULL RACK UNINTERRUPTABLE
GWL-REPLACE DESKTOP
AND

A 2630.201€0

38,600.00
SC-FULL RACK UNINTERRUPTABLE
SC-REPLACE DESKTOP COMPUTERS
.s..c._s..P.aBF.!!.Ellv.9.B[.9]ryr.T.c_r:1.(1)..........

A 2630.20140

41,000.00
MS-REDUNDANT SWTCH POWER
SUPPLY-To support Additional Security
Systems Devices, Access Points,
MS-REPLACE DESKTOP COMPUTERS
MONITORS

A 2630.201-50

43,800.00

2
HS-REDUNDANT SWTCH POWER
SUPPLY-To support Additional Security
Syslems Devices, Access Points,

6,000.00

SpeakeB and Phones
HS-REPLACE DESKTOP COMPUTERS (30)
HS€PARE NETWORK SWITCH (.I}

16.800.00

6.000.00

HS.REPLACE SMARTBOARDS (4)TEnsitionino lo inteE.,live flal Danels

42630.201.90

21s12022

DW€OMPUTEREQUIPMENT

15.000.00

59,886.83 70,285.22 39,628.57
2022-23 Bu.tg.t Dr.ft

1

40,000.00

40,000.00

34

1

1,563.40

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022-23 BUDGET.DRAFT

1

OTHER INSTRUCTION-TE

DRAFT

ACCOUNT

NOTE

1

DRAFT

1

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

APPROVED

BUDGET

BUDGET

$

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

BUDGET

2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

SUB TOTAL
2022-23

INCREASE'

2018-19

DETAIL
2022-23

UPGRADE DISTRICT NETWORK

171,796.00

A 2630.400-90
ARUBA CLEARPASS INSTALLATION
AND SUPPORT
BARRACUDA EMAIL ARCHIVING

20.000.00

CLASS LINK€INGLE SIGN IN FOR
STUDENTS AND STAFF

'l

I

OOO OO

l

ooo oo

7
PRINTER

UNITREND€ACKUP APPLIANCE
AND

A 2630,450-01{OO( COMPUTER SUPPLIES.FOR REMOTE LEARNING
A 2630.450-10

380,615.35

................17.,.E?,n.........

_G..HfF..ry.E841,.9-o..|y!t!lI_EB.F._r:r.?.8!.r.Es

....1.1,!.-6.9,?I..

1

5,935.78

17,200.00

I 7,200.00

1

1.337.15

17.200.00

17,200.00

.G_I!{oMPUJEB ITEADSEISIMIcR-o.F..1r.9!!E9..e9)........................

A 2630.450-20

.s..r/.P..ttr.Eg..............!.?,.939,9.?............1.7,_21L,-3.?.............

r7,200.00

A 2630.450-30

A 2630.45040

21312022

ES

1

2022-23 Budgct Draft

I

8,000.00

35

(6,769.00)

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

OTHER

1

HNOLOGY

I

DRAFTl

ACTUAL ACTUAL
ACCOUNT

ACTUAL

APPROVED

EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE
2020-21

2018.19

NOTEDESCRIPNON

2019-20

BUDGET

BUDGET
DETAIL

DRAFTl
BUDGET
SUB

1

f

FFJF..r:r.EB

8,000.00

'15,000.00

.g.UPP!,!E9................_29,9.9.?..f9..... .......?2_,799,?!............_1.9,199...9.9...
_D!v.

$
INCREASE/

-22

A 2630.450-50

A 2630.450-90

TOTAL

t9............

DW.PRINTER TONER
_Dlv.

sMABIS9. AEC.q Vt

P.

B_E?.LASE

A 2630.460-10

3,000.00

A 2630.460-20

3,000.00
GWL€ENERAL INSTRUCTIONAL

A 2630-460-30

3.000.00

3.000.00

2,295.00

3,000.00

...q,Q.0.-0...q.q..

3,000.00

INSTRUCTIONAL

A 2630.46040

7

.00

13,064.00

MS.GENERAL INSTRUCTIONAL

A 2630.460-50

10,000.00
CREATIVE CLOUD
INSTRUCTIONAL

6.500.00
A 2630.460-90

t5.845.81

1

5.798.89

500.00 ..........L{'31.9,99............

SOFTWARE

14,319.00

1,650.00 i
7,069.00 i
3,000.00 i
1,100.00 i
...1,9-0.9...q.q.i

A 2630.460-98

7,000.00

7

707,404.60

A 2630.490-90
ADVANCED ENGINEERING SERVICESO2.296
BOCES CSDNET JUNIOR TECHNICIAN 5 DAY 532/0871602.287
BOCES LAN 2 TECHNTCTAN 5 DAY 532/080/602.287
BOCES TFK SYSTFMS TIFR .I TFCHNICIAN 5 I\AY 5?)10A7160) ?97
DISCOVERY EDUCATION STREAMING 409.550
ED LAW 2D DATA PRIVACY AND SECURITY SERVICES 602.566

21s12022

2022-23 Eudgct

50.480.00
141,323.00
148.205.00
78.825.00
4,425.00
3.875.00

Dr.ft

1

36

39,903.60

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

1

OTHER INSTRU

ACCOUNT

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

APPROVED

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

EXPENDITURE

BUDGET

2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

NOTE DESCRIPTION

DRAFTl
BUDGET

BUDGET

$

DETAIL
2022-23

SUB TOTAL
2022-23

INCREASE'

DRAFT

1

DECREASE

suPPoRT 602.080
TECHNOLOGY PROJECT
LTPP SUBSCRIPTION
AZURE MONETARY
COMMIT-AZURE HOSTED OOMAIN
CONTROLLER-CLOUD HOSTING
MICROSOFT LICENSINGP 514.5'10

603.073

2t3t2022

2022-23 Eudgct Dr.ft

I

3f

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

1

INSTRUCTION.ATTEN DANC

AGTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL

ACCOUNT

NOTE DESCRIPTION

APPROVED
EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE BUDGET
2021-22

2018.19 20te-20 2020-21

DRAFTl
BUDGET
DETAIL
2022-23

A 2805.400{0

A

)'.iir'i

2tsl2022

$

SUB TOTAL

INCREASE'

2022-23

DECREASE

O0,628.50)

1,145.00

ATTENDANCE SUPPLIES

200.00

200.00

200.00

2805.490{0{000

/.\ l)l

1

34,522.50

A 2805.'160-50-3161

A 2805.450{0

DRAFT

BUDGET

200.00
5,000.00

'rrj.il.l

, I ji

:,ii.i:lit

2022-23 Budgat

l',ljl,,l,il

lrr.ft I

I

.r,r,lr

irt

:1,i..

I jrl

{r:'ri.i l.lr

i,ir:1rl i:l.,1rll

38

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

OTHER IN

1

GUIDANCE AND HEALTH

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

I

OTHER INSTRUCTIONGUIDANCE

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL

ACCOUNT

NOTE DESCRIPTION

APPROVED
EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE BUDGET
2021-22

2018-19 2019-20 2020-21

A 2810.150{0-2161 ELEMGUTDANCE
A 281 0.15040-21 61 MS€U|DANCE COUNSELORS

384,731.00

DRAFTl
BUDGET

BUDGET

DETAIL
2022-23

SUB TOTAL
2022-23

i5 Fult timo

1

$
INCREASE/
DECREASE

'to7,708.92

110,787.84

115,413.00

124,162.00

124,162.00

8,749.00

399,573.48

439,89't.18

409,4r5.00

416,586.00

41

6,586.00

7,171.00

....J

i9.flt!!-ti!!!-o..Qnp!.sv-9.e--q.-.

A 2810.150-50-2161

DRAFT

694,370.00

employees

26,269.00

I

GUIDANCE COUNSELORS SUMMER

A 2810.150-90-2161 WORK
A 28'l

0.1 50-93-21

61

GUTDANCE COUNSELORS€T|PEND

A 2810.150-93-5161 GUTDANCE DIRESTOR

1

72,709.',t9

I I 5,855.1 3

90,601.56

39,01 0.00

39,000.00

40,090.00

I

171,657.86

71,183.00

1

59,604.1

1

1

1,095.60

1r 1,095.60

3,344.00

40,500.00

40,600.00

40,600.00

100.00

68,81 4.00

171,286.00

171,286.00

2,472.00

2'l

216,489.00

6,737.00

07,751.60

A 2810.160-933161

A 281 0.160.93€1 63 GUIDANCE CLERICAL P/T

1,000.00

11

1,000.00

1,000.00

A 2810.400-93

lrnuruv cHtoneN

ASSocrATroN-

GUIDANCE OFFICE SUPPLIES

1.?.,.09 l.'7

L..............9,?.9:!,e{.............5.,911'.-8.{... .......1.2,?19.'.0..0-...........1.9,.929,-0.9,

GENERAL STJPPI IFS
NAVIANCE (ESSENTIAL) 532.522
SAT/ACT BUNDI F 532 52'l

iNil,i

ilt

)

21312022

lil,l

i i(,)/!

.:lirr

(3,700.00)

23,240.00

2,985.00

::t

A 2810.490-93

1,,

13,579.00

I

ievEF.UE-s-i.:e$iA.c-.E:q:-siupV-5.r1:i:i5-:..:..:.

A 2810.490-93-1301 BOCES COPTER SERVTCES

(9,250.00)

I

:DIRECTSTUDENTANDFAMILY

A 2810.450-93

63,179.00

4_000_o0

11.000.00
3.800_o0

2,793.18

3,r33.68

2,922.13

3,133.68

3,1

33.68

3,133.68

rl

2022-23 Brrdgot Dra.ft

1

39

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

I

OTH ER INSTRUGTION -ATTEN

HEALTH

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

1

OTHER INSTRUCTION.H EALTH SERVIC ES
DRAFT

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL APPROVED
EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE

EXPENDTURE BUDGET

2018-19 2019-20 2020-21

1

DRAFT

I

BUDGET

BUDGET

s

DETAIL
2022.23

SUB TOTAL
2022-23

INCREASE/

ACCOUNT

NOTE DESCRIPTION

A 2815.160-104176

GH€CHOOL NURSE -',58FIE

91,059.77

76,088.55

67,254.28

98,335.28

't12,760.87

112,790.87

14,425.59

A 2815.160-204176

GWL€CHOOL NURSE -1.58FIE

75,170.13

77,64',t.55

69,01 1.12

99,925.28

111,888.30

111,888.30

1

79,687.1 6

82,569.01

7?,867.97

r05,403.94

120,184.62

120,184.62

14,780.68

90,060.58

93,379.85

92,674.00

98,751.00

98,751.00

6,077.00

65,805.00

r0,208.81

A 2815.'160-304176 SC€CHOOL NURSE.1.59 FTE

42815.'t60404176
A 281

5.1

MS€CHOOL NURSE -2,0 FIE

60-50{1 61 HSOFFICE CLERICAL

101,754.47
03,1 55.00

2021-22

DECREASE

114,878.77
9,103.03

10,852.67

7,843.r3

A 28't5.16't-104176 GHSUBSTITUTE NURSES

9,100.00

390.90

685.32

6,000.00

6,000.00

6,000.00

A 28'15.161-204176 GWL€UBSTITUTE NURSES

7,749.56

I,566.50

2,503.68

6,000.00

6,000.00

6,000.00

A 2815.16't-304176

SC€UBSTITUTE NURSES

4,119.78

2,219.38

3,940.74

6,000.00

6,000.00

6,000.00

A 2815.16't404176 MS€UBSTITUTE NURSES

5,608.2r

3,223.19

4,763.38

6,000.00

6,000.00

6,000.00

A 28i5.161.504176 HS€UBSTITUTE NURSES

5,596.38

7,187.84

5,679.95

6,000.00

6,000.00

6,000.00

A 281

5.1

60-90

1,963.02

6,261.27

12,000.00

":""-.:::-l

A 281 5.400-90

HEALTH

r

3,800.00

(1,310.00)

100 00
10.000.

A 2815.450-90

21,000.00

1s5,771.00

A 2815.490-90-1308
HEALTH
HEALTH
HEALTH
HEALTH

j I.ii

1

450.00
750.00
10,500.00
92.000.00

TER CALIBRATION
CONFERENCES
NEW EMPLOYEES' PHYSICALS
PRIVATE AND PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSCRIPTIONS
SUBSTITUTE NURSES

(2,429.00)

26.200.00

SERVICES.DOCTOR'S FEES 58O.051
SERVICES-FAMILY ID 602.526
SERVICES.PRIVATE & PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS 6.17.O10
& SAFEry TRAINING-MANDATED

1,800.00

115.000.00
12,771.00

r: ,t.i;\'./t I ji, i.iil.r,,(,,'ii.\r i.i:r'"i

21312022

2022-23 Budg6t

Dr.ft

I

40

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

OTHER

1

GUIDANCE AND HEALTH

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

1

OTHER INSTRUCTION-SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST
DRAFTl

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL

ACCOUNT

NOTE DESCRIPTION

A 2820.1 50-90-2161 PSYCHOLOGTSTS
A 2820.151-90€121 PSYCHOLOGTSTS SUi/|MERWORK

APPROVED
EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE EXPEND]TURE BUDGET
2021-22

2018.19 2019-20 2020-21
851,674.32

897,059.82

908,700.1 6

29,721.83

30,882.85

1,250.00

1,228.63

DRAFT

1

BUDGET

BUDGET

i

DETAIL
2022-23

SUB TOTAL

INCREASE/

2022-23

DECREASE

7,925,00

941,074.00

941,074.00

10,825.38

35,000.00

35,000.00

35,000.00

1,190.08

1,250.00

1,250.00

1,250.00

:; r |rl

'rr',1;l ,!t

'l:li

810,r11.00

38,215.00

91

23,149.00

A 2820.400-90

A

2820.450-90

PSYCHOLOGTSTS€UPPL|ES

llt.lil

:l;

A 2825.150-90-2'161

A

2825.400.90

A2825.450-90

2lslx)22

771

SOCIAL WORKERSOTHER EXPENSES

SOCTALWORKERS€UPPL|ES

180.56

35.00

100.35

2022-23 Brdg.t

ttr.ft

1

350.00

350.00

350.00

200.00

200.00

200.00

4t

lrtlrlr

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

OTHER IN

1

CURR & ATHLETICS

DRAFT

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL APPROVED
EXPENDITURE EXPENDITUREEXPENDITURE BUDGET

ACCOUNT

NOTE DESCRIPTION

A 2850.151{0

CO4URRICULAR INTRAMURALS

A 2850_152{0

CO4URRICULAR CLUBS

20r8.r9

2019-20 2020-21

I

BUDGET
DETAIL
2022-23

2021-22

14,910.75

15,192.97

??,'124.62

20,000.00

20,023.00

349,023.76

348,435.07

288,908.50

392,146.00

413,133.00

DRAFTl
BUDGET

$

SUB TOTAL

INCREASE/

2022-23

DECREASE

A 2850_15340

20,023.00

23.00

33.00

20,987.00

41 3,1

(40,000.00)

78,733.00
1

P
.00
A

2850.153.92

DI'V+INE AND PERF ART CHAPERONES

A

2850.40040

MSCLUBS OTHER EXPENSE

A 2850.400-50

42,211.56 28,251.38 8,532.64 55,000.00 55,000.00

55,000.00

17

14,715.00

17

A 2850.450-10

(2,000.00)

800.00
CHESS, IVIATH OLYMPIADS, SPIRIT,

A 2850.450-20

300.00
COMMUNITY SERVICE, MATH
OLYMPIADS, MOCK TRIAL, SCHOOL SPORTS
SCRABBLE AND

A 2850.450-30

200.00

500.00
, MATH OLYMPIADS, SEA CLIFF
MOCK TRIAL, STUDENT

A 2850.45040

2,380.00
CLUB, OTHER CLUBS, ROBOTICS
TECHNOLOGY CLUB AND VIKING

A 2850.450-50

7

9,323.20

7
7

]r,l,'lr,;1;t,t1 1i,1,I,

21s12022

I Lili ,r,.'ri

iri.jrl

,i:lrirllr.ri.'tii.1r'r/,iit(ii

2022-23 Budgot Dtaft

rlirrr,ll:1,'ir.

I

ii ",",'

lrll

42

2,223.20

NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT

1

INSTRUGTION€O CURR & ATHL

ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL

ACCOUNT

APPROVED
EXPENDITURE EXPENDITUREEXPENDITURE BUDGET
2021-22

2018-19 2019-20 2020-21

NOTE DESCRIPTION

A 2855.150-90-216

.........!.9,.9.9t,9-0.........._1.9,399...-0.9..-.._..

DRAFTl
BUDGET

BUDGET

DETAIL
2022-23

SUB TOTAL
2022-23

...L9,.5..1?,-0.-0...........19,_0.?.?..q9.............19.,.q15,q-0...

DRAFT

1

$

INCREASE/
DECREASE

r9,675.80
;

'.-..--.-.-...-..-.-.i

877,750.00

A 2855.150-91

A 2855.'l 60-91-31 6 TNTERSCHOT-AST|C CLERTCAL SALARY
A

2855.161-90

63,737.00 66,136.00
11,209.05

SPORTS PHYSTCALS{N

A 2855.200-91

70,405.48

11,578.20

7

70,717.00

72,822.00

11,750.00

1

35,189.00

72,822.00

1,750.00

r

7

2,105.00

l ,750.00
3,187.00

A 2855.400-91

I

3,187.00

r9,097.00

3,457.00

61,972.00

(2,979.00)

AND

A 2855_450-91

43,313.42

..!9,q1.9...17...........-61.9t!...-0.0_..
i.i

irr

i.i

53.972.00
i
irr i.r
i.i
i<

.............q,

A

FEES

21s12022

111.157.53

83,964.99

1t8.66r.62

2022-23 Burtflt Dr.ft

I

r44,000.00

9-0.-0...0..q.

j
130,831.44

(13,168.56)
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1

RANSPORTATION

llh grade North Shore Schools students, who live more than 3/4 of a
mile from school These services are provided on district owned sdroolbuses and by district employees. Students attending private
and parochial sdrools who live within 15 miles of their homes are entitled to transportation if a request is submitted by April 1, each

The District Provides transportation for Kindergarten through

year. The District does not acc€pt late applications unless it

is submitted

by a new resident within 30 days of the date of residency.

Students with disabilities are entitled to suitable transportation as specified in their IEPs up to fi{ty (50) miles from their homes. This

budget supports the salaries of 33 part time bus drivers,
well

as supplies, fuel, parts and insuranc€

3 medranics, 1

transportation supervisor,

2 bus dispatchers, 5 bus

monitors

as

for the buses. The budget also supports contracts with private bus companies for the

remainder of the bus routes. The projection assumes that the District willbegin to convert up to 6 dieselbuses to electric. The District
has contracted

with McBride Consulting to write grants to secure funding for the charging stations and the electric sdrool buses. The
will be used to supplement the cost of the new buses in the form of an outright

$12O000 allocated to purchase new buses below

or

a lease.

DRAFT

ACTUAL AGTUAL

ACTUAL

BUDGET

BUDGET

BUDGET

DETAIL

2021-22

2022-23

SUB TOTALS
2022-23

EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE

ACCOUNT
A 551

0.1

2018-19

NOTE DESCRIPTION

60-60-1 1 6JE4I9PoR"r4rr"qry 9f EtcE,s
i9 F"uJltjng emptoyees ".
-- -,-

-"-.*

A 5510,160€0-1

2019-20

2020-21

231,851.00

-- -

19,977.68

3t ,917.65

30,000.00

A 5510_r60€0-1 16 TMNSPORTATTON DRTVERS
1,132,479.20
i 33 Paft-time divers-includes 3 fulltime mechanics

I,299,644.40

1,331,382.47

1,368,647.40

A 5510.160€0-31

6

6

TRANSPORTATION OVERTIME

TRANSPORTATION CLERICAL

$

INCREASE/
DECREASE
(1

2,489.00)

,- -- -

29,6r 0.55

1

DRAFT,I

1

APPROVED

SALARY

s',t ,',t71

A5510.160-60-316TRANSPORTATIONCLERICALOVERT|ME

.16

51,586.00

59,845.48

3,121.52

2,5't0.66

3,475.40

58,

1.t

I

30,000.00

30,000.00
't,474,822.80

I 06,1 75.40

60,995.00

60,995.00

2,884.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

1,474.822.80

.00

5,000.00

63,840.00

A 5510.210€0

1

20,000.00

4,066.00

;

i

:

A 551 0.400-60

TRANSPORTATION REPAIRS

i:BEpAlBs..B.r:e:vi.S.l.D..EVEiiDbs$:::::::.
A 5510.406€0

"...............?.1.,92.e.,11..........?9.,.{.q.q,9?.............Lq,?9.-e...9?.............9.0,.9.99,9.-0..............3.9.,.0..9.q,9q.,

TRANSPORTATION FIELD TRIPS

3,069.50

1,005.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

A 5510.410€0

30,000.00

5,000.00
39,000.00

A 551 0.450-60

TRANSPORTATION OFFICE SUPPLIES

3,251.26

1,069.90

3,979.03

2,500.00

2,500.00

2,500.00

A 5510.450{1

TRANSPORTATION PARTS & SUPPLIES

75,290.70

42,260.14

68,579.85

80,000.00

80,000.00

80,000.00

A 551 0.450-62

TRANSPORTATION TIRES

11,O78.97

1

6,355.97

10,499.96

1

4,000.00

14,000.00

r4,000.00

A 551 0.450-63

TRANS GAS/OIL

6r,250.51

79,g',t2.16

25,000.00

125,000.00

2/312022

101 ,573.83

2022-29 Bvd,get Dtaft. I

100,000.00

1

1

,000.00

25,000.00
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ATION

DRAFTl

ACTUAL ACTUAL

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE

ACCOUNT

NOTEDESCRIPNON

2018-t9

2020-21

APPROVED

BUDGET

BUDGET

DETAIL
2022-23

2021-22

DRAFTl
BUDGET

$

SUB TOTALS

INCREASE/

2022-23

DECREASE

40,550.00

A 5530.400-60

(10,805.99)

HOUR COURSE MANDATORY FOR ALL

MONITORING BY ZONAR€WTCH
11

REFRESHER COURSES
STUDENTS'SAFETY
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
TRANSFINDER ANNUAL SUPPORT

1.000 00

500.00
4.500.00
9,500.00

A 5530.490$0
1,457.16

:;:,,J1l",:
A

5540.400€0

TMNSPORTATION CONTRACT BUSES

..r..:r,,.r:

, :,ilrl.

i.iil

240,036.89 134,089.18 288,667.25

:,

i ,lrlll, ;.

ii rrli:lri.i :lrll

304,645.70

286,500.00

18,145.70

YN SCHOOL - tMA (|NTER MUN|CTPAL

45541.400$7

ST.CHRISTOPHER'SCONTRACTBUSES

A5541.490{7

BOCESSTCHRISTRANSPORTATION

40,764.00

40,764.00

40,764.00

101,171.00

83,872.00

83,872.00

(17,299.00)

500.00

500.00

500.00

51,325.00

65,486.20

A555O.4OO€O TRANSPORTATIONPUBLICSERVIGE
A 5580,49060.131 BOCES TRANSSPECIAL EDUCATION

47,082.93

47,78',t.65

65,892.00

88,697.00

98,391.00

98,391.00

A 5581 .49060-131 BOCES TMNSOCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

13,973.62

31,266.10

12,418.80

1

6,000.00

16,000.00

16,000.00

21312022

2022-23 Budgct Drsft

I

9,694.00
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ITY SERVICES

DRAFT

ACTUAL AGTUAL

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE DPENDITURE EXPENDITURE

ACCOUNT

2018-'19 2019-20

NOTE DESCRIPTION

2020-21

APPROVED
BUDGET
2021-22

DRAFT

1

1

BUDGET

BUDGET
DETAIL
2022-23

INCREASE/

2022-23

DECREASE

A 7140.150-914'178

20,000.00
jHroH

scnool

EVENTNG REc

i
i

pRoGRAM,

:

suppLtEs

A 7140.450{0

.Q9..!/r!trut{rlYREc

A 7140.490.00

coMMuNtw sERvtcE BocEs

i.

7141.160€0-5331

TRANS COMMUNTTY SENTOR C|T|ZENS
COALITION AGAINST SUBSTANCE

ABUSE-,ttov€d to 201 0.100.00

A 7144.45040{000

COALITION AGAINST SUBSTANCE
ABUSE.SUPPLIES

lili!r',',1.;i ,lt l'litl

:l lr I r,,.\

!,oqq.qq

., *,* q9z.?4 zBoq.aq -

**

7,000.00

'l,ljrlrIrri!rl

.t,lllrirtirlrl

-

._

7,240.00
/i,r.,trr.ir

A 7144.400{0{000

21312022

__9,980.!9

ExpENsE

ir,t ,i,/,1 I I ,.

A

.

.a,.t.i.l:,;11

0,003.66

4,254.97

11,250.00

6,000.00

I.r,,;i;,ti"",".rlrlr

.rirl

8,500.00

6,500.00

0,500.00

3,750.00

,,

2022-23 BurtgGt

Dr.ft

I

$

SUBTOTALS
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1

2020.21 REOPEN ING EXPENSES

The expenditure summary below shows the $2,70O000 the Board allocated from the 2019-20
budget to cover the cost to teopen schools tn2020'27. Outstanding purchase orders for goods
ordered but not received as oI613012021 are also reflected below. Please note a total of $200,000
also allocated

the Board is reflected in the
DRAFT

ACTUAL ACTUAL

ACCOUNT

NOTE DESCRIPTION

ACTUAL

APPROVED
EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE EXPENDITU RE
BUDGET
2018-19
2020-21
2021-22

code
1

BUDGET
DETAIL
2022-23

DRAFT

1

BUDGET
SUB TOTAL

2022-23

DECREASE

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
A 1 620-163-e0-CV00 DISTRICT W|DE CUSTODTAL WORK

27,560.00

DW.HEALTH AND SAFETY
PPEs, Additional Cleaning Supplies and
Ouldoor C/assrcoms

807,552.27

A 1 620467-9'1

€V00

A 1620-501-07-cv00

Architect and Engineering Expenses

4't,114.97

CLASSROOM TEAGHERS
A 21't 0.1 20-1

04V00

GH. TEACHERS
Additional teachers hired in 2020-21 to keep
sma// c/ass s,zes and comply with social distance
rcquirements

280,848.02

A 21 I 0.'t 20 -20 -CVo0 GWL-TEACHERS

48,269.55

Additional teachers hired in 2020-21 to keep
sma// c/ass slzes and comply with social distance
requirements
A 21 1 0.120-30-QV00 SC-TEACHERS

190,486.9r

Additional teachers hired in 2020-21 to keep
smal/ c/ass szes and comply with social distance
rcquirements

A 21 1 0.1 2040.cV00 MS-TEACHERS
Additional teacherc hired in 2020-21 to keep
sma// c,/ass s,izes a nd comply with social distance
rcquircments
A 21 I

Q.1 2Q -50 -CV

00

377,027.64

HS- TEACHERS

1,711.28

Additional teachers hhed in 2020-21 to keep
sma// c/ass s,zes a nd comply with social distance
rcquiroments

EXPENDITURE FOR ADDITIONAL TEACHER ASSISTANTS
A 21 10.151J0€V1O GLEN HEAD SCHOOL

41,127.64

A 21 10.151-20-CV10 GLENWOOD LANDTNG SCHOOL

19,244.93

A 21 10.151-30€V10 SEA CLTFF SCHOOL

38,033.49

EXPENDITURE FOR ADDITIONAL MONITORS
A 21'10-164-10CV00 GLEN HEAD SCHOOL

A 21 10-164-20-CV00

GLENWOOD LANDING SCHOOL

A 21 1 0-1 64-30-CV00

SEA CLIFF SCHOOL

5,989.39
36,2't9.70
5,415.15

A 21 10-16440-CV00 MIDDLE SCHOOL

48,864.50

A 21 I 0-1 64-50-CV00

21,019.00

HIGH SCHOOL

GLASSROOM AND BUILDING SUPPLIES
A

10450-10-CV00 GLEN HEAD SCHOOL
A 21 '10-450-204V00 GLENWOOD LANDING SCHOOL

51,472.51

21

36,446.98
30,40r.96
3,471.26
218.97

A 21 10450-30CV00 SEA CLIFF SCHOOL
A 21 1045040-CV00 MIDDLE SCHOOL
A

2'1

10450-50-CV00 HIGH SCHOOL

21312022

2022-29 audget Draft

1

$

INGREASE/

47

SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHERS
A 2250.150.104V00 GLEN HEAD SCHOOL

697.10

A 2250.150.204V00 GLENWOOD LANDING SCHOOL

1,130.18

A 2250.15040CV00 MTDDLE SCHOOL

1,076.16

A 2250.150-50€V00 HrGH SCHOOL

SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER AIDES
A 2250.151-104V00

GLEN HEAI)

1,352.61

A 2250.151-20-CV00 GLENWOOO LANDING

5,186.39

A 2250.'151€04V00 SEA CLIFF

48,592.51

A 2250.151-40CVo0

MIDDLE SCHOOL

1

A 2250.151-50CVo0

HIGH SCHOOL

25,314.02

1,505.9'l

TEACHER AIDES
A 2250.160-10.cV00 GLEN HEAD
A 2250_160-20€V00 GLENWOOD LANDING
A 2250.160€0€V00 SEA CLIFF
A 2250.16040€V00 MIDDLE SCHOOL
A 2250.160-50€V00

HIGH SCHOOL

DISTRICTWIDE TECHNOLOGY SUPPLIES
A 2630.450-904V00 HOT SPOTS, CHROME BOOKS,

39,1 86.45

GUIDANCE.COUNSELLING SERVICES
A 281 O.4OO-9o€VOO COUNSELLING SERVICES-INCLUDING MENTAL HEALTH

34,125.00

SCHOOL NURSE
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

2815.160-10€V00

17,778.54
21,281.96
22,967.20
23,619.62
30,535.09
3,848.00
4,000.00

GLEN HEAD

2815.160-20{V00 GLENWOOD LANDING
2815.160€0CV00 SEA CLIFF
2815.16040€V00 i/IIDDLE SCHOOL
2815.160-50€V00
2815.400-104V00
2815.400-204V00
2815.400-30€V00
28J5.400-40CV00

HIGH SCHOOL

GHOTHER HEAITH SERVICES INCLUDING CONTRACT NURSING SERVICES
GWLOTHER HEALTH SERVICES INCLUDING CONTRACT NURSING SERVICES

SCOTHER HEALTH SERVICES INCLUDING CONTRACT NURSING SERVICES
MSOTHER HEALTH SERVICES INCLUDING CONTRACT NURSING SERVICES
A 2815.400404V00 HSOTHER HEALTH SERVICES INCLUDING CONTRACT NURSING SERVICES

2,56'1.50

98r.00
4,000.00

213,448.10

PURCHASE ORDERS OUTSTANDING AS OF 6/30/2021
REMAINING BALANCE

2t312022

35,764.84

2022-23 Budg.t Drqft

I
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1

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Employee

account

more

It indudes pension costs

25 percent

assistants in TRS (TeacJrers Retirement System); pension crcst for all support staff in ERS (Employee Retirement System); and the

District's share of Social Security, Medicare taxet workers' cnmpensation, unemployment, health, life and dental insurances. The
Disttict's contribution rate which is set annually by the Teadrers'Retfuement System Board is estimated to increase between L0-1.0.5%
the 2022-23 member

payroll The estimated average employer contribution rate for ER9 (which

is

setby the NYS Comptroller)

been lowered from 202L-22 to 2022-23.Thebudget below shows an increase of $53&593.66 and a decrease of $423,51.3.59 in TRS and
ERS liabilities in 2022-23.The employer crcst for Social Security and Medicare is projected to increase by $367,882.04 due to projected
crontractual salary increases and the projected Social Security wage cap in 2023. Health insurance costs are expected to increase

approximately $1.4 million next year. This is

a result

of the NYSHIP Empire Plan rate inceases in 2022

as

well

by

as projected increases

in

for providing health insurance benefits for its active employees increasedby more than 10% in 2022.*e a
detailed analysis of employer and employee share of premiums in the Assistant Superintendent for Business narrative. Cost for

2023. The District's cost

dental life,

term, short term disabilities are

to remain flat.
DRAFT

ACTUAL

ACTUAL ACTUAL

APPROVED

EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE BUDGET

I

DRAFT

1

BUDGET

BUDGET

I

DETAIL
2022-23

SUB TOTAL

INCREASE/

2022-23

DECREASE

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

NYS ERSPROGRAM

566,1 56.24

694,622.50

466,375.44

6r 1,883.98

473,180.70

473,'180.70

(1

38,703.28)

A 901 0.801 -00

NYS ERS.ADM

548,526.74

441,474.15

63r,062.43

679,442.25

488,325.96

488,325.96

(1

91 ,1

A 901 0.802-00

NYS ERSCAPITAL

354,475.68

373,809.75

421,412.90

499,1 1 2.38

405,418.36

405,41 8.36

A 9020.800-00

NYS TRS.PROGRAM

8

4,525,040.2',1

4,645,513.29

5,135,908.47

5,135,908.47

490,395.1 8

A 9020.801 -00

NYS TRS.ADM

230,131.74

209,930.44

227,366.36

474,006.1 6

522,304.64

522,304.64

48,298.48

A 9030.800-00

SOCIAL SECURlry-PRGRM

3,462,441.67

3,609,080.47

4,011,903.48

4,077,484.46

A 9030.801-00

SOCIAL SECURITY-ADM

456,834.75

41

6,646.85

567,443.54

666,783.74

789,921.87

789,921.87

A 9030.802-00

SOCIAL SECURITYCAPITAL

203,409.39

236,007.92

241,861.54

234,972.25

260,490.08

260,490.08

ACCOUNT

NOTE DESCRIPTION

A 901 0.800-00

4,715,473.85

3,998,231

.1

2021-22

4,296,7'tO.54

4,296,7'10.54

4.122.685.81 424'1.735.21 4.521.204.56 4.579.210.45 5.347.122.19 5.347.'t22.49

AL 9030

A 9040.800-00

WORKERS' COMPENSATION-PROGRAM

227,003.12

27Q,679.75

399,727.93

1

77,000.00

177,000.00

1

A 9040.802-00

WORKERS'COMPCAPITAL

I 43,388.93

153,859.4r

120,209.7'l

1

20,000.00

120,000.00

'120,000.00

A 9045.800-00

LIFE INSURANCE

-

PROGRAM

99,427.88

105,017.83

'105,318.64

't

15,248.06

123,563.73

1

A 9045.801 -00

LIFE INSURANCE

-

ADMINISTRATION

20,310.95

19,470.90

20,851.63

29,438.59

A 9045.802-00

LIFE INSURANCE

.

CAPITAL

12,000.00

11,386.33

1

r ,555.18

12,300.00

A 9046.800-00

HEALTH INSURANCE-PROGRAM

A 9046.801-00

HEALTH INS-ADM

A 9046.802-00

HEALTH INSURANCE-CAPITAL

652,1 05.85

A 9046.810-15

MEDICARE REIMBURSEMENT

809,475.1 6

2t312022

10,108,81

1

.61

I,505,456.36

r

0,r 99,962.04

9,957,976.80

1',t,328,284.04

1,527,O80.7'.1

1,514,408.84

1,458,131.32

634,950.86

631,728.68

668,935.86

927,459.40

931,937.20

2022-23 Budget Draft

1

1,053,558.31

1

6.29)

(93,694.02)

219,226.O8
1

23,1 38.1 3
25,5',17.8g

367.882.04

77,000.00

23,563.73

8,315.67

22,045.'t1

22,O45.11

(7,393.48)

12,300.00

1

2,300.00

12,292,640.85

964,356.81

,580,736.41

I,580,736.41

122,605.09

767,635.91

767,035.91

98,700.05

1,275,206.50

1,275,206.50

221,648.15

12,292,640.85
1
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1

EMPLOYEE BENE
account

more than 25 percent of the

assistants in TRS (Teachers Retirement System); pension cost

pension costs
teadrert administrators
for all support staff in ERS (Employee Retirement System); and the

District's share of Social Security, Medicare taxes, workers'compensatiorl unemployment, health, life and dental insurances. The
District's contribution rate which is set annually by the Teadrers'Retirement System Board is estimated to increase between 10-10.5%
the 2022-23 member payroll. The estimated average employer cnntribution rate for ERS, (which is set by the NYS Comptroller)
been lowered from 2021.'22to 2022-23.Thebrdget below shows an increase of $538,693.66 and a decrease of M23,513.59 in TRS and
ERS liabilities in 2022-23. The employer cost for SocialSecurity and Medicare is projected to increase by $367,882.04 due to projected
contractual salary increases and the projected Social Security wage cap in 2023. Health insurance costs are expected to increase by
$1.4 million next year. This is a result of the NYSHIP Empire Plan rate inceases in 2022 as well as projected increases in
2023. The District's cost for providing health insurance benefits for its active employees increased by more than 10% in 2022. See a

approximately

detailed analysis of employer and employee share of premiums in the Assistant Superintendent for Business narrative. Cost for
life,

short term disabilities are

to remain flat.
DRAFT

ACTUAL

ACTUAL ACTUAL

APPROVED

EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE BUDGET

ACCOUNT

NOTE DESC RIPTION

A9O5O.8OO.OO

UNEMPLOYMENTINSURANCE

A 9055.800-00

LONG/SHORT TERM DISABILITY - PROGRAII

A 9055.801 -00

LONG TE RM DISABILITY4DMINISTRATION

A 9055.802-00

SHORT TERM DISABILITY - CAPITAL

2018-19

2019-20

2021-22

DRAFT

20,037.36

't20,733.97

22,496.34

22,389.52

23,684.66

6,681.92

I,377.87

9,501.74

1

.37

1

1

BUDGET

DETAIL
2022-23

SUB TOTAL
2022-23

55,157.78 2't5,000.00 30,000.00 30,000.00

22,989.75

117,144.73

2020-21

I

BUDGET

$

INCREASE/
DECREASE

30,000.00

149,91 3.83

149,913.83

14,870.42

26,264.53

27,292.47

27,292.47

1,027.94

7,000.00

9,000.00

9,000.00

2,000.00

35,043.41

151

,|

405,097.00

426,546.79

426,22?.64

442,991.48

463,791.84

463,791.84

20,800.36
(3,065.78)

1

A 9060.820-00

DENTAL INSURANCE - PROGRAM

A 9060.821-00

DENTAL INSURANCE . ADMINISTRATION

43,637.69

45,557.96

42,819.46

50,71 9.1 4

47,653.36

47,653.36

A 9060.822-00

DENTAL INSURANCE - CAPITAL

34,045.68

27,',t63.77

27,358.26

30,340.44

30,342.00

30,342.00

1

.56
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NORTH SHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT
2022.23 BUDGET.DRAFT 1
D TRANSFERS

DEBT SERVICE AND

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

ACTUAL

EXPENDITURE EXPENDITURE

ACCOUNT

A

2018-19

NOTEDESCRIPTION

TAN TNTEREST (TAX ANTtCtPATtOt{
NOTES)

9760.700t0

A 9901.90040

TRANSFERTO CAPITAL PROJECT

A 9901.930{0

TRANSFERTO SCHOOL LUNCH

79,533.33

FUND 690,852.00

FUND

EXPENDITURE

2020-21

2019.20

APPROVED
BUDGET
2021-22

49,391.66 84,999.99

57,000.00

DRAFTl
BUDGET

DRAFTl
BUDGET

DETA!L
2022-23

SUB TOTALS
2022-23

$
INCREASE/
DECREASE

07,000.00

67,000.00

10,000.00

3,OOO,OOO.OO
2OO,OOO.OO

150,000.00

150,000.00

A 9901.950{0

150,000.00

r45,000.00

145,000.00
.,.'....
...'.-..1

A 9901.96040

2,870,000.00 (545,076.50)
NCIPAL DEBT SERVICE-

A 9901

.961{0

1,053,409.39 629,050.00
DEBT SERVICE

Debt
for lntercst on Bond Anticipatlon
Scheduled for June 2022 for
ll Bond, Construction scheduled
........................?9.9,.99

A 9901-96240

I
333,509.94

..............-3.9.9,199...9.L...........9.9.q,9-0.9...eJ...........-3-?.q,9q9..9.!....-..--.

ENERGY PERFORMANCE LEASE

ESTIMATE-NEW ENERGY
PERFORMANCE. (Filst Lease P d ynpnt

553,835.06
.6t

A 9950.900{0

I

71

(48,446.65)

350,000.00

upgroile the infiastrucfire at the

ilepot anil itrsttll chdrging stations
corroert six latge iliesel school buses

electric.

)ir lr.',)t;1,

21312022
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